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ABSTRACT

This is a study of modification in CA nominal phrases at the levels of syntax and semantics. It examines the semantic and syntactic basis on which modification is made, its types and features, and the function of focus by word order change. Modification is considered here as an operation performed on the NPs, based on a structural relationship of two linguistic concepts (Head and Modifier). The study makes use of the ideas and concepts put forward by other linguists dealing with modification as a linguistic concept.

Apart from the Introduction, the thesis consists of seven chapters. Chapter I deals with Deictics as represented by demonstratives, the definite article and possessive pronouns. Their function as a modifier, their cataphoric, anaphoric and exophoric references are outlined, marking the identity between two units involved in the context. Other functions like generic, specific and aggregate are discussed.

Chapter II discusses modification in the NP within relational sentences where it plays an important role in producing this type of sentence. Attention is drawn to the main divisions of relational sentences such as ascriptive, equative, possessive and circumstantial which are the virtual representation of the relationship between attribuand and attributive elements or rather subject and predicate.
Again the sentences are analyzed along the axes in which they are predominantly marked by modification as to whether it is obligatory or optional.

Chapter III consists of a discussion of the relationships holding between the relative clauses as a subordinate clause and the preceding noun as a subordinating element so that they have different syntactic status. Various semantic and syntactic criteria are given to distinguish their modificatory function. To this end restrictive and non-restrictive types are discussed, and also semantic sub-types where the relative clauses have different contextual functions. Also characteristics distinguishing restrictive and non-restrictive representations are pointed out on the basis of grammatical status and semantic choices. Other features are portrayed: specific and non-specific, attributive and non-attributive and causative relations. Syntactic features are dealt with regarding the forms and the choices which are related to semantic options.

In Chapter IV, quantifiers are discussed on three fundamental axes: word class, semantic function and syntactic function. This discussion is devoted to establishing the grounds on which the term quantifier is distinguished from the counterpart numeral. The distinctive features set up in this chapter delineate the structural function of the quantifiers as a class of quantifying modifiers in nominal phrases. This involves four main features: premodifier, postmodifier, variable and invariable. Word order change is a mechanism
operated for focus considerations on the transposed element. These structural characteristics are associable with semantic types as in this chapter.

Chapter V treats various word classes which function within one syntactic area, the semantic implications are examined so as to show sub-semantic functions of these classes which include centre adjectives, common nouns, relative adjectives and participial adjectives which denote aspectually stative, dynamic, physical, habitual, inceptive etc.

The discussion in Chapter VI is centred around the appositive structure where the modificatory relationship is between two equal elements in such a way that the omission of one of them does not affect the grammaticality of the structure. The effect lies only in the structural and semantic representations which will be affected by reducing the members of the structure by one element which represents a structural function and a piece of information. In this chapter, we deal with three types of structures appositives, genitives and fractions since they are structurally and functionally similar. That is to say, they function as determinative with two elements.

In Chapter VII, a full treatment is given of the system of cardinals and ordinals. The cardinals can function structurally as premodifiers or as postmodifiers. Structurally, the ordinals are prefixed by the article al- and function as postmodifier, except that when the ordinals
from (3-10) occur without al- preceding the head noun, they function as premodifiers. For this purpose, tables and structural analysis as well as structural types of relationships are illustrated.
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INTRODUCTION
Purpose and Justification

The purpose of this study is to describe and analyse, the structure of modification in nominal phrases in Classical Arabic and to investigate the semantic and syntactic types which are associated with the modificatory relation. Also to demonstrate the morphological, semantic and syntactic features on which the structural configuration of a nominal phrase is based and by which the term modification operates. This thesis is, to the best of my knowledge, the first attempt to study modification in nominal phrases in classical Arabic, especially on the semantic and syntactic levels. The description and analysis are based mainly, particularly in Chapters IV and VII, on the ideas expressed in descriptive linguistics in contrast with prescriptive grammar which has been traditionally employed for Classical Arabic. The aspects of descriptive linguistics which are most relevant to our present study are the fact of linguistic usage as they are, and not how they ought to be.

In describing modification, the main points we focussed attention on are: (i) the structural relationships expressed by the elements of the nominal phrase types at the linear level, (ii) the inter-relationship between semantic and syntax in modificatory structure, (iii) the semantics and syntactic function of the modifiers, (iv) morphological and syntactic classes of modifiers, (v) the immediate constituent structure of modification consists of an obligatory element (head) and optional element (modifier).
and (vi) the function of focus by word order change in the Noun phrase.

The modificatory types of nominal phrases in SA and the semantic and syntactic relationships between the modified noun and modifying element have been to the best of my knowledge, dealt with partially or differently. Even in the prescriptive grammar, the Arab grammarians and Westerners in modern times have relied heavily on the study of the mediaeval CA grammarians about the relationships obtained in nominal phrases, with almost no critical addition.

The work of the writer, in applying the traditional Arab and European linguistic methods in describing the nominal phrase in CA, should be regarded as an initiatory step in this interesting area.

The structure to be investigated

To determine the description and analysis of the structure of nominal phrases in CA, in which Modification operates, a common denominator which relates the members of structure in a modificatory relationship is drawn by

---

(1) See, for instance, Qafisheh, M., English pre-Nominal Modifiers and Corresponding Modern Standard Arabic Structures, the University of Michigan, Ph.D., 1968. See also Cantarino, V., Syntax of Modern Arabic Prose, Vol. II, pp. 5-155.

the structural feature of an NP; that is, it has basically an obligatory element of structure (Head) to which the modification is made and an optional element by which the modification is fulfilled. This primary classification is based on syntactic and semantic grounds since at both levels the element H is independent and the element M is dependent. Grammatical function is a further clue which enables us to recognize the element of structure as an item of modification in a given stretch of a nominal group, where the structure is syntactically built up of modificatory items for various semantic considerations, and that its performance is linguistically designed as one functional unit in a larger structure. At the level of structure, the modificatory classification falls into four main types: premodifier, postmodifier, variable and invariable. At the level of occurrence, they occur in simple or complex nominal phrases.

Thus:

1a) /wa ıgtasilı bi al-ma?/
   'and wash yourself by water'

1b) /wa ıgtasilı bi al-ma?i al-qarah/
   'and wash yourself by pure water'

Disregarding the article al- in (b) the nominal phrase has two elements of structure: al-ma?i and al-qarah associated for modification and restriction, but not in (a) where the word al-ma? is not modified. Again in (b) the nominal phrase consists of an independent element
(al-mā?) and dependent element (al-qarāh), giving its meaning by collocation rather than as an individual item. This gives the following diagram of structure:

![Diagram of structure]

and

2a) /qabaDtu al-māl/
'I took the money'

2b) /qabaDtu kulla al-māl/
'I took all the money'

2c) /qabaDtu al-māla kullahu/
'I took the money, all of it'

where the grammatical structure as far as modification is concerned is exemplified by the underlined stretches of the sentences. (1) In this way, in (a), the underlined nominal phrase has a structure of two places, these places are

---

occupied by the element modifier (al-) and the head noun (māl). In (b), the nominal phrase has a structure of three places, these places are filled by two occurrences of the element modifier (kull and al-) and one occurrence of the element head (māl). In (c) the nominal phrase has a structure of four places, these places are furnished successively by the element modifier (al-), the head (māl), the modifier (kull) and the coterminous pronoun suffix (-hu). Having given illustrations of the head noun which is the essential word in a nominal phrase structure and the modifier or modifiers in a nominal phrase structure, we can say that a modifier is a word which modifies the head noun and which occurs before the head as in (a and b) or after the head as in (c) under specific conditions.

Here we could perhaps distinguish between what we might call 'marked structures' and what we might call unmarked structures. The word unmarked is used where the elements of structure occur one after another in a sequence as in (a) and (b). The word marked is given to a structure where the modifier is transposed for focus considerations as in (c). However, although (c) is a transposed structure of (a), it is a necessary condition that it should involve a modifying quantifier (kull) which we may say is present for contrasting information.

The structural diagrams for these examples are shown in the following figures:
Figure 1: Structural diagram showing the functions and places of the NP

(a)

Figure 2: Structural diagram showing layers, functions and places of the members of the NP

(b)

Figure 3: Structural diagram showing layers, functions and places of the elements of the NP (transposed)

(c)
The above diagrams quite straightforwardly show the relationship between one item and another on a hierarchical scale. We may contrast examples where they include among their constituents a relative clause which has been moved down the hierarchical scale of rank from sentence to phrase and which functions as a modificatory single word. This may be represented by:

/wa lam yaqbal hadya allahi alladī ji?tu bih/

'and he did not follow the Islamic way which I have been chosen by Allāh to'

In this sentence the relative clause (alladī ji?tu bih) is, from the structural point of view, a clause. But it functions as a single element. It acts also as a qualifying modifier of the head noun (hadya allāh). Also it is a clause which has been rankshifted. So, this example is analysable as follows:

```
NP
  H         M          Q/M
   hadya   allāhi    (alladī ji?tu bih)
```

The structural relationship holding between the members of the nominal phrases above is stated on the basis of semantic and syntactic factors. Accordingly each member has its function in a string of elements whatever the number of the elements within one linguistic area. Thus in:-
(O wives of the prophet!) were he to divorce (any of) you, God might well give him in your stead spouses better than you - women who surrender themselves unto God, who truly believe, devoutly obey his will, turn (unto Him) in repentance (whenever they have sinned), worship (Him alone), and go on and on (seeking His goodly acceptance) - be they women previously married or virgins.\(^{(1)}\)

The element \(\text{azwājan}\) has the syntactic characteristics of a head, since it is syntactically independent and semantically can be said to have modifiers which put restriction on its general meaning, whereas the remaining elements have the characteristics of modifiers of an indefinite head noun in a mutual correspondence. They state all the characteristic qualities by which the head noun is identified. Each element represents a special meaning in a chain of elements, which are in fact one body of modification, to the head noun. However, in the nominal phrases, it is necessary to take into account the unusual order of the elements of a structure as well as the usual order. The former is referred to as the marked structure, since it runs counter to our expectancy, whereas the latter is unmarked. A diagram is given below to show the structural relationships of the last example:

There are further structural features which allow us to distinguish different types of modification. These characteristics and other structurally related features are investigated in the light of Modern European analytical methods and Traditional grammatical Arabic thought. Special reference is made to Halliday, Quirk, Chafe and Francis on whom we rely in the description of the structure of modification in English nominal phrases.

The terms pre-position and post-position which are graphically marked by dashes are used for the position of an element. The designation of these two terms is essential for the distinction between these as conventional terms and the terms preposition and postposition (without dashes) which designate word classes. Thus, the former are used for the position and the latter are used for the element.

Language

The language treated in this thesis is Classical Arabic (abbreviated to CA throughout). The term classical Arabic is used to cover the classical Arabic of medieval time and also the language of the Qur'an and pre-Islamic literature. It also embraces the language of some contemporary writers whose work has kept in line with the characteristic morphological, grammatical and syntactic features of the old texts, which we might call Modern Classical Arabic. The difference between the ancient and modern texts is only one of style
and period since CA can be produced even today by those
who have mastered the three linguistic axes of morphology,
syntax and semantics of the language.
Furthermore, the same grammatical mistakes which occur in
the contemporary works were also known to occur in the
pre-Islamic and medieval times in the speech of peninsular
Arabs.\(^1\) The use of the term classical with reference to
Arabic by other writers is often purely chronological
and relates only to the period in which the text occurred.
The present writer uses the term to signify any text of
whatever period which follows the morphological, phonological
and syntactic rules observed in old classical texts.

The Data

The data which forms the basis of this study has been
taken from various sources of CA: The Holy Qur'ān, the
Prophetic Tradition (Hadīth), the speech of some of the
prophet's companions, other old texts such as of
al-jāhīd (al-bayānu wa al-tabyīn), a number of new texts
in what is essentially classical written by writers such
as Taha Husain, Ahmad Al-Baqūrī, and examples from grammar
textbooks.
Even with regard to classical examples given in grammar
books there is sometimes disagreement between scholars
as to the acceptability of particular structures. However,

\(^1\) See Ì'ATTâr, A.A., al-Sihâhu wa madārisu al-muΣjamātī
al-Sarabīyyah, Cairo, 1956, pp.27-35.
in the choice of material here the final criterion has been always my own judgement as a speaker, writer and reader of classical. In addition the data for the thesis was often checked against the knowledge of fellow researchers well versed in CA who are referred to in the acknowledgement.

Translation

The translation of the Quranic quotations are from M. Asad. In the translation of the prophetic tradition as well as the other examples, the translations are mine. All examples are given in the notation system listed below on p.15-17. But names of people and places are given in the transliteration system normal for Arabic except for some words which have Anglicized forms (like Mecca), this is used.

Symbols and Abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CA</td>
<td>Classical Arabic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Standard Arabic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSA</td>
<td>Modern Standard Arabic</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Def.</td>
<td>Definite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indef.</td>
<td>Indefinite</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-n</td>
<td>nunation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dem.</td>
<td>demonstrative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.</td>
<td>Noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NP</td>
<td>Nominal phrase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPs</td>
<td>Nominal phrases</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Sentence</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>st.</td>
<td>structure</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Full Form</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sub.</td>
<td>subject</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pred.</td>
<td>predicate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>masc.,(M)</td>
<td>masculine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fem.,(f.)</td>
<td>feminine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adv.</td>
<td>adverb</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>adjective</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sing.</td>
<td>singular</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>plu., pl.</td>
<td>plural</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quant.</td>
<td>quantifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gen.</td>
<td>genitive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J.L.</td>
<td>Journal of Linguistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nom.</td>
<td>Nominative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q.</td>
<td>qualifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.,prep.</td>
<td>preposition</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PP</td>
<td>prepositional phrase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pro.</td>
<td>pronoun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ap</td>
<td>Appositive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ApM</td>
<td>Appositive modifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANP</td>
<td>Appositive nominal phrase</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWH</td>
<td>Substituted word head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.,Mod.</td>
<td>Modifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ms</td>
<td>Modifiers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.</td>
<td>Comparative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sup.</td>
<td>Superlative</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aux.</td>
<td>Auxiliary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num.</td>
<td>Number</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Card.</td>
<td>Cardinal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Transcription

The transcription system used here is a broad reading transcription. It is shown in the following symbols where each symbol is given a brief description.

Vowels

a  a short, open, vowel
ía  a long, open, vowel
i  a short, front, unrounded vowel between close and half open
\( \ddot{\text{i}} \) a long, close, unrounded, front vowel

\( \ddot{\text{u}} \) a short, back, rounded vowel between close and half open

\( \ddot{\text{u}} \) a long, close, rounded, back vowel

\( \text{o} \) a short, half-open back rounded vowel

Consonants

\( \ddot{\text{?}} \) glottal stop

\( \text{b} \) voiced, bilabial plosive

\( \text{t} \cdot \ddot{\text{d}} \) voiceless and voiced denti-alveolar plosives

\( \ddot{\text{t}} \cdot \ddot{\text{d}} \) voiceless and voiced interdental fricative

\( \ddot{\text{j}} \ddot{\text{s}} \) voiced and voiceless alveo-palatal fricatives

\( \ddot{\text{h}} \ddot{\text{?}} \) voiceless and voiced pharyngeal fricatives

\( \ddot{\text{x}} \ddot{\text{g}} \) voiceless and voiced uvular fricatives

\( \ddot{\text{r}} \) voiced apical trill

\( \ddot{\text{z}} \ddot{\text{s}} \) voiced and voiceless alveolar fricatives

\( \ddot{\text{f}} \) voiced labio-dental fricative

\( \ddot{\text{q}} \) voiceless uvular plosive

\( \ddot{\text{k}} \) voiceless velar plosive

\( \ddot{\text{1}(1)} \) voiced apical lateral

\( \ddot{\text{m}} \) voiced bilabial nasal

\( \ddot{\text{n}} \) voiced denti-alveolar nasal

\( \ddot{\text{h}} \) voiceless laryngeal fricative

---

(1) Except in a few cases, where /\text{1}/ has dark quality when it occurs in the name of God 'Allāh' following a word which ends with the vowel (\( \text{a} \)) or (\( \text{u} \)), and when (\( \text{l} \)) occurs immediately after an emphatic letter.
w  labio-velar semi-vowel
y  palatal semi-vowel

Emphatics
S  pharyngealized voiceless alveolar fricative
D  pharyngealized voiced denti-alveolar fricative
T  pharyngealized voiceless denti-alveolar stop
D  pharyngealized voiced inter-dental fricative

These phonemes are the correspondents of the unemphatic s, d, t and z respectively.
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CHAPTER I

DEICTICS

Introductory:

In this chapter, we will attempt to describe three kinds of modifier under the general label 'Deictics' viz. demonstratives, definite article and pronouns. The common grounds that set these three kinds together is that the reference of each is one of deictic. The term 'Deictic' is used more or less in accordance with the following two quotations.

"This particularization of meaning can take place in at least the following ways: ... Context indicates the referents of certain types of word we call DEICTIC (this, that, here, there, now, then, etc.), and of other expressions of definite meaning such as John, I, you, he, it, the man."(1)

"The first place in the structure of modifier is occupied by the word class known as 'deictics', consisting more delicately of three sub-classes of which one contains the items 'the', 'a', 'this', 'that', the personal deictics 'his', 'here', etc., and certain other words."(2)

Similarly, CA demonstratives, the definite article al- 'the' and the indefinite marker (-n 'nunation') are one part of 'deictics'. The demonstratives and definite

article are identical in function (i.e. determiners) and in relation with the head noun (i.e. modifiers). In this way, the description will be given to each term separately to which an attempt will be made to delimit the range of the nominal phrase type involved.

(1) The demonstratives as a modifier

Before the description proceeds with 'the demonstratives as a modifier, a quotation regarding the concept of 'demonstratives' is given to demonstrate that the term 'demonstrative' is used here in the same sense and character as that stated by Quirk for English demonstratives. "The demonstratives have number contrast and can function both as determiners and pronouns. The general meanings of the two sets can be stated as 'near' and 'distant' reference."(1)

Similarly, C.A. demonstratives can be briefly represented as follows:

1) near reference
   a) singular
      \text{hadā}(m) \quad 'this'
      \text{hadīhi}(f) \quad 'this'
   b) dual
      \text{hadānī}(m) \quad 'these two'
      \text{hatānī}(f) \quad 'these two'

2) distant reference
   \text{dālika}(m) \quad 'that'
   \text{tilka}(f) \quad 'that'
   \text{dālikumā}(m) \quad 'these two'
   \text{tilkumā}(f) \quad 'these two'

c) plural: hašulāʔi(m/f) 'these' ?ūlāʔika 'those'

However, although demonstratives are variable in form, they are identical to the head noun they modify in form and in case status, whether they precede or follow the head. Thence syntactically they represent their head. In other words, demonstratives are here dependent, since they are governed by the following noun, and the governed word should be the modifier. That is to say, since the demonstrative has various forms, and the choice between these is determined by the syntactic or semantic properties of the following noun, we can say that the noun governs the demonstrative, and therefore the demonstrative depends on the noun, as its modifier, e.g. hāda al-rajul 'this man', hādāni al-rajulān 'these two men', and hašulāʔi al-qawm 'these people'. The obvious illustration in the nominal phrase is the choice between hāda/hādihi and hašulāʔi, or between dālika/tilka and ?ūlāʔik, or hādāni and hātān, which is controlled by the number and gender of the following noun e.g. al-rajul takes hāda or dālika rather than the others. Thus, if hāda or dālika is governed by the noun, it should follow that the latter is head and the former its modifier. However, the head noun is always prefixed by al-. Moreover, the demonstratives and the definite article al- are sets of closed systems. (1) The latter is graphically invariable in form but has phonologically various realizations (see below).

(1) Quirk et al., ibid., p.19.
It is relevant to point out here that there is a set of demonstratives whose meaning is said to refer to the nearer of two objects, in which case the demonstrative is represented without the so-called lāmu al-buṣd 'the -l- of distance', such as dāka 'that', dānika, tānika 'those two', etc.

There is another set of demonstratives whose meaning can also be stated as 'near' and 'distant' reference, and further they are considered as locative adverbs, e.g. hunā 'here', hunāka, hunālika and tamma 'there'.

Whatever be the reference, demonstratives have a constant relationship with the noun they refer to, i.e. they are determiners and have definite meaning by nature.

Examples:

a) /qad ?a'Ejabatni hadihi al-?arD/
   'I admired this land'

b) /bal qu1 mā rahīlī ?an ?arDīn fīha hādihi al-fatāh/
   'No, to tell the truth you should say that I am not leaving (this country because of this girl'.

c) /wa lānīnī muqīmūn ?an ?abra?a hādihi al-?arDa
   wa ?an ?ataḥawwala ?an hādihi al-dār/
   'And but I am staying here and I will not leave this country, and also I will not move from this house'

d) /wa xalā ʿAbdū allāhi ibnu judḥāna masā?a dālika al-yawmi ṭa?allā gulāmihi dāka al-rūmiyy/
'And 'Abd allah ibn judhain was free to talk to his Byzantine boy at the evening of that day'.

e) /... fī tilka al-ZuSūr/
'at those Ages'

f) /?alqā fī rūza?ī ṭulā?ika al-nās/
'He frightened those people'.

However, from the structural configuration of nominal phrases including a demonstrative element, we notice that:

a) the demonstratives occupy usually the first place in the structure of an NP by the virtue of the word order of the word class known as 'deictics' followed by a noun with the article al- 'the', as in wa hādihi al-dawābbu allati taqaZu fi al-nari...'and these butterflies which fall into fire...', and in the second position when the preceding noun appended by the possessive pronoun, as in laZallī lā ?alqakum baZda Zāmī hādā 'I may not see you after this year'.

b) The nominal phrase is made by (1) demonstrative + al + noun, (2) or noun + pronominal suffix + demonstrative.

c) The demonstrative may be placed after a noun with the article al- for adjectival function, as in al-fatātu hādihi 'this girl'.

d) A distinction can be drawn, when a nominal phrase involves a demonstrative in syntagmatic relations, between
a linear sequence of classes such as demonstratives followed or preceded by a noun and a non-linear configuration of function such as modifier-head relations which are adopted throughout this thesis (quotation is given on this point, see Chapter II below).

e) In more delicate terms, similar to English CA demonstratives as well as the definite article al-'the' are elements of 'deictics' which are contextually expressed to identify the head noun involved. To put it in Halliday's terms,

"The contextual function of deictics is to identify, and among them 'the' is unmarked and specific: that is, its function is to identify a specific subset but to do so by reference to something other than itself; unlike 'his' or 'that', 'the' carries no power of identification but indicates that something else present does. This 'something else' may be either (1) in the M/Q elements of the nominal group, (2) in the context, linguistic or situational, or (3) in the head of the nominal group itself."(1)

By the above characteristics, demonstratives are assigned as a modifier in a given NP in which, as illustrated above, the demonstrative can be used in pre-head position and post-head position. Each representation is syntactically constrained. So structurally, the demonstratives have their relations with the head noun as a premodifier or postmodifier.

(1) Halliday et al., Patterns of Language..., op.cit., p.58.
More illustrations:

Set I

a) /ḥāḍa al-ʔamru ʕala ḥablī ḥabī ḥarāfīk/
   "This matter in your hand" (i.e. easy)

b) /mā fi buTūnī ḥāḍīhi al-ʔanʕāmi/
   "All that is in the wombs of such-and-such cattle..." (1)

c) /wa galayānu tilka al-marājīli al-fāʔiratī wa ṭasallūru tilka al-nīrānī al-muDarīmah/
   lit. 'and the boiling of those uproar cooking kettles and the blazing of those burning fires'

d) /wa lā siyyama ḥāṭayni al-ʔummatayni al-xālidatayn/
   'and especially these two unforgettable nations'

e) /... fayastāphirahu ḥāʔulāʔi al-Tūlābū istiDhātā/
   'And those students learn it by heart'

Set II

a) /wa lākīnī jālaḍtukum bisayfī ḥāḍā/
   'But I fought you with this sword of mine'

b) /faʔamsik ʕalayka ʔurriyyatāka ḥādīh /
   'Keep this freedom of yours'

c) /wa ʕān ʔasfārīhī tilka al-katīrah/
   'And about those (that) many trips of his'

d) /mā raʔaytu kaqulāmika ḥādā/
   'I did not see like this boy of yours'

The above two sets of examples represent two ways of sequential classes by which 'demonstratives' as deictics function: premodifier, as in set (I) and postmodifier, as in set (II).

**Demonstrative references within the context**

Demonstratives have been illustrated above as forms of pointing. They are identified by location on a scale of proximity. Here demonstratives indicate references, other than location. These references are interpreted in three distinct terms: 'cataphoric', 'anaphoric', and 'exophoric'. All these distinctions are contextually assigned, in that each term is used to refer to the process of a demonstrative referring deictically to a modifying element in the context. In this case there are again three possibilities forward reference, backward reference, and reference to current situation, with cataphoric, anaphoric and exophoric functions respectively. These can be illustrated by the following examples.

1 - **Cataphoric:**

a) /wa kadālik ?aṣbaha al-?amru bayna hādayni al-rafiqayni ?amran ʕajabā/

'likewise the situation became amazing between these two companions'
b) /wa ?inni lā ?a'rifu fī bilādi al-'arabi haraman gayra hadā al-ḥaram/
   'And I do not know that there is a Holy place except this one'

c) /wa kāna ha?ula?i al-fityatu al-talātatu qad xarajū min dārihim/
   'And these three boys have went out from their house'

d) /dālika al-kitābu lārayba fiḥ/ 
   'THIS DIVINE WRIT - let there be no doubt about it'

e) /qad ?aqbala wa ma?ahu ?amīratuhi tilka al-fatātu al-ḥabashiyyah/
   'He came with his princess, that Ethiopian girl'

g) /fakāna ?ulā?ika al-sabābu min qurays/ 
   'And those boys were from Quraish'

The point to be mentioned here: demonstrative occurs frequently with cataphoric function in C.A.

2 - Anaphoric:

a) /wa huwa ?innamā xalā ?ila gunaymātihi tilka.../ 
   'And he was only engaged with those (that) sheep'

b) /wa yanSa?ifu al-fatā ?an makānihi dāka.../ 
   'And the boy has left that place of his...'

   'And the boy did not know how long that hesitant standing of his lasted'
d) /tumma uxruj faqSus ru?yaka hādihi.../
'Then go out and tell this story of yours'

'And if he was left to his nature he would say as he heard from some of these people. He said to 'Abd Allah ibn Mas'ūd in a voice with deep sighs. I swear by Allāh that I would like to be one of those people'

'Abu ḥudayfah said: "You have turned to the Christian or Jewish religion, leaving the religion of your forefathers". The boy answered: "I met those (Christians) and those (Jews) and I heard them but I did not try to understand their talk".

It is worth mentioning that a demonstrative with textual reference in such cases carries the tonic, depending on the meaning intended. The tonicity gives the nominal phrase contrastive implication, i.e. it draws attention to the new information, while anaphoric reference draws it to the NP.
An explanation of applying the linguistic terms illustrated above to Arabic consists of the fact that demonstratives in text, and particularly in context of situation have specific references. These are fully specified by the context. Thus, cataphoric and anaphoric uses of demonstratives are readily interpretable, if we relate them to textual references, as in (1) and (2), in contrast with the exophoric use which refers to current time that is interpretable if we refer to an object within the context of situation, as in (3).

(ii) The definite article and its function

Definition vs. indefiniteness

Introduction: In this section, we are going to identify and describe the definite article al - 'the', and the
indefinite marker (-n) 'nunation'. The object is to explore the relation of definition accorded to a specific item via the definite article al-, its manifestation, and exponents in contradistinction to the indefinite marker referred to here as (-n).

A) The article in Arabic is graphically represented by the prefix morpheme al - 'the', which may have distinct phonetic realizations.

1) al-, as in al-kitāb 'the book'
2) 1-, as in qara?tu l-kitāb 'I read the book'
3) /a/ followed by the identical consonant to the first consonant of the prefixed word, as in as-sams 'the sun'.
4) a morpheme identical to the first consonant of the following word, as in xaraja r-rajul 'the man went out'.

Structurally speaking, (1) and (3) occur at the beginning of a linguistic structure in which the former precedes the so-called al-hurūfu al-qamariyyah 'the moon letters': ?, b, j, h, x, z, g, f, q, k, l, m, h, w, y, and the latter precedes al-hurūfu al-samsiyyah 'the sun letters': t, ṭ, d, ḩ, r, z, s, s, S, D, T, ḫ, n. (2) and (4) which are other realisations of (1) and (3) respectively occur within a linguistic structure.

For the sake of simplicity the above phonetic facts are ignored in the notations, and the definite article is always represented as al-. The following section shows the
correspondence of our notation with the phonetics. Note also that our notation corresponds to the system of the Arabic script.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Our Notation and Arabic Orthography</th>
<th>Phonetics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) al-bab 'the door'</td>
<td>al-babu...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) al-harb 'the war'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) al-qamar 'the moon'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prefixed article (al-) belongs to a special class of function words, which combine with all nouns and adjectives, except singular proper nouns (for the exception of the proper nouns occurring with the definite article, see...
below, p.40 ). The article as a grammatical unit which belongs to closed-system items has its different form, as illustrated above. To quote,

"like all grammatical units, the morpheme is an element of 'form', 'arbitrarily' related to its 'substantial' realisation on the phonological (or orthographical) level of the language."(1)

The point to be mentioned in this connection is that, contrary to SA usage, the article in CA with verbal nouns (abstract nouns) which are formed from the verb of five or six consonants has two realisations (al-) and (l-) followed by an anaptyctic vowel (i) which occurs for phonological reasons. Since (hamzatu al-waSl) 'the conjunctive 'hamzah' in the verbal noun involved is being omitted for morphological consideration, i.e. the word 'ittihād in alittihād 'the union' and iīla liittihād 'to the union' has lost the initial hamzah which is replaced by an anaptyctic vowel.

On this point, Beeston states that the (l-), in a word which already begins with cc, must be prefixed to the post-pausal form. To represent his view in SA usage, he considers that the form ttiihād 'union' has a post-pausal form 'ittihād 'union' to which the article (l-) must be prefixed, hence l'ittihād 'the union' or as he puts it,

"...the Arabic marker is a morpheme with positionally determined varieties: lengthening of the initial consonant where this is a lingual (ssana) 'the year'), a prefixed 1 if the initial

consonant is anything else (lqarya 'the village'); in the case of a word which already begins with cc or c, the l must be prefixed to the post-pausal form (ittihād 'union' has the post-pausal form ittihād; hence l'ittihād 'the union')."(1)

However, realising the conjunctive hamzah (♦) in l'ittihād violates the Arabic morphological rules, these rules can be briefly expounded as follows: in a word like ittihād, the (♦) which is referred to above, hamzatu al-wasl is always realised at the beginning of an utterance, but if it occurs within word-junction it must be deleted. (2) Therefore, the statement given by Wright agrees with that of the Arab grammarians who consider that the realization of (♦) in word-junction is inaccurate and grammatically unacceptable. Wright says:

"In more modern Arabic the elision of the 'elīf conjunction is neglected, especially after the article, as baṣda ?inqirāDihim bi?sa al-?ismu, ?ila al-?inqirāDi, al-?igtidaru; but the grammarians brand this as xurūjun Ṣan kalāmi al-?arabi wa lahnun fahīṣun."(3)

To summarize, the occurrence of (♦) in the word l'ittihād is grammatically neglected, since it must be, according to morphological rules, deleted, if in a constituent of word-junction. As a result of this elision, the word should be pronounced without (♦) and written as follows:

(3) Wright, W., A Grammar of Arabic Language , vol. I, 1967, p.20. Note that the examples given in this quotation are Wright's, and the transcription is mine.
alittihād or littihād. Each representation is constitutionally and positionally formed. So, in examples like the following, the phonetic modification of al- and the verbal noun is necessary to produce this structural pattern.

Consider:

\[ al + 'ittikāl \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
  \text{alittikāl} & \text{'the reliance'} \\
  \ldots\text{littikāl} 
\end{cases} \]

\[ al + 'inTilāq \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
  \text{alinTilāq} & \text{'the outbreak'} \\
  \ldots\text{linTilāq} 
\end{cases} \]

\[ al + 'istigfār \rightarrow \begin{cases} 
  \text{alistigfār} & \text{'}to ask for forgiveness'} \\
  \text{listigfār} 
\end{cases} \]

Turning back to our previous description of the morpheme al- which has in prefixation four different phonological shapes, each of these alternates appears under certain conditions, as illustrated above. In addition, al- may have two more forms with the anaptyctic vowel, as the above examples show. So phonologically, we have various representations for the morpheme al-. To quote on this point,

"... morphemes may be represented directly by phonological (or orthographical) segments with particular 'shape' (that is, by morphs), but they may also be represented in the substance of the language in other ways." (1)

---

Again the article al- has a syntactic function but it does not have a lexical meaning of its own. That is to say, words like Dayf 'a guest', or rajul 'a man' or ḥajj 'a pilgrimage' have a lexical meaning of their own and belong to an open-class of items, whereas the article al- is one of a closed-class of words.

The presence of the definite article al- is mutually exclusive with the presence of (-n) which occurs after a short vowel and indicates the grammatical feature 'indefiniteness' in C.A. Thus the option to use one of them in a given element excludes the possibility of using the other. So admittedly, one can have either al-Sadīqu 'the friend' or Sadiqun 'a friend' but not al-Sadīqun 'the a friend'. Or as Quirk puts it for English,

"The items are said to constitute a system in being (i) reciprocally exclusive: the decision to use one item in a given structure excludes the possibility of using any other (thus one can have the book or a book but not the book); and (ii) reciprocally defining: it is less easy to state the meaning of any individual item than to define it in relation to the rest of the system." (1)

B) The indefinite marker in C.A. is a morpheme which can be represented by: (-n) 'nunation'. It follows a short variable vowel (i.e. u or a or i), with which it functions to signal the indefinite status of the item in question.

(1) Quirk et al., A University Grammar..., op. cit., p.19.
However, there are characteristics which modify each realisation:

(1) (-n) should be suffixed to a common noun: (a) singular (b) broken plural, and (c) sound plural feminine e.g.
   a) rajulun 'a man'
   b) rijālun 'men'
   c) banātun 'girls'

(2) All these realisations follow syntactic markers which are dictated by the function of an element in a given structure, whether these syntactic markers are: (a) a short vowel (i.e. nominative u, or accusative a, or genitive i) before (-n),
   a) /wa rajulun 正常使用.../
      'And a great man...'
   /wa 正常使用 al-Sabiyyu yatīman/
      'And the boy became an orphan'
   /fahiya fī jihādin muttaSil/
      'And it was in a continuous fight'

In this way of illustration, we give three distinct exponents of indefiniteness: -un, -an, -in, marking the syntactic function and the indefinite status of an element in a given structure respectively.

Furthermore the indefinite marker in CA will be obvious if we hold a contrast between 'nunation' and the indefinite article in English in terms of realisation we see that:

1 - The presence of the indefinite article in English
matches the presence of nunation in CA; this is seen only in singular forms.

Consider:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) A friend came</td>
<td>ja?a Sadīqun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) This is a useful book</td>
<td>hāda kitābu?un mufī?un</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

whereas in the plural the absence of the English indefinite is met by the presence of the indefinite marker (nunation) in Arabic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tigers</td>
<td>numūrun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tables</td>
<td>mawā?idun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>rijālu?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(3) As we have said, the definite article al- and the indefinite marker (-n) never occur together in one word.

Compare:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) musāfirun</td>
<td>'a traveller'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-musāfirun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) kutubun</td>
<td>books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>but not</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-kutubun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, for the sake of simplicity we will use the orthographical use (i.e. al-) throughout this thesis, regardless of their phonetic forms, as we mentioned above.

After showing the phonetic description of definite and indefinite realisations, we proceed to illustrate the
word classes to which both terms can be affixed, and the structural function of al-.

(C) Word classes

In an attempt to show the word classes to which the definite and indefinite can be affixed, we have the following classes:

(i) Common nouns
(ii) active participle (ismu al-fā'il)
(iii) passive participle (ismu al-mafūl)
(iv) adjective
(v) verbal noun (al-maşdar)

These five classes are the reliable sources of elements which can be made definite by al-, and given indefinite status without al-, contrary to: (a) proper nouns which never occur with al- since they are definite by nature, and (b) those elements which are used with al- as a proper noun, such as al-yasaţ, al-lāt, al-Suzzā, al-ḥārit, al-qāsim, al-mubārak and al-Daĥhāk.

The occurrence of al- in these examples does not mark a syntactic function, but it is an integral part of a proper noun, since it is not a cohesive morpheme.

In view of this statement, the definite article and indefinite marker can be seen with:

a) Count nouns e.g. al-qalamu 'the pen', and qalamun 'a pen' which represent the class meaning of an object occurring in more than one member and cannot be subdivided.
b) Mass nouns e.g. al-māʔu 'the water' and māʔun 'water', their class meaning is a species of object occurring in more than one specimen; therefore it can be subdivided.

c) Abstract nouns e.g. al-saʔadatu 'the happiness', and saʔadatun 'happiness', they have the class meaning of (b).

It is interesting to note that certain words normally take the definite article. These are: (a) names of school subjects al-fiqh, 'Bhilology', al-naʔw 'Syntax', al-Sarf 'Morphology' and so forth, (b) classes of people al-ʔanSār, al-muhājirūn, al-katabah etc., (c) names of theological schools al-xawārij, al-ʔisah, al-murjiʔah, al-muʔtazilah etc., (d) theological names, al-yahūdiyyah, al-masīhiyyah, al-ʔislām, al-yahūd, al-naSārā, al-muslimūn etc. and (e) national names al-furs, al-rūm, al-Sarab, al-miSriyyūn.

(D) Traditional functions of al-phrase

According to Arabic traditional syntax, the article al-phrase has three distinguishable functions: particularization, generalization and relativization. Therefore, there are three distinct terms given to the al-phrase: al al-ʔahdiyyah 'the specific article' in which the article is prefixed to singular or plural noun and refers to a particular individual, al al-ʔinsiyyah 'the generic article' in which it is prefixed to genus, and al al-maʔSūlah 'the relative pronoun' in which it is prefixed to participles.
Many of the ideas in this section are due to the Arab grammarians in particular the above three terms, they will however be illustrated in brief as follows:

A) The particularizing function can be seen through three types of structure. Each one has a distinctive semantic reference. The context will indicate which one is represented in any given structure. Consider:

a) /ja?ani rajulun fa?akramtu al-rajul/
   'A man came and I honoured the man'

b) /al-yawma ?akmaltu lakum dīnakum/
   'Today have I perfected your religious law for you'. (1)

c) /bial-wādī al-muqaddas/
   'in the twice hallowed valley' (2)

In (a), the article al- in al-rajul 'the man' refers back to the indefinite element rajulun 'a man'. This is very similar to the following English structure, "I saw a man, but the man did not see me". (3) However, it seems that the indefinite antecedent limits the choice of the definite article in order to show that the two elements involved have the same referent. Otherwise the reference of the second element will be ambiguous, i.e. in a structure like jā?a rajulun fa ?akramtu rajulan 'A man came, and I honoured a man' the second element rajul without al- may or may not refer to the element rajul in the first sentence.

---

(2) Asad, ibid., p.471, verse 12.
(3) This example is taken from Bloomfield, L., Language, London and Aylesbury Ltd., 1935, p.203.
The presence of the article will make it obvious that the second sentence is related to the first one, and both elements in question refer to the same individual object. Therefore it is important to have the reference item al- to decide for one interpretation than another.

In (b), the definite article al- occurs to indicate that the prefixed element, since there is no mention of this element before, refers to the present situation.

In (c), the definite article is prefixed to the element which is known to the hearer, since this element is a part of the cultural knowledge, i.e. when there is a specific referential relation between a word and the object which it represents, the word is supposed to have the article.

Again, the structure in these cases is used to particularize an object that is already related to the specific circumstances of the linguistic context.

B) The generalizing function is assumed to be the sign of withdrawal from singularity and particularity towards the general and universal. That is to say, the generic reference via the article covers all members of the class of nouns provided (so there is no particularizing article involved here). However, the generic article defines the noun to which it is prefixed and its process of movement shows three functions, as follows:

1) The first function is to transfer the concept of an indefinite NP to a generic one. That is to say, the definite article al- is used here to contrast the generic
noun with its indefinite noun. By this we mean that the
element concerned will indicate the entire class, e.g.
al-?asadu ?ayawanun muftaris
'The lion is a flesh-eating animal'
In this example al-?asad 'the lion' refers to the total
class (i.e. every member of its class is a carnivore).
This again contrasts with the indefinite one, ?asadun
'a lion', since it does indicate the entire class.
2) The second function is to allow the element
metaphorically to involve the entire class. In other words
Arab grammarians assume that the member of a genus has the
property of the total class e.g. ?anta al-rajulu ?ilman
'you are the man who is equal to his class as to knowledge'.
3) The third function is used to show the quality of
substantial elements. This may be represented in the
comparative structure e.g. al-?ahabu ?anfasu mina al-nijâs
'Gold is more precious than Copper', or in an ordinary
structure e.g. al-turâbu gida?u al-nabât 'Soil is the life
of plants' (1)
The above illustrations point out that the syntactic
representation depends on choices made at the semantic
level of the substantives selected for this purpose, and
that characterises generic elements whatever their
representation with the article al-. Therefore the
article syntactically has one function (i.e. definition),
and semantically it has three potential possibilities.

(1) On these illustrations so far, see Hasan, A., al-na?wu
Nevertheless, the best criterion to distinguish generic reference from the particular reference is that with generic reference the prefixed noun is semantically equivalent to an indefinite noun preceded by the quantifier kull 'every', i.e. for a noun to have generic reference, the prefixed article should be equal to the quantifier kull 'every', e.g.

a) /al-nahru jārin/
   'Rivers are fluid'
   is equal to
b) /kullu nahrin jārin/
   'Every river is fluid'

where (a) is semantically equal to (b) and both the article and the quantifier modify the following head noun (see below).

To conclude, a generic noun is identifiable by the prefixation of the generic article which refers to the whole class. The different uses of generic reference have been treated by Arab grammarians in terms of logical relations. For a noun to be definite generic, it should satisfy the following points:

(1) It should have the definite article
(2) It does not accept the combination of the quantifier baʕD 'some' to it.
(3) The generic noun should be given in a context.

More illustrations:

a) /?ahlaka al-nāsa al-dirhamu wa al-dīnār/
   'The Dirham and Dinar have lead people to danger'
b) /wa xuliqa al-?insānu DaRīfā/
'For man has been created weak' (1)

c) /al-malāku ?afDalū min al-?insān/
'The Angel is more outstanding than Man'

d) /al-muslimu ?axū al-muslim/
'A Muslim is the brother of every other Muslim'

However, in this connection, an interesting point can be made. Similarly to the linguistic description of the generic noun in English, the difference between definite and indefinite noun-phrases (in singular), used generically in CA, is that, with the definite noun-phrase, both a collective and a distributive interpretation is possible, but with indefinite noun-phrases the collective is excluded (2) (i.e. the indefinite noun is lexically regarded as a designated term of every individual in the class). Thus, al-rajul 'The man' or 'every man' in word-meanings can be construed as referring collectively or distributively to a class of individuals, and rajul 'man' refers to every member of the class. However, in this singular form, the collective or aggregate interpretation is a subclass of generic reference whereas in the collective or aggregate form the generic would be a subclass (see below) (3).

(3) Note that, without generic reference, the definite and indefinite noun-phrases will refer to just one member of the class.
Aggregate

In CA, there are certain items regarded as an undifferentiated collection or aggregate of individuals, (e.g. tamr 'dates', and ganam 'sheep'), and others as amorphous stuff or substance (e.g. dahab 'gold' and ma? 'water'), both are semantically parallel whether they are with or without al-. We do well to quote Lyons on this point,

"It is worth noting in this connexion that there are many languages (e.g., Classical Arabic) in which countable nouns may have a collective form, which is distinct from their plural form. There is an obvious semantic parallel between nouns denoting amorphous stuff or substance (e.g. 'gold', 'water') and nouns denoting undifferentiated collections or aggregates of individuals (e.g., 'cattle')."(1)

Nevertheless, we use the term aggregate for the semantic unit which denotes an undifferentiated collective or aggregate of individuals, and which denotes amorphous stuff or scattered substance. Also the term aggregate is regarded as a class into which the generic reference is subclassified. So semantically, for a noun to be aggregate/generic, it should have the following characteristics:

1 - Count: individuals: aggregate: generic e.g.
   a) /wa ?awhā rabbuka ?ila al-nāhilī ?a?n ittaxidī mina
      al-jībāli buyūtā/
      'And (consider how) thy sustainer has inspired the bee'
      "prepare for thyself dwellings in mountains..."(2)

(2) Asad, The Message..., p.404, verse 68.
b) /wa al-naxla bāsiqātin lahā Talīzun naDīd/

'And tall palm-trees with their thickly-clustered dates'(1)

c) /layṣa fīmā dūna xamsi dawdīn mina al-?ibīlī
dawdīn mina al-?ibīlī

Sadaqah/

'In the camels, there is no charity in less than a group of five'


'He said (to his council) : "O you nobles! Which of you can bring me her throne"(2)

2 - Mass: amorphous stuff or scattered substance: aggregate: generic e.g.

a) /al-?ahabu ?anfasu mina al-fiD?ah/

'Gold is more previous than Silver'

b) /wa ja?alnā mina al-mā?i kullā say?in ḥayy/

'And that we made out of water every living thing'(3)

c) /al-ḥadīdū nāfi?/

'Iron is useful'

As the above examples illustrate, the underlined elements under (1) and (2) are aggregates to which generic reference is related. It should be emphasized here that as we have seen above generic reference is distinguished as a subclass of aggregate which is referred to by elements designated for this purpose. The aggregate can

(1) Asad, The message..., p.797, verse 10.
(2) Asad, Ibid., p.581, verse 38.
(3) Asad, Ibid., p.491, verse 30.
further show a specific or unique reference as a subclass; specific reference refers either to the property of being collected into one continuum body such as jayy 'army', qawm 'people' and qabilah 'tribe', or specific group such as rahā 'group of people', rakb 'group of riding people' and Saḥb 'group of companions', and unique reference refers to a united body, e.g. al-jāmi‘atu al-‘arabiyyah 'the Arabic league', al-kutlatu al-sarqiyyah 'the Eastern Bloc', al-mu‘askaru al-garbiyy 'the Western Bloc', and al-‘ummatu al-‘islamiyyah 'the Islamic nation'. Thus, we may distinguish three subclasses of aggregate:

a) generic
b) specific
c) unique

Here follows two points we would like to make with regard to the term aggregate:

1 - In CA, although aggregate nouns are formally singular, they are notionally plural or quasi-plural. Somewhat to my surprise, some aggregate nouns obey grammatical concord and others obey notional concord.

2 - The reason for such aggregation is to show the totality of the object concerned.

(G) Generic aspect in plurals

Generic reference can be made in plurals by the prefixation of the article al-. Interestingly enough we note that while, in some cases, English plurals do not
need the definite article to denote generic reference,\(^{(1)}\)
Arabic does.
Contrast the following generic use in both languages:

**Arabic:**

a) al-maṣārru muṭfīdah

b) 'Telephones are useful'

However, the article al- in (a) has provided the generic feature to the plural form maṣārr. The semantic effect of this is that the plural which represents a set of telephones will be the class representative. In other words, the plural noun by itself (i.e. without al-) is incapable of giving any representation other than indefinite quantity whereas with al- the plural has the property of being generic, unless there is further specification. The context will tell us whether al- is used generically or specifically. Compare:

a) /ḥā?ula?i al-rija?lu min baṇī Za?mir/ (specific)
   'These men are from baṇī Za?mir'

b) /al-rija?lu qawwamūna Za?lā al-nisā?.../
   'MEN SHALL take full care of women...\(^{(2)}\)'

where each example has a different interpretation, in (a), the element al-rija?l 'the men' is specific assigned by the presence of the demonstrative ḥā?ula? 'there' and the prepositional phrase min baṇī Za?mir 'from baṇī Za?mir', whereas in (b), al-rija?l is generic indicated by the

\(^{(1)}\) Hewson, J., *Article and Noun* in English, Mouton, 1972, p.105.

\(^{(2)}\) Asad, *The Message...*, p.109, verse 34.
absence of any restriction, hence it refers to the whole class: individually or collectively. In this way, specific and generic nouns are contextually distinguished, and, semantically, the specific noun in (a) neither refers to an individual nor to the entire class; since the meaning of al-rijāl is paraphrasable as part of the class, while in (b) al-rijāl refers to the whole class as we have said.

It is to be considered that the generic plural is characterized by:

a) being one of the sound plurals, or broken plurals (masculine or feminine)
b) being identifiable by combination with the quantifier kull 'all', but not baṣD 'some'
c) showing the syntactic and semantic markers of a plural, which are represented in the sound plural externally by -ūn and -īn for masculine, -āt for feminine and in the broken plural by internal vowel changes for both masculine and feminine.
d) being unrestricted

This may be clarified by comparing the following examples:

a) /laqad ?axzāka allāhu bimā qaddamta ?ila al-muslimīnā min sarr/
'God has humiliated you because of what you have done against the Moslems'

b) /laqad ?axzāka allāhu bimā qaddamta ?ilā kulli al-muslimīnā min sarr/
'God has humiliated you because of what you have done against all the Moslems'
c) /laqad ?axzāka allahu bimā qaddamta ?ila baEDi al-muslimīn/

'God has humiliated you because of what you have done to some Moslems'

Obviously, although the element al-muslimīn is plural with al- (in (a), (b) and (c)) above, it has three different interpretations. In (a), al-muslimīn is generic referring to the whole class (i.e. kullu al-muslimīn) or to every individual muslim (i.e. kullu muslimīn wa muslimah 'every muslim'), in (b), it is generic referring only to the whole class of components involved, since it is modified by the quantifier kull 'all' which is also added for new information in terms of prominence and in (c) the element is non-generic in the presence of the quantifier baED 'some' which denotes a part of the whole class. So we can say that the generic plural may or may not occur with the quantifier kull, while the non-generic plurals occurs with the quantifier baED. See Chapter IV on 'Quantifiers'. Thus in:

/wa al-muTallagātu yatarabbaSna bi ?anfusihinna talātata quru?/

'And the divorced women shall undergo, without remarrying, a waiting-period of three monthly courses'(1)

The plural al-muTallagāt 'the divorced women' means that all individual divorced women are taken together to wait

---

(1) Asad, Ibid., p.50, verse 228.
a three monthly period. Obviously, we cannot name every divorced woman, but we think of them as individually constituting a bounded set.

However, in the Quranic usage, in examples like this and the one marked (b) p.50, the plural is formed only for generic reasons since it refers semantically by virtue of word—meanings (collectively or individually) to the whole class, giving a religious instruction. Here the presence of the quantifier baמ 'some' is excluded, on the grounds that baמ is a subset of whole, which has the meaning partitive which is not meant here. So semantically, for instance, the plural in the above examples can be glossed in the following syntactic representations:

a) /kullu al-muTallaqāti.../
   'All divorced women
b) /kullu muTallaqātin/
   'Every divorced woman'
   but not

c) /baמDu al-muTallaqāti.../
   'Some divorced women...'

(a) and (b) represent indeed the fact that kull can be present in surface structure with a plural confirming the generic reference of the plural, collectively as in (a) or individually as in (b). Whereas (c) shows that baמ can never be present or implied in a Quranic generic plural, i.e. the occurrence of baמ with a Quranic generic plural will violate the meaning. This violation however is
only considered in the Quranic language. Since in non-Quranic language, the presence of baED with a plural will produce partitive meaning (see Chapter IV on 'Quantifiers'). In this connection consider for instance:

(1) /?inna llāha kataba al-ḥasanātī wa al-sayyi?āt/
   'Allah has written down the good deeds and the bad ones'

(2) /qad ?āflaḥ al-mu?minūn/
   'TRULY, to a happy state shall attain the believers' (1)

(3) /rufi?at al-?aqlāmu wa ʾaffat al-Suḥuf/
   'The pens have been lifted and the pages have dried'

Furthermore, the distinction between a generic and specific reference may be drawn through the relation between a noun and prepositional or adverbial phrase, if the relation is existential the noun involved will be generic, if it is locative the noun will be specific, or rather both generic and existential, as well as specific and locative, are mutually indicative. Compare the following examples where (a) represents generic and (b) represents specific reference.

a) /al-?asadu fī al-qābah/
   'The lion is in the jungle'

b) /al-?asadu fī al-qafass/
   'The lion is in the cage'

a) /al-Σaduwwu baynanā/
   'The enemy is between us'

(1) Asad, ibid., p. 519, verse 1.
b) /al-Σaduwwu ?amamakum/

'The enemy is in front of you'

Although the prepositional and adverbial phrases above indicate locations, they are semantically subclassified into existential and locative with regard to permanent and temporary status respectively, or rather with regard to the natural and unnatural place of the element in question.

Another important criterion of generic plurals, is when the plural is considered as a source occurring usually in an imperative clause, e.g.

a) /xud_ min al-darahim/

'Take some of the dirhams'

b) /qaddim mina al-?adillati mā yakfī.../

'Give some sufficient proofs...'

To conclude, the main characteristics of generic nouns are represented as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Generic</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>singular</td>
<td>quasi-plural</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>count</td>
<td>collective: count/mass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- kull</td>
<td>+ kull</td>
<td>+ kull</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>- baΣD</td>
<td>- baΣD</td>
<td>- baΣD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Nationality words and adjectives as generic nouns

Under this heading, we will deal with two classes: nationality words and adjectives which can act as a noun phrase with generic reference. These words mainly have the meaning of timeless, tenseless and aspectless propensity. More accurately, Arabic shows two types of words which can according to the context be both generic and specific, marked by the article al-. However, nationality words are naturally related to a specific country, sect, origin etc. Thus, firstly, as an illustration, consider the examples below where in (a) the nationality word is generic, and in (b) it is specific:

a) /lā yasʾuru al-ʾarabiyyu bial-gurbati fawqa ?arDin ʾarabiyyah/

'The Arabian does not feel strange in any Arab land'

b) /?innahu al-ʾarabiyyu al-wahīdu.../

'Surely, he is the only Arabian...'

a) /wa ḥaytuma yandqil al-ʾudaniyyu fī miṣra yajid ?ahlan biʔahλ/ 

'And wherever the Sudanese goes in Egypt he will feel at home'

(1) The indefinite word can be used to indicate generic reference as in /... ?ala la faDla liʾarabiyyin ʾalā ʾarabiyin wa la liʔajamiyyin ʾalā ʾarabiyyin wa la liʔahmar ʾalā ʾaswaḍa wa la ʾaswaḍa ʾalā ʾahma ṭiłā bial-taqwā.../

'People are equal. There is no virtue for an Arab over a non-Arab, or a non-Arab over an Arab, for black over red, or red over black, except in piety'.

(H)
b) /wa inSarafa al-ṣudaniyyu wa qad ṭalqā Ẓan nafsihi ḫīb?an ṭaqīlā/
'And the Sudanese man has left and got rid of a heavy responsibility'

a) falam yakun al-tamīmiyyu ḥina yaqulu al-sīra yaquluhu bilugati tamīmin ḥina qays...
'If a Tamimi or a Qaisi says poetry he would not say it in his own dialect'

b) faqāla al-tamīmiyyu liSāhibih...
'And the Tamimi said to his friend...'

As we see, each of the underlined elements refers to every member of its class, as in (a) and to one specific member, as in (b). The context makes clear which interpretation is intended. That is to say, it is the whole structure which determines the noun as generic or specific, as we stated earlier.

It is to be noted that a nationality word expressed in the form (muṭanna) 'dual' is always specific, while the plural can be either generic or specific, depending upon the linguistic context. By way of exemplification, consider:

a) /wa Ẓāsa fī kanafi al-kalbiyyina.../
'And he lived in the protection of the Kalbis'

b) /kama yaqulu al-kalbiyyuna alladīna bāzūh/
'As the Kalbis who sold him says' (specific)

c) /wa tāqāma al-kalbiyyāni Dayfayni.../
'And the two Kalbis stayed as guests...' (specific)
However, there are certain nouns and adjectives which can also be used as a noun phrase with generic reference. These include:

(1) Non-personal abstracts

a) Singular:

- **Non-personal abstracts**

  e.g. *al-ţadlu ?asāsu al-mulk*
  
  '(The) justice is the basic ground of power'
  
  *wa al-Sabru Diyā?*
  
  'Patience is illumination'
  
  *al-birru husnu al-xuluq, wa al-?itmu mā hāka fī nafsika wa karihta ?an yaTTaliīa Zalayhi al-nās*
  
  'Righteousness is good morality, and wrongdoing is that which wavers in your soul and which you dislike people finding out about'

b) Broken plural:

  e.g. *wa ?anā ?agfiru al-dunūba jamīlan*
  
  'And _I_ (God) forgive all sins'
  
  *?innamā al-?aZmālu bial-niyyāt*
  
  'Actions are but by intention'
  
  *wa al-ţuqūgu qaDā?*
  
  'And Rights are obligatory'

In (a) the underlined elements refer to what is just, power, patience, righteousness and wrongdoing respectively, and those of (b) refer to what are sins, actions and rights respectively.

(2) Personal elements

a) Singular:
e.g. fa?amma al-yatīma falā taqhar wa ?amma al-sā?ila falā tanhar

'Therefore, the orphan shalt thou never wrong, and him that seeks (Thy) help shalt thou never chide.' (1)

b) Broken plural:
e.g. ?innamā al-Sadaqātu lil-fuqarā?i wa al-masākīni...

'Offerings given for the sake of God are (meant) only for the poor and the needy.' (1)

In (a), the element al-yatīma comprehends all is orphans and al-sā?ila all petitions. In (b) the element al-fuqarā? includes all those who are poor.

The description so far has shown that although the definite article al- 'the' is identifiable by form, it has various characteristics of linguistic identification, in terms of normative and prescriptive considerations. These can be summarized as follows:

a) Although the word al- 'the' in isolation has no lexical meaning, it has its appropriate meaning with word-meanings, which varies across different contexts. So, it has semantic valency.

b) The head noun with non-generic al- is inclusive whereas with generic al- is exclusive.

(1) Asad, The message..., p.269, verse 60.
c) The function of al- as non-generic or generic is contextually assigned.
d) al- implies a uniquely identifiable referent.

The structural functions of al-phrases

In the previous sections, we have examined al- 'the' of non-generic and generic references in which it occurs with word-meanings. The preceding features of al- that we have illustrated up to this point have involved the use of the article al- to represent its identity of reference. Significantly, the description has been more or less concerned with the traditional point of view, regarding the use of al- across the axes: non-generic and generic (as in Section D). Here the description centres around al- in terms of its structural relations with the head noun: syntactic and semantic.

A) The syntactic structure

Whether the article al- is generic or non-generic, it functions structurally as a modifier to a head noun. This is based on the fact that al- is syntactically dependent, in combination with different types of noun and adjective, i.e. the article al- as well as the possessive pronoun cannot syntactically stand as a free form obviously the head noun is independent and has the syntactic distinction of being always present in surface structure i.e. it cannot be deleted. However, the deletability of the head noun with deictics depends on syntactic factors.
For instance, it is permissible with some deictics but not others, demonstratives allow it but possessive pronouns and al- do not. Thus we have one possibility in the following examples:
1) /wa ijtama\a al-mal\u min quray\in fi al-masjid/
   'And the assembly from Quraish gathered in the Mosque
2) /wa lam yakad yablugu d\arahu.../
   'And when he just arrived to his house...' whereas we can have two possibilities in:
3a) /wa Patartu had\a al-bayta al-Za\i\a Za\a m\a fi al-yamani min Dal\a\i m\a wa gayy/
   'And I preferred this ancient house to misguidance and enticement seen in al-yaman'
3b) /wa Patartu had\a \a\a fi al-yamani min Dal\a\i m\a wa gayy/
   'And I preferred this to the misguidance and enticement which occurs in al-yaman'

As the above examples show that the head noun can only be deleted with the demonstrative, as in 3(b), but not with al- or the possessive pronoun, as in (1) and (2).

Note that although the deictics function as modifiers in an NP, the combination of a demonstrative with al- in one NP will give a prominence to the head noun. Also the demonstratives as well as possessives contain within themselves some referential element in terms of which the item in question is to be identified, whereas the definite article al- has no content - it only signals that the item
in question is specific and identifiable\(^{(1)}\) or generic and identifiable.

However, the syntactic function of the definite article al- is used to modify the noun in question. By this modification is meant that nominal phrase which contains al- with a modifying function. The term 'modifier' is used in this connection to subsume what the traditional grammarians referred to as al- al-Zahdiyyah and al-al-jinsiyyah (see p. 41). Consider:

a) /?inna al-?insāna lafi xusr/
   'Verily, man is bound to lose himself'\(^{(2)}\)

b) /faTaSā firZawnu al-rasūl/
   'And pharaoh rebelled against the apostle'\(^{(3)}\)

c) /?id humā fi al-gār/
   'when these two were hiding in the cave'\(^{(4)}\)

d) /?aqbala yāsirun yasīā ?ilā al-masjid/
   'yāsir is coming towards the Mosque'

e) /wa lakinna alba allāhī yarfaZu rasāhu wa yabsimu lil-gulām/
   'but ābd allah raised his head and smiled at the boy'

B) The semantic structure

Under the previous heading, al- 'the' has been

\(^{(1)}\) See Halliday et al., Cohesion in English, 1976, p.71.
\(^{(2)}\) Asad, The Message..., op.cit., p.974, verse 2.
\(^{(3)}\) Asad, ibid., p.904, verse 76.
\(^{(4)}\) Asad, ibid., p.266, verse 40.
examined just as a modifier. In the present heading it will be examined in respect of its contextual function. In so doing we adopt Halliday's view which was given in pages 25 and 26. For the sake of this point we repeat it here in a complete representation:

"The contextual function of deictics is to identify, and among them 'the', is unmarked and specific; that is, its function is to identify a specific subset but to do so by reference to something other than itself; unlike 'his' or 'that', 'the' carries no power of identification but indicates that something else present does. This 'something else' may be either (1) in the M/Q elements of nominal group, (2) in the context, linguistic or situational, or (3) in the head of the nominal group itself. There are thus three distinct relations into which 'the' as deictics enters, respectively 'cataphoric', 'anaphoric', and 'homophoric'." (1)

In CA, these three terms of references are structural functions which are normally made within a structural framework in which 'al-' refers forward, or backward, or to a specific situation. However, 'al-' can never refer forward cohesively. It can only refer to the element which it modifies in the same nominal group.

The description however centres around al- in terms of its exophoric and endophoric references: By 'exophoric' is meant that al- which refers to a specific situation where 'endophoric' is a cover term for anaphoric and cataphoric. The former refers to a relatable element in the preceding context, the latter refers to the following

(1) Halliday et al., Patterns of Language, op.cit., p.58.
element within the same nominal group. Again, essentially al-performs its structural functions through an element whether the element has a lexical relation with another element or not. Also the definite article which contains no specifying element of its own has no information for identifying the head noun, the information is recoverable somewhere in the context of situation or text, hence the reference is exophoric or endophoric. Robins says:

"The semantic framework by which the information relevant to the functioning, the meaning, of utterances can be stated is the context of situation." (1)

After this brief discussion of what the linguists referred to as a structural function of the definite article: cataphoric, anaphoric, exophoric or homophoric, we will examine the implication of each term in CA, in more detail.

(1) **Exophoric and homophoric references**

Considering the above definition of 'exophoric' reference, the exophoric can be seen through the article al-followed by an element in a specific situation. The exophoric however can be developed to what is called homophoric which does not depend on a specific situation. That is to say, exophoric reference is used with an element which has specific reference and homophoric reference is used for an element which has generic

reference. In this manner, the definite article falls into two types of functions: exophoric and homophoric. Each one is designated according to the interpretation of the element involved with al-. These are described as follows:

a) **Exophoric reference**

With exophoric reference by al-, the following element is identifiable in various ways:

(1) It must be particular indicating a specific and immediate situation. Compare:

a) /lā taʔbur al-sayyāratu qādimah/
   'Do not cross; the car is coming'

b) /lā taʔbur sayyāratun qādimah/
   'Do not cross; an approaching car is coming'

a) la qad jāʔa al-Dayf/
   'The guest has come'

b) /la qad jāʔa Dayf/
   'One (a) guest has come'

In (a), the elements al-sayyāratu 'the car', and al-Dayfu 'the guest' can be interpreted as the car and the guest which we are waiting for. In (b), although the elements sayyāratun 'a car', and Dayfun 'a guest' are given for the immediate situation, they do not indicate a specific situation. They may be interpreted respectively as a warning of an unexpected car, and as telling about the presence of an unexpected guest.

(2) The other way of exemplifying 'exophoric' in an NP is where the referent is identifiable on a linguistic
grounds whether the object or thing involved occurs in specific situation or not. This, however, has something to do with religious, meteorological terms, supreme attributes of Allah and the general nouns which are used as personal forms. The following lists are representative of exophoric use.

1 - religious terms which refer to a class of only one member:

   al-baʿt  'Day of Resurrection'
   al-qiyāmah 'Day of Resurrection'
   al-ḥāxirah 'the hereafter'
   al-ḥisrā? 'Mohammad's (P.B.U.H.) Journey from the Holy Mosque (in Mecca) to the farthest Mosque (in Jerusalem)
   al-miṣrāj 'Mohammad's midnight journey from the farthest Mosque to the seven heavens'

2 - meteorological terms which represent one member

   al-qamar 'the moon'
   al-hilāl 'the crescent'
   al-badr 'the full moon'
   al-sams 'the sun'
   al-xusūf 'the eclipsed moon'
   al-kusūf 'the eclipsed sun'

3 - supreme attributes of Allah

   al-malik 'the Sovereign'
   al-quddūs 'the Holy One'
al-salam 'the source of peace'
al-mu'min 'the Guardian of faith'
al-muha'mmin 'the master'

4 - general nouns which represent one member which will be assumed in the absence of specific indication to the contrary
al-Zā'ilah 'the family' (our family)
al-qabīlah 'the tribe' (our tribe)
al-ru'ukūmah 'the government' (our government)
al-wizārah 'the cabinet' (our cabinet)
al-wa'Tan 'the homeland (our homeland)

5 - general nouns used to exemplify one member because the referent is regarded as the famous one in the whole class
al-muṣaf 'the Holy Quran'
al-kitāb 'Sibamayh's book'
al-rasūl 'the prophet Mohamed'
al-madīnah 'city in Saudi Arabia'
al-nābigah 'name of a poet'

The above illustrations are given to show exophoric reference in noun phrases. Since these noun phrases individually denote exophoric references depending on specific consideration and since there is only one member involved, hence they are distinguishable as exophoric on their own.

(3) Exophoric reference is also associated with two types of construction. These are what the Arab grammarians called warning and temptation constructions. As an illustration of exophoric reference, consider:
1- Warning construction:

a) al-nāra 'the fire' (take care of the fire)
   but not
   nāra

b) al-kasala 'laziness' (leave laziness)
   but not
   kasala

The above examples as representatives of warning construction have an exophoric reference which is made by the presence of al- and the indication to specific situation - traditionally speaking, in (a) the verb ihdar 'take care' is said to be optionally deleted from the warning construction, and al-nāra 'the fire' thus is in the accusative case. In (b), also the verb utruk 'leave' is deleted from the surface structure of the warning construction, and al-kasala 'laziness' is also in the accusative case. Furthermore, the main prerequisite which the structure of warning should satisfy is that the noun-phrase of warning must be (1) singular (2) definite marked by the article al- so the indefinite singular or definite dual or plural cannot stand for this type of construction. Hence the exophoric reference al- is obligatorily preposed to this type of warning. More examples:

al-qiTāra 'the train' (mind the train)
al-bardā 'the cold' (be careful of the cold)
al-?asāda 'the lion' (watch the lion)
Note that this type of warning may be introduced by the particle ?iyyāka and the conjunction wa, as ?iyyāka wa al-?asada 'mind the lion'. The semantic effect of this is that the structure will be a statement of warning in general and the reference will be homophoric (see below) where the relation is one of exclusive.

2 -Exhortation construction:

e.g.
al-?adaba 'good behaviour' (cleave to good behaviour)
but not
?adaba

The above example shows that the exhortation type is formally similar to the warning type, as displayed above i.e. both types have the same syntactic conditions to be formed (see p. 68). In this way, the noun-phrase al-?adaba stands for an exhortation and represent exophoric reference; marked by al-, and having specific indication. More examples are given below.

al-?itidāla 'moderation' (be moderate)
al-istiqamata 'righteousness' (stick to righteousness)
al-istigfāra 'forgiveness' (ask for forgiveness)
al-Σamala 'work' (cleave to work)

Multiple noun phrases and exophoric reference

We have been dealing so far with exophoric reference at the word level. Here we will discuss and compare two
patterns independently. These are:

a) repetition, the occurrence of two linguistic units of equivalent syntactic and semantic status;
b) coordination, the occurrence of two linking linguistic units of equivalent syntactic status.

The repeated pattern:

The word here may be repeated for the purpose of emphasis, and the two elements in question are co-referentially assigned. Again this type of structure falls into two types of meaning: warning and exhortation, in which the reference is exophoric. In that, the first noun phrase is repeated with al- in the same nominal group to give prominence, and refer to the immediate situation, though the second element refers back to the first. For this assumption, we give the following argument.
The article in the second element does not function anaphorically as it may seem, but exophorically, since the semantic load carried by the second occurrence of the identical noun is one and the same, in the same nominal group.

To summarize here the main points:

a) The repetition of the identical noun is meant to give emphasis on the message.
b) The reported element carries the exophoric reference, since it occurs in the same nominal group and refers to the immediate situation, and not to a previous referent in the linguistic context. Hence it is identifiable as the first occurrence.
c) This type of structure is made of two identical elements: al + noun and al + noun. Both are in the accusative case.

d) Meaning: inclusive (be it the warning or exhortation construction).

In the light of this description, consider the following two sets:

Set I

a) al-?asada al-?asada
   'Beware of the lion' (the lion)
b) al-barda al-barda
   'Be careful of the cold' (the cold)
c) al-jidāra al-jidāra
   'Beware of the wall' (the wall)
   but not
   ?asada ?asada
   barda barda
   jidāra jidāra

Set II

a) al-wafā?a al-wafā?a
   'Keep loyalty' (loyalty)
al-salāma al-salāma
   'Keep peace' (peace)
al-najdata al-najdata
   'Give help' (help)
   but not
   wafā?a wafā?a
   salāma salāma
   najdata najdata
The coordinate pattern:

It is not as the previous examples may suggest that the two types, warning and exhortation are carried by repetition in which there is co-reference between the two elements involved, but also these types may be lexically represented by two unrelated elements; in coordination, where there is no referential relation at all to the element previously mentioned. Again the two elements are marked by al- and appear in the accusative case.

Somewhat to my surprise I noticed that with the repeated pattern the coordinator wa is precluded, and with the coordinate pattern the repetition of the first element is also precluded. So, the concept of emphasis is applied to the former, but not to the latter.

The common denominator of the two participants in the coordinate pattern is that both elements have exophoric reference, regarding their specific and immediate indication. Examples:

1a) al-barda wa al-maTara
   'Guard against cold and rain'
1b) al-ḥiqda wa al-ḥasada
   'Avoid hatred and envy'
1c) al-Dulma wa al-sarra
   'Avoid injustice and evil'
2a) al-iİtidāla wa al-istiqāmata
   'Keep to moderation and righteousness'
2b) al-murūfata wa al-najdata
'Keep to the sense of honour and help'
2c) al-Sabra wa al-Salāta
'Stick to patience and prayer'

It is worth mentioning here that although in each example above the two participants are not lexically co-referential, in a more delicate analysis they denote internal relation, i.e. they collocate in moral sense.

Finally, the exophoric reference may be used to particularize and identify a general element, referring to an immediate situation, in a given sentence. Consider:

a) ihdari al-kalb
'Beware of the dog' (this dog)
b) xudi al-dawa?
'Take the medicine' (your medicine)
c) wa qad ?ankara al-fata min ?uxtīhi nasāTahā
'And the boy disapproved of the activity of his sister'
d) laysa al-ḥasadu min ?axlāqi al-rajuli al-karīm
'Envy is not a characteristic of a high-minded man'
e) fa?aqina li l-muslimīna fī al-hijrati ?ilā yatriib
'And he gave permission to the muslims to emigrate to Yathrib'
g) iṢTini al-qalam
'Give me the pen'

Again, the above sentences include elements which have the article al- to refer to an immediate situation. The immediate situational instances of al- as explained
previously are exophoric. Exophoric reference here, however, is associated with an instant situation; even if it is a momentary state.

In this procedure, we take into account, throughout the above section on exophoric reference, that the phenomena of prefixing the article al-, in such noun phrases, is related to the function of the immediate situation, i.e. exophoric reference, contrasted with al- which is prefixed for anaphoric and cataphoric functions, referring to a previous item or fact, and a following item respectively (see below).

B) Homophoric reference

Homophoric reference is the one produced by exophoric reference since it is thought to capture the elements among the various noun phrases which do not rely on a specific situation. This reference represents the way of interpreting our experience of the element given to us with the article al-. The article role which figures prominently in the noun phrase of which the reference is the whole class is 'homophoric'. The use of general words however as homophoric elements is to distinguish them from those which are situationally specific types.

In this distinction between exophoric and homophoric references, Halliday suggests that

"If it is exophoric, the item is identifiable in one of two ways. (1) A particular individual or subclass is being referred to, and that individual or subclass is identifiable in the
specific situation... All immediate situational instances of the are exophoric in this way: 'mind the step'...

(2) The referent is identifiable on extralinguistic grounds - no matter what the situation. This has something in common with the generalized exophoric use of the personal forms, and it occurs under two conditions. It may arise, first, because there exists only one member of the class of objects referred to, for example the sun; or, at least, one member which will be assumed in the absence of specific indication to the contrary, for example the baby ('our baby')... Secondly, it may arise because the reference is the whole class, e.g. the stars; or the individual considered as a representative of the whole class, like the child in AS the child grows,... This type of exophoric reference, which does not depend on the specific situation, has been called homophoric to distinguish it from the situationally specific type.\(^{(1)}\)

The non-specific situation is the key of showing the reference of al- as homophoric reference, whereas the specific is associated with exophoric reference.

Examples:

Exophoric: \(\text{la tadhnu min al-}^\text{-}^\text{asadi ya}^\text{-}^\text{kulu}^\text{-}^\text{uk}\)

'Do not approach , the lion because he will eat you'

Homophoric: \(\text{al-}^\text{-}^\text{asadu yaftarisu man yaqtaribu minh}\)

'The lion will kill any one who approaches it'

\(\text{la tatafakkahu bi}^\text{-}^\text{a}^\text{-}^\text{raddi al-}^\text{-}^\text{nasi fasarru al-xuluqi al-}^\text{-}^\text{giba}\)

'Do not make fun of people's good repute since slandering is immoral'

\(^{(1)}\) Halliday et al., Cohesion..., p.71.
Under this heading we have tried to give a rough outline of the homophoric reference of al-, on the dimension of non-specific situation, as expounded by Halliday with a view to contrasting it with exophoric reference, on the dimension of the specific situation.

(II) **Endophoric reference**

In *Cohesion in English*, Halliday puts forward in general the definition of references and their distinction within the class of reference items:

"As a general rule, therefore, reference items may be exophoric or endophoric; and, if endophoric, they may be anaphoric or cataphoric (cf. 1.9 above). This scheme will allow us to recognize certain distinctions within the class of reference items, according to their different uses and 'phoric' tendencies." (1)

He also refers to the fact that exophoric reference is situationally designed, and endophoric reference is textually identified. (2)

In the following two sections we will discuss and compare both references independently.

A) **Anaphoric reference**

Anaphoric reference is the one used in a text where the two elements are co-referential, or rather anaphoric is that involving two participants: one is previously

mentioned and the other is later illustrated, in a mutual indication.

In a given text, the applicability of anaphoric reference to nominal phrase types is noticeable through various representations. Next, an attempt will be made at classifying these representatives into three main types; each will be dealt with separately below in which anaphoric reference is carried by al-:

(i) Anaphoric reference is clear-cut in an NP which refers back to a corresponding previous indefinite referent, both are given in two separate structures e.g.

a) /kāna yawman Dalla fīhi al-nāsu Dalālan baẓīdan, wa ?awgalū fī al-Dalāl/

'It was a day in which people diverted so much, and they penetrated deeply into diversion'


'A girl went up to Zaytūna mountain, and after that the girl left for her relative's home'

c) /lābudda ?an ?utbiḍa najāhī bi al-?amsi najāḥan al-yawma, fa?inna al-najāḥa maṣbūdūkum al-?akbar/

'I must follow my success yesterday by another success today, since (surely) the success is your best idol'

(ii) It may be represented in a synonym; related to an element previously mentioned (be it indefinite or definite). The following sentences serve as an
illustration of the inclusion of anaphoric reference,

a) /Zalā Zādatihā kulla yawmin lam takun taLLamu
mā sayahdu tu ZāSra dālika al-nahār/

'According to her habit every day, she could not
know what will happen in the afternoon of that day'

b) /?uhdiya qaDībun ?ilā Zāliyyin fafutina al-Sabiyyu
bihādihi al-ZaSa/

'Walking stick was given as a present to 'Ali and
the boy was fascinated by this stick'

c) faqāla ibnu xālawayhi: ?aḥfaDu lil-sayfi
xamsīna isman, fatabassama ?abū Zaliyyin wa qāla:
qāla ibnu xālawayhi: fa?ayna al-muhannadu wa
al-Sārimu.../

'Ibn Khālawihi said: "I know by heart fifty names
for the sword". Thereby Abu 'Ali smiled and said:
"I do not know any more than one name that is
al-sayf 'the sword'." Again Ibn Khālawihi said:
"What about al-muḥannad and al-Sārim 'the sword..."

(iii) Anaphoric reference can be made by al- as follows:

a) in a super-ordinate item which refers back to its
counterpart in a previous separate clause, where
both elements are definite general words. The only
difference between them lies in the level of
generality, e.g.

/wa ?ūlā hādihi al-waqafāti: ḥawla al-mu?allifi
alladī dawwana fī kitābihi hāda al-ḥadītā al-sarīf,
fa?inna ?ahla al-ilmī rubbāmā ḍakarū ?anna
'The first one of these standing points about the author who wrote down this honorable prophetic Hadīth is that the scholars might mention that the man (the author) is not one of the scholars of Hadīth... The man has heard the Hadīth and passed it'

b) in an element which points to a previous knowledge or background shared between the speaker and hearer

a) /mā 'axbāru al-qaryah?/
   'What is the news of the village?'

b) /hal qara?ta al-kitāb?/
   'Have you read the book?'

c) /ja?a al-Dayf/
   'The guest came'

Although there is no mention here of a preceding referent the above examples include elements which have anaphoric reference to what is kept in the speaker's and addressee's mind.

Contrasting the above examples under the label 'anaphoric reference' we note that:

(1) In terms of the referential relationship obtaining between the two elements involved in a given text, they have in common the following characteristics:

   a) The second occurrence is always with the anaphoric al- 'the', whereas the first may not occur with al-.
b) The clause in which the second element involved carries new information about the first element whereas the information about the second element is said to be recovered from the previous clause.

(2) They differ in type of reiteration, by which the referential relationship expressed by the two elements occurring in the two clauses, with the anaphoric reference expressed by al- in the second occurrence, is represented. That is to say, they show (a) the same element repeated, as in (1), (b) a synonym, as in (2) or (c) a near-synonym or superordinate, as in (3a). Note that when we interpret the second element in (1) and (2) by reference to the first element involved we relate it to the first referent. The same is true in (3a), except that the second element adds specificity to the first.

B) **Cataphoric reference**

Cataphoric reference shows that the article al- is used to refer forward. The significance of prefixing al- in such elements within such structures is to identify the element reiterated whose identification is recoverable from the nominal group in which al- occurs. That is to say, the noun is identifiable and retrievable from the modifying elements which are given to specify the head noun. Here are some representative examples:
a) /wa yaktubu al-muslimūna mina al-?anSāri.../
'And the muslims of the ?anSār group write...

b) /tumma ?axrajahu min dālika al-ragbatu fī al-xayri fī ḥubbi allāhi wa rasūlih/
'What got him out of this situation was his wish for attachment to Allah and his messenger'

c) /...wa yastaqSiya ḥisāba hādihi al-xawaTiri allati kānat taDTaribu fī Damīrih/
'And he studies the calculation of these thoughts which were disorganized in his conscience'

d) /al-bintu al-kubrā/
'The oldest girl'

e) /ihdina al-SirāTa al-mustaqlīma SirāTa allāqīna ?anīamta Zalayhim.../
'Guide us the straight way - the way of those upon whom Thou hast bestowed Thy blessings.'{(1)}

In the above examples, the elements marked al- are in the fortified position from where al- has its function as a cataphoric item which refers forward to the prefixed element and a modifying element(s) within the same nominal group, so that we need to follow the element in question by the modifying element(s) in sequence, as illustrated above, and, more particularly, with specific function - that is to say, in (a-e), the underlined elements are specified by the article and the following element(s) add more specification to the head noun.

For instance, in (a and b), the prepositional phrases (mina al-ʔanṣārī and fī al-xayrī) signify origin or source and manner respectively, and in (c and d), the relative clause (allatī taDTaribu fī Damīrih) and the comparative (al-kubra.) indicate restriction and quality respectively. All are defining the antecedent head noun, representing the linguistic unit referred to (cataphorically). Again, they assert the specification of the preceding element.

**Double function of al-**

It is not the case as the above illustrations may suggest that the previous types of reference are individually applicable, i.e. these various types of reference are not mutually exclusive. This is based on the grounds that the article al- may have two functions simultaneously. Thus, al- may be used in both anaphoric and cataphoric reference. Examples:

a) /ṣahadtu al-junūda farihatan al-junūda allatī intaSarat Zalaʔ aʔdāʔihā .../

'I have seen the soldiers cheerful, the soldiers who triumphed over their enemy'

b) /qutila ʔaShābu al-uxdūdi al-nārī dāti al-waqūd/

'THEY DESTROY *but* themselves, they who would ready a pit of fire fiercely burning *for all who have attained to faith*.'(1)

---

(1) Asad, *ibid.*, p.942, verses 4 and 5.
qala: "istafti qalbaka al-birru mā iTma?anna ?ilayhi
al-na?su wa iTma?anna ?ilayhi al-qalbu..."
'You have come to ask about righteousness? I said:
Yes. He said: "Consult your heart. Righteousness
is that about which the soul feels tranquil and the
heart feels tranquil.'

The underlined elements in the above examples are
exponents of what is meant by 'textual reference', whether
it is cataphoric or anaphoric.

Again, it is noticeable that textual references in
the above illustrations are marked by the presence of
the article al-, so that it is characteristic of al- in
textual references to have a cataphoric function in the
sense that it refers cataphorically to the head noun, and
an anaphoric function since it refers anaphorically to
the head.

However, in (a-b), the first al- is cataphoric
only, since the prefixed element has no relation with
an earlier referent in the preceding discourse. The
second functions as both cataphoric and anaphoric, showing
that al- refers to the following element, and to the
earlier referent at the same time. In (c) the first al-
as well as the second functions as cataphoric and anaphoric.
That is to say, in (c) the first al- is anaphoric with
regard to the previous knowledge and cataphoric by
referring to the following element birr. The second al-
is also anaphoric and cataphoric, anaphoric in the sense that birr is related to the preceding element birr, and cataphoric since it points to the following element birr; furthermore it may refer by way of extension to the relative clauses (mā iTma?annat ?ilahi al-nafsu wa iTma?anna ?ilayhi al-qalbu) where the information about the head noun is recovered.

It is worth mentioning here that al- may have the third dimension (i.e. exophoric or homophoric), according to its situational sense, i.e. if the prefixed element is only one member, and it is in a specific situation, the reference would be exophoric, otherwise it would be homophoric (see pp. 64-76 above).

(iii) Possessive pronouns as modifier

The possessive pronouns here are dealt with as the third division of deictics, and one of three types of reference: Demonstrative, definite article and possessive. These pronouns are: (Ī 'my', nā 'our', ka, kumā, kum 'your', hu 'his', 'its', hā 'her', 'its' humā and hum 'their' {1}) which are suffixed to a noun, where the noun is a head and the pronoun is a modifier. The modifying pronouns include what follows the head; the location in this position is semantically significant, so they have reference by their semantic function in the speech of the situation, through

---

{1} Traditionally speaking, these pronouns are called first person, second person and third person, showing the number categories of singular, dual and plural.
the above pronouns. In this way, the head noun is modified and referred to, and the pronoun acts as modifier and anaphoric reference. This description is based on two structural dimensions: syntactic and semantic. Hence the noun and suffixed pronoun have their roles in a given structure. This can be exemplified as follows:

a) /hādā kitābi/
   'This is my book'

b) /hādihi biDaštuna ruddat qilayna.../
   'Here is our merchandise: it has been returned to us' (1)

c) /wa Duriba Ẓala galbihi bi al-ʔasdād/
   'His heart has been sealed by barriers'

d) /fayanzīlu ḥijlahā wa ẓulbahā, wa qalāʔidahā wa rīfātahā/
   'And he took off her anklet, bracelet, necklaces and earrings'

e) /fa ʔar allāhi mā ẓuźniya qawmum qattu fi ʿuqrī
dārihim ʔillā ẓallū/
   'I swear by Allāh, people can never be invaded in their own country without being humiliated'

As far as the logical structure is concerned, the underlined elements above consist of noun + pronoun. The pronoun is syntactically dependent, since it cannot stand as a free form. This has the effect of introducing the structure: head + modifier, where, semantically speaking,

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.347, verse 65.
the former functions as a referent and the latter acts as anaphoric reference, referring back to the head noun involved. As the above examples represent.

Finally, we find it useful to end the discussion about reference throughout this chapter, to quote the diagram given by Halliday\(^1\):

Reference

(Situational) (Textual)

exophora endophora

(to preceding text) (to following text)

anaphora cataphora

\(^1\) In using the terms of cataphoric, anaphoric and exophoric or homophoric in this study, we depend heavily on Halliday's description. For this diagram see Cohesion (op.cit.), p.33.
CHAPTER II
MODIFICATION IN NPs WITHIN RELATIONAL SENTENCES

Introduction:

In this chapter we deal with what can be called relational sentences in Arabic. These sentences are marked off by being verbless structures (i.e. in surface structure) to which the relation between the first part "subject" and the second "predicate" is applied. In sentences of this type certain constraints occur as to the future of definiteness and indefiniteness particularly as regards the "subject" phrase. However, it is useful to treat these sentences since the string of elements involved often has the same surface structure as an NP and therefore a contrastive investigation helps to fully define the NP type.

To illustrate this consider the string:
/al-maliku al-qā'īd/ This could be an independent sentence meaning "The king is the leader", in which case an alternative structure al-maliku huwa al-qā'īd would also exist. Or it could be a noun phrase operating as part of a larger sentence i.e. al-maliku al-qā'īdu fataha al-madinah "The leader king conquered the city."

However before describing 'modification' in NPs within relational sentences, it is worth reviewing briefly three viewpoints regarding the concept of 'relation'. The purpose is to demonstrate that the term 'relation' is used here in a more limited sense than that assigned to it by other linguists.
The first is that of Lyons:

"We may adopt the following formulation: the semantic structure of any system of words in the vocabulary is the network of semantic relations that hold between the words in the system in question. The nature of these relations we must leave for the chapter on semantics. The important point to notice in the definition of semantic structure that has just been given is that it makes use of the key-terms system and relation."(1)

Also,

"The sentence is the maximum unit of grammatical analysis: that is, it is the largest unit that the linguist recognizes in order to account for the distributional relations of selection and exclusion that are found to hold in the language he is describing."(2)

Examining these two quotations, we note that the "concept of relation" can be identified in three ways:

1) Any lexical item by itself is a relational network.
2) Items in a larger unit have relational networks which can be built from these items by taking them as members of grammatical relation i.e. subject and predicate relationship is one which reflects various relations (see below).
3) Any relation is attributed to the system of the language involved. In other words, the system of the language refers to various patterned relationships constituting the order of this language.

The second viewpoint is that of Halliday who puts the term relation with restriction,

(1) and (2) Lyons, J., Introduction... op.cit., pp.58-59 and p.176 respectively.
"A structure is made up of "elements" which are graphically represented as being in linear progression; but the theoretical relation among them is one of "order". Order may, but does not necessarily, have as its realization "sequence", the formal relation carried by linear progression; sequence is at a lower degree of abstraction than order and is one possible formal exponent of it."(1)

By the 'formal relation', he means that in description, structures are expressed as linear arrangements of elements; the relation stands for the terms 'subject', 'predicate', complement and adjunct, or for modifier, head, qualifier, represented in various combinations, so that the syntagmatic relation is expressed in the surface structure. Also as he says,

"relational clauses are clauses in which the 'process' takes the form of a relation between two participating entities, or between one participating entity and an attribute."(2)

The third viewpoint to be mentioned is that of Hudson

"just as the role of classification rules is to specify how features can combine with one another in a bundle attached to a single node, the role of structure-building rules is to say how nodes with different features on them can combine to form a single sentence structure. The former define 'intrabundle' (paradigmatic) relations, the latter define 'interbundle' (syntagmatic) relations."(3)

He goes further in subclassifying syntagmatic relation to say,

---

"There are two types of syntagmatic relation to be shown: dependency relations and sequence relations. A dependency relation is a relation between two features where one of the features is present only when the other is present. In other words, when one depends for its presence in a structure on the presence of the other." (1)

"Sequence (or order - I shan't distinguish between the two terms) is the other type of syntagmatic relation which needs to be defined, and this is done in a daughter-dependency grammar by rules called 'sequence rules'." (2)

However, for the purpose of this study, we would assume that sentences represented in this chapter are called relational since the relationship obtaining between the elements in a 'predicative' sentence structure is one of relation; in a sense of ascription or attribution or equation or location, which are the four semantic types of relational sentences. All occur in a sentence with a modified subject. This occurs regardless of the proper noun which can stand as a subject without modification.

Turning back to our description of modification within relational sentences, the discussion is concerned with modification as realized in NPs, i.e. that which we refer to as a distinctive feature of the subject as the head of a modifier (other than the predicate) in a sentence.

Though Cantarino says

"A nominal sentence usually consists of two parts: one is the subject - a noun or its equivalent about which a statement is made; the other is the predicate - also a noun or

(1) and (2) Hudson, _ibid._, pp. 66 and 69 respectively.
its equivalent - which specifies or modifies the idea of the existence of the subject. This specification or modification is achieved through a simple juxtaposition of the nominal predicate and the subject. Since this contiguity does not imply any relationship other than mere equivalence, the members do not influence each other mutually with respect to case, which is usually nominative for both, "(1)

the term modification here however is carried out via the nominal phrase structure which consists of a subject head and modifier to which various types of relation can be identified since the modifier gives the element in question the value of being both subject and relational element, and is indeed the sign of predication and relation. So we can say, the element under examination is modified for syntactic and semantic considerations. That is a subject of a predicate and a member of the relational elements which have a significant connection with each other.

For the purpose of this study, we here classify relational sentences into five separate types which, though syntactically similar, are significantly distinguishable by their semantic interpretations in terms of relation. Each class will be dealt with separately on two axes: modification and relation, showing the element about which the modification and relation are made and the elements by which the two terms are used.

By way of introduction, let us examine the six sentences below:

In the above examples, two points should be made for the linguistic description of relational sentences:

Firstly, it is treated by the traditional Arab grammarians as a nominal sentence which has two parts: one is the subject and the other is the predicate which stands in direct relationship with the subject. The point to be made here is that the traditionalists used 'existential' to cover three different semantic connotations i.e. existential locative, locative and circumstantial. Thus they covered three semantically different ideas by the use of a single syntactical structure. We would feel for instance that (4a) is truly an "existential locative", that (b) is "locative" and that...
(5) is "circumstantial", on the grounds that the fourth, but hardly the fifth, can be paraphrased with a sentence containing a verbal element "exist"(1) i.e. al-wardu fī al-hadīqah. On the other hand, the fifth is manifestly locative in semantic terms. The sixth one is merely circumstantial since the attribute describes only the subject head status. Accordingly, we believe that the distinction between existential locative and locative interpretations depends upon the semantic nature of the relationship between the subject and the attributive predicate. By this we mean that whenever the attribute is a permanent and habitual location for the subject, the structure is truly 'existential', but when the attribute is not linked into the subject, the construction is locative. Therefore in (4a) the relation of locative attribute (fī al-hadīqah) is existential, since the location is a "habitual occupation" for the subject (al-hadīqahu), while in (4b) the attribute (fawqa al-mā?idah) is locative place; the reason for this is that it refers to a non-habitual location for the subject (al-kitābu). With respect to example (5), the attribute (fī mīnāh) is circumstantial, since the attribute here has neither locatory nor existential value, showing merely the subject status.

It is worth noting that existential sentences usually include space and time references. However, although there are structural similarities between existential, locative

and circumstantial sentences, they are semantically different even if they refer to time. Consider the following three sentences:

a) /al-dirāsatu yawma yawma/ existential locative time
   'Lessons are daily'

b) /al-dirārāsatu yawma al-sabt/ locative time
   'Lessons will be on Saturday'

c) /al-mariDu fi al-nazzi al-ṣaxīr/ circumstantial
   'The patient is in the agony of implying time death'

where one might suspect that these sentences which are syntactically similar have an underlying structure, i.e. the underlying structure of (a) is al-dirāsatu /tuqāmu/ kulla yawmin, (b) is al-dirāsatu /tabda/ yawma al-Sabt, and (c) is al-mariDu fi /waqti/ al-nazzi al-ṣaxīr since the references which the above examples can indicate by their surface structure are: existential locative time as in (a), locative time, and circumstantial implying time as in (b) and (c) respectively. However, it is not as the Arab grammarians assume that the structures referred to above (i.e. those in (3),(4),(5) and (a),(b),(c) imply a verbal element since in a relational type of sentence the relation holds directly between two entities in the surface structure in such a way that they can be said to be subject and predicate without a latent verbal element.

Secondly, and more obviously, the types of semantic relation here are achieved by the combination of two units in a structural configuration. These units are characterized
by structural features which linguistic elements have in a relational sentence. Thus:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Unit 1} & \quad \text{Unit 2} \\
\{ \text{al + noun} \} & \quad \{ \text{indef. adjective} \} \\
\{ \text{Noun + pronoun} \} & \quad \{ \text{def. element} \} \\
\{ \text{Noun + adjective} \} & \quad \{ \text{prepositional phrase} \} \\
\{ \text{Noun + Noun (in gen)} \} & \quad \{ \text{adverbial phrase} \}
\end{align*}
\]

In line with this, one can semantically recognize the type of relation involved in the sense that is reflected by the connotation indicated by the connection between the two elements in a given sentence; structurally this relation may be realized in the sentence-elements by the combination of special word-classes, as listed above.

For purposes of description and ease of recognition, relational sentences are formally marked by the following characteristics:

1. The first element is always modified by a dependent element when functioning as an attribuand of a relational sentence. Otherwise the element would be head of a nominal phrase. That is to say, without modification the element in question would not syntactically stand as the attribuand of a relational sentence, and would be standing as the head of an NP. So the modification is present here to mark the first part of a relational sentence, and to differentiate between sentence structures and nominal phrases. Compare, for instance, (a) and (b):

a) /al-kitābu jadīd/

'The book is new'
b) /kitābun jadīdun.../
'a new book'

whereas the second element (i.e. the attribute) may or may not be modified by an adverb as in

a) /?axūka Tawīlun jiddan/
'Your brother is very tall'
b) /?axūka Tawīl/
'Your brother is a tall (man)

(2) In a given sentence, the relational elements are usually juxtaposed, expressing no copulative verb in a language which has no copula to relate the elements of a sentence structure. This may be due to the fact that the functional role which a predicate has in relation to a subject can be identified by the aspects of a sentence structure, i.e. the sequence of a modified element followed by one of the elements: indefinite noun or adjective, adverbial and prepositional phrases is a sign of relational sentence. But in the sequence of two juxtaposed definite elements, where the relationship between the two elements may be ambiguous, the user resorts to the insertion of a pronoun of separation between the two definite nominals, as an overt copula which assigns the relation between them; marking the structure as being a sentence rather than a nominal phrase; furthermore, it is given as a distinctive sign of predication, or rather equation.

In this way, a modified status of an element in relational sentences occurs for the following reasons:
a) The syntactic function as a subject of a relational sentence;
b) The realization of an obligatory modification in the first nominal phrase of the sentence sequence, which is virtually postulated for grammatical reasons;
c) As a distinctive feature of the first term in a relational sentence where it is not present in the second term;
d) As an optional occurrence with the predicate and
e) as a semantic interpretation referred to by the relation between the two terms in a relational sentence.

On the other hand modification in nominal phrases within a relational sentence is made by:

a) the definite article al- prefixed to the element involved,
b) annexation to a definite or indefinite element,
c) a following adjective in one NP,
d) the structure of independent and dependent elements in a syntactic relationship and
e) the occurrence of an endocentric construction, its structural configuration consisting of a head and modifier in an NP.

After this introduction of the basic features of relational sentences, we proceed to describe each type of relation separately, giving a full treatment to the structure of modification in each type.
(i) **Structural analysis of NPs in ascriptive sentences.**

Under this section the concept of modification plays an important role in constituting the ascriptive sentence since the modification is to be taken as a fundamental feature of the first unit in all relational sentences. So structurally speaking, though the modification which we are concerned with has been dealt with briefly before it is again obligatorily realised through the first part and optionally through the second in a simple sentence. In a complex sentence where we have two layers of sentences or rather where we have a rankshifted sentence the modification is obligatory in the first and second elements and optional with the third. So, in an ascriptive sentence the structure has basically one element in a modified status and the other may or may not be modified, where the former is modified by an element other than an indefinite adjective and the latter may be modified by an element other than the definite article al- and a suffixed pronoun. Keeping this description in mind, broadly speaking, the presence of the modifier al- or a suffixed pronoun with the attribuand and their absence from the attribute is a distinctive feature of ascriptive relation; in contrast with the equative relation which is recognizable by the presence of al- with the attribuand and the attribute which are separated by a pronoun (see below). In this connection, El-Rabbat says,

"In this way, the 'indefiniteness' of the Attribute is a distinctive characteristic of the ascriptive relation since the Attribuand is being classified, but not identified, by means of the definite Attribute." (1)

However, ascriptive sentences in reference to 'Modification' in the nominal phrases involved will be classified for purposes of description and structural relationships into two types. Since the basic syntactic structure of ascriptive sentences is one of two types
(1) $\text{def. NP}^1 + \text{indef. NP}^2$
(2) $\text{def. NP}^1 + ^2(\text{def. NP}^1 + \text{indef. NP}^2)$

**Type I**

This type has as its representation two elements: the element subject which occurs typically in sentence initial position and has two elements of structure (i.e. modifier + head or head + modifier), if common noun, and the element predicate which occurs after the subject and may or may not appear in a structure of modification.

For purposes of description and easy recognition of the structure of modification involved, we classify this type into (a) and (b).

A) In this type the initial element is structurally made of al- as a modifier and an element as a head which often has generic reference, fulfilling the conflated roles of subject and Attribuand whereas that mentioned second is an individual element which may be modified, performing the roles of predicate and Attribute together. However, the semantic effect of modifying the predicate is that the modifier will increase the amount of information carried by the structure, or rather it will increase the number of informational units. Thus, we give below the examples
which represent what is referred to here as type 1(A).

1a) /al-hayatu qasiyah/
   'Life is hard'

1b) /wa al-mala?ikatu ba?da d?alika Dah?r/
   'And all the other angels will come to his aid' (1)

2a) /zaydun ?alim/
   'Zayd is a scholar'

2b) /zaydun ?alimun jal?l/
   'Zayd is a great scholar'

3a) /?aliyyun bal?g/
   'Ali is eloquent'

3b) /?aliyyun jiddu bal?g = bal?gun jiddan
   'Ali is very eloquent'

4a) /al-?ilmu nafi?/
   'Knowledge is useful'

4b) /al-?ilmu haqqu nafi? = nafi?un haqqan/
   'Knowledge is truly useful'

5a) /yusufu ?am?n/
   'Joseph is honest'

5b) /yusufu rajulun ?am?n/
   'Joseph is an honest man'

Examining the above illustrations, we note firstly that the elements subject and predicate, which are both present in the structural representation of the nominal sentence, realize the roles of Attribute and Attribuand by virtue of which the sentence is labelled ascriptive.

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.876, verse 4.
Secondly, in the light of the fact that the first elements are marked as Attribuand via the article al-, as in 1(a), (b), and 4(a), (b), or by being a proper noun where no modification is needed, as in 2(a), (b), 3(a), (b), and 5(a), (b), all the sentences in type (A) share one common characteristic, namely they have no "indefinite subject" as Attribuand, whereas the predicate as attribute is always an indefinite noun or adjective\(^1\) with or without modification where the modification is supplied by an adjective as in 2(b) and 5(b), and by an adverb as in 1(b), 3(b) and 4(b). Again the structural status of the Attribuand and Attribute gives a definite clue to and pinpoints the nature of ascriptive sentences of type 1(A) in CA. More illustrations:

a) /al-?arwāhu junūdun mujannadah/
'Soul like soldiers are conscripted.'

b) /kullu maZrūfin Sadaqah/
'Every favour is a charity'

c) /al-Dulmu Dulumātun yawma al-qiyyāmah/
'Oppression will put the person who has done it in darkness at the day of judgement'

d) /al-xaylu maZqūdun bi nawāSTha al-xayr/
'God is pinned on Horus'

B) This ascriptive type is similar to the one examined above in six points:

\(^1\) Regardless of the participles since they refer to aspectual interpretations which are beyond this study.
The number of components concerned;

The grammatical status of the two elements in question;

The obligatory modification of the first common noun;

The optional modification exhibited at the predicate (via an adjective or adverb) and

the conflation of the two roles of subject and Attribuand, and predicate and attribute in the sentence structure as one entity;

The two elements involved have the same referent.

The difference lies in the fact that the modifier of the first part here occurs in the postposed head position, and adds a special meaning to the head since the modifier has a lexical meaning by itself. This provides a point of contrast with type 1(A) where the modifier al- has no lexical meaning by itself, but by its combination with a head noun (see Chapter I). The illustrations given below represent type 1(B) of the ascriptive sentences:

1a) /?axūka karīm/
   'Your brother is generous'

1b) /?amrun bi ma?rūfin Sadaqah/
   'An order in friendly manner is a charity'

1c) /hurrāsu al-maliki ?ahrār/
   'The king's guards are free'

1d) /sarru al-bilādi bilādun lā Zadla fīhā/
   'The worst countries are countries which have no justice'
1e) /majlisu Zilmin xayrun min Zibādati sanah/
'A learned discussion is better than a whole year's worshipping'

These examples testify to the fact that in type I(B) the first element of ascriptives has its function as Attribuand by being modified and marked off by the occurrence of the modifier in the post-head position. In this way, without modification of the first element, sentences like the above would be incomplete and thus they would not stand for an ascriptive relation.

Note that in type I(B) the predicate functioning as 'Attribute' may appear in a comparative form as in 1(e). The semantic effect of this is that the Attribute will be associable with a comparative meaning.

The foregoing discussion shows that ascriptive sentences have a system of the first element with two structural terms: head and modifier. For one thing, the two terms of this system are in operation together as Attribuand in the structural representation of a simple sentence, as seen above.

**Type II**

In the above two types, we dealt with modification within ascriptive simple sentences. Here the description concerns type II of complex sentences. This type is formally marked off by the following characteristics:

1. The occurrence of two Attribuands in contradistinction to one Attribuand which appears in type I.
(2) As was pointed out earlier, syntactic structure different from that expressed by type I, i.e. 
\[ NP^1 + NP^2 + NP^3 \] (see p. 99).

(3) A pronoun is suffixed to \( NP^2 \), which usually marks off the ascriptive complex sentence and which has a semantic tie-in of 'possessive' in the sense that the noun with which the pronoun suffix occurs is in a possessive relationship with the preceding noun.

The point to be discussed here is that modification occurs in the surface structure of this type for syntactic and semantic reasons. It is probable that the simplest way of accounting for this type is by means of sequence. In this way we can account for the fact that the structural configuration of any complex sentence is due to fixed features, which are a specification of this sentence type and which determine its potentiality of occurrence. That is to say, a sentence with at least four elements of structure which typically serve in this type, such as zaydun \(?axūhu faqīr\) 'Zayd, his brother is poor', is a sentence with the element (Zayd) acting as first subject and Attribuand, the element (?axū) functioning as second subject and Attribuand, the pronoun (hu) 'his', referring anaphorically to the initial element, and the element (faqīr) as Attribute, in which the attribution of such element is made necessary here by the function of the noun it attributes (i.e. the second noun). Both elements are regarded as Attribute in relation to the first element (Zayd). Again this classification is made in terms of the conflation of the
syntactic and semantic functions which each element fulfils, and which is assigned by the grammatical status of each element involved. Therefore it is necessary to take account of the structural relationships of the elements involved in each NP within the ascriptive sentences. Since the ascriptive sentences, broadly speaking, have one or more NP of modification as in (?axu) above where (?axu) is the head noun and (hu) is the modifier, representing an NP in the structure of ascription. So, NPs as members of ascriptive sentences are identifiable and classifiable not only on the basis of their ascriptive relation, but also on the basis of their structural configuration which is furnished with the ascriptive relation.

An examination of the following sentences:

a) /al-rabīṣu jawwuhu muṣṭadil/
   'The spring, its weather is clement'

b) /al-xarīṣu jawwuhu mutaqallib/
   'The autumn, its weather is changeable'

c) /al-Dulmu martaṣuḥu waxīm/
   'Oppression, its posture is of evil consequences'

d) /harīṣu al-hadīqatī faḍluḥu kabiʿr/
   'The gardener, his favour is great'

e) /al-fārisu al-hiṣānu muṭṣibuh/
   'The horseman, the horse is making him tired'

f) /qawli nasru al-tāfīmi Darūriyy/
   'My word is that the spread of education is necessary'

shows that the Attribuand in the first and second positions in (a–f) is modified by al-, a suffixed pronoun and an
annexed item. As was pointed out earlier, the modification in the above examples is syntactically obligatory and achieved by means of the nominal phrases.

It is important to stress in this connection that the postulated modifier here has the syntactic effect of producing the one-place subject as in type I and two-place subject as in type II whose sentence predicate is usually paraphrased of a qualificative clause. Compare for instance the two examples below:

a) /al-wardu fatinun ?alwānuh/

'The flower is fascinating as to its colour'

b) /al-wardu ?alwānuhu fātinah/

'The flower, its colour is fascinating'

Contrasting the above two types of examples of ascription, we notice that (a) has one element (al-ward) 'the flower', functioning as Attribuand and qualificative clause (fātinun ?alwānuh) 'fascinating as to colour', as Attribute, (b) has two elements (al-wardu wa ?alwānuh) 'the flower and its colour' functioning as Attribuands and the element (fātinah) 'fascinating' as Attribute, which increases by one the number of the participants in the ascriptive sentence, producing a complex sentence. This complexity however is made by what we may describe as interference of two sentences in which the second (?alwānuhu fātinah) is a sub-sentence which is made by fronting the (verbal) subject (?alwānuh) in (a) (i.e. in fātinun ?alwānuh) to prepose the verbal element (fātinah) as in (b), hence the second Attribuand is yielded. So, the ascriptive complex sentence is distinguishable by
its components: Attribuand$^1$ + Attribuand$^2$ + Attribute and ascriptive simple sentence by: Attribuand + Attribute. Again, both simple and complex sentences have one thing in common, the Attribuand involved must be modified (if a common noun).

Note that in (b) the second Attribuand with its Attribute is functioning as Attribute in relation to the first. It is worthwhile mentioning that the second attribuand with its attribute (in type II) are given prominence on both the syntactic and the phonological levels. That is to say, these two elements are singled out by structural features and position in a complex sentence, which make this type contrast with its paraphrased corresponding counterpart e.g. zaydun ?axūhu faqīr 'Zayd, his brother is poor' or 'zayd is the one whose brother is poor' is in contrast with ?axū zaydin faqīr 'Zayd's brother is poor'. The object is to draw special attention to the second unit in type II. Phonologically, it is given prominence via receiving the tonic, since they are realised in this way for focus reasons.

Reversible and non-reversible ascriptive sentences

For purposes of thematisation, CA allows the reversal of the predicate in simple sentences provided that the predicate is an indefinite NP consisting of a head and modifier, whereas the reversal of the sentence predicate in a complex sentence can be made without restriction. Contrast (1) and (2) below:
1a) /al-furātu nahrun SCRIBE/  
'The Euphrates is a fresh river' is reversible to  
/nahrun SCRIBE al-furāt/  
'The Euphrates is a fresh river'

1b) /al-furātu nahr/  
'The Euphrates is a river' is non-reversible, i.e.  
*/nahrun al-furāt/, and

1c) /al-furātu SCRIBE/  
'The Euphrates is a fresh water' is non-reversible, i.e.  
*/SCRIBE al-furāt/

2) /zaydun ?abūhu karīm/  
'Zayd, his father is generous' is reversible to  
/?abūhu karīmun zayd/  
'Zayd, his father is generous'

From the above, it emerges that in 1(a) and (b-c) the presence versus the absence of a modifier with the noun phrase-predicate constitutes a system of reversible v. non-reversible predicate respectively, which operates only for simple sentences; in (2) the sentence predicate is quite reversible without any condition.

Although, in principle, reversibility of the predicate involved in an ascriptive sentence is regarded as a potential feature common to both types of ascriptive sentence represented so far, the reversal cannot be made in
instances where the predicate is a single element. Hence the elements representing the predicate in 1(b and c) are not reversible. In clearer terms, the reversibility of the predicate - which operates in a simple sentence - to the initial position is a feature characteristic of modified predicates whether they are modified by an adjectival element or annexed word. The modification thus makes the reversibility of the predicate possible in contradistinction with non-modified predicate. Note however that modification in NPs within ascriptive sentences is maintained whether the structure is reversible or not.

For further illustrations on reversibility in type I, contrast the following pairs of examples where (a) is reversible, but not (b).

a) /al-sahābu buxārun katīf/  
'The clouds are a thick fume'  
is reversible to  
/buxārun katīfun al-sahab/  
'The clouds are a thick fume'  
b) /al-sahābu buxār/  
'The clouds are fume'  
but not  
/*buxārun al-sahāb/  

a) /al-barqu ṣarāratun kahrabiyyah/  
'The lightning is an electric spark'  
is reversible to  
/ṣarāratun kahrabiyyatun al-barq/  
'The lightning is an electric spark'
b) /al-barqu sarārah/
'The lightning is a spark'
but not
*/sarāratun al-barq/
a) /zaydun rajulu salām/
'Zayd is a man of peace'
is reversible to
/rajulu salāmin zayd/
'Zayd is a man of peace'
b) /zaydun rajul/
'Zayd is a man'
but not
*/rajulun zayd/

The last point to be mentioned here is that predicative elements have been regarded as Attributes in relation to the subject in a sense of ascription. Predicates can further be sub-classified in terms of their other semantic properties i.e. the predicate may be classificatory or possessive. If the sentence structure is:
(1) definite subject + indefinite predicate, i.e.
hāda al-Tālibu ganiyy 'This student is rich'
the predicate ganiyy 'rich' would be classificatory since it classifies the subject al-Tālib 'the student', as being one of the rich students. But if the structure is:
(2) definite subject + definite subject + indefinite predicate, i.e. hāda al-Tālibu ?abūhu ganiyy 'This student, his father is rich' the predicate at the element (ganiyy) would be classificatory to the subject (?abūhu) 'his father',
and at the sentence level (?abūhu ganiyy) 'his father is rich', would be possessive to the subject (al-Tālib) 'the student'.

(ii) Features of the NP in equational sentences

In the previous section we have dealt with the nominal phrases in ascriptive sentences. In this section, we are concerned with the description of nominal phrases in equational sentences. These are similar to type I of ascriptives in two respects:

(1) There are two entities representing the subject and the predicate.

(2) The two entities involved have the same referent, in which equational sentences are also classified into (a) and (b) for purposes of description.

A) This type of sentence (i.e. equational sentences) is marked by the following characteristics:

(i) The presence of the so-called Damīru al-faṣl the pronoun of separation between their two elements i.e. the subject and the predicate. Hence the pronoun of separation is presented to serve as a copula, or rather as a definite sign of equational sentences in contradistinction with their corresponding nominal phrases. Emile Benvensite says in this connection,

"But the function of predication can be given a definite sign: it is the so-called pronoun of the third singular that serves as the "copula", it is then inserted between the subject and the predicate." (1)

(1) See Benvensite, E., Problems in General Linguistics, University of Miami, translated by Mary Elizabeth, 1971, p.165. For more discussion on this quotation see Chapter 5 on adjectives.
So structurally speaking, when two definite nominal phrases are juxtaposed the insertion of the pronoun of separation is necessary to mark predication as against modification since the absence of the pronoun from a string like this would easily be interpreted as a nominal phrase. To illustrate this, compare:

a) /al-ُulin?u al-?labTalu.../
   'The brave scholars...'

b) /al-ُulin?u humu al-?abTal/
   'Scholars are brave'

These two examples show that (a) has two juxtaposed elements without separation representing a nominal phrase with al-ُulin?u 'the scholars', as head noun and al-?abTalu 'the brave', as modifier, and (b) has the same two elements separated by the pronoun hum by which the elements represent a complete and equative sentence with al-ُulin?u as subject, hum as copula and al-?abTal as predicate. In this way we can see that the insertion of the pronoun between two definite elements is a distinctive characteristic of the relational sentence; and the structure will be readily interpreted as equative.

It is worth mentioning here that the Arab grammarians assume that examples like (a) above without the pronoun of separation tolerate two syntactic considerations, i.e. being a nominal phrase or sentence since the second element can be either an adjective or predicate.\(^{(1)}\)

---

\(^{(1)}\) This point will be discussed again under the label Attributive nouns (see Chapter 5).
Attention should be drawn to the fact that in our analysis we did not recognize examples like (a) as involving a predicate in the way that the Arab grammarians do. The reason for this is that the two definite elements which are juxtaposed are viewed as a single nominal phrase, not a sentence, since the first element is being described, but not predicated, by means of the pronominal association with the second element. By this we mean that in the NP the first element is being modified, but not identified, by the presence of the pronoun in equative sentences. In this manner, the occurrence of equational sentences with two definite NPs marked al- without the pronoun of separation is eliminated.

Benvensite assumes that,

"...whenever the structure of a language permits the construction of a predicative utterance by the juxtaposition of two nominal forms in a free order, one should grant that a pause separates them. Under this condition, the nominal forms assure the predication." (1)

What is of immediate concern to us here is that CA does not give this pause the value of separation in assigning the structure of predication as Benvensite assumed. For this reason, we disagree with his view that 'pause' is the marker of equational sentences since this pause may be just a personal feature, which cannot be generalized. Furthermore, in normal speech this pause is not always present. In addition, the pause may occur in the presence of the pronoun of separation within such sentences.

(1) See Benvensite, op.cit., Chapter 16, p.165.
However, the only possible environment for a structure of predication given without a pronoun of separation is where the structure is in response to a preceding question.

The foregoing discussion makes it clear that the equational sentence has a structural configuration of two elements separated by a pronoun. To be descriptively accurate, we must state that this type of structure is made of two definite nominal phrases with a pronoun that is used to mark the equative sentence — in contradistinction to the ascriptive sentence, and nominal phrase — structurally associable with modification. However, though on the surface structure, the structure of modification here might look peripheral because of its striking similarity with the nominal phrase type (see Chapter 6 below), we treat it here since it provides points of contrast with type (1) in ascriptives. The illustrations given below represent the equative type, together with their type (1) ascriptive correlates:

\[
\begin{align*}
a) \quad & /\text{al-}Zilmu \text{ huwa } \text{ al-kafīlu} \text{ bi } \text{ al-ruqiyy/} \\
& \text{'Knowledge is the guarantor of progress'} \\
b) \quad & /\text{al-}Zilmu \text{ kafīlun bi } \text{ al-ruqiyy/} \\
& \text{'Knowledge is a guarantor of progress'} \\
a) \quad & /\text{al-}Saqlu \text{ huwa } \text{ al-hāris} \\
& \text{'The mind is the protector'} \\
b) \quad & /\text{al-}Saqlu \text{ hāris/} \\
& \text{'The mind is a protector'}
\end{align*}
\]

Now if we contrast the equative (a) and ascriptive sentences (b) presented above, we will note three facts
with reference to the application of modification.

(i) In (a) the second equative element is modified by al-; whereas in (b) the second ascriptive element is not, although both are preceded by a relational modified element. In other words, in (a) the second element matches the first structurally by having the modifier al-, while in (b) it is marked by the absence of al- (i.e. the second v. the first element). The presence of al- with the second element thus is a characteristic feature of the equative relation, and its absence is a reference to an ascriptive relation, as in (a) and (b) respectively.

(ii) According to the variety of the structural configurations, equative and ascriptive sentences have different semantic functions where the former has a predicate modified by al- functioning as an identificatory component and the latter has a predicate without al- functioning as a classificatory component. So structurally, the equatives are identified + identifier and the ascriptives are Attribuand + Attribute.

(iii) In equative sentences the two elements involving the pronoun have the same referent since the meaning of equational relation is exclusive whereas the meaning of ascriptive relation is inclusive in which the Attribuand is considered as a member of a class.

(iv) As stated earlier, the presence of the modifier al- with the identifier in equative sentences makes it reversible whereas the absence of al- with the Attribute makes it non-reversible as in type I CA.
For the sake of exemplification, compare:

a) /zaydun huwa al-sujaξ/ identificatory
   'Zayd is the brave man'

b) /zaydun sujaξ/ classificatory
   'Zayd is a brave man' (1)

c) /zaydun huwa al-sujaξ/ reversible
   'Zayd is the brave man'
   /al-sujaξu huwa zayd/
   'The brave man is Zayd'

d) /zaydun sujaξ/ non-reversible
   'Zayd is a brave man'

e) /xalidun huwa al-qā?id/ exclusive
   'Khalid is the leader'

f) /xalidun qā?id/ inclusive
   'Khalid is a leader'

(1) These two terms are borrowed from Beeston, op.cit., p.66.

B) This type and 2(A) described above have two distinctive characteristics in common. Namely, they have two equative elements, and their predicate is identificatory in the sense that the predicate and the subject have the same referent, though the prefixation of al- here is rarely used. Nevertheless, this type is distinguished by the following features:

(i) The predicate may or may not show the definite article al- preceding the first element of an annexation structure, provided that the former is an adjective or participle functioning as an adjective.
(ii) The structure of equative sentences in this type can be made without the occurrence of the pronoun of separation, i.e. the sequence of the equative elements, which typically appears in this type, is a distinctive feature of this type since the second element is sufficient to stand as a predicate in annexation, in contrast with its counterpart type (A) where the pronoun is inserted otherwise than as an NP, as illustrated above. In this way, the structural variation can be represented as follows:

Type 2(A)

\[
\text{def.} \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{al-} + \text{element} \\
\text{a proper noun}
\end{array} \right\} + \text{pronoun} + \sqrt{\text{al-} + \text{element}} \quad \text{(identifier)}
\]

Type 2(B)

\[
\text{def.} \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{al-} + \text{element} \\
\text{a proper noun}
\end{array} \right\} - \text{pronoun} + \sqrt{\text{element} + \text{al-} + \text{element}} \quad \text{(identifier)}
\]

Consider the two pairs of examples below where (a) represents type 2(a), and (b) represents type 2(b).

a) /al-kitābu huwa al-nāfiṣ/
   'The book is the thing of use'

b) /al-Daīfū ?amīru al-rakb/
   'The weak man is the commander of the riders'

a) /al-ganiyyu huwa al-qanūṣ/
   'The (only time) wealth is contentment'

b) /al-junūdu ḥārisū al-waTān/
   'The soldiers are the guards of the country'
a) /al-jayṣu huwa al-ḥāmī ḥima al-waTan/
   'The army is the protector of the country'

b) /jawwu miSra raqīqu al-nasamāt/
   'The weather of Egypt is delicate in winter'

From the above, it appears that
a) the presence versus the absence of a pronoun of separation constitutes a contrast between (a) and (b) (i.e. identificatory of separation v. identificatory of annexation).

b) The insertion of a pronoun does not take place; when the predicate is an annexation structure of which the annexed word is an adjective or participle adjectively used as in (b) respectively.

It is necessary to point out here that a pronoun may be inserted between the two elements of type (b), provided the predicate has an annexed noun or verbal noun e.g.

a) /al-ʔāxiratu hiya dāru al-qarār/
   'The world to come is the everlasting'

b) /al-lamamu huwa muqārabatu al-danb/
   'The slight crime is to approach sin'

However, the pronoun is not inserted here for separation, but for focus reasons, since without the insertion of the pronoun the elements involved form a complete sentence which is marked by a predicate of annexation structure. This means that the pronoun here is optionally deletable i.e. the pronoun can be omitted in cases in which the sense is perfectly clear without it in the context.
Whatever the representation of type (b) is, the modification is still the pivot of its syntactic and semantic functions. Thus a sentence like the above is complete and equative, provided its occurrence is associated with the modification of the two elements involved. This can be diagramed as follows:

Type (b)

identified + identifier = equative sentence

'The scholars are the successor of the prophets'

Finally, we do not propose, by demonstrating relational, ascriptive and equative sentences, to study them in detail. Our purpose is to show that:

a) Each type is basically defined by its structural configuration of modification.
b) The structure of modification is obligatory in the NPs of both types.

c) Modification is important in establishing the relation between the two elements involved, or rather the realization of their relation depends on the occurrence of modification.

d) Where modification is applied in 'ascriptive' and 'equative' sentences, they are distinguishable and analyzable as involving two terms of relation.

(iii) Forms of NPs in possessive sentences

The nomenclature "possessive sentence" used here rests upon the assumption that the relation between the subject and the predicate involved is one of "possession". In other words, the "possessor" is being described by the thing "possessed" by way of attribution, or rather it is being characterized by the thing 'possessed' by way of ascription. This function is performed by the subject and the predicate in possessive sentences, where the latter comprises the grammatical and lexical meanings of possession. As in ascriptive sentences, the possessor may be a proper noun or a modified noun and the possessed element which functions as a classificatory predicate is always modified.

So, reference will be made to the structures of modification which occur in each given example.
Consider:

1a) /Sadīqī dū malīn wa banīn/  

'My friend is wealthy and has sons'

1b) /hādihi al-fatātu dātu jamāl/  

'This girl is beautiful'

1c) /?ulāqikālahum al-?āmn/  

'These people have security'

1d) /Zaliyyun Ṣindahū qalāmun nafīs/  

'Ali has a precious pen'

The sentences referred to above (i.e. those in a-d) represent the possessive relation since the predicates which they contain have a feature of possession, i.e. the elements dū, dātu, lahum and Ṣindahū indicate possession with which the following elements carry the idea of possession. With regard to the structural configuration, these predicates differ from (a and b) to (c and d) in representing the possessed element, the former are the indicators dū and dātu annexed to the possessed element in bound form, the latter are la and Ṣindahū suffixed by a coterminous pronoun followed by the possessed element. Hence, in surface structure terms, the extendible elements lahum and Ṣindahū are related to the possessed element by virtue of the occurrence of an anaphoric pronoun, whereas the

(1) Ṣindā and lādā below may be used as in adverbial phrases, meaning to express a locative or circumstantial relation with the subject according to the context, as they are used here as a verbal particle, meaning to possess (see below)
elements dū and dātu have no pronoun. Furthermore, the predicate in (a and b) is a nominal phrase, whereas in (c and d) the predicate is a simple sentence. The following examples are sufficient to show that structures like the predicate in (c and d) can be an independent sentence with possessive feature.

2a) /lahu sarafun Sa'ād/
   'He has a high rank'

2b) /Zindaka kitabun jadīd/
   'You have a new book'

2c) /lanā al-dunya/
   'Ours is the life on earth'

2d) /ladayhi dirham/
   'He has a dirham'

Again the underlined elements have a possessive relation. The assignment of this relation is based on the grounds that the first element involves a particle as indicator and a suffixed pronoun as possessor, and the second represents the possessed thing (be it modified as in 2a-c or not as in 2d); a characteristic common to all (examples 2) above, where the particle with the pronoun occupies initial or final; the initial position with a modified element (examples 2a-c), but when followed by a non-modified element (example 2d). Note that these examples are reversed structures.

The possessive relation is nevertheless fulfilled here within the framework of our description, a relational
feature (i.e. possession) in a sentence can only be regarded as grammatical and therefore a "sentence feature" if it has formal properties correlating with the demonstrable semantic properties (i.e. possessive properties): i.e. the two elements which represent the possessor and the possessed are associated with modificatory forms, although the possessor may be unmodified when it occurs in the second position, as in (2d).

(iv) **Modification in sentences of locative relation**

Under this title, the description is devoted to a class of sentences which is made by the sequence of two elements, designated for this purpose. To diagram this, consider:

\[
S \rightarrow (1) \quad \text{or} \quad (2)
\]

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{sub} \\
\text{a proper noun} \\
\text{or} \\
\text{a modified noun}
\end{array} \quad \begin{array}{c}
pred \\
\text{prepositional phrase} \\
\text{or} \\
\text{adverbial phrase (locative time or place)}
\end{array}
\]

where the located noun is proper or common and the locative phrase is prepositional or adverbial of time or place. The relationship obtaining between the subject and the predicate thus is one of location in a sense of attribution. That is to say, the prepositional or adverbial phrase which occurs in the surface structure of a sentence is attributed to describe the subject's location (be it in time or place).

To illustrate this, consider the following two pairs of examples where those in (1) involve adverbial phrases...
expressing a relation of locative time and place, and those in (2) involve prepositional phrases referring to locative time and place, respectively.

1a) /al-safaru gadan/ locative time
   'The journey is tomorrow'

1b) /wa al-rakbu ?asfala minkum/ locative place
   'While the caravan was below you'(1)

2a) /al-wardu fī al-rabī‘/ locative time
   'The flower is in spring'

2b) /al-hārisu fī al-bāb/ locative place
   'The guard is at the door'

In the sentences (1) and (2) above, although the syntactic structure is similar, the subject and the predicate are in a completely different semantic relation, i.e. locative of time v. locative of place. Note that we do not propose to present existential and non-existential relations mentioned above. Our purpose here is to demonstrate the immediate relation between the two elements involved in this type of sentences, which is a semantic interpretation fulfilled by a structure involving modification. To put it more clearly, the relationship obtaining between the subject and the predicate is designated by the sentence - elements occurring which are in this case a modified element associated with prepositional or adverbial phrase, each having the functional pattern(2) located subject + locative predicate.

Note again that locative sentences are like their relational

---

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.245, verse 42.
(2) This term is borrowed from Berry, M., Introduction to Systemic Linguistic, vol. 1, 1975, p.79.
counterparts marked by the presence of the article al- or an adjective acting as 'modifier' in their surface structure, if the head is an indefinite common noun. Thus a structure like rajulun fī al-dārī... is an NP unless its occurrence is associated with the modification of the subject (i.e. al-rajulu or rajulun ṭawīlun fī al-dār). It should be emphasized here that the presence of a prepositional or adverbial phrase referred to above, though determined by its occurrence with a modified noun, is also conditioned by the linguistic context to express a locative relation; a linguistic context which assigns the function of the prepositional or adverbial phrase as locative or circumstantial or possessive. To clarify this assumption, we give, by way of exemplification, the following sentences where the predicates are prepositional or adverbial phrases expressing different semantic functions and that the choice of each function is dependent on the linguistic context: i.e. the prepositional or adverbial phrase which represents the predicate of the sentence shows various semantic functions, although the sentences in which it occurs have the same syntactic structure:

1a) /al-maṣādiru fī jawfi al-ṣarīd/ locative
   'Metal is inside the earth'

1b) /al-ginā fī al-ṭaṣawwuf/ circumstantial
   'Wealth is in the Sufi way of life'

1c) /ḥāda al-kitābu fī ḥawzatih/ possessive
   'This book is in his possession'

2a) /al-Sabru ṭinda al-ṣadā?id/ loc.
   'Patience is discovered at times of calamity'
2b) /hāda al-qawlu ūindī Sawāb/
   'This assertion is right in my opinion'
2c) /hāda al-rajulu ūindahu xayr/
   'This man has goodness'
3a) /al-bi?ru bayna al-baladāyin/
   'The well is between the two villages'
3b) /al-qawmu bayna qatīlin wa ?asīr/
   'The tribe was partly slain, and partly taken prisoner'
3c) /al-mālu bayn zaydīn wa ʿamr/
   'The property is equally possessed by Zayd and 'Amr'
   'Zayd and Amr have the property in equal proportion'

However, the sentences presented above do not exhaust all the possible relations which can be given by sentences involving a prepositional or adverbial phrase as predicate. They are used, by way of exemplification, to express different semantic relations in sentences, which have in common a predicate introduced by the same preposition or adverb, depending upon the linguistic context. Again, as was pointed out earlier, (see the previous sections on relational sentences), the relationship obtaining between the two elements is a feature of such sentences; and the modificatory forms are furnished for this purpose, or rather the modification is the participant in the structural configuration of relational sentences.

Circumstantial relation

In the previous section we have examined the relation holding between the subject and the predicate which is
represented by a prepositional or adverbial phrase, whether the relation involved is a locative of time or place in a sense of attribution. Here the prepositional and adverbial phrases with a modified (or definite) subject function as circumstantial attributes, since the relation is carried out via a circumstantial phrase.

The following sentences will serve to illustrate the circumstantial relation of a prepositional or adverbial phrase with a modified subject:

(a) /al-najātu fī al-Sidq/
'Safety lies in speaking the truth'

(b) /al-qawmu fī haraj/
'The tribe is in difficulty'

(c) /al-jannatu tahta ?aqdāmi al-?ummahāt/
'Paradise lies in obeying one's mother'

(d) /al-?imāmu fawqa al-subuhāt/
'The Imam is above suspicion'

(e) /al-matāzū bayn bayn/
'Property is between good and bad'

The underlined elements have the function of circumstantial attribute by being in an X manner/way, but not in location, by expressing locational meaning. That is to say, the circumstantial relation is carried by elements which have no locatory value. For this relation, modification is obligatorily furnished in the subject element, and optionally in the predicate. Hence the relationship is being held between the subject and the predicate, and is one of circumstance.
However, the circumstantial relation is not always achieved by a prepositional or adverbial phrase as the above illustrations may suggest, but a circumstantial relation may also be achieved by elements other than the prepositional or adverbial phrase. The traditional Arab grammarians have realized this point, (i.e. the expression of the circumstantial relation by elements other than prepositional and adverbial phrases) in which they say that the elements that fill the position of the predicate with a verbal noun as subject are called ʰālun sāddatun masadda al-xabar 'a circumstantial term supplying the place of the predicate. They assumed that, for instance, the element qa?iman 'standing up', in the sentence Darbī zaydan qa?iman 'My striking Zayd (while he was) standing up', is ʰālun sāddatun masadda al-xabar a circumstantial phrase replacing the predicate and not the predicate of the subject (Darbī). (1)

What is of immediate concern to our description in connection with this type of structure is that the initial element of this type is often a verbal noun modified by a suffixed personal pronoun (e.g. -ī 'my', in Darbī), the second is modified by al-, if common noun and the last one is an adjectival element which describes the status of an entity mentioned in the main sentence.

Keeping this description in mind, three points should be taken into account, which are reckoned as a feasible

---

characteristic of this type:

(i) The sentence in this type is complex in which the last element is the complement of an entity showing a subordinate status; which signals the circumstantial function in relation to that entity, e.g. qirā?atī al-nasīda maktūban 'My reading the anthem (when it was) written'.

(ii) The circumstantial phrase here is similar to that given with verbal sentences\(^1\) since it is a conversion of a circumstantial clause, or rather the conversion is being made from circumstantial clause to circumstantial phrase. Thus, the circumstantial relation is represented by a phrase in subordinate status. For instance, the phrase sā?ilan in surbī al-dawa?a sā?ilan 'My drinking the medicine (while it is) liquid', is assumed to be a converted phrase of the circumstantial clause: wa huwa sā?il 'while it is liquid', and the element jālisān 'sitting down', in qirā?atī al-wirda jālisān 'My reading the citation (while I was) sitting down', is a converted phrase of the circumstantial clause: wa?anā jālis 'while I was sitting down', both of which are expressed in the subordinate representation. What is relevant to this point here is that, though the subordinate phrases given above are regarded as circumstantial representatives in relation to the previous entity in the main sentence, the assignment of the function of the element involved as a modifier to the preceding object rather than the agent and vice versa depends on the linguistic context, though it appears always in the accusative case. This may

\(^1\) See Beeston, *op.cit.*, pp. 95-96.
be related to the fact that the 'circumstantial element' which modifies the object is a paraphrase of the circumstantial clause-predicate which consists of the functional wa + second person pronoun + element, whereas what modifies the agent is a paraphrase of wa + first person pronoun + element, as illustrated above.

(iii) An ambiguity may arise, when the circumstantial element can be referred to both the agent and the object, in that the element involved may modify the agent or the object. For instance, the element Sagīran 'young' in liḥbī maṣa zaydin Sagīran 'My playing with Zayd (when he was or I was) young' tolerates two interpretations: wa huwa Sagīr 'when he was young', and wa ?anā Sagīr 'when I was young'.

(iv) The predicate involved in circumstantial clauses is coverable within the structure of the clause.

(v) The "circumstantial" structure contrasts with its counterpart of the ascriptive type in that the structural element p in the ascriptive type appears with a case ending matching the subject in which it describes the action carried out by the subject, whereas in the circumstantial type, the phrase in the predicate position has the syntactic marker of subordinate status (i.e. accusative case); this again shows that it refers to the adverbial function and modificatory value in relation to the agent or the object in the sentence involved. Compare:

\[
\begin{align*}
S & \quad P \\
\text{a) } /\text{?ikrāmī al-Dayfa }\underline{Zādīmun}/ & \quad \text{ascriptive} \\
& \quad \text{My hospitality towards the guest is great} \\
\text{b) } /\text{?akli al-Ta'āma }\underline{māDiyan}/ & \quad \text{circumstantial} \\
& \quad \text{My eating the food (while it is) well-cooked}
\end{align*}
\]
So far the object of our description was to identify the class of circumstantial clauses, which are touched upon here for the purpose of this study, since they are in all cases based on considering the structural configuration of modification as the apparent features of this type of clause as well as the previous relational clauses. So, although a clause like the above may be paraphrased as a structure of two participants which occur in association with the process of action, the participant-relationship holding between the two elements is still that of the relational terms: Attribuand-circumstantial Attribute, overtly marked by modification. Further illustrations:

```
H M M H M
```

a) /?akhtar al-saw?qa maltutan/
'Most of my drinking wheat occurs (while it is) mixed with water'

```
H M M H M
```

b) /Darb? al-gul?ma mus?fan/
'My striking the boy occurred (when he/I was) displeasing'

```
H M M H M
```

c) /mus?adat? al-rajula muhtajan/
'My helping the man occurred (when he was) in need'

```
H M M H M
```

'My entering the battle occurred (when I was) ready'

```
M H M
```

e) /?axTabu m? yakunu al-?am?ru w?qifan/
'The most elegant times of the prince were when he was standing'
To finish off this discussion of the components of structural relation within the labelled circumstantial clauses, we represent this point diagrammatically.

(1) Circumstantial (relational component)

\[ \text{surbī al-маa?a bāridan} \]
Attribuand    circumstantial Attribute
'My drinking the water was (while it was) cold'

(2) Head and modifier (modificatory component)

\[ \text{surbī} \quad \text{al-маa?a bāridan} \]
Head Modifier    Modifier
'My drinking of the cold water'
CHAPTER III

RELATIVE CLAUSES AS POST MODIFIERS

Introduction

In Chapter Two we have examined the modification in nominal phrases within relational sentences. We have also touched upon some subordinate clauses as post modifiers. Here the description is devoted to relative clauses or rather subordinate clauses in relation to the preceding noun. The object is to illustrate the syntactic and semantic features of relative clauses in a given NP since there are interrelationships between these two levels which have not been given as much attention as they deserve. The statements in this chapter thus serve to clarify the complex state of affairs. However, the present demonstration of CA relative clauses is given to represent the function of relative clauses as post modifiers in nominal phrases on two axes: syntactic and semantic. The analysis assumes that the syntactic features depend on choices made at the semantic level.

Before we go further it is worth stating that Quirk has defined the complex noun phrase as having three components,

"(a) The head, around which the other components cluster and which dictates concord and other kinds of congruence with the rest of the sentence outside the noun phrase... (b) The premodification, which comprises all the items placed before the head - notably adjectives and nouns... (c) The post modification, comprising all the items placed after the head - notably..., and relative clauses."(1)

(1) Quirk, op.cit., pp.375-76.
The components in the first place are semantic options. They are in turn represented by the syntactic exponents which typically appear in the structural representation of an NP involving relative clause.

To shed more light on this point, the relationship between the two elements of semantic choices in a complex noun phrase which involves a relative clause is one of subordination so that they have different syntactic status, one being dependent upon the other. A corollary to this is that the role of the relative clause as a modifier to a Head noun figures in the structural representation of such clauses whether the relative clauses involved have a relative pronoun or zero pronoun.

In the course of this discussion, we illustrate the types of relative clauses which function as post modifier in a given NP.

1. /fī tilka al-buqzystati allatī iSTalaha al-nāsu Jālā tasmiyatiha jazīrata allārāb/
   'In that place which people called the Arabian Peninsula'

2. /?innahā ?awdiyatun yajrī fīhā al-mā?u bīnan wa yajiffu bīnā/
   'Surely it consists of valleys of which the water is sometimes running and at other times dry'

   'But I look to this research which is the most modest'
As the above examples show, the underlined elements represent the main type of relative constructions which are chosen to specify the preceding head noun. Hence they can only be interpreted as post modifiers.

As has been pointed out above, relative clauses function in the structure of a nominal group regarding the correlation between the semantic options and the syntactic representation. Leech says,

"..., and an important factor in the study of meaning is being able to account for the relation of the semantic representation of an utterance to its representations at other levels, and particularly at the level of syntax." (1)

It will come as no surprise that the correlations between semantic and syntactic constituents are applied to CA. So we cannot change the semantic choice without affecting the syntactic feature of the associated word forms.

Compare:

a) /al-?ummatu allatī hādā sa?nuhā.../
   'The nation whose situation is this...'

b) /al-?ummatu sā?iratun ?ilā al-madaniyyah/
   'The nation is going towards civilization'

where (a) accounts for the relation of the semantic representation of an utterance to the syntactic representation (i.e. noun as a head + relative clause as a modifier) in which the second constituent allatī hādā sa?nuhā

'whose situation is this', suggests the modification about the first constituent al-?umma, whereas (b) serves for the semantic options and syntactic feature of predication which has the constituent al-?ummatu as subject and the constituent sa?iratun ?ila al-madaniyyah as a predicate.

In this way, it is sufficient to note that a syntactically acceptable structure is a string of words which satisfies the following points:
(a) Each of the words involved is a semantic option.
(b) The words occur in positions which are defined to be syntactically acceptable.
(c) The word-forms should be associated with semantic and syntactic correlations.

So far, we are concerned with clarifying the term 'semantic' and 'syntactic' interrelationships as used in this chapter.

A) Semantic characteristics
As has been stated above, the principal function of relative clauses is that of post modifier, i.e., the occurrence of a relative pronoun is used to introduce a post modifying clause within a noun phrase, where the relative clause adds meaning to the antecedent (i.e. the head noun) by specifying its meaning more precisely. This may suggest that the term relative clause is used for different types of subclauses which are linked by a
pronoun referring back (i.e. relative pronoun) or which are expressed without a relative pronoun. Thus, for instance, compare:

1a) /al-ʔaTfaʔ/  
   'the children'
1b) /al-ʔaTfaʔu alladīna lam yablugu al-ḥulum/  
   'the children who are under age'

1a) /al-malik/  
   'the king'
1b) /al-maliku alladī:yaḍdil/  
   'the king who is just'

2a) /al-ru?yā al-Sāliḥah/  
   'the good dream'
2b) /al-ru?ya al-Sāliḥatu yarahā al-rajulu al-muslimu ṭaw tura lah/  
   'the good dream which the muslim sees or that is seen by someone for him'

2a) /marartu birajul/  
   'I passed by a man'
2b) /marartu birajulin yabkī/  
   'I passed by a man, who was crying'

In (b) each example tells us something more precise than the other in (a) about the head noun since the relative clause in (b) restricts the meaning of the preceding noun by saying what kind of children and king, the source of the good dream and the status of the man the speaker is talking about. This type of relative clause is also considered as restrictive on the grounds
that the head noun has a generic reference and the relative clause represents a modifying structure on which the identity of the head is dependent. For instance, in the above examples, the head nouns al-?aTālu, al-maliku, al-ru?yā and rajulin have generic reference and the relative clauses, which are marked by the presence of the relative pronoun, (alladīna lam yablugū al-ḥulum and alladī yāḍil), and by the absence of the relative pronoun, (yarāhā al-rajulu al-muslim ?aw turā lah and yabkī), are restrictive.

To recapitulate, one can semantically recognize that the role of the relative clause in post modification is "restrictive" in the sense of "that which modifies the generic reference indicated by the head", structurally this role may be realized in the clause elements: relative clause with or without relative pronoun. To put it differently, in restrictive modification, the linguistic identity of the head is dependent upon the modification of the relative clause, otherwise, the modification by the relative clause is inessential and thus the term non-restrictive is used. The contrast between these two meanings will be further illustrated below. That is to say, the different choices of using a relative clause are expressed below to distinguish between what is labelled as restrictive and non-restrictive and to show that these options are related to other features of the structures which contain relative clauses.
It is important to stress that the semantic property which a relative clause with head noun represents, though smaller than a sentence and not smaller than a noun phrase, is achieved by the whole construction. For this purpose, three terms are required to represent the semantic relationships to which the examples throughout this chapter are devised, e.g. hadā al-sīru alladī Dahara fī al-ZaSri al-Zabbāsiy 'this poetry which appeared at Abbaside time' can be analysed into three constituents: the head noun hadā al-sīru 'this poetry', the relational element alladī 'which', and the subclause Dahara fī al-ZaSri al-Zabbāsiy 'at the Abbaside time'. This is typically the way of analysing a nominal phrase involving a relative clause which is marked by the relative pronoun and combines the head word as a modifier, and that the whole NP function is dependent on the linguistic context: i.e. the NP here represents the subject of incomplete sentence. So in terms of features, this type of structure has the feature sequence: NP: noun as head + relative pronoun and conjunctive clause functioning as modifier, in contrast with the feature sequence: sentence: noun as subject - relative pronoun + verbal phrase e.g. hada al-sīru Dahara fī al-ZaSri al-Zabbāsiy 'This poetry appears in Abbaside times'; this difference between the structure of modification and predication is made by the presence of the relative pronoun within the former.
(i) **Restrictive/non-restrictive types**

All relative clauses can serve as restrictive or non-restrictive, since they permit the choice between restrictive and non-restrictive constructions. That is to say, all relative pronouns permit the choice between restrictive and non-restrictive clauses, particularly the clauses of zero pronoun. Consider:

1a) /al-rajulu alladi akala al-ḥasadu qalbah/

   'the man whose heart is full of envy'

1b) /fatan yamtali?u sidquhu bial-?alfaDi hina yatakallam/

   'Surely he is a boy whose mouth is partly full with words when he speaks'

As these two examples illustrate, the restrictive construction contains mutual narrowing of reference between the head noun and the relative clause.

It is also possible that relative clauses can be used non-restrictively. The clearest cases of non-restrictive function are represented by relative clauses which modify a proper noun since the proper noun is assumed to already have a unique reference. However, non-restrictive relative clauses, generally speaking, are potentially marked by punctuation or intonation. Consider:

2a) /wa ?ismā'īlu wālidu Ẓarabi al-ḥijāzi, alladina minhum rasūlu allāhi, fa al-miṣriyyuna axwālu hu Sallā allāhu Ẓalayhi wa sallam/

   'And Isma'el is the father of the Arab of whom the messenger of Allah is one, thus the Egyptians are considered as uncles to the prophet peace be upon him'
2b) /Σαβδυ αλ-χαμιδι ισταξρακα ιςτιλατα αλ-κιταβατι
-allατι ρασαμαχα-μινα αλ-λισανι αλ-φαρισι/

'Αβδ αλ-χαμιδ took out the literary examples, which he described, from the Persian language

2c) /χαττα ιδα ιανα Σαβδυ αλ-χαμιδι αλλαδι Ρυριφα
βαχδυ βιχαβδι αλ-χαμιδι αλ-κατιβ/

'Until 'Αβδ αλ-χαμιδ came, who is later known as 'Αβδ αλ-χαμιδ the writer'

In this way, the underlined elements above, though they modify the head noun involved, do not restrict them, since the head noun is independently identifiable.

It follows from the above distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive that the head noun can be specified as a member of a class which is identified through the modification of a given relative clause that has been supplied (restrictive), as in (1) above and the head noun can be viewed as a member of a class that has been independently specified. Hence the relative clauses supplied are additional information and are not essential for identifying the head noun. This type of relative clause is called non-restrictive, as in (2) and is marked by the head class or punctuation. Again, as we have already mentioned the restrictive is recognised by its function of specifying the head noun and its position as part of the noun phrase structure. This is similar to the structure of the noun phrase in spoken Egyptian Arabic. To quote,
"one of the phrase structure rules allows for the generation of S as part of the noun phrase: NP → N(S)," (1)

while the non-restrictive is distinguished by tone unit boundary in speech, or dashes in writing, separating the relative clause from the head noun, though there is no great consistency in the spoken and written languages in these respects and by giving additional information about the head.

It is important to stress that the above illustrations are only concerned with semantic features of relative clauses without giving attention to the gender and number involved. This is because the identity of gender and number features of relative clauses with the head noun are a syntactic matter while the selectional restrictions and non-restrictions between the head noun and relative clauses are a semantic matter.

Bearing all that in mind, such relative clauses as in /al-rajulu alladī kāna fī ?awwali ?amrihi ḥammārā/ 'the man who was at the beginning of his life a donkey driver', and /wa al-?aTwāru allati taqallabat fīhā/ 'and the states which it developed 'through' are restrictive, i.e. the underlined elements have a restrictive relation, though they show various realizations with regard to gender and number. These satisfy the constraints on restrictive feature (i.e. generic head + relative clause + restrictive), whereas relative clauses like /mina al-?ulama?i hādā

(1) See Wise, H., A Transformational Grammar of Spoken Arabic, Chapter VII, 1975, p.87.
This man is one of the scholars, who was at first a donkey driver', and 'The end of these states, which it was turned over, was the time of mature and perfection* are non-restrictive without regard to the gender and number variations, since the specification of the head noun is recoverable at the predicative construction (i.e. mina al-'ulama?i and Tawru al-nuDüji wa al-kamāl respectively). Hence the underlined elements are attached to the preceding head noun in order to supply further information, and they have no restrictive value.

Again, in the restrictive type the head is identifiable at the relative clause, while in the non-restrictive the identity of the head is independent of the relative clause since the head in question - being treated as unique - will not admit restriction, but only information for additional interest. For more illustrations, compare:

(1) Restrictive : relative clauses

(a) fa al-manāDIRu allati talūhu lahumin, wa al-madāhiru allati tuhīTu bihim, ?umūrun fiTriyyah/
'And the sights which appear to them, and the aspects which surround them, are natural things'

(b) /kamāTali al-himāri yaḥmilu ?asfārā/
'like the ass which carries books'
(2) Non-restrictive: relative clauses

(a) /ḥā?ulā?i al-Tullābu-kamā tarā - fuqarā?/
'These students, as you see, are poor'

(b) /wa ḥādihi al-dāru al-?uxrā allatī ?alafuhā wa
?uktīru mina al-taraddudi Ẓalayhā hiya dāru warqata
ibni nawfal/
'And this second house, which I am familiar with
and which I go to frequently is Warqata ibn Nawfal's
house'

(c) /Sayyidun - waqāhu allahu - salīm/
'Sayyid, whom God protected, is safe'

What is interesting in this connection is that non-
restrictive relative clauses, which are marked off by
commas or dashes in written CA and potentially dis­tinctible by intonation in spoken language, are
like parenthetically inserted independent clauses or
phrases. Compare the following three sentences where
(a) includes two non-restrictive clauses, (b) includes
a parenthetical clause and (c) includes a parenthetical
phrase.

a) /ixtalafa al-mubarridu wa taElabun bihaDrati
al-?amīri muḥammadin... - alladī kāna yunfiqu
muḍ DMA waqtihi fī al-buḥūti al-ильmiyyati, wa
kāna yahwā al-munāDarāti... - fī qawli imru'i
al-qays.../
'Al-Mubarrid and Th'lab differ in the presence of
the Prince Mohammad, who was spending most of his
time and who was fond of the literary competitions,
about Imru' al-Qais's saying...'
b) /fakāna ?abū bakrīn - raDiya allāhu ẓanhu - yadā ī
ḥakīman ?ilā al-ṣātā?i faya?bā ṭan yaqbalahu minh/
'Thereafter, Abu bakr (may God be pleased with him)
asked as usual Ḥakim to take from the present but
he refused as he promised.'

c) /wa qad ?afāDa al-ṣālimu al-jaLitlu - kāzādatihi -
hawla al-ʔayati ?ahādīta katīratan, wa ?afkāran
muxtāli?afah/
'and the venerable scholar has spoken in detail
(as he used to do) about this verse, giving many
reports and different thoughts'

In this way, although these structures represent three
types of constructions, they are similar in feature and
function.

After this brief investigation of the structural
caracteristics of non-restrictive relative clauses and
parenthetical clauses and phrases, and the applicability
of non-restrictive systems to them, it is proposed here
to discuss further the structural characteristics of
the relative clauses of non-restrictive function in
contrast with their corresponding clauses of coordination.
In other words, it was pointed out earlier that the
difference between restrictive and non-restrictive
functions lies in the fact that restrictive relative
clauses tell us more precisely than non-restrictive
ones about the specific reference of the head noun,
since its choice is made to narrow down the general
meaning of the head concerned. Therefore, the non-
restrictive only adds information which is given for purposes of prominence. In this way, the non-restrictive relative clause is in some sense similar to that of coordinate and circumstantial clauses. Next, an attempt will be made at classifying these non-restrictive clauses into three types; each will be comparable with the other.

(i) Non-restrictive relative clauses equal to coordinate clauses.

a) /balaga bihā al-dirwata allatī istahāqqā bihā ?an yakūna sayxa al-kuttāb/

'He reached with his writing the peak at which he deserved to be called "Sheik of the Writers"'

b) /balag bihā al-dirwata wa istahāqqā ?an yakūna sayxa al-kuttāb/

'He rose with his writing to the peak and he deserved with it to be the sheikh of the writers'

a) /wa min dālika "al-mirbā'ī" wa huwa rubū al-ganīmati allādi kāna yaxduhu al-ra?īsu fī al-jāhiliyyah/

'and among these words is the word "mirbā' (quarter) i.e. it is the quarter of the loot, which the man takes in the pre-Islamic time'

b) /wa min dālika "al-mirbā'ī" wa huwa rubū al-ganīmati wa kāna yaxduhu al-ra?īsu fī al-jāhiliyyah/

'and the Merbā' (quarter) is one of these words, it is the quarter of the loot, which the man used to take in pre-Islamic times'
(ii) Non-restrictive clauses equal to circumstantial clauses:

a) /sahadtu al-Taliba al-harisā alladī Yusurū ʿilā al-muhadarah/
   'I saw the eager student who rushed to the lecture'

b) /sahadtu al-Taliba al-harisā Yusurū ʿilā al-muhadarah/
   'I saw the eager student running to the lecture'

a) /lā asrabu al-māa alladī huwa gayru naqiyy/
   'I never drink the water which is not clean'

b) /lā asrabu al-māa wa huwa gayru naqiyy/
   'I never drink the water when it is not clean'

In this way, such clauses which are called by the Arab grammarians circumstantial: *(1)*

a) /dalika al-kitābu lā rayba fīhi.../
   'THIS DIVINE WRIT - let there be no doubt about it...'; *(2)*

b) /huwa al-haqqu lā sakka fīn/
   'It's the right, no doubt of that' and

c) /?anta al-Sādiq tuhibbu al-haqq/
   'You are the truthful man who likes the rightness'

are in fact non-restrictive relative clauses associated with circumstantial feature, since they imply a relative pronoun, or rather they have zero pronoun.

**Semantic subtypes of relative clauses**

Taking the description a bit further, relative clauses may be further seen as having semantic sub-functions;

---

(2) See Asad, op.cit., verse 2, p.3.*
each is contextually assigned. That is to say, although relative clauses function descriptively as restrictive or non-restrictive they may refer to appellative or causative or explicit function in relation to the preceding structure; and the context will refer to the function involved. So, relative clauses are classifiable on the basis of their contextual function into three sub-types.

(i) Appellative: relative clauses e.g.

a) qad ?afala al-mu?minūna alladāna hum fī Salātihim xāsiśuna wa alladāna hum ṣan allagwi muṣriDūna wa alladāna hum lil-Zakāti fāzilūna wa alladāna hum lifurūjihim ḥāfiDūn/

'TRULY, to a happy state shall attain the believers: those who humble themselves in their prayer, and who turn away from all that is frivolous, and who are intent on inner purity; and who are mindful of their chastity.' (1)

b) /iqra? bismi rabbika alladā xalaqa xalaqa al-?insāna min ṣalaq/

'READ in the name of thy Sustainer, who has created - created man out of a germ-cell!' (2)

(ii) Causative: relative clauses

a) /lā yaSlāhā ?illā al-?asqā alladā kaddaba wa tawallā/ (the fire) which none shall have to endure but the most hopeless wretch who gives the lie to the truth and turns away (from it)' (3)

(1) Asad, ibid., p.519, verses 1-5.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.963, verses 1-2.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.957, verses 15-16.
b) /liya?xudū ?an ?ahlīhā alladīna lam tafsud malakatuhum/

'To take the language from those people whose instinctive knowledge about the language has not spoiled' (because their talent has not spoiled)

(iii) Explicit: relative clause


'The Holy Quran is the book which Allāh the Supreme has sent down to his prophet peace be upon him'

b) /ixtalaqathā al-?asabīyyatu allatī balagat sa?wan ?addīman bayna al-baṣriyyīna wa al-kūfiyyīna yawma?idd/

'The fanatic rivalry between the Basrans and the Kūfans, which had reached a high point at that time, created this case'

Examining the above illustrations, we notice that the class of clauses referred to above as sub-types show the following characteristics:

(1) They are relative clauses indicating further linguistic functions; assigned by the context, i.e. appellation, causation and explicitness.

(2) These linguistic functions are considered in relation to the sentential antecedent.

(3) With appellative the relative clause is more specific than the antecedent (head noun).

(4) With causative the relative clause involves its causative correlate in relation to the antecedent (see below).
(5) With explicit the relative clause is a comment expressing the writer's attitude to the antecedent, or his manner of asserting it. Rather the relative clause appears as a consequence or result of the event in the antecedent.

(ii) **The restrictive/non-restrictive distinction**

On the basis of what we have demonstrated above, the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive can be drawn by the grammatical status and semantic choices of the sequential elements of the structure involved. That is to say, the distinction between restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses in CA is drawn firstly in the light of the grammatical and semantic status of the head noun involved; if the head noun is definite and specific the relative clause will be non-restrictive, whereas the relative clause with definite and non-specific head is restrictive. Secondly, it is based on the necessity for a further determination (required by the head noun), which is achieved by a relative clause. And thus restrictive function is directly applicable. By adding a relative clause which does not indicate a limitation on the reference of the relativized head noun, the non-restrictive function is applied.

Again, the surface structures of both types represent choices which are directly relatable to the meaning of sequential elements; and furthermore the semantic relationship (i.e. restrictive or non-restrictive) is
structurally marked. This is to say that, although the relative clauses may have the same system in the written form, nevertheless the type of modificatory restrictive clauses is kept distinct from non-restrictive ones by the following factors:

1a) Its head is a member of a class which can only be identified linguistically through the restrictive modification that is introduced by a relative clause, i.e. the head noun's identity is dependent on the relative clause.

1b) Its semantic function is a restrictive modifier in a nominal phrase.

1c) Its syntactic class is that of a non-elliptical modifier since it modifies a generic head noun.

In contrast the non-restrictive type is characterised by the following factors:

2a) The head noun is identified by nature (i.e. a proper noun) or specific reference, and can be seen as unique or as a member of a class which has been identified previously. Hence the head's identity is independent of the relative clause involved.

2b) It is potentially indicated in speech by separate tone and in writing by punctuation marks as illustrated above.

2c) Its semantic function is non-restrictive.

2d) Its syntactic class is that of an (omissible).

(1) Note that non-restrictive function of the relative clauses in the Holy Quran may be marked by intonation and not by deletion since they are divine structures.
modifier since it modifies a specific head noun.

2e) It carries further information relevant to the head noun i.e. the modifier is subordinated for this purpose.

To illustrate this contrast, we give the following two sets:

Set I

a) /sa?alanī ūan mawTinī alladī nazāḥtu minh/
   'He asked me about my home which I have emigrated from'

b) /...liqā?iḍi al-?ibili allatī ẓalayhā nisā?uh/
   '...to the leader of the camels which his wives were riding'

c) /?arinā al-sayTanaynī alladaynī ?aDallānā/
   'Show us the two devils who led us astray'

d) /yuSī kullu jilīn minhā ?ilā al-jīlī alladī yalīhi
   bial-muDiyyī fī al-timāsī al-ḥaqqī wa al-baḥtī
   ūan al-hudā/
   'Every generation gave an advice to the other which follows it in requesting the right and searching for guidance'

Set II

a) /wa ma Diqtu biṣay?in qaTTu kamā Diqtu bimakānī
   ūamī al-walīdī ibni al-mugīrātī alladī kāna yasluqunī
   bi lisānihi ?anifan/
   'I never got fed up of anything as I did of the attitude of my uncle al-walid ibn al-mugira, who was hurting me with his tongue'
b) /tanawala maZaniyahum allatI yataZawarunahah baynahum fataSarrafah fiha wa haddabahah/
'It (the Holy Quran) handled the pre-Islamic points of the literary life, which the Arabs dealt with among themselves, so that it modifies these points and refined them.'

c) /wa ?anna nawZa hayatihim alladi kanu yahyawna kana sayusallimumuhum ?ilal al-fana?i wa al-halak/
'and their kind of life, which they were living, would definitely lead them into ruin and downfall'.

d) /wa yastaxiffu qulubanah lihubbi hadhi al-hayati al-rumiyyati allatI yahmiluna ?ilaynai ?aysarahah wa ?ahwanahah/
'and he is intending to affect our hearts by this Byzantine life, of which the Byzantines transmitted to us only the smallest example'.

Sentences under Set I contain the underlined relative clauses which function as restrictive modifiers limiting the reference of the head noun since both the head and the modifier are (+ def.), the former has (- spec.) and the latter is (+ spec.). Definiteness of the head noun is basically realized by al-, or a suffixed pronoun or annexation. Definiteness of the relative clause is given by the relative pronoun which is definite by nature, its specification is made by referring to determinable reference. Sentences under (2) include non-restrictive clauses, since they do not indicate determination on the possible reference of the head noun. Both the head and the
relative are (+ def. + spec.); hence the function of
the relative is non-restrictive. Thus: we may portray
the two types above as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Head noun</th>
<th>Relative</th>
<th>Clause</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) + def. - spec.</td>
<td>+ def. + spec.</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) + def. + spec.</td>
<td>+ def. + spec.</td>
<td>NR</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The structural reference of the head noun thus has
the semantic effect of making the relative clause in
restrictive or non-restrictive modifier.

Now that we have illustrated relative clauses as
restrictive and non-restrictive modifiers with a definite
head noun, we proceed to examine the relative clauses,
where the relative pronoun is zero, with an indefinite
head. A non-restrictive function is applied by relative
clauses, since the head noun is contextually specified at
some stage in the structure. Consider:

a) /?inna ?awwala baytin wuDiāa līl-nāsi lalāqi bibakkah/
   'The first house (temple), which was founded for
   mankind, was that in Bekka (Mecca)'

b) /yā zakriyyā ?inna nubassiruka bigulāmin ismuhu
   yahyā lam najzal lahu min qablu samīyyā/
   '(Thereupon the angels called out unto him) "O Zachariah!
   'we bring thee the glad tiding of (the birth of) a
   son whose name shall be John (And God says,) 'Never
   have we given this name to anyone before him'\(^{(1)}\)

c) /hādā rajulun yahdīnī al-sābīl/
   'This is a man who guides me on my way'

\(^{(1)}\) Asad, \textit{ibid.}, p.458, verse 7.
The underlined structures are relative clauses of non-restrictive function. They are marked by being a modifier to a head noun marked (-def. + specific); the relative clause is thus (-def.(relative pronoun) + specific). The relative clauses here are non-restrictive modifiers and they are brought for qualification rather than information (i.e. they are related to the head noun as qualificative).

Furthermore, generally speaking, relative clauses of non-restrictive function, which occur after the main clause, represent a sentence sequence which is to some extent separable from the main clause. This separability is a characteristic feature of the non-restrictive.

Now, we shall examine examples of relative clauses with the features (-def. + specific) preceded by a head with the features (-def. - specific). The function of the relative clause thus would be strictly restrictive.

Examples:

a) /*... wa 'amwālun igtarātumūhā wa tijāratum taxsawna kasādaha wa masākinu tarDawnāhā .../ 'and the worldly goods which you have acquired, and the commerce whereof you fear decline, and the dwellings in which you take pleasure' (1)

b) /*... harramnā Ṭalāyhim Ṭayyībatīn ?uḥillat lahum.../ 'We deny unto them certain of the good things of life which (aforetime) has been allowed to them' (2)

---

(1) Asad, ibid., p.260, verse 24.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.135, verse 160.
c) /wa rusulan qad qaSaSnāhum Zalayka min qablu
    wa rusulan lām naqSuShum Zalayka.../
    'and as (we inspired other) apostles whom we have
    mentioned to thee are this, as well as apostles whom
    we have not mentioned to thee ...' (1)

The underlined relative clauses function as restrictive
modifiers since the head which they modify has a generic
reference, and the relative clauses present to add
restriction upon it, though each represents further
quality attributed to the head noun involved.

In delimiting the discussion so far, although the
system given in the course of this section seems to be
an adequate demarcating line between restrictive and
non-restrictive modifiers, the context plays an important
role to assign the relationship between a relative clause
and head noun on the one hand, and the reference of the
head noun involved on the other.

Continuing in the description of the nominal
phrases involving a relative clause, it is of our
immediate concern to study a set of constructions
representing specific and non-specific features.

(iii) Specific/non-specific

We have touched upon both terms in the previous
section for correlative reasons. Here we proceed to
deal with them separately in more detail. As we may touch

(1) Asad, ibid., p.136, verse 164.
upon R and NR for contrastive reasons between specific and non-specific types. However, specific is used here to refer to a nominal group containing the feature (+ spec.) with the feature (+ def.). Compare the following two sets of examples:

Set I

a) /wa tamūdā alladīna jābū al-Saxra bial-wād/
   'and with (the tribe of) Thamūd, who hollowed out rocks in the valley?',(1)

b) /wa ?ibrahīma alladī waffā/
   'and of Abraham, who to his trust was true,'(2)

c) /wa?ammā raddū al-muqawqisī alladī kāna ṣapīman lil-qibti, dūna ?an yakūna minhum faqad kāna ?ajmala min raddī hiraql/
   'As to Muqawqis's reply, who was the head of the Copts but not one of them, it was more polite than Hercules's reply'

d) /?inna matala ?Īsā ?inda allāhi kamātalī ?Ādama xalaqahu min turābin tumma qāla lahu kun fayakūn/
   'Verily, in the sight of God, the nature of Jesus is as the nature of Adam, whom He created out of dust and then said unto him, "Be" - and he is',(3)

The above examples show that the nominal group, where the relative clause is non-restrictive preceded by a proper noun, can be identified by the features

---

(1) Asad, ibid., p.950, verse 9.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.816, verse 37.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.76, verse 59.
(+ def. + spec) at the head and the modifier as in (a-c),
or (+ def. + spec.) at the head and (-def. + spec.) at the modifier as in (d), and moreover, in each NP the relative clause is coreferential with the preceding head noun. As we pointed out earlier, the definition and specification is recognized by the very nature of the element, (such as a proper noun or relative pronoun), or by the use of one of the deictic means (i.e. the article al-, demonstratives and suffixed pronouns), or by annexation, in which they have specific features. Thus:

Set II

a) 

/\wa lakinna al-\tiba allad\i la yunkaru \unahu zalayhi al-Salatu wa al-salamu, \aqarra al-q\ri\i\na bilahaj\tihim/

'But the fact, which cannot be denied, that the prophet (May blessings and peace be upon him) approved the reciters of the Qur\'an in their dialects'

b) 

/\wa h\ddihi al-\su\biyyatu allati balagat \aguddah\a \id d\aka tantaqiSu al-Earaba wa taquDDu min \aqd\rihim/

'and this movement against the privileged position of the Arabs, which reached its climax at that time, disparages the Arabs and lower their values'

c) 

/... h\ina ta\diq\u \bib\i\a allati tah\y\a f\ha wa \as\qa \bih\a/

'...when you are fed up with your surroundings, in which you live and which you are unhappy with'

'and the father looks at his only boy, who came when youth left him, when old age came upon him and when he gave up all hope of having a boy, he looks at his son in a grieved state'

Sets (I) and (II) above have three things in common:
(a) the head noun is definite and specific with which the relative clause is made non-restrictive. (b) The head noun is characterised through the relative clause involved, as Strang says:

"... and non-restrictive, i.e., characterizing the antecedent without limiting it."(1)

(c) The relative clause functions as a non-restrictive modifier.

Set (II) is linguistically marked off by the following distinctive characteristics:
(1) The head as realized is a common noun in contrast with the head in (1) which is a proper noun.
(2) The specificity of the head rests on being known to the writer and the reader, or by the given context; hence the term specific here represents an acquired characteristic in contrast with (1)

where the head is specific by nature since it is a proper noun.

It is worthwhile mentioning here that the 'feature' of specificity which is present with the head noun always entails, according to our description, a non-restrictive function on the combined relative clause whatever its grammatical status. Compare:

a) /nazala al-maTaru alladī maSdaru miyāhi al-?anhar/
'The rain came down, which is the source of the rivers'

b) /istadda al-?iqbālu īlā al-ta?līmi alladī kafīlun bi?inhāDi al-fardi wa al-?ummah/
'The tendency towards education is increasing. And this is the guarantor of advancement for the individual and the nation'

The underlined relative clauses are not grammatically similar as they seem to be. This is because each one has uniformly different case status which is dictated by the head noun.

However, although they are grammatically different they are syntactically and semantically equivalent, i.e. they are non-restrictive modifiers.

Here also it is worth considering some cases where the head (+def. + spec.) occurs in a genitive construction with which the non-restrictive function of the relative clause can be applied to either the first element or the second. Thus the sentences:
a) /anta al-rahi mu al-qal bi allad di yar?afu bial-nas/
You are the man of merciful heart, who is kind to people

and

b) /hada ibnu Zaliyyin allad di baraSa fi al-rimayah/
'This is 'Ali's son, who is proficient in the process of throwing'

include relative clauses which modify equally one of the preceding two elements. The syntactic effect of this is that the structure would be one of the modification which is haphazardly made by one of the two interlaced elements + the relative clause involved.

In other words, both examples have (+def. + spec.) features and are grammatically well formed, but in semantic terms the relative clauses involved are functionally ambiguous since each one has two interpretations in relation to its head noun. This is to say that, in (a) the relative clause can be a non-restrictive modifier to the head element (al-qalb) 'the heart', or (al-rahi m) 'the merciful man'. As to (b), the relative clause can modify non-restrictively the head element (Zaliyy) 'Ali' or (ibn) 'son'.

Again, in each case the head noun is (+def. + spec.); it follows that the relative clause is (+def. + spec.).

More illustrations:

a) /...wa fihi al-istiZanatu bimuSTalahati al-Zulumi allati nasa?at wa al-fununu allati jaddat/
'... and in it the use of the technical terms of science, which have arisen and the arts which appeared recently.'
b) /wa ?annahu ?asaddu irtibaTan bihayati al-haDarati
allati turhifu al-hissa wa turaggiqu al-wigdan/
'and surely it is extremely correlated to the life
of civilization, which makes the feeling sharp and makes
delicate the intuition'

To disambiguate these structural relations, the
relative clause should be regarded as a modifier to the
whole phrase. In this manner, the structures will be
readily interpreted as structures of delimited head noun,
and the ambiguity of modifying both of the two elements
separately will be excluded.

However, this kind of ambiguity does not take place
when the two elements in the genitive construct have
different gender. The relative pronoun thus will match
the head noun which it modifies, and the gender of the
relative pronoun will reflect the choice of the head.
So the congruity of the head noun and the relative
pronoun is a decisive factor in the interpretation, in
that the form of the relative pronoun matches the head
in gender and number.

As can be seen in the examples below, gender and
number concord of a relative clause is shown by the form
of the relative pronoun in question, in line with the
gender and number form of the head. Consider:

a) /*intaSara fihi limaSlahati al-sa?bi allati
yumattiluh? ?anadaka.../
'He stood up for the interest of the people, which
was represented at that time by..."
mutawāDiZatan bi?abrazi al-maDāhirī allatī tahtīfū
birā?idīhā, .../
'I am only trying to give a modest outline of the
most distinctive aspects, which call for exploration
a) /... wa ?ālāatī al-qitālī wa al-ḥisāri allatī
lam yaḵūnū qad ūrāfūhā.../
'and the instruments of war and blockage, which they
have not been aware of'

b) /... wa iḥtaDanathā al-šīlātū wa gayruhum min
?al-Shābī al-maDāhibī allatī nas?at fī al-?islām,.../
'and the Shi'a and other ideologies embraced it,
which grew up within Islam'

a) /...; fa ixtilāTū al-ṣarābi wa tadhīnu al-lugāti
alladānī dafa?a ?ilayhīma al-qur?ānu,.../
'and the mixing of the Arab people with other
nationalities and the writing down of the language,
which the Holy Quran urges to both of them'

b) /sawā?un ūndaka liqā?u al-?atrābī wa liqā?u
al-guyūxī alladīnī yanbagī ?an talqāhūm bi wajīhīn
gayrī ḥādā al-wajīhī wa ḥadītīn gayrī ḥādā al-ḥadīt/
'It is the same to you, the meeting of peers and
the meeting of sheikhs, who should be met by you
with another face than this and other talk than this'

The underlined elements represent NPs involving
relative pronouns which refer formally to the identical
head noun. By these corresponding features, the relative
clauses will be functionally confined to a head noun to
which the relative clause is selected by the writer in surface structure, and again the possibility of referring to another head will be eliminated.

At the abstract level these relative clauses seem to be structures which are contextually related to the preceding head, i.e. looking deeply into the choice and the form of these relative clauses which are related to one head element rather than another, one may suggest that these relative clauses are designed in this way by the writer for giving information and focusing on one element rather than another. This suggestion is justified by the potentiality of replacing these relative clauses by others which will be formed according to the new head noun and the information meant to be given.

To summarize the main characteristics of the illustrations given so far:

(1) The head noun and the relative pronoun are marked off by (+def. + spec.).

(2) The antecedent in which the head occurs is composed of two items.

(3) The relative pronouns take their form in concord with the head noun involved, and are present in order to link the clauses to the head; together (the pronoun and the clause) represent the modifier.

(4) The use of the relative pronoun puts focus on the head noun as far as reflexivity is concerned.
As we pointed out earlier, not only can clauses with the relative pronoun be (+ spec.) in CA (see above), but also clauses without the relative pronoun, i.e. in the unmarked relative clauses which modify the combined head noun non-restrictively, both the head noun and the relative clause are marked by the features (-def. + spec.).

This may be clarified by the following examples:

a) /liʔannahu ʔazhariyyun qad qaraʔa al-ʔilma.../
'because he is an Azhar student who has studied science'

b) /wa tadkuru ʔannahā ʔarafat imraʔatahu fatātun hawjāʔa jilfatan, tatakalafu ziyya ʔahli al-mudun/
'and she mentioned that she knew his wife as a hasty and rude girl, who tried to be like the people of the cities'

c) /wa fi rijlayhi ḥidāʔun yujaddu marratan fī al-sanah/
'and he has a shoe, which is repaired once a year'

In these examples the head and the relative clause are characterised by referring to (-def. + spec.). They imply reading which, in the relevant context of time and place, can be interpreted as "only one student who learned", "one girl who tried to be like city people" and "one pair of shoes which is repaired once a year", as in (a), (b) and (c) respectively.

Non-specific covers 'generic nominal groups' and 'indefinite unrealized nominal groups' whether they are countable or uncountable (i.e. unit nouns or mass nouns).
Having said that, the basic difference between the specific and non-specific types is that the former has definite reference to an individual while the latter has an indefinite reference. Thus the head noun here has the features (+al - spec.) or (-al - spec.), and this non-specific reference is not concerned with individuals, only with generic and indefinite references. Consider the illustrations given below.

a) /..., ?anna lihādhīhi al-dīyānātī allātī yādīnū al-nāsū bihi̱ fī ?aqTārī al-?arDī gāyātān tantahī ?ilayhā/ 'Surely these religions which people believe in all over the world have an aim which these religions result in'

b) /yādhabu al-nāsū fī ?ikbārīhi wa ?ijlālihi ?ilā haddīn yūshīhu al-taqdīsā: kānū yatabarrakūna bihi.../ 'People go far in exalting and dignifying him to a limit which resembles worship: so that they can be blessed by him...'

a) /wa yādTarrūhu ?ilā al-majlisī allāqī ?arādāhu ʕalā ?an yajlisā fīhi.../ 'And he forces him to the place which he wanted him to sit down in'

b) /*•• Pīlā man takilunī? ?ilā baḏīdin yatajahhamunī, ?aw ?ilā Sāduwwin mallakτāhu ?amrī?.../ 'to whom have you entrusted me on?; to that one who looks angrily at me, or to an enemy whom you give power over me?'
As can be seen from the illustrations above, the feature 'non-specific' is associated with the head noun (be it with or without al-), or rather the term non-specific presupposes the head function. The relative clause functions thus as a restrictive modifier.

So in terms of features, the nominal phrases dealt with above have the feature sequence: (+def. -spec. H) and (+relative pronoun M). A correlate of this fact is that the relative clause which is governed by the head will be 'identificatory' unless there is contextual information elsewhere in the discourse where the head is restricted; so that the relative clause involved serves as a non-restrictive modifier. Contrast, for instance, the examples given below where in (a) the structural element functioning as 'head' is restricted by the following relative clause, hence the functions restrictive and identificatory are implied; whereas in (b) it is restricted by a structure other than the following relative clause, and, as a result, the functions: non-restrictive and additional information are indicated.

a) /wa inSaTaFa ?ilā al-zawiyati allatī fīhā al-gurmah/
   'and he turned to the corner in which the log was'

b) /fāınna al-tanāquDa allādī yaḥāru baynahumā laysa
   ?illā Sūriyyan fī haqīqati al-?amr/
   'but surely the contradiction, which appears, between them is in fact superficial'

So far, these are the main linguistic features of this structural type where the head noun is generic and
the clause appears in relative form. The identification of the generic head noun through the relative clause that has been presented in surface structure pinpoints the nature of the clauses which appear to narrow down the range of the reference in 'non-specific head'.

Compare:

a) /wa lastu ?adrī ?ilā ?ayna tantahī bīnā hādihi al-?awDāl/
'I do not know where these circumstances will get us to'

b) /wa lastu ?adrī ?ilā ?ayna tantahī bīnā hādihi al-?awDālī allatī tafriDuha quraysun Zala Buqūlīna...!/
'I do not know where these circumstances which Quraish imposes on our mind will get us to!'

a) /wa ?innamā kāna yursilu naDarahu fī al-Sahrā'i yarjū ?an tarfaζa lahu al-ζīr/
'and he was only casting his eyes across the desert, hoping that the camels would come quickly to him'

b) /wa ?innamā kāna yursilu naDarahu fī al-Sahrā'i yarjū ?an tarfaζa lahu al-ζīru allatī tahmilu ?ilayhi suzlā wa ibnahā zaydā/
'and he was only casting his eyes across the desert, hoping that the camels which carried Su'da and her son Zayd would come quickly to him'

In these examples, in (a) the underlined elements (al-?awDāl and al-ζīr), represent the exclusive, unrestricted type of range, whereas those in (b), (the same elements), represent the inclusive, restricted type of range.
The difference between those in (a) and those in (b) is thus describable by reference to the exclusive/inclusive system. That is to say, the element which is present without a relative clause represents the 'exclusive', and that present with the relative clause represents the 'inclusive' since the head noun is being narrowed down by the clause involved to a specific subclass. That is to say, although (a) and (b) contain the same generic noun, in (b) the generic head does not refer to the entire class by virtue of the relative clause which narrows it down, and in (a) the generic noun refers to the whole class existing in time and place.

The point to be made here is that the semantic component which is represented in surface structure by a relative clause functions inherently to shrink the referential range of the generic head. Thus, a subset is characterized as definite, plural and head of the relative clause. Therefore, the genericness given by the head noun in (b) above has not as its range of reference may suggest the entire class but the narrower domain of it as specified by the following relative clause. This may be clarified by Chafe's statement:

"...; it is the diminished concept girls who are beautiful which is given the generic and plural inflections."(1)

To sum up the features of the structure in which the relativized head noun is generic and the relative clause

occurs to subclassify it we systemize them as follows:
(head noun - unique + plural + generic) + (partitive relative clause + specific identifier).

(iv) **Attributive/Non-attributive**

 Under this heading, relative clauses fall syntactically into two types:

(1) qualificative; those which are a clausal unit in an NP.

(2) predicative; those which are a sentential unit in a sentence.

Syntactically therefore, relative clauses function as qualificative when they occur dependently within an NP which has a noun as head and a relative clause as modifier. The sequence of items is a distinctive feature of this type since the sequence restrictions mark off the qualificative type from the predicative. So the sequence of noun and relative clause is readily identified as an NP in which the noun is the qualified item and the relative clause is the qualifier (see Section B below). Whereas relative clauses, which function as predicative, are distinctively marked by the occurrence of a pronoun of separation between the subject and the relative clause, so that they are reversible.

So in semantic terms, the qualificative and predicative functions are interpretable as attributive and equative respectively.
The following types of structures will serve to illustrate the distinctive features of these two semantic functions:

a) /Sudtu alsayxa alladī huwa marīD/
   'I have visited the old man who is sick'

b) /alzaZimu huwa alladī tarfaZuhu ?aZmaluh/
   'The leader is the one whose acts raise him up'

a) /?inna waladayhi alladayni qatalāhu...
   'surely his two sons, who had murdered him...

b) /?inna waladayhi humā alladāni qatalāh/
   'Surely, his two sons are the ones who murdered him'

Of these pairs of examples, the ones in (a), with the relative clause as qualificative, represent the attributive relation. These in (b), with the relative clause introduced by a pronoun of separation as predicative, represent the equative relation. In other words, the above examples in (a) and (b) show different types of structure which represent attributive and equative relations respectively. Again, the distinction between these two types of relations is basically made by form, i.e. the structure of (a) is clearly characterized by the absence of a pronoun of separation in contrast with (b). As a consequence, the relative clause in (a) may have further reference by implication in the sense that the head to which it is attributed is the only attribuand, while in (b) the pronoun of separation makes it clear that the subject and the relative clause for comparative are "separated" (i.e. by the pronoun of separation) in
order to assist in the comparison of the actual subject with any other potential subjects which do not in fact occur in the sentence.

The point to be stressed in this respect is that sentences like those above (in b) were described under Modification in NPs within Relational Sentences (Chapter II).

(v) **Causative relations**

As was illustrated briefly above, relative clauses with a head noun may include certain semantic functions other than the fundamental values outlined above (pp. 147 - 150). In other words, the features restrictive/non-restrictive, specific/non-specific and attributive/non-attributive are not the only relations that can be drawn between the relative clause and the antecedent head. Rather the semantic features may be extended to involve causal relations since the relation implied between the elements involved is intuitively causative. Under the term causative, three kinds of causations may be observed in CA relative clauses preceded by a head noun. These are: Reason, Result and Purpose. Formally, these are not distinguished by means of causation particles such as li?anna 'because', bisababi 'because of' al-sababu 'the reason', kay, likay 'in order to' and li?ajli 'for', min?ajli 'for the sake of' etc. However, this causal relation seems to be more complex and less frequent than the aforementioned fundamental relationships, probably because the causative relations are marginal with regard
to the natural function of relative clauses which stand for modificatory function.

Consider (a), (b) and (c) in the following examples which include relative clauses of causal relation:

   'and one of them is neglected by some of those people who were raised in different societies which do not express meanings like this'

   'And that appears in those coarse and rigid dialects which the ear cannot fear'

c) /balaga bihā al-dirwata allatī istahaqqa bihā ?an yakūna sayxa al-kuttāb/
   'He reached the peak at which he deserved to be the head of the writers'

a) /wa bī?ikri al-mutarādifātī allatī tuzīdu al-ma?nā wuDuḥā/
   'and by mentioning the synonyms which make the meaning more obvious'

b) /wa lam takfihi al-nakabātu al-mutta?ilatu allatī nasā?at ūn ṣināyati al-Sabīyyi biḥifDi al-?al?iyyati.../
   'and the continuous difficulties which arose from the boy's concern to learn the Alfiyya by heart were not enough for him'
c) /?altamisu ?indaka hādihi al-quwwata allatī ?astaqbilu bihā suxfa quraysin.../
'I came looking for the strength that you possess by which I may face calmly the stupidity of Quraish'

These denote causal relations in a sense of that which has been implicitly indicated by the relationship between the relative clauses and the antecedent heads. Semantically, therefore, each example involves a distinctive semantic relation: reason as in (a), result as in (b) and purpose as in (c). In more accurate terms, examples like the above have implicative causation since there is a semantic connection between the two events involved in an NP accounting for reason as in (a) or result as in (b) or purpose as in (c).

To recapitulate, one can recognize semantically a causative role of 'relative clauses' as that in which causation is indicated by its internal relations within the preceding structure.

To sum up therefore we can say:

a) They have internal relation (i.e. causation) with the preceding structure.

b) They involve a physical or mental connection with the preceding structure.

c) They are considered as a sub-semantic class with three components: reason, result and purpose.

d) They are structurally modifiers.
B) **Syntactic features**

The syntactic forms:

As we have mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the function of relative clauses is principally that of postmodifier defined on syntactic and semantic grounds; and in CA relative clauses are plainly introduced by a relative pronoun the head noun to which it refers being definite. They are however without a pronoun in surface structure when the head noun which they modify is indefinite. In this manner, relative clauses are similar to qualifying adjectives in having the syntactic status of their head. That is to say, there is a parallelism between the syntactic features of the adjectives and the relative clauses with a head noun. If the head noun is definite the relative will be definite and if it is indefinite the relative clause will also be indefinite. If we contrast (1) and (2) below with their adjective counterparts:

(1) Relative clause:

a) /hādā al-yaqīnu alladī sayTara Ẓalā baḍī al-nāsi../
   'This certainty which has dominated some people'

Adjecive:

b) /wa hādā al-nasīmu al-Ẓalīlu../
   'and this gentle air...'

(2) Relative clause:

a) /...wa kitāban ?āxara lastu ?adrī kayfa kāna yusammā/
   'and another book which I did not know what it was called'
Adjective:

'and she sent it to him with a little child'

We will see that in 1(a) the head noun and the relative clause which shows gender and number concord with the head are definite as well as its counterparts in 1(b), and the head and the adjective have the same grammatical features (i.e. indefinite status). What is to be noted here is that the definiteness of the relative clause and the adjective is made by the relative pronoun and al- respectively, and the indefiniteness is recognized by the absence of the relative pronoun and al- in both types, though they share the features of gender and number concord with the head noun.

As Benvensite says,

"...there is a parallelism between the syntactic treatment of the adjective and that of the relative clause."(1)

As the adjective is definite by the feature (+al-) and indefinite by (-al), the relative clause as we said before is also definite by the feature (+ relative pronoun) and indefinite (in surface structure) by (-relative pronoun), according to the syntactic status of the head noun. So syntactically, they have the same treatment. The same holds true to the head and relative clause.

In the light of what has been stated as feature characteristics of relative clauses and adjectives with a

(1) See Benvensite, E., Problems in General Linguistics, 1971, p.185.
head noun, it will be of interest to contrast participles of relativization and those of non-relativization with adjectives in an NP. The relativization of a participle is made by prefixing al- to the participle involved where the absence of al- is a feature characteristic of non-relativized type. In this manner, participles are comparable with adjectives which have al- as a distinctive feature of definite v. indefinite. By way of illustration, compare:

1 - Relativized participle:
   a) /hādā al-nasāTu al-muttaSilu../
      'This activity which is continuous...'
   Non-relativized participle:
   b) /hāda al-nasāTu muttaSil/
      'This activity is continuous'

2 - Definite adjective:
   a) /hādihi al-ḥarakuTu al-ʾanīfatu../
      'This tough action...'
   Indefinite adjective:
   b) /hādihi al-ḥarakuTu ʾanīfah/
      'This action is tough'

However, in these examples, the sequence of the elements is such that the underlined elements in 1 and 2(a) are structurally modifiers and those of 1 and 2(b) are predicates.\(^{(1)}\) Since the former is marked by the concordance between the two elements and the latter is marked non-concordance.

\(^{(1)}\) The participles and adjectives are dealt with here briefly, for more details see Chapter 6 below.
Thus, the two structures can be diagrammed as follows:

```
Head                      Modifier
\________________________\        \________________________\        
\                        Modification\  \                        predication\  
\                        \          \                        
\          \                        \          \                        
Subject                       predicate
```

**Modification**
(concordance: +al-)

**predication**
(Non-concordance: -al)

**The syntactic choices**

The syntactic options set out here are the ones which are related to the previous semantic options or rather the semantic system dealt with above. These syntactic choices will be dealt with below under the following syntactic headings:

1. Qualifier/Appositive
2. Single/Multiple
3. Adjacent/Separate

The description here will be devoted to the above syntactic features in terms of grammatical relationships, not in terms of phonological units like pause, stress and intonation; the reason being that the phonological features which are related to the phonetic systems of the language are used as means of focus or emphasis or contrast in semantic relationships. Thus, no-one can say, for
instance, that the stress is a marking syntactic feature of an element in a given structure in CA.

(i) (A) **qualificative relative clauses**

In Arabic relative clauses function as a qualifier in a structure which has sequence of noun as head and relative clause as postmodifier. The choices being made here follow the semantic choices of restrictive, non-restrictive etc.

So in terms of representation, relative clauses fall into two types:

1. with which the relative pronoun is present e.g.
   '(And give) unto (such of) the needy who, being wholly wrapped up in God's cause,...'(1)

2. with which the relative pronoun is absent e.g.
   'O our Sustainer! Verily, Thou wilt gather mankind together to witness the Day about (the coming of) which there is no doubt'(2)

As was pointed out earlier, clauses like these underlined clauses are relativized by the virtue of the relative pronoun whether it is markedly present in surface structure as in (1) or not as in (2). Again the linguistic features of both types are due to the definiteness and indefiniteness status of the head noun, as in (1) and (2)

---

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.61, verse 273.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.67, verse 9.
respectively. In this way, relative clauses express relatedly to the antecedent involved in the syntactic function of qualification.

It should be stressed in this connection that in terms of hierarchical rank scale\(^{(1)}\) relative clauses are shifted down the rank scale, in which they form part of a noun phrase in the main clause. So they represent a lower unit in a given structure of modification, by which they are called 'rankshifted' clauses.

Keeping this in mind, relative clauses are syntactically subordinate contrasting with main clauses which involve the head and can stand alone. Therefore, a sequence of an indefinite noun and clause is a definite sign of which the clause is subordinate, and this type of relative clause is an integral structure which colligates with a noun for modificatory reasons.

As the sequence of definite noun and the relative pronoun which is used to introduce a postmodifying clause within a noun phrase, and by which the relative term is extended to the clause as a whole are mirror images of one another.

Furthermore, we assume that a sentence like /al-lahnu intahā biḥudūṭi al-lugāti al-Zāmmiyyah/ 'The grammatical mistake has been incorporated into the popular language', can be broken into a structure of

\(^{(1)}\) The term rank is taken from Halliday.
modification by inserting the appropriate relative pronoun between the elements al-lahnu and intahā bihudūti al-lugāti al-Zāmmiyyah. Thus, the nominal phrase: al-lahnu alladī intahā bihudūti al-lugāti al-Zāmmiyyati... 'The grammatical mistake which has been incorporated into popular languages...' consists of the element al-lahnu as head and the relative clause as qualitative modifier.

Although these two examples are structurally different, they have one thing in common, i.e. in both types the clause implies a third person pronoun which refers back to the subject and the head noun respectively, and which again the Arab grammarians call al-Damiru al-Däʔid 'the referring back pronoun; the pronoun which occurs obligatorily (be it implied or expressed) in clauses like the above and agrees with the antecedent in gender and number.

To illustrate this in relative clauses, consider:

1a) /al-Sādiqu alladī ibnuhuIindī/
   'The friend whose son is at my house'

1b) /nazala al-maTaru alladī  hayāh/(1)
   'The rain which is a sort of life came down'

2a) /wa ittaqu yawman turjaZun fihi ?ila allān/
   'And be conscious of the Day on which you shall be brought back unto God' (2)

(1) This example is taken from Hasan, A., vol.I, p.396.
(2) Asad, op.cit., p.62, verse 281.
2b) /wa ittaqū yawman lā tajzi' nafsun ūn nafsin sayān/

'and fear a day, in which a soul shall not make satisfaction for (another) soul at all'

where in surface structure terms the relative clauses in (a) contain a personal pronoun which falls back upon the head noun, and those in (b) do not since the pronoun is ellipted for reasons of economy, emphasis or style, and is recoverable from a scrutiny of the context. (1) The structural effect of this is that, although these relative clauses are structured in terms of well formed structures, the overt pronoun increases the number of the clauses in which it occurs, whereas the covert pronoun (with or without combination) will reduce the number of the elements of the clause in which it can occur. So syntagmatically, we can account for the fact that in the above relative clauses, the occurrence of the referring pronoun (i.e. in (a)), does replace the second NP, both at the surface structure and in its syntactic function, the first noun and the pronoun figuring in the structural configuration of the 'nominal group' thus must be referentially identical so that the replacement may take place; a syntactic representation which does not occur with those relative clauses in (b).

Further, in (a) the overt pronoun is used as an emphatic pronoun. The assignment of this function is based

(1) The empty box represents the ellipted pronoun (with or without combination) which refers back to the head noun.
on the grounds that the pronoun occurs after the head noun to reinforce it. The situation is different with the relative clauses in (b) where the covert pronoun is ellipted for various semantic considerations. (Note that the first set is characterized by the presence of the 'relative pronoun', whereas the second is not. Both types represent syndetrical and asyndetrical relative clauses respectively).

To conclude the distinctive features of syndetrical and asyndetrical relative clauses, a summary of the main points is given below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Syndetrical types</th>
<th>Asyndetrical types</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(1) They modify a definite noun</td>
<td>They often modify an indefinite noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2) They have a relative pronoun</td>
<td>They have zero pronoun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3) They are not reversible except with a proper noun</td>
<td>They are not reversible e.g.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e.g. /lūmī al-layāliya allātī ?axnat ūlā jidatī.../</td>
<td>/wa mā al-Ŝaysu ?illā muddatun sawfa tanquaḏī/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Blame the nights of misbehaviour which destroyed my</td>
<td>'Life is only a period of time which will be ended'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wealth'</td>
<td>*/wa mā al-Ŝaysu ?illā sawfa tanquaḏī muddah/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4) They contain a referring pronoun (be it explicit</td>
<td>They contain a referring pronoun; explicitly or</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>or implicit)</td>
<td>implicitly.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
B) **Appositive relative clauses**

An appositive relative clause is assigned where the relative clause shows apposed relationship with the preceding general head noun. This is based on the fact that the feature 'Appositive' in relative clauses follows 'exceptive' or 'partitive'. In other words, relative clauses have an appositive feature when they are assigned any status other than part status in relation to the head noun involved, and which appears normally in association with one of three sub-classes: substitutive Identificatory and Conditional functions which can be extracted from the clause involved, representing fact or belief or possibility.

So in terms of features, the relative clauses dealt with below fall into various feature sequences:

(1) Fact: exceptive: substitutive
(2) Belief: partitive: identificatory
(3) Possibility: partitive: conditional

Illustrations:


'(Pharaoh) exclaimed: "I have come to believe that there is no deity save Him in whom the children of Israel believe"' (1)

2) /wa mina al-nāsi man yattaxiḍu min dūni allahi ?andādā/

'And yet there are people who choose to believe in beings that allegedly rival God' (2)

---

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.305, verse 90.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.34, verse 165.
3) /wa lillahi Ṣala al-nāsi ḥijju al-bayati man istaTaSa ?ilayhi sabīlā/

'Hence, pilgrimage unto the Temple is a duty owed to God by all people who are able to undertake it.'(1)

Note that in (1), structurally speaking, type (1) is usually marked by the negative particle la before the substituted noun and the exceptive ?illa before the relative clause. In (2) the structure is marked by the partitive preposition (min) before the first appositive; which indicates that the relative clause rather emphasises the partial reference of it. In (3) the structure is characterized by the element of the appositive of partitive relationship possessed (man istaTaSa...) following its Head al-nās.

However, the functions of relative clauses presented above do not exhaust all the possibilities of function. For instance, the occurrence of particular particles (subordinators) introducing clauses makes also possible the following patterns. Keeping in mind what we have mentioned above (pp.172 - 174):

1a) /yawaddu ?aḥaduhum law yuSaḥma ?alfa sanah/ (wish)

'Every one of them would love to live a thousand years' (2)

1b) /niṢma al-Sabdu Suhaybun, law lam yaxafi allāha lam yasīḥ/ (reason)

'Suhayb is an excellent worshipper so that even if he did not fear God he would not disobey him'

(1) Asad, ibid., p.82, verse 97.
(2) Asad, Ibid., p.20, verse 96.
2a) /raSaw zarSahum kay yajud/ (reason)
'They took care of their plantation so that it would be good'

'Whatever (spoils taken) from the people of those villages God has turned over to His Apostle (all of it) belongs to God and the Apostle, and the near of kin (of deceased believers), and the orphans, and the needy, and the wayfarer, so that it may not be (a benefit) going round and round among such of you as may (already) be rich' (1)(2)

'BEHOLD, we sent Noah unto his people, (saying:)
"Warn thy people...''(3)

3b) /katabtu ?ilā ?axī bi?an sāid/
'I wrote to my brother that you must help'

3c) /katabtu ?ilā ?axī bi?allā tusāid/
'I wrote to my brother that you must not help'

4a) /al-mar?u mā ?aṣa mamdūdūn lahu ?amal/
'One would not stop hoping as long as he lives'

---

(1) Asad, ibid., p.851, verse 7.
(2) The subordinator kay 'that' has other compound forms such as likayā, kaymā and likayma. All are used as subordinator introducing a relative clause.
(3) Asad, op.cit., p.896, verse 1.
Attention should be drawn to the fact that in our description we do not follow the traditional grammarians who dealt with examples like the above under various labels. The reason for this is that their treatment is prescriptive whereas ours is descriptive (see the Introduction of this thesis). In this way, the underlined clauses are pseudo relatives subordinated to the previous clauses, giving various semantic relations under the general term modification.

The following are the main points which characterise the above clauses as lying inside subordinate relative clauses.

(1) They are subordinate structures since they are syntactically marked by formal indicators of subordination; the subordination however is made here by
   a) a simple subordinator as in (a) and
   b) a compound subordinator as in (b) and (c).

(2) They represent by their syntactic configuration a dependent class in which they are related to previous clauses of an independent class.

(3) These pseudo relative clauses function as post-modifying clauses, but the function of these clauses, in contrast with the basic relative clauses, is limited
by the fact that they are normally abstract; i.e. they modify events, facts, states, ideas, etc.

(4) The omission of the subordinator in these examples will produce unacceptable structure.

After illustrating qualificative, appositive and pseudo relative clauses, we represent them diagrammatically in Figures 1-3.

(1)

/maṣa ṣanna al-hayāta allatī tuDilluhum wāhidah/

'although the life which shelters them is one (i.e. although they live on equal terms)'

Fig. (1) qualitative relative clause

/wa lillāhi Zalā al-nāsi ḥijju al-bayti man istaTa̱Za ?ilayhi sabīlā/

'Hence, pilgrimage unto the Temple is a duty owed to God by all people who are able to undertake it'

Fig. (2) appositive relative clause

/waddat Ta?ifatun min ?ahli al-kitābi law yuDillūnakum/

' A party among the people of the Book would fain lead you astray'

Fig. (3) pseudo relative clause
Single/Multiple

A single relative clause is a structure of one place, while a multiple is a sequence of two or more relative clauses coordinated by a conjunction like (wa) 'and'. This occurs when the head noun involved is thought of as having varieties of descriptive properties.

Compare:

Set I

a) /dalika al-xayyaTu alladī kāna yaZmalu .hammalā/
   'This tailor who was working as a porter'

b) /wa ba?da ?an faqada Zammahu alladī kāna yamn?uhu wa yaqūmu dūn'ah/
   'and after he has lost his uncle who was protecting him and standing up for him'

Set II

a) /wa gannīnī dalika al-Sawta alladī kāna maSdara mā laqīti mina al-?adā, wa alladī sayakūnu maSdara mā talqīna mina al-naZîm/
   'and let me hear your voice which was the cause of what happened to you, and which will make you live in luxury'

'This tailor whose shop was just near the Quran school, who was known as miserable and greedy man, who was in a friendly relation with one of the great religious sheikhs, who had no respect for any scholars; because they got their knowledge from books not from sheikhs and who thought that the perfect knowledge was mystical knowledge.'

Set III

a) /...hatta yarudda hādihi al-qā?ibata allatī ?asrafat fī al-gaybati wa qaSSarat fī dāti al-zawji wa al-?abnāi wa al-banāt/

'... to return back this absent woman who went so far in her absence and neglected her husband, sons and daughters'


'What a difficult hour this was at which some people came, and carried the girl child and took her away to where there is no return!'

These three sets of examples show that (1) includes one relative clause, (2) includes more than one relative clause and (3) involves several relative clauses in which the relative pronoun is not repeated in surface structure. Although these sets are presented in singly and multiply they have one thing in common, i.e. each relative clause is attached to modify the head noun in question. On the other hand, the multiple relative clauses
constitute a coordinate string, in which each clause represents a recursive process. In this way, we have multiple modifications in which, structurally speaking, no priority among modifiers need be assumed (i.e. the relative clauses involved can be reordered); to these multiple modifiers we may give separate prosodic emphasis or commas between them.

As was pointed out earlier, this multipleness occurs in order to express the qualities related to the head noun, which distinguish it from the other counterparts of the same class.

However, the difference between sets (2) and (3) is thus describable by reference to marked and unmarked types with regard to the multiple relative clause; the latter presuppose that the multiple clause is a consequence, or chronologically sequent to the event in the first. Hence the relative pronoun is ellipted.

Finally, in this connection, attention should be drawn to the fact that in our description we did not consider the difference between (2) and (3) given for clarification as Cantarino does with SA. The reason we do not is that his view is not strictly true since both types of multiple clauses can be said to be given for clarification whether the relative pronoun is present or not; or whether the first clause is very long or not. His view is shown in the following quotation:
"It is, however, repeated when the relationship of the coordinated relative clauses would otherwise not be clear, e.g., when the first one is very long or is followed by other clauses." (1)

He does not give enough syntactic criteria to substantiate his assumption except that the repetition of the relative pronoun is due to the length of the first clause or to separation by other clauses.

We see no justification in assigning the repetition of the relative pronoun to the occurrence of an initial long relative clause or to separation by other clauses since the linguistic factor for repeating and non-repeating the relative pronoun is describable by reference to determinative/descriptive relation system. Again, the latter is a feature of a consequent related to the event in the preceding clause, but not the former where each relative clause is a pure addition to the preceding one.

Adjacent/separate

An adjacent relative clause occurs immediately following the head noun whereas a separate clause is separated from the head noun as illustrated above.

For example:

(1) Adjacent:
(a) al-qabilatu hiya al-wahdatu allati inbanā Ẓalayhā  kullu niDāmin ijtimaEliyy/

'The tribe is the unit on which every social system established'

b) al-ju?u alla?d? yamtaddu min jabali al-hij?zi...

'The part which spread from the Hijaz mountains...

2) Separate

a) /h?dihi al-?Isatu al-badawiyatu allati kanat sa?idah/

'this bedouin life which was prevalent...

b) /sabbih isma rabbika al-?a?la allad? xalaqa fasawwa


'EXTOL the limitless glory of the Sustainer's name:

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.946, verses 1-4.

As the underlined relative clauses show, in (1) they are adjacent to the head noun, whereas those in (2) are separated from the head; the separation is made by relational adjective as in (a), and by superlative adjective as in (b) where also the relative clauses separate each other from the head noun, a separation which is syntactically and semantically intended.

To finish off this chapter, it is worth mentioning again that after investigation we found that the clauses which are introduced by a relative pronoun are frequently verbal.
CHAPTER IV
QUANTIFIERS

Introduction

This chapter undertakes to describe quantifiers vs numerals under the label 'Modification' since the relationships obtaining between different elements in noun phrases containing quantifiers and numerals make it possible to distinguish the quantifiers from the numerals. The contrast is made between noun phrases containing these two terms only because they have certain features in common. In this regard, it is assumed that there are points of difference between 'Quantifier' and 'Numeral'. To represent these points in terms of grammatical features, we shall make use of the comparison below.

(1) The grammatical categories: masculine, feminine and plural in the forms of the quantifier are unmarked, i.e., quantifiers which prepose the head are usually used without gender and number markers, whereas numeral forms in the same position are marked by the endings (-t and +t) to which the numerals usually exhibit gender polarity with the following head noun. Compare the following two lists of examples:

(1) Pre-posed quantifier structure
/لام تَسْمَال كَلا مَارَبٍ السَّمَال/ 'It does not involve all the northern Arabs'

(2) Pre-posed numeral structure
/وَهَم أَربَاء سَتَ رَجَال/ 'and they were four men'
'all my people are pardoned except those who reveal their bad deeds'

2) Quantifier and numeral contrast with each other within a common grammatical area when occurring in the transposed structure. The quantifier has a suffixed pronoun which agrees with the head noun and, at the same time, it refers anaphorically to the same element. While the numeral has one of the comparable marks (-t and +t) which show gender agreement with the head, so the system ending pronominal v. (-t, +t) markers has a relation of simultaneity with the related system quantifier v. numeral feature. For instance, compare:

(1) Post-posed quantifier structure
/iṣtakafa ḫusbaญ kullahu/
'he remained alone for a whole week'

(2) Post-posed numeral structure
/ṣindī rijaญ qalat/
'Three men are with me'

/al-ṣarj ḫulūḥa/
'the whole land'

/ṣindī fatayatun qalat(un)/
'Three girls are with me'

It is interesting to notice that comparable marks may occur with a small group of quantifiers as given below. But the choice of the suffix pronoun, which is attached to the following quantifier, is confined to the context in some cases. That is to say, the concord between the head noun and the quantifier is fully represented via a suffixed
pronoun, provided the head is in the singular or sound plural. But if the head noun is in the generic or broken plural the form of the suffixed pronoun which carries the concordial relation will vary according to the categorial status of the head. So the post-posed quantifiers with human generic or plural head have full concord, while with non-human objects and human parts they have loose concord; a feature which invalidates the concordial system (see below).

Consider:

1a) /qāma al-muḥammadūna kulluhum/
   'The Mohammads came, all of them'

1b) /jāʔa al-qawmu kulluhum/
   'The people came, all of them'

1c) /jāʔa al-rijaʔalu kulluhum/
   'The men came, all of them'

2a) /basaqat al-naxlu kulluha/
   'The palm trees became tall, all of them'

2b) /malaʔū ḍilãʔahum kullahā/
   'They filled their buckets, all of them'

2c) /muddat al-ʔayɗā kulluhā ?ilã al-zād/
   'The hands were extended to the food, all of them'

However, if we classify the gender and number uses with quantifiers we can have the following diagrams which may make the classification clear.
Number  gender  pro.  Ex.
masc.   +hu  kulluhu 'all of it'

(1) Singular
non-human  fem.  +hā  kulluhā 'all of it'

It applies to quantifiers with generic noun, broken plural and parts of the human body, and the quantifiers meaning 'all of them'

Number  gender  mark  pro.  Ex.
(2) Dual human  masc.  +ā  +humā  kilāhumā 'both of them'
non-human  fem.  +tá  +humā  kiltāhumā 'both of them'

Number  gender  pro  Ex.
(3) Plural  masc.  +hum  kulluhum 'all of them'
human  fem.  +humn  kulluhunn 'all of them'

3) Another point of difference is that as far as the word class is concerned, quantifiers fall into four morphological classes: noun, adjective, numeral and particle/adverb (see below), while numerals are always numeral (be they cardinal or ordinal). This is the typical class associated with their function, which can be morphologically subclassified into noun and adjective to which the cardinals and ordinals belong respectively. e.g.
1a) /kullu baniʔādama.../
   'all human beings...
1b) /lugātun katīrah/
   'many languages'
1c) /... miʔātī al-sinin/
    '... hundreds of years'

1d) /kam rijālin.../
    'how many men...'

2a) /xamsu Salawāt/
    'five prayers'

2b) /al-juzʔu al-xāmis/
    'the fifth part'

4) The last point of difference between quantifiers on the one hand and numerals on the other is that the quantifier is numerically non-specific whereas the numeral is specific, e.g.

   a) /kullu al- rijāl/
       'all men'

   b) /talātatu rijāl/
       'three men'

After showing the demarcation line between quantifiers and numerals in the light of the above differences, we proceed to deal with quantifiers in this chapter.

The Class of Quantifiers

In the above introduction, we gave, by way of contrast, a small-scale outline of the differences between quantifiers and numerals. Here our description will be focused on quantifiers. Two points regarding the concept 'quantifier' will be demonstrated. That is to say, the object is to demonstrate the fact that the term
'quantifier' is used here in terms of its various relations with the head noun which are assigned to it by linguistic description. To put it differently, the importance of the quantifiers in linguistic description lies in the fact that they are a class of elements which have syntactic and semantic relevance. Quantification as a semantic concept is described by reference to the "total", "partitive", "distributive" etc. As a syntactic class also they form a particular sub-class of "Modifier", and reveal interesting facts about the mechanism of "Focus" in the noun phrase.

It should be mentioned that we are here only discussing the quantifying items when they function as a modifier, not as a Head in a noun phrase since they represent a syntactically dependent class even if the head noun is implied, as will be illustrated below.

However, before the description goes further with quantifiers, two viewpoints regarding their function will be briefly reviewed. The main reason for this is to demonstrate that the term 'quantifier' is used here to cover a wider group of elements and types of function than that assigned to it by the traditionalists and modern linguists.

The first is that of the traditionalists. They have described some elements under the label /al-tawkīd al-maṣnawiyy/ 'the corroboration in meaning', by which they meant that the corroborative term is made in a nominal phrase by a post-posed corroborative word. They confine this meaning to a group of words which are designated for
strengthening the idea of totality or of self that is already contained in the centre noun.\(^1\) In modern linguistic terms, the quantifier is used by the traditionalists to involve elements under the terms emphasis or reflexiveness to which they have their function as 'mu?akkid' 'Emphasizer' with a preceding noun.

For the purpose of the present study, we would like to stress the fact that the traditionalists used 'al-tawkīd' as a semantic/syntactic term. Though, as they say, the term is applied to a limited number of words, we would assume that these words are part of the group of quantifying items in CA.

The second viewpoint to be mentioned is that of Qafisheh who treats quantifiers in SA as elements of quantity/amount used to modify the head noun in a total or partitive relationship. This viewpoint can be illustrated by the following two quotations:

"Intensifying quantifiers include kull 'all, whole, every', jamī‘, 'umūm 'all, whole, or entire', and nafs 'same (very), -self'... kull has a dual form kilāa 'both', and modifies a dual definite count noun. ... The total intensifiers jamī‘, 'umūm 'all, whole, entire' modify count and non-count nouns."\(^2\)

"Partitive include nouns designating indefinite amounts and quantities. They do not show any concord with the nouns they modify, but are related to them in a partitive relationship."\(^3\)

\(^1\) See Wright, W., op.cit., vol.II, p.282.
\(^2\) and \(^3\) See Qafisheh, H., English pre-nominal modifiers and Corresponding Modern Standard Arabic Structures. University of Michigan, Ph.D., 1968, pp.70, 71 and 68 respectively. See also El Khoreiby, A.H., A Syntactic Study of the Category of Number in the Arabic Dialect of Manzala (Egypt), Ph.D., 1973, pp.70-71, 397.
The second view more or less holds true to CA, though as we said, we deal with it in more detail and with a different approach of description. For instance, in (1) the quantifiers in pre-posed position can be said to have other functions than intensive (see below) since the intensive function applies only when they modify a following singular noun e.g. kull rajul 'every man' with which the distributive meaning is associated.

Also to represent the term 'quantifier' in terms of grammatical feature: Modifier, we shall make use of Francis's description:

"Two other kinds of modifiers also appear in noun phrases. Their position is between the determiner and the first adjective, if there is one. Nearest to the determiner is the position for quantifiers, a group of modifiers which includes words like few and many as well as all the numbers," (1)

in which he states that the quantifiers are a group of modifiers which include words like few and many.

However, it is worthwhile noting at this point that the quantifiers we have talked about so far have the following characteristics:

(i) Each type represents a modifying term in the structure of an NP.
(ii) They occur as a premodifier or postmodifier in nominal phrases.
(iii) They contrast in that the total type indicates that

---

the quantifier is used where there is an indefinite total of exclusive meanings, whereas in the partitive function the quantifier is used where the partitive quantity/amount is inclusive.

In this way, if we examine the illustrations below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premodification</th>
<th>Postmodification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set I</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) /jaʔat kullu al-qabīlah//jaʔat al-qabīlatu kulluhā/</td>
<td>'the whole tribe came' 'the people of the tribe came, all of them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) /fidāka jamīlu hayyi xawlān/</td>
<td>/fidāka hayyu xawlāna jamīləhum/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'all the tribal community of Khawlan are redemption for you, all of them'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Set II</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) /jāʔanī baΣDu al-qawm/</td>
<td>/jāʔanī al-qawmu baΣDuhum/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'part of the people came to me'</td>
<td>'the people came, part of them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) /jāʔa muΣDamu al-nās/</td>
<td>/jāʔa al-nāsu muΣDamuhum/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'most of the people came'</td>
<td>'the people came, most of them'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Set III

a) /wa naSabnā Žalayhā /wa naSabnā Žalayhā majānīqa

\[\Sigma\ddata\majānīq/\]

'and we installed on
the fences several
mangonels'

b) /... Ṣadāda sinīn/ /... sinīna Ṣadāda/

'... a number of years' '... a number of years'

We notice that the quantifiers in Set I are total and
function as premodifiers and postmodifiers; in this respect
it is assumed that the reason for the above quantifiers'
preceding the head noun is to make more explicit the
meaning of the generic reference, while the reason for
those which follow the head noun is to refer to individuals
already specified. In other words, the quantifier in a
prenominal phrase means that the whole body or entire
class of the head noun is involved, and in a postnominal
phrase means that all the individuals are being talked
about, those in Set II are partitive quantifiers and serve
also as premodifiers and postmodifiers, those in Set III
are enumerative of 'multal' which can function as pre-
modifier and postmodifier without morphological change.
That is to say, Ţiddah and Ţadāda are morphologically
different from the quantifiers shown on the preceding
page in that they can follow their head noun without a
suffix pronoun. In this they resemble the cardinal
numerals and certain other quantifiers as shown below
on p. 222.
Having established, though in brief, the main types of quantifiers and their function as premodifier and postmodifier of the nominal phrase which they modify, as the above examples illustrate, we propose here to give an account of the large number of diverse quantifying structures as shown below, we will give special attention to the main divisions: Morphology, syntax and semantic since they show the essential syntactic and semantic distinctions in function and morphological classes in form. For the sake of this treatment, we will explore the following points successively:

(1) Types of structure in which quantifiers occur.
(2) The grammatical features of the structure invoked as regards def./indef. and gender/number concord.
(3) The decisive factors which account for our assignment of the quantifiers to the morphological classes.
(4) The grounds on which a variety of syntactic structure stands, and exhibit semantic properties of quantifier to which the function is based.
(5) Semantic types of quantifying function.
(6) The syntactic structures of the quantifiers.
(7) The syntactic characteristics of the quantifiers.

(i) **Nominal phrase structure of quantity**

As has been illustrated above, the structure of the nominal phrase consists of premodifier + head noun or head noun + postmodifier in which the modification is carried out by quantifiers. The two possibilities set up to describe the relationship of modification between the elements in
the structure of the nominal phrase. The term 'structure'
however is used here following the definition given by
Halliday,

"It will be necessary therefore to give a brief
account of the structure of the nominal group,
in order to explain the grammar of reference
in more explicit terms. The logical structure
of the nominal group is one of modification;
it consists of a 'Head', with optional
'modifier'. The modifying elements include
some which precede the head and some which
follow it; the distinction in the relative
position of modifying elements is semantically
significant, so it is useful to make it
terminologically explicit, and we shall
refer to modification preceding the head by
the term premodifier and to that following
the head by the term postmodifier." (1)

Following that in CA nominal phrases including
quantifier are of two patterns: simple and complex. The
simple NP is made up of two elements of structure:
quantifier + head noun or head noun + quantifier e.g.
/yā man yurajjā likulli al-sada?id/ 'you are the only one
whom people ask for help in all hardships', and
/yā man yurajjā lil-sada?idi kullihā/ 'you are the only
one whom needy people ask for help in hardships, all of
them'
The complex is performed by the combination of:
a) Single head and multiple quantifier e.g.
/fasajada al-malā?ikatu kulluhum ?ajma?un/
'Thereupon the angels prostrated themselves, all
of them together'

(1) See Halliday et al., Cohesion... op.cit., pp.37, 39, 40.
(2) Asād, op.cit., p.386, verse 30.
b) Single quantifier and multiple head e.g.  
/wa taqra?u jamīn al-kutubi wa al-q̄aṣaṣ/  
'and she reads all the books and stories'  

c) Multiple head and single quantifier e.g.  
/wa julūdi al-ni?ay j̄a al-Da?ni kulliha/  
'and the skin of the female sheep and sheep, all of them'  

d) Multiple head and multiple quantifier e.g.  
/... huwa al-istimaEu ?ilā al-q̄aṣaṣi wa al-?ahādīti kulliha jamā?/  
'It is to listen to stories and talks, all of them'  

These examples show that the complex structure is realized in various types of structure: one of which we call 'modification' by one quantifier with multiple head as in (b) and (c), and the other is 'modification' by multiple quantifier with single or multiple head as in (a) and (d). The syntactic effect of multiplication is that it increases the number of elements which occur in association with the process of quantification, giving semantically further information.  

However, it is worth noting at this point that not all the combinations of kull and baṣaD with a head noun indicate quantity. Consider:  
1a) /wa raDiya ?abū mirrata kulla al-riDā/  
'and Abu Murra was extremely satisfied'  
1b) /wa za?ama ?annahu kallama rajulan mina al-mulḥidīna fi baṣaDī al-ʔasāyā/  
'and he claimed that one evening he had a talk with a heretical man'
In (1) and (2) above, although the elements kull and ba زي in NPs, and the syntactic structure are similar to those of prequantified NPs, no quantity is implied; since these elements function here in a different semantic structure, i.e. they operate as intensive in (a) and as a stressed form of the indefinite time as in (b) which is contextually assigned. As a consequence, these forms are not regarded as quantifiers.

(ii) **The grammatical features**

In the foregoing section, we dealt with types of what is labelled 'Nominal phrase structure of quantity'. Here the description proceeds with the grammatical features of quantifiers within the structure of an NP. These grammatical features are formally exhibited by:

A) **Definite/indefinite realization**

   It is worthwhile mentioning here that the feature 'definiteness', as we stated above (Chapter I), is made in two ways which we repeat for the sake of this study:

   (1) the definite article al- prefixed to an element e.g. al-qura 'the villages'

   (2) an indefinite element annexed to definite or indefinite element e.g.
a) `ummu al-qurā 'the main village'
b) Sahibu Zilmin 'a man of learning', though this example, according to Arab grammarians except `abī ḥayyan, is not definite. Furthermore, they consider the definiteness in (a) is applied to each element separately; i.e. they regarded the second element as being definite by the article al- and the first one acquired the definition by being annexed to the second. So, the two NPs are definite separately.

However, an attempt is being made to give the whole phrase the value of definition (in 2a and b) since the two noun phrases are syntactically bound together as one element in a given structure. In this way, the focus of attention is on definiteness as a feature of the whole nominal phrase. For this assumption we have been examining the following crucial factors:

(1) Nominal phrase of which the construction composed of two elements syntactically bound together is made definite by having the definite article al- within the compound NP. In other words, when the structure-forming two closely connected noun phrases stand together as one word, the definite article gives definition to the whole phrase in which the article is used to work simultaneously in both directions, or rather in the two compound elements, e.g. /tumma kuli min kulli al-ṭamarāt/

'and then eat of all manner of fruit.'

(2) I am indebted to my supervisor, Dr. B. Ingham, for this idea.
(3) Asad, op.cit., p.405, verse 69.
(2) A nominal phrase is given a definite value as a whole even if the two annexed elements occur without al- since quantitative premodifiers are closely associated with the head as to be regarded as compounded with it. In such cases, as the first element is to be narrowed down by the second, the emerging definiteness came out of annexation, hence the nominal has specific reference as well as that NP with al-. Thus the nominal phrase, which consists of premodifying quantifier and head, kullu imri?in 'every human being' in kullu imri?in bimā kasaba rahīn 'every human being will be held in pledge for whatever he has earned,'(1) would be understood as having specific reference in which the head imri?in 'human being' is made quantitatively definite with the preceding quantifier kull 'every'.

(3) Nominal phrase is also made definite by the sequence of quantifier, noun and possessive pronoun, so that tantaqimu fī al-?āxirati min jamiṣi ?aṣdā?ihi 'the fire will revenge from all his enemies at the hereafter' where the definite status is not a feature of individuals, but of the whole underlined nominal group. This is based on the grounds that this kind of NP is tied up as a whole by possessive pronoun in which the pronoun refers anaphorically to the possessor and the possessed at the same time. In clearer terms, the suffix pronoun here is anaphorically operating a) by reference to the possessor, and b) by definiteness to the possessed

(1) Asad, ibid., p.808, verse 21.
Hence in this example the pronoun -hi 'his' refers to (Allah) by reference and to jamīzī ?aΣdā?i 'all enemies', by definition since the pronoun is suffixed for specification, a criterion which characterises definite status. Again, this description is linguistically more significant than that of others where ?aΣdā? is defined by -hi and jamīzī is defined by ?aΣdā?ihi.

(4) Nominal phrase has the definite value in which the construct composes of a quantifier + a demonstrative e.g. ?aqābalta kulla hā?ulāʔ? 'have you met all these people

(5) Finally, nominal phrase is given a definite status as a whole by being a sequence of head noun, quantifier and pronominal suffix in which the pronoun is suffixed for concordial relation. With which the whole phrase is assigned definite by reference and structural configuration which are the characteristic feature of this unique pattern of nominal phrase, e.g.

a) /Sumtu ɡahran kullahu/
   'I fasted one month, all of it'

b) /nahaDat al-jamāʔatu kulluha/
   'Group of people got up, all of them'

(B) Gender and number concord

The behaviour of quantifying modifiers with their head noun varies from type to type. By this we mean that a preceding quantifier never has a suffixed pronoun, whereas a following quantifier usually has an appropriate
pronominal suffix to show a full agreement with the head noun involved. Thus, concordial relations can be briefly illustrated in the following structures:

(1) **Non-suffixing, non-agreeing**

_Modifier (quantifier) + head_

a) /kullu imriʔin rahnun bimā lādayh/
   'every man is liable to what he has done'

b) /kullu imraʔatin mahzūnah/
   'every woman is sad'

a) /lam yakun fī kulli al-ʔawāl/
   'the resort was not in all times'

b) /kullu al-lugāt/
   'all languages'

As these examples show, in this type of structure, the quantifiers in pre-position have no gender and number markers, and they are always in singular form.

(2) **Suffixing, agreeing**

_Head + modifier (quantifier) + pronoun_

a) /qarāʔtu al-kitāba kullahu/
   'I read the book, all of it'

b) /wa fataha al-madinata kullahā/
   'and he conquered the city, all of it'

a) /iṅsārafa al-zāʔirūna kulluhum/
   'the visitors have left, all of them'

b) /ʔaqbalat al-fatayātu kulluhunn/
   'the girls came, all of them'
The above illustrations show that the quantifiers in post-position have gender and number concord with the head noun; a concord which is carried by a suffixed pronoun.

However, two points should be explored in this connection. The first is to explore the concord between a following quantifier and collective or broken plural; the second is to explore the same relation by a quantifier (in pre- or post-position) with dual head noun.

(1) As the first occurs, the concord is fully realized with a human head noun and loosely represented with non-human head or abstract head.

**Full agreement:**

a) /jaʔat al-qabīlatu kulluhā/
   'the tribe came, all of it'
b) /jaʔa al-qawmu kulluhum/
   'the kinsfolk came, all of them'
c) /haDarā al-zumalāʔu kulluhum/
   'the colleagues came, all of them'

(2) **Loose agreement:**

a) ?akaltu al-tamra kullahu/
   'I eat the dried dates, all of them'
b) /... dūna al-bahāʔimi kullihā/
   'it is less than the animals, all of them'
c) /liʔanna hādihi al-xiSāla kullahā.../
   'because these properties, all of them'

In these cases, the loose agreement may be logically justified since, generally speaking, the collective noun,
broken plurals and non-human sound feminine plurals collocate with a quantifier suffixed by a singular feminine pronoun in a peculiar concord. This is a logical concord regarding the singular feminine sense in the head noun, otherwise the quantifier will be suffixed by a singular masculine pronoun; if the head is collective regarded as masculine as in (a), thus:

a) /haDara al-rakbu kulluhu/:  
'The travelling party came, all of them'

b) /al-?ibilu kulluhā/  
'the camels, all of them'

c) /wa ?allama ?ādama al-?asmā?a kullahā/  
'And He imparted unto Adam the names of all things' (1)

d) /wa laysa ?ahadun min ?ahli al-Sināātī kullihā/  
'and no one of the people of letters, any of them'

The quantifiers with dual head noun shows a full agreement whether they occur preceding or following the head noun; the difference between their usage in both positions is one of suffixation. Compare:

a) /kīlā al-rajulayn.../  
'both of the two men'

b) /al-rajulān kilāhumā.../  
'the two men, both of them'

a) /kīltā al-mar?atayn.../  
'both of the two women'

b) /al-mar?atānī kiltāhumā.../  
'the two women, both of them...'

(1) Asad, ibid., p.9, verse 31.
To summarize, as illustrated above, not all quantifier + head structures show gender and number concord. The system is illustrated from the following cases.

Case I: Non-suffixing, non-agreeing
quantifier + head (all quantifiers except kilā)

Case II: Non-suffixing, agreeing
quantifier (kila) + head

Case III: Suffixing, agreeing
head + quantifier + (returning pronoun)
(except some quantifiers)

Having established the occurrence of the quantifier as premodifier and postmodifier in the nominal phrase, and explored the grammatical features with regard to gender and number concord, though briefly, as illustrated above.
The following description is devoted to the main divisions: Morphological, syntactic and semantic.

(iii) Morphological classification

We may mention here that Arabic quantifiers have been treated by some linguists as members of one class: Noun or quantifier. The view of the present writer is that the quantifiers fall into four classes: Noun, adjective, numeral and adverb/particle. These proposed classes are based on morphological and syntactic characteristics which we put forward, after giving the representative word classes. The object is to demonstrate first the fact that the term 'quantifier' is carried out by more classes than that given to it by other linguists including traditionalists.

(1) Qafisheh, op.cit., p.68.
(2) El-Khireify, op.cit., p.68.
The following quantifiers thus are given as representatives:

**Class I: Noun:**
- kullu nafs-in 'every human being'
- biD̡u riāl-in 'few men'
- šiddatu kutub-in 'several books'
- ūmmatu dūrihim 'most of their houses'
- sāfīrū al-nās 'the rest of people'
- baF̡D̡u al-?aʃrāb 'some of the Bedouins'
- kawmun mina al-Ṭaʃām 'a heap of food'
- kila al-rajulayan 'both of the (two) men'
- tullatun mina al-ʃīq 'a group of companions'
- biD̡u ?ajyāl-in 'few generations'
- kawkabatun mina al-fursān 'a group of the horsemen'
- qaF̡ān mina al-ganam 'a group of sheep'

**Class II: Adjective:**
- lugātun katirah 'many languages'
- ṭabyātun qalīlah 'few verses'
- lahajātun mutażaddidah 'numerous dialects'
- al-nāsu jamīla 'all people'
- al-basaru ?ajmaʃūn 'all the human beings'
- suF̡ūbu al-sarqi jamīla 'all the people of the east'
- taʃaddudu al-ʃara? 'a great number of opinions'
- al-fatayātu juma? 'all the girls'
- al-tamru ?ajmaʃ 'all the dried dates'
- ʃaglabu al-suF̡arā? 'most of the poets'
muṣṣamātun?ārā’iḥamost of his ideas'
jaḥjul al-maḍāhir most of the aspects'

Class III: Numeral:
...ṣadāda sinīna number of years
miḥātul al-kutub(1) ‘hundreds of books’
...?ayyām–un madhadāt: ‘a limited number of days’
xamsantu al-kutub ‘five of the books’
sab‘un mina al-sayyidāt(1) seven of the ladies’

Class IV: Particle/
Kam mulūk–in ‘number of kings’

Adverb:
wa kayyīn min nabiyy–in ‘number of prophets’
kada‘ Dirham–an ‘so many dirham’
Dirhamān faqat ‘two dirhams only’
bikutubin fahabs ‘by books only’
Sabrān (lāgayru) (laysia gayru) ‘two patiences only’

These classes are set up on the basis of a set of factors. However, a brief treatment of the above classes will be given here; each class being dealt with separately. Following are the main characteristic points for each class:

(1) Here the numerals miḥāt and xamsah function as a quantifier in the sense that the relation holding between the numerals and the heads is non-specific. The same is true for examples like talatatun mina al-?awland ‘the three of the boys’, ?ahādun al-nas ‘one of the people and ?ahādun mina al-nas ‘one of the people’.

(2) Note that fawat is considered by the Arab grammarians as ismu fiql ‘verb in nominal form’, ḥasb as ism ‘noun’ similar to adverb, though both are equal in meaning and function, and lāgayr, laysa gayr as nouns.
See Ḥasan, op.cit., vols. 1 and 2, p.422, pp.140,147 and p.130 respectively.
From a general linguistic standpoint the underlined quantifiers given under Class I belong to the class of noun. This is based on the following crucial factors:

a) They are morphologically noun-forms
b) They are not verb derived elements, but morphologically basic or primitive.
c) They never occur in a comparative and superlative form since they are nouns. Such a comparative and superlative form here will produce unadmissible structures. e.g. *?abDaD, *?akaru baDaDan and *al-*abDaD.
d) They cannot be preceded or followed by the intensifiers jiddu 'very', haqqu 'certainly, indeed' or their forms jiddan, haqqan respectively, e.g. *jiddu baDaDu al-llugat
e) They cannot syntactically stand as predicates with a few exceptions, e.g. quraysun kulluhā... 'the people of Quraish, all of them...', whereas some of them can stand as subject (with implied head noun) e.g. /wa kullun fi falakin yasbahūn/ 'since all of them float through space (in accordance with our laws)' (1)
f) Quantifiers of this class are often joined in a genitive construction to another noun.
g) The distinction between this class and adjective class is made where quantifiers like kull, baDaD,

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.677, verse 40.
Pammah are designated to indicate undetermined content which apply to nominated items, whereas the adjectives are basically designated to be attributed elements to a noun (see Chapter V on adjectives).

(2) The underlined elements under class II belong to the class of adjective. They are adjectives in the following respects:

a) They are morphologically derived words since the elements jamīs, ?ajmaʔun, jamūs?, jumaʔ and ?ajmaʔ are derived forms from the verb jamaʔa 'to collect', to give the plain adjective form jamīs, the two masculine comparative forms ?ajmaʔun, ?ajmaʔ and the two feminine forms of adjective jamūs?, jumaʔ. The same holds true to the rest of class two elements, i.e., they are derived and can have comparative and superlative forms, e.g. qalīl from the verb qalla 'to be little' and katīr from the verb katūra 'to be much', both can have the comparative or superlative form which is a formed pattern of adjective. Hence ?aqall 'less', al-ʔaqall 'the least' and ?aktar 'more', al-ʔaktar 'most of'.

b) The elements qalīl, katīr and mutaʔaddidah can be modified by one of the adverbs jiddu, jiddan 'very' and haqqu, ḥaqqa 'indeed'.

c) Syntactically, they can stand neither subject nor predicate, except qalīl, katīr and mutaʔaddidah.
where the formers can occur as subject (with an implied noun) and predicate, and the latter can only occur as a predicate.

(3) Numerical elements under class III are morphologically a sub-class of class I. Syntactically they have special characteristics. The reason we deal with them under the concept 'quantifier' is that the above structures of numeral are made quantity in a delicate sense that they are referring to non-specific relationship with the head.

(4) Under this class, particles, which are assigned by being uninflected forms, often have grammatical meaning rather than lexical meaning. Nor are they assignable to a lexical consonantal root. They are used to modify the meaning of the lexical words or rather to quantify a following noun which they modify. On the other hand, adverbs, which can be assigned to a consonantal root, are functionally quantifiers similar to particles. Both particles and adverbs carry variously an adverbial relationship to the head noun.

So far, the discussion has been centred around the distinctive factors on which we divided the quantifiers into four classes. The object now is to describe, classify and differentiate the syntactic structures which are overtly marked by a quantifying modifier. The description will be undertaken in terms of the quantifier's syntactic behaviour under the headings premodifier, postmodifier and variable, invariable modifier which cover
all modification by quantification of the types illustrated above. In this way, the description will be further extended to the elements which are covertly made reference to quantity.

The central notion is that the term quantification is a semantic 'feature' and that many elements may show, denote this feature. However those grouped here as "quantifiers" are elements showing this feature and occurring specifically as modifiers in the NP under certain definable conditions. The underlined quantificative elements represent modifiers which occur in combination with another syntactic class. Hence the examples given below under the label syntactic classification show how this classification works for the quantifier of modificatory function. As was pointed out earlier, the examples presented below fall into four syntactic classes; each class represents a modification type.

(iv) **Syntactic features**

(A) **Syntactic classification** (on the basis of the simple structure)

Class I premodifier (quantifier and noun in genitive)

1a) (kullu )
( )
(jamiSu )  al-2arab 'all the Arabs'
( )
(Zammatu)  al-nahar 'the whole of the day'

1b) (kawkabatun min )
( )
(fursāni al-2arab )
( )
(tullatun min )  'a group of the Arab horsemen'
1c) kullun min zaydīn wa ʿAmr 'both of Zayd and ʿAmr'
kullu ʾummāt-in 'every nation'
kull-un jā? 'every one came'

d) baʿṣu al-lugāt 'some of the languages'
galīlan mina al-mā? 'a little of the water'
1e) kila al-rajulayn both) of the two men
kiltā al-mar?atayn (f.) ,both) of the two women'

f) katurun mina al-nās 'most of the people'
(ṣuḍmu) al-nās 'most of the people'
(ṣuḍmu)
ṣuḍmu min al-ʾanṣār 'a great group of al-ʾanṣār'
(jullu) al-xarāj 'most of the land tax'
(?aktaru)
ṣuḍmu min al-raqiq 'a number of the slaves'
talātatu al-ʾixwān 'three of the brothers'
?ahadu al-raḥḥālīn 'one of the explorers'

class 2 post modifier

2a) al-Duyūfu ṭajmaʾūn 'all the guests'
al-ʾusratu jamāʾā? (f.) 'all the family'
al-fatayātu jumāʾ (f.) 'all the girls'
al-Zalāmu ṭajmaʾ 'the entire world'
al-māla ṭajma-hu 'the whole sum of money'
2b) al-qawmu biʿasri-him 'the people, all of them'

2c) ...xamsata kutubin faqāt 'only three books'

hasbu
fahasb

2d) ...al-fuqārāʾu ṭāqayru 'only the poor people'
laysagayru
2e) ...al-musrikīnā xāSSat-an 'the polytheists in particular (only)'
...al-nāsu maʾānī 'all people'
...darāhima maḏūdah 'a mere few silver coins'

Class 3: variable modifier

3a) ...Ziddati qurūn-in 'several centuries'
...qurūnīn Ziddah

3b) ...Zadada sinin 'a number of years'
...sinīna Zadada

3c) ...talātatun mina al-rijāl 'three of the men'
...mina al-rijāli talātah

3d) ...Zalā kāffati al-muslimīn(1) 'over all Muslims'
...Zalā al-muslimīnā kāffat-an
...gaTibata ?ahli al-?adyān(2) 'all people of religions'
...?ahla al-?adyānī gaTibat-an
...Zammatu al-nās 'the masses of people'
...al-nasu Zammat-an 'all people'

Class 4: Invariable modifier

4a) biDEU rijāl-in 'few men'

4b) kam Zammat-in 'how many aunts'
...kayyīn(3) min qaryat-in 'how many a village'

4c) kada dirham-an 'so many dirhams'

4d) hatta al-?aTfāl 'even the children'

Under class I, we have nominal phrases involving premodifier and head noun, as in 1(a-f). The structure is a modification represented by two elements quantifier and noun throughout.

(1) This structure is used by the caliph 'Omar, and
(2) is used by al-Jahiz, see Ḥasan, op.cit., vol.2, p.379.
(3) It is noted that ka?ayyīn is frequently used with a coordinator, i.e. wa ka?ayyīn.
these examples, except in 1(b), and some of 1(d) and 1(f) the structure has more element: preposition, which may be brought for a syntactic reason, i.e. it is used as a function word showing an equal syntactic relationship between the two parts of the nominal phrase (the premodifier and the head), in such a way similar to the article al- 'the'; since we cannot say, for instance, katīrun mina nās or katīrun al-nās. So min and al- are making a balance between the two elements i.e. katīr and nās. This is the normal structure of class I unless the structure is transposed for semantic consideration (see below); whereas the counterpart structure under (2) is made of head + postmodifier, as in 2(a-e), where the postmodifier is a quantifier by nature as in set 2(a) and (b) and by force as in 2(c-e), in a fixed order as well as (b). In clearer terms, although the first set 2(a) and (b) are similar in meaning to some cases of (1), by:

a) having focus on the modifying element, and

b) showing gender/number form in accordance with the head, in which 1 is a transposed structure, the quantifiers in 2(a) and (b) never occur as premodifiers, and never show a suffixed pronoun, except ?ajmal and ?asr where the former may or may not be suffixed by a pronoun and the latter must be suffixed (see p. 221). In 2(c-d), the underlined elements, though they have postmodifying function, show neither gender nor number concord with the head which they modify. They are however brought into this study by having quantifying force upon the head noun in a
way that they limit the range of the preceding noun. On the other hand, with class 3, the quantifier can equally precede, or follow the combined noun with almost no semantic distinction. That is to say, the quantifier here is variably functioning as premodifier and postmodifier.

The difference between premodification and postmodification in the above pairs of examples (sets 3a-d) lies in the fact that the former is established by quantifiers in a genitive construction with a following head noun, whereas the latter is made by quantifiers which follow the head noun in a sequential structure. However, both types have one thing in common: they do not have a suffixed pronoun. Finally, the invariable modifier under 4 is a quantifier which occurs always preceding the head noun where the transposition is logically and structurally impossible.

The foregoing four syntactic classes illustrate the fact that modification by 'quantifier' is distinguished in three respects:

(1) The quantifiers differ from other adjectives in that they are more dependent and they can occur as premodifiers in an NP unlike the adjectives.

(2) The premodifying element collocates often with genitive noun, as it is given above in such examples.

(3) The nominal phrase in which the quantifier is involved may be definite or indefinite as a whole, according to its grammatical feature, as illustrated above.
After this brief investigation of the notion 'modification' by quantification, and the basic assignment of quantifiers to classes premodifier, postmodifier, variable and invariable, attention is drawn to the transposed and non-transposed structures, and to strings of quantifiers.

(B) The transposed structure

Some quantifiers of class I can be used in a structure which is transposed, and in which the 'returning pronoun' - "al-Damîru al- Za?id" - is used to show coterminalities with the head noun the quantifier modifies e.g.

1a) /...sâda al-nâsu kullu-hum/
   '...people prevailed, all of them'

1b) /jâ?a al-qawmu ëammatu-hum/
   'the tribe or family came, all of them'

1c) /qabDtu al-mâla jamiâa-hu/
   'I received the money, all of it'

1d) /ixtaSama al-Zaydâni kila-humâ/
   'the two Zayds had an argument, both of them'

1e) /lazamatka al-husnayâni kiltâ-humâ/
   'keep the two excellent things: health and wealth, both of them'

1f) /wa al-?arabu ?ummatun ?aktaru-hâ.../
   'and the Arabs are a nation, most of it...'

1g) /marartu bi al-?ixwâni talâtati-him/
   'I passed by the brothers, the three of them'

1h) /Dulumâtun ba?Ddu-hâ fawqa ba?D/
   'darkness one upon another'
The examples presented above involve quantifiers transposed from the first position to the second position in the NPs. The quantifier thus is morphologically marked as transposed by a suffixed pronoun; for this purpose. However, in the quantitative structure certain quantifiers may be transposed within the NP involved for reasons of focus and are accorded intensive function.

(C) Non-transposed elements:
(a) Preferably non-transposed elements
A group of quantifiers which are followed by concomitant prepositions normally precede the noun they modify. The transposition is logically perhaps possible but structurally does not occur at the level of NP. Furthermore, these quantifiers are distinguished as a class with which the partitive preposition min 'of, from' occurs between the modifier and the head noun. Examples:
1a) /min qulūbi katārin mina al-nās/ 'in the hearts of many people'
1b) /...wa sā?iri al-maZlūmāt/ 'and the rest of knowledge'
1c) /...?an taqtariba kawkabatun min fursāni al-?arab.../ 'as soon as a group of Arab horsemen reach...'
1d) /?akala qalīlan mina al-TaZām/ 'He ate some (of the) food'
1e) /... fī Šadādin mina al-qurā/ 'in a number of villages'
(b) **Non-transposed elements**

From the syntactic sequence of the elements involved in modifying by quantification below, we note that certain quantifiers are fixed before the noun they modify; they never follow it. This is based on the fact that neither logically nor structurally can these quantifiers be transposed. So, they have the syntactic feature "non-transposable", such as:

a) `/kam mulûk-in bāda mulkuhum/
   'How many kings have their kingdoms perished' 

b) `/wa kam min malakin fī al-samawāti.../
   'and there is many an angel in heaven'(1)

c) `/wa ka?ayyin min nabiyy.../
   'and how many a prophet...(2)

d) `/maZi kada dirham-an/
   'I have so many dirhams'

e) `/lifulānin Zindī kada wa kada dirham-an/
   'I owe someone so and so many dirhams'

f) `/tullatun mina al?-awwalīn/
   'a good many of those of olden times' (3)

(D) **Strings of quantifiers**

Lastly we may mention that the sequence of transposed and non-reversible quantifiers following the head noun is a characteristic feature of the collocation of two corresponding

(2) Asad, *op.cit.*, p.89, verse 146.
quantifiers represented by kull with a suffixed pronoun and one of the total quantifiers of class 2a (p. 221). They collocate in an unbroken string for emphasizing totality in the head noun, whereas the sequence of the quantifier kull and one of the partitive quantifiers (like jull, ?aktar, mu?dam, ba?d etc.) is a feature of a possible combination of two contrastive quantifiers. They are broken by the coordinator ?aw 'or', representing a modification by total and partitive quantifiers simultaneously. However, this type is quite common at least in MSA. It is of interest to note that the broken type which occurs only in pre-posed head position is a choice between two quantifiers, or rather two options, modifying the head noun, whereas the unbroken type shows no choice. Further, as a difference between the coordinate and other modifiers, the coordinator wa 'and' never occur in quantifying strings, i.e. f? kulli wa julli ma?ahiriha 'in all and most' is not possible. With other modifiers however it can occur i.e. ...?alimin muxtal?in wa magr?r 'a snobbish and arrogant scholar', while the use of wa within a quantifying string will produce two mutually contradicting interpretations. In the following way:

(1) **Broken types:**
1) /f? kulli ?aw julli ma?ahiriha/
   'in all or most the features of it'
   'I will memorize all or most of the poem'
3) /mun?u ?aktara ?aw ?aqalla min sahr/
   'since more or less than a month'
Having illustrated structurally the main types of modification by quantification and the system within which quantifiers show various types of structural behaviour in NPs, and explored the common features of the "quantifier" in general, we intend to define this semantic/syntactic term by looking in detail into its different linguistic uses and interpretations. This may suggest that although, in principle, quantification of the NPs in a given structure is viewed as a unifying feature common to all types of modification by quantification, reference should be made to certain semantic properties by which the quantifiers fall into various types, and the syntactic structure would accordingly be described. In semantic terms, quantifiers are classed as total, partitive and limit. Each one has sub-semantic types.

(v) Semantic types of quantifying function

As was pointed out above, we propose to give a full treatment to the nominal phrases which are typically structures of modification, simultaneously they have another
dimension in terms of function, by which the quantifiers refer to various semantic types:

a) /marartu bi kulli al-qawm/ total
   'I passed by all the people'

b) /yaltaqiTuhu baZDu al-sayyārati.../ partitive
   '(whence) some caravan may pick him up' (1)

c) /jaʔa al-zaydūn ?anfusuhum/ limiting
   'The Zayds themselves came'

It is a fact that such structures of quantification as the above three types are contrastive since in fact the quantifier in each type reflects a contrastive meaning which attributes it to a special type. Taking this fact into account, the distinctive functions: "total", "partitive" and "limit" are assigned, and the "quantifiers" in nominal phrases carry the syntactic function in the so-called modification by quantification, whose meaning is basically to reinforce the meaning of the head noun. As Chafe says,

"The fact that a quantifier can be specified - in fact, regularly is specified - as new might suggest that quantifiers should not be regarded as inflectional elements within nouns, but that they should be handled as semantic units with independent status,... It should be pointed out, however, that quantifiers differ from lexical units such as verb roots in several ways. For one thing, there are relatively few of them, if we ignore the trivial fact that numerals, a type of quantifier, are unlimited.... Third, their meanings are based essentially on a reinforcement of the meaning of the inflectional units of a noun,

(1) Asad, ibid., p.338, verse 10.
even though typically they add some further meaning of their own. They are intimately tied to noun inflection in a way that we might not expect of a more independent kind of unit." (1)

In this manner, the occurrence of a "quantifier" in an NP is again a distinctive characteristic of a term whose function is one of 'modification' and its meaning is rather one of intensity in the structure of the nominal phrase; in such a way that the head is being modified, and quantified by the quantifier involved.

After illustrating the representatives of the main types of "quantifier", we proceed to describe each type.

(A) **Function (meaning) of total quantifier**

Under this label, the description will be first focussed on four sub-semantic contrastive functions, namely, distributive, inclusive (2)/distributive, total/distributive and total inclusive when the quantifier occurs in the pre-posed. Then the description will be centred around the quantifier in post-position where we have two types of functions: intensive and limiting. These are the semantic types of total 'quantifier' which can be recognized in CA. However, the first four types of quantifying function are represented by the following sets of examples:

---

(1) Chafe, *op.cit.*, p.228. The emphasis is mine since these words support our distinction between quantifiers and numerals, as illustrated above (see pp.194 - 198).

(2) The two terms "inclusive and distributive" are used in accordance with Leech's definition. See Leech *et al.*, *A Communicative of English*, Longman, 1975, p.50.
Set I

a) /wa likulli wahidin min hadihi al-?aslami naSib/
   'and a share is given to each one of these divining
   arrows' (distributive)

b) /ya nisa?a al-nabiyyi lastunna ka?ahadin mina al-nis?/
   'O wives of the prophet! You are not like any one
   of the (other) women' (1)

c) /mā kāna muhammadun ?aba ?ahadin min rijālikum/
   'And know, O believers, that Mohammad is not the
   father of any one of your men' (2)

d) /tasmalu kulla fardin mina al-rijāl/
   'it involves each one of the men'

e) /likulli imri?in min hum/
   'every one of them' (3)

Set II

a) /fajlidū kulla wahidin min humā mi?ata jaldah/
   'AS FOR the adulteress and the adulterer - flog each
   of them with a hundred stripes' (4) (inclusive/distributive)

b) /kilā al-?amrayn/
   'both) of the two matters' each)

c) /kiltā al-jannatayn/
   'each of the two gardens' (5)

d) /?aYYr rajulin jāraka ?akrimh/
   'any (one) man came to you, be generous to him'

(1) Asad, op. cit., p.644, verse 32.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.647, verse 40.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.535, verse 11
(4) Asad, ibid., p.532, verse 2.
(5) Asad, ibid., p.444, verse 33.
Set III

a) /kullu nafsin ḍāʾiqatu al-mawt/ (total/distributive)
   'every human being is bound to taste death' (1)

b) /qul kullun yažmalu ʿala ʿakilatih/
   say: every one acts in a manner peculiar to himself (2)

c) /wa ḥafidnāhā min kulli saytānīn ṭalīm/
   'and we have made them secure against every Satanic
   force accursed' (3)

d) /kullun min hābīla wa qābil/
   'both of Hafīl and Qābil'

Set IV

a) /kullu al-Saydi fī jawfi al-fara/ (total inclusive)
   'there are all kinds of game in the belly of the
   wild ass'

b) /wa hādīhi ?āyatun bayyinātun yaqraḥa ʿuhā jāmīṣu
   al-muslimīna fī kitābihim/
   'and these are obvious verses which all muslims read
   in their book'

c) /wa ẓāmmatū ṣabniyatīhā ḥijārah/
   'and (all ) of its buildings are (of stone'
   (the great part)

d) /wa junūdu ?iblīsa ṣajmaṣūn/
   'and the hosts of Iblīs - all together' (4)

e) /wa ḥanajnaya mūsā wa man maṣāhu ṣajmaṣīn/
   'and we saved Moses and all who were with him' (5)

(1) Asad, ibid., p.615, verse 57.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.432, verse 84.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.384, verse 17.
(4) Asad, ibid., p.566, verse 95.
(5) Asad, ibid., p.565, verse 65.
Examining the underlined elements of nominal phrases in the above sets of examples, we note that the nominal phrases are virtually structures of modification; semantically they have various types in terms of function, by which the quantifiers given above fall into four semantic types. In set (I), the quantifier, at the semantic level, implies distributive meaning in relation to the quantified noun, i.e., the quantifier is stated to quantify the members of the head noun singly. This semantic type is marked by the preposition min 'of' directly following the indefinite element: meaning one. In (II), we have a quantifier whose function may be inclusive or distributive; according to the linguistic consideration, i.e., if the quantifier serves to pick out the two members of the quantified noun all together, the function will be inclusive, but if the quantifier operates to select the two members of the quantified noun singly, the function will be confined to distributive. In (III) the quantifier shows total in quantifying the members of the head noun all together, and distributive in quantifying singly, hence the function is total/distributive considerably. In (IV), the quantifier is total inclusive, because it quantifies the noun as a whole. This type is marked by the absence of the preposition 'min' 'of' from the structure of quantification.

It is worth mentioning that there is overlap between the structure of quantification including the preposition min 'of' and the genitive structure involving the possessive
min 'of' (see partitive quantification below) To recapitulate, these various sub-semantic types of total quantifiers are made in a delicate sense, assigned by the sequence of structural elements, realising the above semantic interpretations. However, this sequence is brought about by the fact that distinctive semantic functions of systemic choices are made here, i.e., a special instance of sub-function occurs when the elements of structure is the realization of a number of systemic choices. In this way, the above types are made respectively as follows:

(1) The first is made by the sequence of:
   a) quantifier + indefinite singular element + min + definite plural element, in which the numerical one
      is a stressed variant of the indefinite marker
   b) quantifier + min + definite plural element
   c) both structures have a plural form following min representing source
   d) quantifier + min + coordinate structure

(2) The second is realized when the quantifier is quantifying dual quantified noun, whatever its structural representation is.

(3) The third is represented by the sequence of quantifier + indefinite singular noun - min (implied noun)

(4) The fourth is represented by a quantifier + definite noun (singular or plural).

We have so far illustrated the plain functions of total quantifiers. Total quantifiers express the finer
semantic functions: intensive and limiting. Intensive function is served by the use of the transposed structure with certain modifiers of the total function.

**The intensive function**

Quantifiers which can have the intensifying function in CA include all of the set of "total quantifiers" i.e. kull 'all, whole, entire, each, every', kilā, kiltā, 'each, both', jamī, 'all together', ḥānī, ḥanī, juma 'all together', ṣayn, nafs 'same, self'.

kull has the meanings 'all, whole, entire' if the head noun is definite and it has the meanings 'each, every' if the head is indefinite, as illustrated above. In pre-position, the total quantifiers have one of the previous semantic types, according to the structural configuration and syntactic choices. Here, in post-position they are used to intensify the quantified noun for focus reasons. On the other hand, although the total quantifiers show different uses they have two things in common: they give the quantified noun a prominence and explicitness to the fact that the meaning is total.

However, the intensive function here is made by a transposed quantifier to post-head position, or by a quantifier of fixed post-position. In discussing these transposed and fixed structures, we distinguish between the "intensive" function of total quantifiers and "narrowing" of partitive quantifiers. If the quantifier is semantically coterminous with the quantified noun we
regard this as "intensive" e.g. jaʔanī al-qawmu kulluhum 'The people came to me, all of them'. If the quantifier is not semantically coterminous with the quantified noun it is regarded as "narrowing" e.g. jaʔanī al-qawmu baʔDuhum 'The people came to me, some of them'.

So, 'intensive' function is structurally and semantically conditioned by two conditions:
a) total quantifier in post-head position.
b) the quantifier is semantically coterminous with the quantified noun.

Consider the exemplifications given below where the feature intensive referred to above is realized in (b) Set (I) and in (a-e) set (II). Note also that the 'intensive' function is realized by a transposed quantifier as in (b) set (I), whereas in set (II) it is realized by a fixed quantifier.

Set I
a) /wa kullu al-Tayri Zalā  'talātati ?aDrub/ 'and all birds are divided into three kinds'
b) /wa al-Tayru kulluhā Zalā  'talātati ?aDrub/ 'and the birds, all of them are divided into three kinds'
a) /fī jamīli al-'azminah/ 'in all times'
b) /fī al-'azminati jamīlihā/ 'in the times, all of them'
a) /inSarafa Zammatu al-Duyūf/ 'All the guests have left'
b) /inSarafa al-Duyufu Zammatuhum/
'the guests have left, all of them'
a) /ra?aytu kilā ?axawayk/
'I have seen both of your brothers'
b) /ra?aytu ?axawayka kilayhimā/
(I have seen your two brothers, both of them'
a) /marartu bikiltā ?uxtayk/
'I passed by both of: your sisters'
b) /marartu bi?uxtayka kiltayhimā/
'I passed by your two sisters, both of them'

Set II

a) /mina al-jinnati wa al-nāsi ?ajmaLiIn/
'with invisible beings as well as with humans, all together' (1)
b) /min suZūb al-sarqi jamZa?/
'with regard to the east nations, all of them'
c) /?idan Daliltu al-Dahra ?abkī ?ajmaLa/
'in that case I would pass all my time in weeping'
d) /ja?a al-qawmu bi?asrihim/
'the people came altogether'
e) /?axadtu al-say?a birummatih/ (2)
'I took the thing altogether'

As for the other intensifiers like Zayn, nafs 'same, self', the meaning in general is like kull 'all', i.e.

---

(1) Asad, ibid., p.635, verse 13.
(2) Footnote: Rummatus is assumed to intensify the object involved which includes poor and valuable things and it is used as well as ?asr with the head noun by means of the preposition bi prefixed to each one of them.
they show totality upon the intensified noun. They have intensive function when they occupy post head position in an NP. In this position, they are also regarded as emphatic reflexive pronouns since each one is definitely used to signal, and conform that it is referentially equivalent to the preceding noun phrase; in which a mixture of members is involved. So in phonological terms, they receive end-focus. As Quirk says:

"With another type of noun phrase, however, it is clearly to give end-focus rather than end-weight that the postponement takes place. This is the noun phrase with an emphatic reflexive pronoun (himself, etc.) in apposition" (1)

However, the following examples illustrate this where in

(b) the element Ḥayn or nafs is intensive: Compare for instance:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a)} & \quad /\text{axaddtu Ḥayn} \text{b} \text{a} \text{l} \text{i}/ \\
& \quad 'I \text{ took } (\text{my}) \text{ the } \text{same money'} \\
\text{b)} & \quad /\text{axaddtu} \text{b} \text{i} \text{ṣayn} \text{b} \text{a} \text{n} \text{h} \text{i} /\text{(biṣaynihi)} (2) \\
& \quad 'I \text{ took my money itself'} \\
\text{a)} & \quad /\text{dafaṣa Ṭilayh} \text{b} \text{a}美学 \text{n} \text{sa} \text{al} \text{-} \text{ṣay}/ \\
& \quad '\text{he gave him the } \text{same thing'} \\
\text{b)} & \quad /\text{dafaṣa} \text{b} \text{i} \text{ṣayn} \text{b} \text{a} \text{n} \text{h} \text{a} \text{h} \text{a} / \\
& \quad '\text{He gave him the thing itself'}
\end{align*}
\]

(1) Quirk, op.cit., p.425.
(2) Note that the use of the prepositional particle /bi/ is admissible before the emphatic pronoun as well as the quantifier Ḥaṣṣaṣ, i.e. /biṣaynihi/, /bihaṣṣaṣihi//biṣaynixim/, lit. 'with himself, with himself, with all of them'.
Note that Ẓayn and nafs occur normally following the head noun with which they are marked off by "a returning pronoun" which shows the concordial relationship with the head. The following examples are sufficient to show again the function of Ẓayn and nafs as intensive and the gender/number concord by which these two elements show coterminous with the head noun. Consider:

1a) /jaʔa alʔamīru binafsi-hi/
   'the prince himself came'
1b) /raʔaytu al-muʔallimayni ?anfusa-humā/
   'I saw the two teachers themselves'
1c) /qāma al-zaydūna ?anfusu-hum/
   'the Zayds themselves stood up'
2a) /jaʔat hindun nafsu-hā/
   'Hind herself came'
2b) /marartu bi al-hindayni ?anfusi-himā/
   'I passed by the two Hinds themselves'
2c) /jaʔat al-zaynabātu ?anfusu-hunn/
   'The Zaynabs themselves came'
2a) /qābaltu al-wāliya Ṣayna-hu/
   'I met the ruler himself'
2b) /jaʔa al-zaydāni ?aʔyunu-humā/
   'the two Zayds themselves came'
2c) /Ṣāfahtu al-wulāta ?aʔyunu-hum/
   'I shook hands with the rulers themselves'
2a) /jaʔat zaynabu Ṣaynu-hā/
   'Zaynab herself came'
2b) /xarajat al-fatātāni ?aʔyunu-humā/
   'the two girls themselves went out'
2c) /... lam yarudd ha?ulā?i al-niswata ?a?yuna-hunn/
'unless he restores those women themselves'
The total intensifiers in the above examples are performed
by the words Zayn and nafs. They are in fact members of
sub-semantic class 'emphasizer'. They demonstrate the
structure of intensifying noun phrases. Their function
here is conflated with the function modifier, suggesting
that both are features of this type of structure.

(B) Function of partitive quantifiers

As was mentioned above, the quantifiers fall
semantically into the main types: total, partitive and
limiting, the partitive however is achieved by items
designated for this purpose, indicating an indefinite
quantity/amount. These items in a given NP are related to
the head noun they modify in a partitive relation. However,
to show partitive, CA makes use of words like baED 'some',
bidd 'few', tullah 'group', kāIrūn min 'many of', qalīlun
min 'few of', mu?dam 'most of' jama?latun min 'group of'
Subratun min 'heap of' etc. (see below).

These items and others will be dealt with as modifiers
functioning within nominal phrases in respect of
a) their semantic functions
b) their syntactic features
The latter will be described later under syntactic features
including all types of quantification.

So, nominal phrases involving partitive quantifiers
illustrate the semantic function which they have. In this
semantic type, the quantifier is characterized by the following facts:

1. It serves in an NP to show partitive meaning or rather it reflects a contrastive meaning to total quantifier since the quantifier here is brought to shrink the domain of the head noun. That is to say, partitive quantifiers are given to shrink the domain of the head involved from having all members of a class to a subset of that class and they prevent the head noun from becoming generic.\(^{(1)}\)

2. The partitive quantifier may give a prominence to the quantified noun.

3. It may have genitive meaning since the structure in which it occurs is a partitive genitive where the min\(^{(2)}\) genitive particle may optionally apply.

These characteristics distinguish what are called partitive quantifiers. Consider the following examples where the quantifier is partitively related to the head noun.

a) /wa zaZama baZDu ?ahli al-kitab/
   'and some of the people of the book claimed'

/baZDu allahi al-nasa baZDahum bibaZD/
   'For, if God had not enabled people to defend themselves against one another'\(^{(3)}\)

/baZDa al-nabiyyina Zala baZD/
   'but, indeed, we did endow some of the prophets more highly than others'\(^{(4)}\)

\(^{(1)}\) Chafe, op.cit., p.206.
\(^{(2)}\) Note that min may be seen as explicative particle, even though the structure is still one of quantification.
\(^{(3)}\) Asad, op.cit., p.512, verse 40.
\(^{(4)}\) Asad, Ibid., p.426, verse 55.
b) /fi bi'Di sinin/
'in a few years'

c) /wa laqad dara?na\(.lijahannama katiran mina al-jinni wa al-?ins/
'And most certainly have we destined for hell many of the invisible beings' (1)

d) /wa qalIlun mina al-?axirin/
'but (only) a few of later times' (2)

e) /Zinda sa?iri al-?umam/
'at (most of the nations' (few

f) /muEDamu ha?ul?i al-rij?li.../
'most of these men...'

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.231, verse 179.

(2) Asad, ibid., p.830, verse 14.

(3) Asad, ibid., p.54, verse 243.

g) /wa lakinna ?aktara al-nasi l? yaskr?n/
'but most people are ungrateful' (3)

h) /liZadadin kab?rin mina al-?aTfal/
'to a great number of the children'

i) /wa tar? T?ifatan mina al-nuqq?d/
'and you will see a group of critics'

j) /j?a, talatutun mina al-rij?l/
'three (only) of the men came'

k) /Subratun mina al-Ta?am/
'a heap of food'

l) /tullatun mina al-nas/
'a group of people'
m) /Siddatu masajid/
'a number of mosques'

n) /fa?amanat Ta?ifatun min bani ?isra?ila wa kafarat Ta?ifah/
'and so (it happened that) some of the children of Israel came to believe (in the apostleship of Jesus), whereas others denied the truth;'(1)

o) /xud ?arba?atan mina al-darahim/
'Take four of dirhams'

As the underlined elements show, the relationship obtaining between the quantifier and the following quantified noun is a relation of the part from the total (juz?un min kull). So, the structure is marked off explicitly by the partitive particle /min/ as in (c),(d), (h),(i),(j),(k),(l),(n) and (o), or implicitly as in (a),(b),(e),(f),(g) and (m).

This relation, however, is based on two semantic facts:
(1) If we omit the quantifier (and its partitive particle) from the surface structure, the head noun will be confined to total interpretation e.g. compare:
a) /wa za?ama baEDu ?ahli al-kitab/
'and some people of the book claimed that...'
b) /wa za?ama ?ahlu al-kitab/
'and the people of the book claimed that...'

(2) The omission of the head noun - without contextual conditioning - will produce semantically and structurally

(1) Asad, ibid., p.862, verse 14.
unacceptable structure since the structure of partitive relation has lost the central member of the NP e.g. compare
a) jāʔa jamāʔatun mina al-nās/
   'a group of people came'
b) /jāʔa jamāʔatun mina*/
   'a group of came'

The point being made here is that the distinction of partitive relation in nominal phrases, which typically involve partitive quantifiers, is carried out by two elements: partitive quantifier and partitioned noun, or rather partitive quantifier and quantified noun, as the above examples illustrate, and as in sarībtu baʔDa al-mā?
'I drank some water'. So, the above underlined elements which represent types of partitive relation bear evidence to this fact.

With the description so far, the term 'partitive quantifier' in this sense is a cover term for any member of the set of items to which the above semantic features are appropriately assigned. Note that the quantifier baʔD 'some' may be used to indicate the numerical one e.g. /wa ?id ?asarra al-nabiyyu ?ial baʔDi ?azwājihi ḥadītan.../ 'and lo! (it so happened that) the prophet told something in confidence to one of his wives'(1)

In this section, we have tried to keep to a brief illustration - as representative - of the semantic features

(1) Asad, ibid., p.875, verse 3.
of partitive quantifiers more or less as expounded by Chafe in English. In the following section the object is to demonstrate the semantic features of "limitary function" by imposing quantifiers.

(C) The limitary function

In the previous two sections, we have examined semantically the total and partitive quantifiers, we have further examined their sub-semantic functions. The examination was meant to show various meanings of total quantifier, and to differentiate between an intensifying quantifier whose sub-semantic class is 'amplifier' and that whose sub-semantic class is 'emphasizer'. As to partitive, the examination involved narrowing and genitive meanings. Here we will consider one more and last division of quantifiers as seen by 'limiting adverbs'. In other words, if we go down on the quantity scale we can discern in the adverbial phrases - combined with a head noun - below two features. These are imposing quantity and limiting function. The latter fall subsemantically into two functions:

a) Exclusives
b) Particularizers

This may be more or less reflected in the following quotation from Quirk,

"Limiters:
(a) Exclusives restrict what is said to the part focused e.g.: alone, just, merely, only, purely, simply
(b) particularizers restrict what is said particularly or mainly to the part focused e.g.: chiefly, especially, mainly, mostly, in particular
Additives:
also, either, even, neither, nor, too, as well as, in addition"(1)

The following set of examples illustrate the three types of what are labelled "limiters".

a) /jā?a zaydun munfarīdan/ (exclusive)
   'Zayd came alone'

b) /qātilu al-musrikīna xāṣṣah/ (particularizer)
   'fight the polytheist in particular'

c) /... Zalā zaydin ?ayDā/ (additive)
   '...on Zayd also'

In this way words like faqaT 'only', wahdahu 'alone', tamāman 'exactly', ?ayDān 'also', Zalā ḥidatin 'alone', 'separately', xuSūSan 'especially', maZān 'together', kāffatan qāTībatan 'all together', 'collectively' etc. can be post-posed to the head noun to account for a quantitative relationship where each one might reflect, regardless of their function in other positions which goes beyond the scope of the present study. However, the post-posed adverb here is distinguishable in terms of its function in a way that it imposes quantity and is of limiting function, i.e. an adverb like faqaT 'only' in taSaddaqa bidirhamayni faqaT 'he gave as a charity two dirhams only', is of imposed quantity functioning as a limiter. Hence it performs the quantifier-role; taking

(1) Quirk et al., op.cit., p.211.
into account its limiting function, which has a quantitative implication in a nominal phrase.

Other words to be discussed in this connection are the words *fahasbu* 'only, enough', *lāgayru*, *laysa gayru* 'nothing else, only', which occur in a postnominal position, and *hattā* 'even' which occurs in a prenominal position. These are limiters.

It is worth mentioning that, contrary to the situation with the previous quantifiers, the limiters have a quantitative force upon the head noun, and indicate that what is being modified is limited; although these limiters are adverbial by nature as in the first set and by combination as in the second set. Again these elements are adverbs in that:

a) They are adjuncts restricting what is said before in a given structure.

b) They can be used to define the process denoted by the verb.

In this way, the user of CA may select one of the above words to express a limiting function in an NP.

Consider:

a) /qaraṯtu ṭalāṯatā kūtubin (faqaT / *fahasbu*

   'I read three books only'

b) /Ṣindī dirhamun (lāgayru / *laysa gayru*

   'I have one dirham only'
c) /jā?a al-nāsu kāffah/
'people came all together'
d) /?alrifu kutuban hasba al-qāri?/
'I know books which are enough to satisfy the reader'
e) /wa dažā al-ajānibā ?ayDā/
'and he invited the foreigners also'
f) /?aqbala al-sayxāni mažā/
'The two sheikhs came together'
g) /māta al-nāsu hattā al-?anbiyā?/
'Men have died even the prophets'
h) /jā?a al-Dayfu wahḍah/
'The guest came alone'

In the above examples, limiters as semantic features are representing the quantitative relation holding between the quantified noun and the quantifying limiter. For this point, we gave examples of 'postnominal' and 'prenominal' limiters. However, the last point to be made is that limiters have grammatical features which distinguish them from the other quantifiers. That is to say, all limiters have the following distinctive characteristics in common:

a) They occur in a fixed case ending.
b) Their class is adverbial.
c) Their position in most cases is following the quantified noun.
d) They are unmarked forms with regard to gender and number concord, except wahḍah

These distinctive features contrast limiters with other quantifiers (i.e. pure quantifiers). Thus limiters
are different from their counterparts. Compare the following two examples where (a) represents the quantitative relation by a limiter and (b) represents the quantitative relation by a quantifier.

a) /yadkuru al-Zuyūba fagaT/
    'He mentions the defects only'

b) /yadkuru al-Zuyūba kullaha/
    'He mentions the defects, all of them'

As the above pair of examples show, in (a) the underlined element functions within a nominal phrase as a limiter which carries a quantifying force and which is in an unmarked form, i.e. no concord is realized, whereas in (b) the underlined element is a quantifier which quantifies by nature and which is suffixed by an appropriate pronoun for concord.

(vi) **The syntactic structure**

The previous section was concerned with the semantic functions of quantifiers in nominal phrases. It set out to demonstrate the relationship of two terms: quantified noun and quantifier. This section is devoted to the structure of modification, i.e. head and modifier, with special reference to their accompanying syntactic features. The description will deal with three types of syntactic structure:

1. **Syntactic types of total quantifiers**

   It is perhaps worth mentioning that although the features given in the previous section are applied to total quantifier, there may be other syntactic characteristics
which ascertain in total quantifiers. That is to say, total quantifiers play their structural role as modifiers in nominal phrases e.g.

/\wā kāna al-nāsū kulluhum lima\n/  
'and the people were following Ma'\n, all of them'

To the elements al-nāsū kulluhum 'the people, all of them', we can give the structural terms head to al-nāsū 'the people', and modifier to kulluhum 'all of them'. This is based on syntactic considerations which assign each function; the term "head" is given to the independent element and the term "modifier" is given to the dependent element where the former can stand syntactically as a free form, but not the latter. So we can say:

/\wā kāna al-nāsū lima\n/  
'and people were following Ma'\n'

but not

/\wā kāna kulluhum lima\n/  
The same syntactic consideration holds true to the structure of modifier + head noun in total types regardless of kull which may occur as a modifier to an implied head.

Considering the previous analysis of the structure of modification, we notice that the nominal phrase has two elements of structure: one is obligatory and the other is optional. Again the former is the head and the latter is the modifier. The syntactic value of this is that the quantifier with the quantified noun will be confined to "modification". At this point, it is necessary for both grammatical and semantic reasons to divide total quantifiers into two groups:
(1) Numerical quantifiers
(2) Non-numerical quantifiers

Numerical quantifiers are the numbers 3-10 and 13-19 plus a pronominal suffix, zawj 'pair', Dīff 'double', kilā and kiltā 'both'.

Non-numerical quantifiers are the elements: kull, jamīl, Zāmmah... etc.

To demonstrate this, two examples are given below as representatives to show that total quantifiers fall into two divisions. Consider:

(1) /marartu bial-?asdiqā/i tālatatihim/ (numerical)
   'I passed by the friends, all three of them'
(2) /qabaDtu al-māla jamīlāhu/ (non-numerical)
   'I received (the) money, all of it'

The nominal phrases of the types illustrated in (1) and (2) include quantifiers that are numerical, as in (1) and that are non-numerical, as in (2). The structure-forming elements - quantified noun - quantifier-head-modifier, are all related to the structural configuration of expressing 'modification'. However, the labels numerical(1) and non-numerical which are given to total quantifiers describe their role in the meanings the user wants to convey, i.e. specific and non-specific quantities

(1) Footnote: The reason we deal with these types of numerical here and not in numerals below is that although they have specific interpretation they refer to quantity rather than numeration i.e. they apply to quantity which has significance to totality except cardinals which will be dealt with in numerals for considerable and methodological reasons.
respectively. These structure-forming elements are identified syntactically as follows:
1) Noun + quantifying numeral + pronoun
2) Noun + quantifier + pronoun
In this way, we will deal with structures representing nominal phrases which consist of head and numerical quantifier, and of head with non-numerical quantifier, considering the variety of occurrences which it is possible for each quantifier to appear in, and the function which resembles total quantifiers grammatically and semantically.
To illustrate further, the following three sets of examples may express this:
Set I
a) /jaʔa al-qawmu xamsata zaʔarahum/
   'The people came, fifteen of them'
b) /afTawhu Diifa al-taman/
   'They gave him double the price'
c) /Zindī zawju niZā/
   'I have a pair of shoes'
Set II
a) /raʔaytu kilā al-rajulayn/
   'I saw both of the men'
b) /raʔaytu al-rajulayni kilayhimā/
   'I saw the two men, both of them'
c) /... kullu wāhidin min al-jinsayn/
   'each one of the two kinds'
Set III
a) /kabata allāhu kulla ṣaduwwin lak/
   'God put down each enemy of you'
b) /nam fa al-maxāwifū kulluhunna ʔamānu/
'be secure because the fears are away, all of them'
c) /Mahammadun rasūlu allāhi ʔilā al-nāsi kāffah/
'the prophet Mohammad is the messenger of God to all human beings'
d) /sarība kulla al-māʔ/
'they (f.) drank all the water available'
e) /...gayatu al-turābi kullih/
'the end of the soil, all of it'

In the above three sets of examples, three types of nominal phrases can be recognized in terms of the combination of the quantified head and quantifying modifier. All these examples are selected with particular regard to the semantic and grammatical relations between the two terms involved. In sets (I) and (II) the quantifiers have some features in common. They denote total quantity and occur only with count nouns. These types of quantifiers also are regarded as 'numerical quantifiers'. Still, however, in set (I) the quantifier cannot be said to have the same sense as the one occurring in set (II) since in (II) the meaning referred to by the quantifier again is inclusive/distributive. Furthermore, in set (I) the quantifier differs from that of set (II) in that it acts as postmodifier in 1(a) and premodifier in 1(b) and (c); according to the quantifier involved. While in set (II) the quantifier serves equally as premodifier and postmodifier in 2(a) and (b) respectively, and premodifier as in 2(c). The total quantifier in set (III) is non-numerical and
occurs with count nouns as in 3(a), (b) and (c), and with non-count nouns as in 3(d) and (e). The quantifier here functions as premodifier and postmodifier equally, except in 3(c) the quantifier functions often as postmodifier.

Note that in set (II), the structure of nominal phrase should satisfy the following two points:

1) The head noun and the quantifier must be in dual forms whatever their structural configuration is, as illustrated above.

2) If the quantifier is not in dual form it must be followed by the numerical wahid 'one' and the prepositional particle min 'of'.

Keeping this description in mind, and according to the use of total quantifiers we notice that they behave below differently in respect of:

1) combination with a singular abstract head noun
2) occurrence with an indefinite singular head.

Examples:

1a) /wa lanaqqayta qalbaka min kulli hafīDah/
   'and you would clean your heart from every grudge'
   but not
   /wa lanaqqayta qalbaka min (jamīti*) hafīDah/
   (Sammati)

1b) /wa lakinna muSīaban qad Sabara lil-sarri kullih/
   'and but Mus'ab has been patient with the evil, all of it'
   but not
The above examples suggest that the quantifier collocates semantically with a certain head noun, which is significantly designated. Looking for evidence as to how far this assumption stands, we investigate the association of total quantifiers with definite and indefinite singular common nouns. We find that the quantifier has the following occurrences:

1) kull occurs with a head noun which may or may not be divisible into separate objects.

2) jamīl and Ṣammah occur with divisible head noun, i.e. the head noun has plural form or meaning.

Note that the totality given by the association of a total quantifier and head noun can be changed to partitive relation; by having negation. Thus, if we negate the example marked (2) we will have partitive relation, though the quantifier is kull 'all' e.g. wa laDēya kull fassīn mawDīyāh 'and he did not put every stone in its place'. This is based on the interpretation of the structure which includes a negative and quantifier; the meaning will
be partitive.\(^1\) Therefore, we would say that the association of the negative particle and the quantifier entails negating the actual meaning of the quantifier, hence the partitive meaning is produced.

To summarize, all non-numerical quantifiers occur with plural and collective head nouns. With singular common nouns, the quantifier which often occurs is kull.

However, it has already been mentioned that the value of the linguistic expression in the above examples is made of a sequence of two terms: quantified head + quantifying modifier or quantifying modifier + quantified head. This analysis is based on an obligatory element (i.e. the head) and optional element (i.e. the modifier). For more illustrations, consider:

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{a) } /\text{fi kulli marrah/} \\
&\quad \text{in every time}\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{b) } /\text{wa al-arDu jam\text{\"{}lan/} \\
&\quad \text{as the whole of earth}'\(^2\)
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
&\text{c) } /\text{wa alladi xalaqa al-zwaja kullaha/} \\
&\quad \text{and He it is who has created all opposites}'\(^3\)
\end{align*}
\]

---


\(^2\) Asad, op.cit., p.715, verse 67.

\(^3\) Asad, op.cit., p.750, verse 12.
d) /ja?a al-gawmu (bi ?ajma?ihim)
   (bi?asrihim)
   (birummatihihim)
   'the people came, all of them'

e) /...wa al-nasi ?ajma?in/
   'and by all (righteous) men'(1)

g) /fi jami?i al-mudun/
   'in all cities'

h) /kil? al-zaydayn/
   'both of the two Zayds'

i) /zay?un wa ?amrun kilahuma/
   'Zayd and 'Amr, both of them'

j) /kullun min fa?imata wa zaynab/
   'each one of Fatima and Zaynab'

k) /ja?a al-zay?un ?anfusuhum/
   'The Zayds came, themselves'

The above underlined illustrations represent various structures of modification as to the number of elements occurring in and the position of the head and the modifier involved. The structure consists of a head followed by modifier, as in (b), (c), (d), (e) and (k), and of modifier followed by head, as in (a), (g) and (h), whereas the structure in (i) is made of head represented by two coordinate elements, and modifier, and in (j) it is made up of modifier and head shown by two coordinate elements.

As was pointed out earlier, these structures of modification share the following features in common.

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.33, verse 161.
(1) They are a realization of various combinations of modificatory choices.

(2) They have two elements of structure, i.e. head and modifier; the former is syntactically independent and obligatory, the latter is dependent and optional.

(3) They are typically represented by a quantified and quantifier which in certain structures is marked by the prepositional particle min 'of' directly following it; if the head noun is two coordinated elements, as in (j) above, given the property of distribution.

To finish off our discussion of total quantifying modifiers in nominal phrases, we give tables of the types of the nominal phrase described in this section with their accompanying syntactic features.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premodification</th>
<th>Postmodification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex.</strong></td>
<td>faharaSa kullu muslimin.../</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'and each Muslim was intent...'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St.</strong></td>
<td>premodifier + head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classes</strong></td>
<td>quantifier + noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State of def.</strong></td>
<td>indef. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trans.</strong></td>
<td>non-transposable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex.</strong></td>
<td>/wa kilā al-?amrayni.../</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'and both of the two things</td>
<td>'and the two things, both of them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St.</strong></td>
<td>premodifier + head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classes</strong></td>
<td>quantifier + noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State of def.</strong></td>
<td>def. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trans.</strong></td>
<td>transposable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... Continued ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premodification</th>
<th>Postmodification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex.</strong> /intaDartuka kullā al-yawm/</td>
<td>/intaDartuka al-yawma kullah/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I waited for you the whole day'</td>
<td>'I waited for you the whole day'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St.</strong> premodifier + head</td>
<td>head + modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classes</strong> quantifier + noun</td>
<td>noun + quantifier + pro.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State of def.</strong> def. NP</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trans.</strong> transposable</td>
<td>transposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex.</strong> /tawāfarat (jamīzu al-?adawāt/ (Zammatu)</td>
<td>/tawāfarat al-?adawātu (jamīzu) (Zammatuha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'all the tools are fulfilled'</td>
<td>'the tools are fulfilled, all of them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>St.</strong> premodifier + head</td>
<td>head + modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Classes</strong> quantifier + noun</td>
<td>noun + quantifier and pro.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>State of def.</strong> def. NP</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trans.</strong> transposable</td>
<td>transposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ex.</strong> /... maSdaran li kulli al-sulTān/</td>
<td>/... maSdaran lil-sulTāni kullihi/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a source for the whole power' but not</td>
<td>'a source for the power, all of it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*/... li jamīzi al-sulTān/</td>
<td>*/... lil-sulTāni (jamīzih (Zammatih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>li Zammatil-al-sulTan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... continued ...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ex.</th>
<th>Premodification</th>
<th>Postmodification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*ja?a bi?asri(him) al-qawm/</td>
<td>/ja?a al-qawm bi?asrihim/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>head + modifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>noun + prep. + quant. + pro.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of def.</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>non-transposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex.</td>
<td>*/fi jamā?i ḥulūmī al-riyāDah/</td>
<td>/fi ḥulūmī al-riyaDati jamā?/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>'in all sciences of mathematics'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>head + modifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of def.</td>
<td>Noun + quantifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>Non-transposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex.</td>
<td>/ḥādihi ʔafyānu darāhimik/</td>
<td>/ḥādihi darāhimuka (ʔafyānuhā (biʔafyānihā)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>'these are your dirhams themselves'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>'these are your dirhams themselves'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of def.</td>
<td>head + modifier</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>noun + bi + quant. + pro.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>transposable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>transposed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... continued...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Premodification</th>
<th>Postmodification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex.</td>
<td>/ja?a kullu al-nās/</td>
<td>/ja?a al-nāsu kulluhum ?ajmażūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'all people came'</td>
<td>'the people came, all of them'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>premodifier + head</td>
<td>head + modifier + modifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>quantifier + noun</td>
<td>noun + quant. + pro. + quant.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of def.</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>transposatable</td>
<td>transposed + non-transposed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
(ii) **Syntactic features of partitive quantifiers**

Partitive quantifiers will be dealt with as premodifier in respect of:

1. Their position in relation to the head noun.
2. The noun with which they can combine.
3. The word classes to which they belong.
4. The concordial relation between the quantified head and quantifying modifier.
5. The transposability of the sequence of the two terms involved.

These are the five principles with which the structure of modification is made.

Reference will be made to the occurrence of transposition in certain types of structure.

1. In the majority of occurrences partitive quantifiers occur in prenominal position, except the quantifier *balD* which can be transposed for semantic reasons. As was mentioned above, in a few cases the quantifier can precede or follow the quantified head with almost no semantic distinction. The difference between these two structural configurations lies in the fact that a head with a preceding quantifier is always in the genitive case, and with a following has an appropriate case to its syntactic function.
The following examples will serve as representatives to illustrate the behaviour of partitive quantifiers within nominal phrases.

A) 

1) /Zala sā?iri al-kawākib/  
'on the rest of the stars'

2) /Ta?ifatun mina al-?alfād/  
'number of words'

3) /fi biDīati ?ayyām/  
in a few days'

4) /maDā biDīun mina al-layl/  
'part of the night has gone'

5) /jā?a fi (mu?Dami al-rijāl/  
(SuDmi  
'he came with most of the men'

6) /fakawwama kawmatan mina al-ḥaSā/  
'and piled up a heap of pebbles'

7) /marra Zala Subrati TaZām/  
'he passed by a heap of food'

8) /tullatun mina al-nās/  
a group of people'

9) /Zala ba?Di al-?a?jamīn/  
'on high over any of the non-'Arabs'(1)

10) /lā yabluguha katīrūn min al-nās/  
'many people (i.e. many of the people) cannot reach it'

11) /fi ?aktari al-?ahyan/  
in most times'

---

(1) Asad, ibid., p.573, verse 198.
12) /al-qillatu al-malhuDatu fī ṣadādi al-Sulama? 'the noticeable minority in the number of the scholars'

13) /ḥāḍā raffun mina al-Da?n/ 'this is a group of sheep'

B) Quantifying modifiers of pre- and postnominal

1a) /fa?inna lahu ṣiddata ?al-fa?Din tadullu ṣalayh/ 'and that this meaning has a number of words which refer to it'

1b) /fa?inn lahu ?al-fa?Dan ṣiddatan tadullu ṣalayh/ 'and that this meaning has several words which refer to it'

2a) /... ṣadāda sinīn 'a number of years'

2b) /... sinīna ṣadāda/ '... a number of years'

3a) /ja?a ṭalâ?atu mina al-rijâl/ 'three of the men came'

3b) /ja?a mina al-rijâli talâ?ah/ 'three of the men came'

(ii) The noun classes with which partitive quantifiers co-occur are: singular count like kitâb 'a book', its plural count kutub 'books' and non-count nouns such as mā? 'water'.

In discussing the use of partitive quantifiers which precede or follow one of these classes, we will make use of the distinction between closed and open quantifiers as
they are put forward in English by Quirk.\(^1\) We can thus set up two groups under the closed system and one under the open system, relying on the accommodation of the head noun with the associated quantifier.

Thus:

(1) **Closed system**

a) Items like biDi 'a few, some' tullah 'a few, a group'
   
   liddah 'number, several', nafar, Ta?ifah, zumrah,
   
   usbah, riff 'troup, group, band', co-occur with
   
   collective and plural count nouns.
   
   e.g. (biDiatu) ?ashur
   
   (liddatu)
   
   some ) months
   
   number of)
   
   /nafarun mina al-jinn/\(^2\)
   
   'some of the unseen beings'

   Note that the word Ta?ifatun is usually used now
   
   with class of nouns known as 'occupational' nouns, and class
   
   of nouns known as religious nouns.

b) hafnah 'a handful', Subrah 'a heap', kūm 'pile',
   
   'a heap', habrah 'a piece', a slice of', co-occur
   
   with mass nouns e.g.
   
   ?aΣtaytuhu habratan min lahm
   
   'I gave him a piece of meat'

   hafnatun min turāb
   
   'a handful of soil'

---

(1) Quirk et al., op.cit., pp.66-67.

(2) Asad, op.cit., p.839, verse 1.
(2) **Open system**

a) Items like bāzd 'some', mūzdam, jullu, ṭaglab, ṭakτar 'most of', kātiṛun min 'many, a lot of', qalīlun min 'a few of, a little' etc., co-occur with count/non-count nouns (be they singular or plural).

  e.g.

  wa qad ḥadā ḥadwahu fī mūzdamī ṭarā?iḥ
  ṭakτari ṭaglabi julli kātiṛun min qalīlun min bāzdī

  'and he follows him in most of his ideas'

  tumma ṭakala bāzdā al-Talām
  mūzdamā ṭaglabā jullā ṭakτara kātiṛan min qalīlān min

  'then he ate some most of the food'

(3) The word classes to which the partitive quantifiers belong, as was illustrated above, are nouns, adjectives and numerals. The nouns include bāzd, ṭullah, mūzdam, ṭaglab, bīzī, ṭiddah, Subrah, kūm, hafnah, Tā?ifah, zumrah, ʾuṣbah, raff, nafar and habrah. The adjectives are kātiṛ and qalīl. The numerals are ṭadād and talāṭātun min, on the grounds which were mentioned under quantifier classes (see pp. 214 -219).
(4) The concordial relation may be seen when the modifying quantifier follows the quantifier head. Otherwise there is no concord seen in a construction consisting of a partitive quantifier + head, as illustrated above.

(5) As has been stated above (see pp. 209 and 260 - 263) nominal phrases of quantifiers as a whole may be definite or indefinite, the same is applied to partitive.

(6) The transposability is confined to certain quantifiers such as baΣD e.g.

\[ jāʔa \ baΣDu al-Σulamāʔ \]

'some (of the) scholars came'

\[ jāʔa \ al-Σulamāʔu baΣDuhum \]

'the scholars came, some of them'

What concerns us in this connection is that partitive quantifiers whose class is adjective and in postmodification with indefinite or definite head noun tolerate functionally two interpretations, i.e. the element (katīrā) in

(lā tadžū al-yawma tubūran wāḥidān wa udžū tubūran katīrā)

'(But they will be told) pray not today for one single extinction, but pray for many extinctions,'\(^1\) can be interpreted as quantifying modifier and simultaneously as attributive modifier. The same is true for the element al-katīr in wa ?innamā ?ūfuru ?an ?unfiqa hadā al-mala al-katīr 'and verily I would prefer to spend this large sum of money'. The situation is different with those

\(^1\) Asād, ibid., p.551, verse 14.
of other classes where the function is fairly quantification.

(iii) **Degree intensifiers**

Parallel to partitive quantifiers, the following items are recognized semantically as similar to degree intensifiers. They can modify countable noun, adverb and adjective in questionary and exclamatory structures. In questionary structures, the head noun is often in the accusative case,\(^1\) whereas in exclamatory structure the head noun is in the genitive case.\(^1\) The syntactic effect of this is that the former marks the questionary structure and the latter marks the exclamatory.

However, the elements of interrogative and assertory type, as illustrated above, are: kam 'how much?!', ka?ayyin 'how many?!' and kada 'so much or many'. These elements are invariable in form. Also they precede the head noun in question as modifying elements. Arab grammarians have described these elements under the label: kināyātū al-żadad\(^2\) 'the metonymy of number'.

There are designated two functions for 'degree intensifiers' which we adopt here more or less in accordance with Quirk's description in English:

---

Footnote: If kam in questionary structure is prefixed by the prepositional particle /bi/ the head noun will be in the genitive case. On the other hand, with ka?ayyin in exclamatory structure, the head noun in a few cases appears in the accusative case.

"So and interrogative and exclamatory how also precede the indefinite article, but they require the noun phrase to contain a gradable adjective and the head of the noun phrase to be a singular countable noun." (1)

since the situation in English is similar to that in Arabic as regards degree. Furthermore, they act as premodifiers in a designated NP i.e. the nominal phrase in which they occur is sequentially marked as follows:

(1) kam + min + countable singular or plural item
    but more frequently without min.
(2) ka?ayyin + min + countable singular item but more usually with min.
(3) kadä + countable singular or plural item.

Their structural functions, however, are syntactically assigned since they cannot stand as free forms. Thus they have the following functions:

(A) kam and ka?ayyin have interrogative function as premodificatory quantifiers in a questionary structure, i.e. the question is made about the quantity of the accusative head noun which can be singular or plural with kam and singular with ka?ayyin, as was mentioned above.

1) /kam rajulan ḍa?anak?/
   'how many a man have helped you'
2) ka?ayyin taqra?u sūrata al-?ahzābi ṣāyatan?/
   'how many verses do you consider the "Surah of the confederates" to be'

(1) Quirk et al., op. cit., p. 128. See also Wright, vol. II, pp.125-126.
3) bi kam ḏīnārin ʾistarayt?
   'for how many a dinār have you bought?'

4) kam suḥūdan lak?
   'how many witnesses do you have?

(B) kam, kaʔayyin and  kada have 'exclamatory' function as premodifiers provided that kam is followed by a singular or a broken plural in genitive case to reflect multal quantity, as in kam rajulin zārak '(how) many a man visited you!' and kam rijaľin zārūk '(how) many men visited you!' respectively, kaʔayyin is followed by singular head noun in genitive case to give also multal quantity to the head, as in wa kaʔayyin min ḥasān 'many a grief', 'how many a grief!' and kada is followed by singular in accusative case or broken plural in genitive to indicate multal or paucal quantity, as in maʔI kada dirhamā 'I have so many dirhams' and maʔI kada darahim 'I have so many dirhams' respectively. Kada, however, differs from its counterparts the degree intensifiers in that it can be repeated with or without coordinator as in maʔI kada wa kada dirhamā 'I have so and so many dirhams' and maʔI kada kada dirhamā 'I have so (and) so many dirhams.'

As to gender/number agreement, elements of degree show neither gender nor number concord with the head noun; they are morphologically of uniform and unvaried throughout their representation in any given structure.

To further illustrate degree intensifiers, consider the examples below.
1a) /kam xālātīn lak/
   'how many (or many) aunts you have!'

1b) /kam riqālīn jā'ūk/
   'how many) men came to you!
   many)

1c) /wa kam?ahlaknā māna al-qurūnī.../
   'and how many a generation have we (thus) destroyed(1)

1d) /wa kam min qaryatin?ahlaknāhā/
   'And how many a (rebellious) community have we
   destroyed(2)

2a) /ka?ayyin rajulan ra?ayt/
   'many a man (or how many a man) have I seen!(3)

2b) /wa ka?ayyin min ?ayatin fī al-samawātī wa al-?arDi/
   'But (then) - how many a sign is there in the heavens
   and on earth...(4)

3a) /lahu Zālāyya kādā dirham-an/
   'I owe him so many dirhams'

3b) /istara al-sayxu kādā wa kādā jubbah-an/
   'The sheikh bought so and so many garments'

3c) /qāla mina al-sīrī kādā kādā bayt-an/
   'He made so (and) so many verses of poetry'

3d) /ma?ī kādā danānīr-an/
   'I have so many dinārs'

Note that the degree intensifiers ka?ayyin and kādā have
one thing in common that they occur only with an indefinite
head noun.

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.421, verse 17.
(2) Asad, Ibid., p.203, verse 4.
(4) Asad, Ibid., p.353, verse 105.
To summarize the syntactic features of degree intensifiers, although we have touched upon some features under syntactic classification above, we give the following characteristics:

a) They precede an indefinite countable head noun; except kam which may precede definite noun provided that kam is followed by the pre-positional particle min as in 1(c) above.

b) They are a class of premodifiers.

c) They are non-transposable modifiers.

d) They are syntactically dependent elements.

e) They do not show gender/number concord.

f) kam and ka?ayyin can be used to represent interrogative or exclamatory function in contrast with kada which is used to denote exclamatory function.

g) Meaning, they represent degree intensifiers which denote multal or paucal quantity according to the quantifier involved. Further they refer to non-specific quantity.

h) Morphologically, they can be viewed as masculine.

Finally, to represent our discussion of partitive and degree quantifiers illustrated in the above two sections, we give in a brief table that designate the features as realized in the examples.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premodification</th>
<th>Postmodification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td><strong>B</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /baΣDu al-ʔasribati</td>
<td>al-ʔasribatu baΣDuha</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. premodifier + head</td>
<td>head + postmodifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes quantifier + noun</td>
<td>noun + quantifier + pro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of def. NP</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. transposable</td>
<td>transposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /kawkabatun mina al-Σulamāʔ/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a group of scholars'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. premodifier + head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes quantifier + min + noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of def. NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. non-transposable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /labittu baΣDa yawmin</td>
<td>/labittu yawman baΣDah/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'I remained part of a day'</td>
<td>'I remained a day, part of it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. premodifier + head</td>
<td>head + postmodifier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes quant. + adverb</td>
<td>adv. + quant. + pro.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of indef. NP</td>
<td>def. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. transposable</td>
<td>transposed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Premodification</td>
<td>Postmodification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /kam dīnārin ?anfaq̲t/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'how many) a dinar have many) you spent</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.  premodifier + head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes quantifier + noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of indef. NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. non-transposable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /kam imra?atin ja?atk/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'how many) a woman have many) you received'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.  premodifier + head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes quant. + noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of indef. NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. non-transposable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /wa kam ?ahlakn̲ā min garyatin.../</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'and how many a community... have we destroyed)'(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.  premodifier + head</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes quant. + min + noun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of indef. NP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans. non-transposable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Asad, *ibid.*, p.599, verse 58.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Premodification</th>
<th>Postmodification</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /wa kāyyīn min nabiyyīn/</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qātala maṣāḥu ribbiyyūna katār/</td>
<td>'and how many a prophet (is there), with whom many myriads have fought' (1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>premodifier + head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>quant. + min + noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of</td>
<td>indef. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def.</td>
<td>non-transposable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex. /malaktu{kādā kādā kādā wa kādā} baytā/</td>
<td>'I possess (so many ) (so and so many) houses'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St.</td>
<td>premodifier + head</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classes</td>
<td>quantifier(s) + noun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State of</td>
<td>indef. NP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>def.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trans.</td>
<td>non-transposable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

vii) **The syntactic characteristics of the quantifiers**

We have seen that semantic functions differ under the general label of quantification, in such a way that the function depends upon the kind of relation holding between the two components - quantified head and quantifying

modifier. We have also seen that the modification of the syntactic structure is based on the two terms - modified noun and modifying element - in which the latter is dependent. Furthermore, the quantifiers are assumed to have the following characteristics:

(i) Some of them may occur in the attributive position.
(ii) Some of them may have the usual features of adjectives:
   a) Some can take comparative and superlative forms
   b) Some can be modified by the adverb jāddan 'very'
   c) Some can occur in the predicative position.

According to these linguistic characteristics, structures containing quantifying items contrasting quantifying and non-quantifying function:

a) /al-kutubu kullu + ha/ quantifying modifier
   'the books, all of them'

b) /...al-Zālimu kullu al-Zālim/ attributive modifier
   'he is a thorough scholar'

a) /al-Tayru ?aktaru + ha/ quantifying modifier
   'the birds, most of them'

b) /bi qīmatin ?aktar/ comparative modifier
   'for, more price that it was'

c) /bi al-makāni al-?aktari ḥaSan superlative modifier
   'in the place of most pebbles than the others'

a) /wa magānima katīratan.../ quantifying modifier
   'and (of) many war-gains...'(1)

b) /al-magānima katīrah/ predicative modifier
   'the prophets are abundant'

(1) Asad, ibid., p.788, verse 19.
The examples given above reflect different syntactic characteristics of quantifiers which assign them to occur as a sub-class of "modifiers". It is of interest to note that the underlined elements are modifiers whose syntactic role is that of quantifying modifier as in (a), of attributive as in first (b), of comparative as in second (b), of superlative as in (c), whereas the exponent of the quantifier (i.e. katîr) is predicative as in third (b) (last one).

Summary

1) Quantifiers are of four morphological classes: noun, adjective, numeral and particle/adverb.

2) They have syntactic structure marking function:
   a) the position of the two exponents marks off the syntactic structure of the NP (i.e. head and modifier);
   b) in the transposed structure the Damîru al-â?id - 'returning pronoun' - serves as a substitute in head-position;
   c) in structures involving more than one quantifier the respective ordering of these is fixed according to their class.

3) Quantifiers are more dependent than adjectives syntactically, since they depend on the combination with the head noun, and cannot stand as free forms, with minor exceptions.
4) There are four syntactic classes: premodifier, postmodifier, variable and invariable modifier:
a) the largest class is premodifiers
b) postmodifiers have some connotation of focus.
5) Some quantifiers are transposable and others are not. As illustrated above, transposition to post-posed position implies focus.
6) Quantifiers function in different semantic categories. They contrast with each other within a common semantic area.
7) Certain adverbs have quantifying force: such as faqaT - 'only', and hatta - 'even'.
8) The essential characteristics of quantifying structure:--
a) the grammatical categories of gender and number operate across members of both elements of the structure standing in identical relation to each other;
b) morphological gender/number concord does not occur when the quantifier precedes its head; however, it may occur when the quantifier follows.
9) The particle-quantifiers have no concordial relations whatsoever with the head noun.
10) The transposed structure as a syntactic term comprises "tawkīd" intensive structure - and "badal" appositional structure - as used by the Arab grammarians, which are semantic/syntactic terms.
CHAPTER V
ADJECTIVES

Introduction
This chapter will be devoted to describing adjectives in nominal phrases as within the general construction of modification, and having nouns as head. The adjectival modifiers will be brought into nominal phrases in four classes:
(i) adjective (be it positive, comparative, superlative)
(ii) common noun
(iii) relative adjective
(iv) participle
The main reason for treating these classes under one label lies in the fact that syntactically they are members of one class (i.e. adjective). The combinatorial properties of adjective, although morphologically they are in fact words of different classes, fulfill the same function as modifiers of head nouns. More specifically the common denominator which binds these four classes together lies in the fact that the nominal phrase type which includes each of them is a form of relationship between two terms: head and modifier. This is again a relationship of their syntactic function regardless of their different classes, or, as Robins puts it

"In the grammatical analysis of languages words are assigned to word classes on the formal basis of syntactic behaviour, supplemented and reinforced by differences
of morphological paradigms, so that every word in a language is a member of a word class." (1)

or in general terms as Muir says

"At h in the nominal group operates the word-class substantive; at m in the nominal group various word-classes operate..." (2)

The adjectival modifiers are therefore distinct classes giving reference to the modification of adjectives. Furthermore, semantically they share the functions which are typically fulfilled by adjectives. This may be represented by the following quotation,

"The same class thus fulfills five functions, and other classes similarly may have more than one... It is better to use the term nominal for 'used as a noun', adjectival for 'used as an adjective', and so on." (3)

In this way, large structures, which have constructions of modification as their constituents, can be identified. This may be demonstrated by a construction: like /rajulun Tayyib/ 'a good man'. In this example, the two elements can, for instance, be used as a construction of modification, since /rajul/ 'a man', is an element having an attribute added to it which has a modifying function; /Tayyib/ 'good', is used to modify the head: It expresses the class of adjective modifier to which it belongs. Thus other constituents could replace the head /rajul/ 'a man',

such as /walad/ 'a boy', /Σαμαλ/ 'deed', and other
constituents could replace the modifier /Tayyib/ 'good',
such as /καριμ/ 'generous', /ʔաԹյաբ/ 'better', /나հς/
'disaster', /Σαςριyy/ 'modern', and /jαλις/ 'sitting'.
Still the most common modifiers of nouns are adjectives.

For the purpose of the present study several
constructions will be given and examined both syntactically
and semantically. A distinction will be drawn between
different types of modification. These will include
attributive or non-attributive, qualitative or relational
adjective, and broken or unbroken types.

After showing the link between 'adjective' and
the other categories, we proceed to discuss the structures
of modification in which these categories occur.

Nominal phrase types

As we have illustrated above, the two elements of
structure of modification are: a head and a modifier,
lexically represented by a noun and adjective respectively,
the latter indicating the value of its relationship with
the head. The head and the modifier as illustrated
above together constitute the immediate constituent of
a structure of modification. This is not always the
case, since constructions of the kind under consideration
may be either simple or complex. In fact, on the basis
of their structural representation, we could divide them
into five principal constructions, as shown by the
following examples:
(1) /wa takrahu lifatan sarīfin.../ (simple)
'and they (Quraish) abhor (this) of a distinguished boy'

(2) /...hādā al-fata al-rasīqi al-?anīqi al-sāxiri al-Σabiti.../ (complex: unbroken adjectives)
'This mocking, sarcastic, elegant and graceful boy'

(3) /wa liyanalunna ëindahu Taعالمان wa sarāban jayyidayn/
(complex: broken: heads)
'and they should obtain with him good food and drink'

(4) /fatan wa fatātun najībatun wa sujāΣ/
(complex: broken: head and adjectives)
'a brave boy and a brilliant girl'

(5) /wa kānū yarawnahu fatan sujāΣan wa karīma/
(complex: broken: adjectives)
'and they considered him as a brave and generous boy'

The following quotation may clarify the above point,
"...the two components of a structure of modification are a head and a modifier, whose meaning serves to broaden, qualify, select, change, describe, or in some other way affect the meaning of the head... Both the head and the modifier which are the immediate constituents of a structure of modification may themselves be structures of more or less complexity."(1)

In that, a structure of modification in nominal phrases means a construction in which:

(1) The adjective appears in one of the following forms:
adjective and participle,

it occurs as an element modifying the head noun involved,
it may be single or multiple,
it affects the meaning of the head noun,
the head noun appears either as a proper noun or common noun,
it may be single or multiple.

To illustrate this general characterization of the adjective as modifier with a head noun we may consider the following structures of modification as representatives:

(a) /wa masākina Tayyibatan.../ (positive type)
   'and into goodly mansions'(1)

(b) /... ibtisāman ?ajmala wa ?aḍaba min dālika al-ibtisām/
   (comparative type)
   '...a smile which is more beautiful and pleasant than the previous smile'

(c) /limitli ḥādihi al-muhimmati al-SuDmā/ (superlative type)
   'for greatest mission like this one'

(d) /wa minhum yusufu al-najjār/
   (noun)
   'and one of them is Joseph, the carpenter'

(e) /lam tuZna ?ummatun qabla al-?islāmi bi al-lugati al-Sarabīyyah/
   (relative type)
   'There was not any nation before Islam which was concerned about the Arabic language'

(f) /ka?annahum xuṣubun musannadah/
   (participle)
   'as if they were timbers (firmly) propped up'(2)

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.862, verse 12.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.866, verse 4.
The examples given above demonstrate how the modifying function of the adjective can be performed by any one of the previous classes. We shall deal with each of these types in detail.

(i) **Positive adjective**

In this section, we will examine various examples of what are labelled positive adjective in nominal phrases. Reference will be made to the relations that hold between the two terms which represent the structure of modification as a whole. However, the modification followed by the present writer is that as cited by Robins,

"Thus the relation between subordinate adjective and head (or superordinate) noun is often called qualification or modification, a semantically derived label taken from a frequent, though by no means universal, function of adjectives in such constructions." (1)

More accurately, in nominal phrases the positive adjectives are identifiable by their formalistic and syntactic relationship with the head noun which they modify and with which they show concord. In other words, the following possibilities of structure can occur, depending on the morphological form and syntactic behaviour of each element in a sequence of two or more identical elements (i.e. in concordial relations).

(1) Robins, R.H. *op.cit.*, p.231
There are still further possibilities such as may occur as a result of alteration or closer examination or extension (see below). As we can see from the above structures, the analysis of a structure of modification is purely a matter of terms operating in nominal phrase structure. Thus the simplest type of nominal phrase is one which consists of a head which is realized by a single word. The head noun may be followed by another element; this is called the modifier, (as any adjective or noun may be), as in 1(a) and (c). This modifier element may be followed by one or more elements which function separately in a string
of modifiers, as in 1(b) and 3(b). However, such structures can be complex. If we take, for instance the nominal phrases marked (2) and 3(a) we can see that the basic head words of both NPs are, in complex groups, followed by a further head noun in (2) and an adjective in 3(a). Here in 3(a) as the adjective modifies the whole preceding NP, its position is fixed following the NP. In 2 however we have NPs in apposition, the reference of which is the same. In the order given al-malik al-Dallāl modifies Imru’ al-qays. If it was reversed the structure would still be grammatical but imru’ al-qays would modify al-maliku al-Dallāl. In other words, the noticeable feature in the NPs is that the adjective in 3(a) combined with the preceding noun to constitute what Muir refers to as the primary structure\(^{(1)}\) of the nominal group, in terms of the smallest realization. This primary structure or basic structure, which consists of head noun and modifier, has the potentiality of functioning all as a modifier of the initial noun as in (2), since they occur as the second configuration in the complex nominal phrase. However, the term modifier is applied to the adjective and the other relevant elements because they occur in association with another noun in a larger nominal phrase (see below). For this reason, it seems they ought to be seen as modifiers. Notice that the role of modifier can be a manifestation of the syntactic function of the adjective separately or the

---

\(^{(1)}\) Muir, *op.cit.*, pp.26 and 27.
nominal phrase as a whole as is shown in 1(a), (b), and (2) respectively. Again, this means that the modifier of NP can either be expressed by a full NP, or just an adjective.

Moreover the distinction of the adjective is identified in respect of:

a) the morphological form (i.e. adjective)
b) its position as a post-posed element in the surface arrangement of the structure of modification
c) its occurrence in an open structure
d) its syntactic behaviour within an NP
e) its status of dependency in the hierarchy of syntactic relations (i.e. concordial relations).

For these reasons, morphological and syntactic considerations are the distinctive features of the adjective. Furthermore the adjective is a multi-dimensional concept in terms of function, as we shall illustrate below.

(A) **Attributive adjective**

The adjective functioning as an attributive is seen in the nominal phrases in which the syntactical relationship of an adjective with a head noun accords it parity of status: this can be recognized when the adjective takes an ordinary or intensive form, as the following examples show:

1a) /ḥāda al-fata al-yatīmu.../
    'this orphan boy'
The attributive adjective in these examples is established by the grammatical process that requires an identical relation between the adjective and the head noun for the adjective to be identified as attributive in function. That is to say, the adjective must be in identical relationship with its preceding noun if it is to be considered as having an attributive function.

Therefore, the concord relation here is absolutely indispensable, contrary to Palmar's belief. To quote,

"Thus, in languages where there is a fairly fixed order of words, and where that order indicates the grammatical relations between the words, concord and government would appear to be unnecessary luxuries (or difficulties)." (1)

This point will be discussed in some detail later on.

It is quite clear from the above examples that it is the head noun which influences the adjective so obviously the head noun stands in a predominant position with regard to the following adjective or adjectives in the nominal phrases. This in contrast with the predicative

adjective in a structure of predication, in which the subject is definite and the predicate is indefinite, i.e. they have a grammatical polarity which operates on both the subject and the predicate, so that each one stands in a differentiated definite status, as, for example, in:

3a) /hādā al-fata yatīm/
   'This man is an orphan boy'
3b) /hādā al-sayxu mifDāl/
   'This sheikh is most outstanding'

Contrasting the above examples in (1) and (2) with (3), we notice that, though they have one feature in common (i.e. they include an adjective), there are two types of syntactic structure. Those in group (1) and (2) are structures of modification; having two terms (1) a head (i.e. al-fata 'the boy', fatan 'a boy', al-sayxu 'the sheikh' and sayxun 'a sheikh') and (2) a modifier which is illustrated by an adjective and which has identical status with the noun it modifies (i.e. al-yatīmu 'the orphan', yatīmun 'orphan', al-mifDālu 'the most outstanding', and mifDālun 'most outstanding').

Defined in this way, the syntactic result is that the function of the adjective is attributive. Those in group (3) are structure of predication; their two terms are (1) a subject (i.e. al-fata 'the boy', and al-sayxu 'the sheikh') and (2) a predicate which shows a contrasting definitional status with the subject involved, and is therefore represented by an adjective of predicative
function (i.e. yatīm 'orphan' and mīfDāl 'most outstanding'). Cases like this are used to refer to the grammatical structure of the 'nominal sentence' in Arabic, since they demonstrate the nature of 'nominal sentence' which satisfies the rule (1) of which the term mubtada? 'the concept about which something is said', must be definite and the term xabar what is said about mubtada? must be indefinite. This makes the latter an adjective restricted to predication, not modification.

So syntactically there is a contrast between group (1,2) and (3). In (1,2) the adjective occurs in an open structure and matches the preceding noun in its formalistic definite status; whereas in (3) the adjective occurs in a closed structure and is indefinite following a definite noun. Having this distinction in mind will help the reader to avoid confusion in delimiting these two types.

Another point in distinguishing modification from predication is that the structure of modification allows a transposal of the sequence of the two constituents involved in a structure of which the head noun is a proper noun and the modifier is an adjective. A transposition, therefore, will produce appositive structure (for apposition see Chapter VI). Compare:

1a) /xālidun al-qā?idu.../
'Khalid, the leader'

1b) /al-šā?id u xālidun.../

'The leader, Khalid'

2a) /xālidun šā?id/

'Khalid is a leader'

but not

2b) */šā?id u xālid/

As the above pairs of examples illustrate, in (1), the structure of modification is transposable, if the head noun is a proper noun and the adjective included is defined by the article al- 'the', then the structure demonstrates apposition, as shown in 1(b). Whereas in 2(a) the structure of predication is not transposable, since such a transposition would violate the grammatical rules which confine the predicate in structures like the above to the second position.

This brings us to a peculiar point: the structure of predication mentioned above assumes a fixed word order. Equally the structure of modification comprising a common noun as a head and an adjective as a modifier does not allow a transposition of the sequence of its two constituent elements. Again a transposition of a given sequence of common noun and identical adjective will yield an unacceptable structure. Consider:

a) /dālika huwa munādī al-ilmī al-māhī/

'That is the calling of unmixed knowledge'

but not
b) */dalika huwa manadi al-mahDi al-Σilm/

a) /jahlun sadīd/

'great ignorance'

but not

b) */sadīdun jahl/

There is no doubt that the adjective in examples under (a) occurs in post-head position which assures the idea of a particular head noun involved. That is to say, their invariable position is definitely determined by the occurrence of a special class of head noun which the adjective always follows. So the sequential arrangement of the two terms shows an acceptable structure, namely that of HM, but if their sequence were transposed it would produce unacceptable structure i.e. *MH.

Taking the analysis further, we can state that the class membership of the head noun is the determiner of a fixed or free word order. The order HM is obligatory if a common noun occurs as head, but non-obligatory if a proper noun occurs as head. Working from this distinction the former is similar to the structure of predication as regards sequence whereas the latter is a contrastive version with respect to transposition, since the adjective as a modifier can be transposed with a proper noun head, but not as a predicate with a proper noun subject, as illustrated above.

The dividing line between what is called a fixed and free order is sharply drawn. We have already illustrated
types of arrangement of classes having a common noun or proper noun followed by an adjective. These types of class-variations should be considered as being representatives of grammatical classification. That is, the head noun can be classified as a common noun in its grammatical representation: defined by the preceding article al- 'the', whereas the proper noun is definite by its nature. The common noun differs from the proper noun in that the definite article al-, 'the', can be prefixed to its base; thus the former is made definite by the definite article, whereas the latter is definite by class-membership. It differs also in that the head noun can be indefinite. Therefore the common noun is (+def.) and the proper noun is (+def.). The vast majority of head nouns are variable in this way and usually the order of the nominal phrase in which they occur is fully predictable. However, there is a restriction on order, which is dictated by the presence of a noun with common reference followed by an adjective, and non-restriction which is indicated by the co-occurrence of a proper noun with an adjective that is preceded by the article al- 'the', and is based on a syntagmatic axis.

Further, the crucial point is that though both types are referred to as "contrastive", in a given sequence, they are identified on a functional basis such as Head-modifier relations. Consider the illustrations below:
a) /wa allāhu lā yahdī al-qawma al-fāsiqīn/
'for God does now bestow His guidance upon iniquitous folk' (1)
b) /... al-jāzu naxlīn xawiyah/
'trunks of hollow palm trees' (2)

a) /al-rīḥa al-qaqīm/
'destroying wind' (3)
b) /... fajā'a biṣaṣīlīn saṃīn/
'and brought forth a fat (roasted) calf' (4)

a) /dālika al-dīnu al-qayyīm/
'this is the (purpose of the one) ever-true faith' (5)
b) /muttakī'īna ṣa'ālā rafrāfin xuḍrīn wa qabqariyyīn hisān/
'(In such a paradise will they dwell,) reclining upon meadows green carpets rich in beauty' (6)

It appears that the descriptive arrangements and configuration of functions can best be in accordance with what Halliday (7) has proposed for identifying syntagmatic relations. He suggests that the linear arrangement of classes in the NP is referred to as a syntagm, but the non-linear configuration of functions is referred to as a structure. Syntagm and structure together constitute syntagmatic functions.

(2) Asad, ibid., p.888, verse 7.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.805, verse 41.
(4) Asad, ibid., p.804, verse 26.
(5) Asad, ibid., p.621, verse 30.
(6) Asad, ibid., p.828–29, verse 76.
It is noticed that what can be referred to in terms of structure as the head can be realized as an independent/predominant element where that referred to as a modifier can be represented by a dependent/dominant adjective. Once the head noun and the modifier are identified, the statement of their role in the surface structure becomes a simple task. The head noun thus is syntactically what controls the adjective agreement (see later on), and the adjective is what is governed by the head and reflects full concordial relations with it. To recapitulate the above illustrations the following examples are given as representative:

1a) /al-jadwalu al-naqiyy/ (com.N + adj)  
    'the clear little stream' + def.

    */al-naqqiyyu al-jadwal/ *(adj + com.N)

1b) /fatan najīb/ (com.N + adj) - def.

    */najībun fata/ *(adj + com.N)

2a) /marartu bi̇lamrin al-Darīf/ (prop.N + adj) + def.

    'I passed by 'Amr, the nice (man)'

2b) /marartu bi al-Darīfi Samr/ (adj. + prop N) + def.

    'I passed by the nice (man)'

    'Amr'

To ensure that the above examples are structurally assigned as nominal phrases involving two terms, and HM is the basic unmarked order and MH is the marked one (that is, in terms of frequency of occurrence), one has
to examine them in the light of their essential properties which are classified on the basis of:

a) their syntactic configuration as including an obligatory/independent element (H), and an optional/dependent element (M)

b) the identical concordial relations that is dictated between the two terms involved in a nominal phrase,

c) the class of the head and the modifier (e.g. common or proper noun + adjective) and

d) the position of the adjective in a sequence with a N adj. order, or with an adj. N order showing the unmarked and marked orders respectively.

So structurally there is an element that is Head, and another element which functions to modify (modifier). The head, around which the other elements cluster, and which dominates them as regards concord. The modifier, which comprises each element is placed usually after the head and shows a full agreement with the head, as members of one NP. It will be seen from the above examples that the arrangement with a N adj. sequence is in unmarked order, frequency of usage makes N + adj. the dominant order in CA, whereas that of adj. + N is the marked NP since the adjective is transposed for focus reasons.

By this we mean that the transposed adjective tends to be given more prosodic emphasis than the head, as in 2(b). In this manner, the adjective may be regarded as a stressed form of the definite modifier. In consequence,
although the definite modifier may precede any proper noun, the indefinite cannot as we said before.

It is noteworthy that in such cases it is not acceptable for the linear sequence of a nominal phrase to be interrupted by any item. (1) Note for instance that the insertion of a prepositional phrase between the two definite terms: head and modifier in the following would produce lexical items which lacking any semantic value and would be structurally inadmissible.

a) /al-mar?atu al-?ajūz/
   'The very old woman'

b) */al-mar?atu fī al-bayti al-?ajūz/

a) /?aliyyun al-nahīf/
   'Ali, the thin man'

b) */?aliyyun fī al-bayti al-nahīf/

This is not always so as it seems since a structure like al-rajulu fī al-bayti al-kabīri 'The man is in the large house', which takes postmodifier (al-kabīri 'the large') plainly related to the genitive noun (al-bayti 'the house') rather than the nominative noun (al-rajulu 'the man'); that is established on a semantic and concordial basis. In contrast to the structure as

---

(1) Arab grammarians note that under certain conditions the sequence of the head noun + adjective may be separated by certain items to give discontinuous modification. For further information of relating these items to certain terms in grammatical categories, see Hasan, A., al-nahwu al-Wāfi, Cairo (1969), vol. 3, pp. 421-22.
al-rajulu al-kabīru fī al-bayt 'The old man is in the house', where the adjective (al-kabīru) is related to the nominative noun (al-rajulu) and has two interpretations (i.e. old and great). However, both structures are based on the fact that the adjective-head noun relation is structural in its essence.

However, the two sentences where the nominal phrases occur can be diagrammed as follows:

(1)
For more illustrations of attributive adjectives as modifier, consider:

1. /fīha kutubun qayyimah/
   'wherein there are ordinances of ever-true soundness and clarity' (1)

2. /wa ḥāda al-balidi al-‘amīn/
   'and this land secure' (2)

3. /wa tuḥibbūna al-mala hubbān jammā/ 
   'and you love wealth with boundless love' (3)

4. /fāsawfa yuḥāsabu ḥisāban yasīrā/
   'He will in time be called to account with an easy accounting' (4)

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.967, verse 3.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.961, verse 3.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.951, verse 20.
(4) Asad, ibid., p.940, verse 8.
B) **Attributive nouns**

The term 'attributive' is brought in here particularly for syntactic/semantic reasons, since this type of noun behaves functionally like the central adjectives. That is to say, for the language user in CA, the nouns, which are used as nouns of occupation, serve syntactically as attributives; the purpose of this is to attribute (not to identify or classify a given proper noun) and to function semantically as determiners to the head noun involved, in the sense that this type of noun occurs as a specific component of the head noun. What is of immediate concern here is that the element which figures as the attributive noun must be of identical status with the head noun as regards definiteness, otherwise the element concerned will be predicative in function rather than attributive.

To illustrate this point, compare the following pairs of examples where (a) contains a noun functioning as attribute and (b) involves a noun serving as a predicate:

(1) Asad, *ibid.*, p.924, verse 34.
As the elements underlined above show, the prefixed article al- 'the', which with nouns marks the difference between attributive and predicative functions, identifies the attributive noun (or rather assigns the structure of modification).

The attributive nouns can further be distinguished; if we look into the sequence, we observe that the difference between attributive and predicative nouns is that attributive nouns permit a transposal of the elements involved but not predicative. Another remarkable sequential difference between both types is that the occurrence of what the Arab grammarians call "Damīru al-Faṣl" the pronoun of separation, or Ṣimād or diżāmah 'support' is inserted between the head noun and the attributive noun, whilst that is precluded with a structure embracing an indefinite predicative element. Still, the insertion of such a pronoun will present an overt marker of predication, or as Emile Benveniste puts it,
"But the function of predication can be given a definite sign: it is the so-called pronoun of the third singular that serves as the "copula", it is then inserted between the subject and the predicate". (1)

However, it is not at all clear on what basis Benvensite has chosen the term "copula" for the function of the pronoun, since the copula in Arabic, as far as this term is concerned, can only apply to a verb that relates the subject to the predicate in a marked tense in which it is lexically represented by kāna, ?asbah etc. (what the Arab grammarians call the incomplete verbs). I may mention at this point that a similar view (of rejecting the idea of considering the pronoun as a copula) was made by Y.Ahmed. In this I am in agreement with him. Although in this connection, his analysis of the pronoun as a state (2) is not justified. It would have been more realistic to analyse the pronoun as a term which is capable of doing a transformation on the basis of changing one linguistic structure into another. The presence of a pronoun serves only to change a nominal phrase into a sentence type (see Chapter II). The last point to be mentioned here is that Benvensite has not made clear what syntactical criteria he adopted when assuming that the value of separation can be confined to the presence of the third singular pronoun only.

(1) Benvensite, op.cit., p.165.
The pronoun in question can be also dual or plural in form, according to its concordial relation with the subject in gender and number, as for instance: al-zaydānī humā al-ḥārisān 'The two Zayd are the (two) guards', and al-zaydūnā humu al-ḥārisūn 'The more than two Zayd are the (more than two) guards'.

As has been illustrated, such an account is very remote from the actualities of language as revealed in linguistic structures. Thus, the examples for what we are referring to above are:

1a) /ḥasanun al-ḥaddād/

   'Hasan, the blacksmith...'

1b) /al-ḥaddādu ḥasan/

   'the blacksmith Hasan'

1c) /ḥasanun huwa al-ḥaddād/

   'Hasan is the blacksmith'

2a) /kāna ḥasanun al-ḥaddādu.../

   'Hasan the blacksmith was...'

2b) /kāna ḥasanun huwa al-ḥaddād/

   'Hasan was surely the blacksmith'

3a) /ḥasanun ḥaddād/

   'Hasan is a blacksmith'

   but not

   */ḥaddadun ḥasan/

   */ḥasanun huwa ḥaddād/

It can be seen from these examples that the structure of a given string indicates quite plainly the function to
which it is assigned, namely modification or predication. In other words, each one of these examples is a structure of modification or predication. It can also be seen that there are four points to note when the two elements of structure are definite: (i) the normal sequence of two elements is required for an unmarked structure which has head-modifier relation, as in 1(a), (ii) a transposition can be made for the purpose of focus, a relation is also held between the two terms (i.e. modifier-head) in a marked structure, as in 1(b), (iii) a pronoun can be inserted between the two elements involved (be it unmarked or marked structure) as a marking device of the structure of predication in which the predicate is comparable (i.e. definite predicate compares with definite modifier (adjective) or noun and indefinite predicate), as in 1(c), 2(b) and 1(a), (b), 2(a), 3(a) comparably. Thus the lexical item huwa, the so-called "pronoun of separation, will only occur when the predicate is definite. A pronoun of separation is therefore a definite sign which explicitly expresses prediction. (1) Furthermore, a focus on the subject is signalled by reduplicating the subject through the use of a coreferent independent personal pronoun. In this case, the independent pronoun matches the subject.

(1) Footnote: The classical grammarians (Hasan, A. vol. I, pp.242-50) permitted the function of the string like hasanun al-ḥaddād as a predication meaning 'Hasan is an ironsmith'. However the use of such a structure is now extremely rare, and normally this string would be taken as a nominal phrase meaning Hasan, the ironsmith... See also Chapter II, p.112.
and must be assigned stress. As it has the property of identifying the subject as being the only one having the specific quality involved. The pronouns, therefore, express certain semantic relationships between conditioned predicates and subjects and on this account cannot be used for all cases of predication as with 3(a) and (iv) here a copula preceds the elements of a structure, contrasting them with others which have no copula. Further it is to be considered as an indicator introducing the tense to the following structure. In other words, it relates the subject to the predicate in a marked tense, as illustrated above (see also Chapter II).

Note that it is not the aim here to present in detail all the properties of the structure of predication, but rather to discuss them in general terms. The structure of predication may be thought of as in contrast with the structure of modification, the one concerned with predicative, and the other with attributive relations.

The presence of copulative verbs as well as the independent personal pronoun may also be thought of as special items identified as being markers of, rather than elements in, syntactic relations. Also they may be regarded as features of paradigmatic relations, in systems which are adopted for the statement of paradigmatic relations.

Having said that, we can consider the following two quotations:
"A system is thus a representation of relations on the paradigmatic axis, a set of features contrastive in a given environment. Function in the system is defined by the total configuration, for example, 'past' by reference to 'present' and 'future' in a three-term tense system, as structural function is defined by reference to the total structural configuration, for example 'modifier' by reference to head."(1)

"The horizontal dimension of language is called syntagmatic, the vertical dimension, paradigmatic. The first is the domain of syntax, which is literally a "putting together", and the term syntagm is sometimes used to mean any unit or coherent group of units along the horizontal line, such as a word, a phrase, or a clause. A paradigm is any of the vertical sets that we have just discussed, but the term is used most often to refer to the sets that are tied together by some grammatical rules, such as pronouns with their cases, or verbs with their inflections for number, tense, and person."(2)

It may be useful here to mention that an analysis has been made on these lines by El-Rabbat (who I am delighted to note uses, as I do, these terms in Arabic). He says:

"An adequate grammatical description of a language will involve a structural component and a systemic component; the structural accounts for the syntagmatic and the systemic for the paradigmatic relationships."(3)

---

(2) See Bolinger, D., Aspect..., op.cit., p.27. For more information see also Robins, op.cit., p.45.
(3) See El-Rabbat, A.H., The Major Clause..., op.cit., p.27.
The present study, however, attempts no further discussion of the systemic. The presentation of the systemic description here only serves the purpose of setting off the structural description which is adopted in this study.

From the foregoing discussion, we are better able to understand the main properties of attributives, attribute nouns and the corresponding attributive adjectives which combine with the head noun to constitute a structure of modification in contrast with the predicative nouns and adjectives which yield with the subject a structure of predication.

So far the two terms of attributive function are strikingly similar. The differences, if the word class and word order (of more than two elements) is examined, lie in the fact that nouns which occur as attributives, are usually those used to denote occupations, whereas the adjectives which occur as attributives are in essence an adjectival class. Following this classification, both are subject to further consideration, that is, the attributive noun can be modified by a restrictive adjective (in which case the adjective is derived and prefixed by the definite article al-'the'). The two terms constitute an NP modifying the initial head noun in a construction of two NPs, as seen below. However, where two modifiers separately follow the head noun there is no justification for the analysis of the modifier as
modifying the first. The structural relationship of a string of adjectives with the central noun makes it clear that each adjective independently modifies the head noun in question. Thus two or more adjectives preceded by a noun function equally as attributives, in such a way that the second, for instance, as well as the first serves as attributive adjective in one NP e.g.

N adj adj
/fatan nahifun qawiyy/ 'a slim, strong boy', while a two noun sequence followed by a modifier of the class of adjective will be syntactically a complex NP. However the co-occurrence of two nouns, where the second is of the sort dealt with above (occupational), with an adjective would result that the second noun will be the head of a subordinate noun-phrase which modifies the first noun. In other words, the occurrence of the adjective has shifted the assumed function "of the noun as attributive" to the head noun. Therefore the attributive noun, which becomes the structural head noun, and, like the main head noun dictates agreement in gender and number, constitutes with the adjective a new NP. This nominal phrase, according to the principle of functional process, is operating within the structure of another NP. In the example, saZidun al-baddālu al-?amīn 'Saeed, the honest grocer', the nominal phrases are operating in a complex structure; that is, as was stated earlier, items which occur at M include the second noun (al-baddāl) and the adjective (al-?amīn) serving in the structure of nominal group with the initial place noun (saZīd). The analysis is therefore:
Such structures of the nominal phrase are treated as complex, if the structure has two successive head nouns and a modifier, being usually a proper noun followed by a common noun and then an adjective. However, the essential characteristic of this type of structure is that it normally has stress on both head nouns. Thus, phonologically, intonation is important in the spoken language for identifying such types; so one can say that this kind of nominal phrase is marked off by an intonation break, as in sayyidun//al-xabbāzu al-sarīz/ 'Sayyid, the quick-baker'. Remember that the Arabic language has no comma marker for this kind of structure.

At this point the two types of structures are basically different, as can be seen from the examples given and their configuration of function. (This classifies the distinction made between the structure of one NP and that of two NPs in a structure of modification.) Furthermore, the two patterns show us how order depends on the word-class. To shed light on this, both types have two-place construction of subordination. The order marks the difference between the two types. The examples given below indicate how the sequence is required. When the word-class "noun" operates at the element h² (it has already been illustrated that this class can function as attributive), and the
word-class "adjective" operates at the element M. Thus, the sequence is invariable, and the attributive adjective must follow it. To this structure with its elements we can give the structural name modifier regarding its structural relation with the preceding head noun. It is perhaps worth repeating that in this structure these two items modifying the basic head noun are fixed in position, while in the other structure the sequence of the adjectives can be reordered (i.e. there is no restriction on the order of those adjectives) i.e. in fatan nahīfun qawiyy).

Contrast the following two sets of examples where in (1) the structures show that the second head noun with the following attributive adjective is modifying the first head noun, whereas in (2) the basic head noun is modified by each one of the following two adjectives individually in a free order.

Set I

1a) wa qad nas?at baynahu wa bayna jarīrin al-ṣāfīri M _ H al-?arībi munāfasah/

'There has been a competition between him and the clever poet Jarir'

1b) /qutila labdu al-hamidi al-?ustādu al-faridu li?ahli SināZati al-?ināsā/?

'Abd al-hamid who is master of the art of writing was killed'

1c) /Zumaru al-xalifatu al-?adīl/

'Omar, the just caliph'

1d) /quTariyyun al-xaTību al-balīg/

'Qutari, the eloquent orator'
Set II

2a) /Ṣaliyyun al-ṭāqīyy / 'Ali, the honest and pious man'
or /Ṣaliyyun al-ṭaqīyyu al-ṭāmīn / 'Ali, the pious and honest man'

2b) /ḥātimun al-ḵārīmu al-sujaž / 'Ḥatim, the generous and brave man'
or /ḥātimun al-sujažu al-ḵarīm / 'Ḥatim, the brave and generous man'

2c) /zaynabu al-ṭaqīyyatu al-ḵarīkah / 'Zaynab, the God-fearing and most pious girl'
or /zaynabu al-ḵarīku al-ṭaqīyyah / 'Zaynab, the most pious and God-fearing girl'

2d) /al-:?imāmu ?abū Ḥanīfata al-jaṛīʔu al-ḏakiyy / 'Imām ?abū Ḥanīfah, the brave and intelligent scholar'
or /al-:?imāmu ?abū Ḥanīfata al-ḏakiyyu al-jaṛīʔ / 'Imām Ḥanīfah the intelligent and brave scholar'

Again, phonologically speaking, the nominal group can be described in terms of stress, and accordingly each element has its function. The structure is represented in the following two diagrams to show how stress defines the function involved.

(i) stress stress stress

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Ṣaliyyun} \\
\text{H} \\
\text{M1} \\
\text{M2} \\
\end{array}
\]

'Ali, the Imam, the eloquent'
The distinction between these two examples is that in (i) these three separate falling pitches are on each stressed word. In (ii) however, there are only two falling pitches, one on Ţaliyyun and the other stretching as the string al-?imāmu al-balīg. Further examples of noun as head and adjective as modifier are the following:

(1) /lita?kulū minhu lahman Tariyyā/ (Asad, ibid., p. 395, verse 14.)
   'so that you might eat fresh meat from it!

(2) /Ţaliyāḥa malā?ıkatun gilāDun sidād/ (Asad, ibid., p. 877, verse 7.)
   '(lording) over it are angelic powers awesome (and) severe!

(3) /?illa man ?atatā allāha bigalbin salīm/ (Asad, ibid., p. 566, verse 89.)
   'and when only he (will be happy) who comes before God with a heart free of evil!

(4) /fi jannatin Ţaliyāh/ (Asad, ibid., p. 889, verse 22.)
   'in a lofty paradise.

(5) /wa kawāliba ?atrābā/ (Asad, ibid., p. 924, verse 33.)
   'and splendid companions well-matched.'
Identification and further considerations

Having surveyed the two types in sets (1) and (2) above, and the previous examples setting out the distinction made above between the two types of attributive adjective and attributive noun, one can clearly observe that in Set (I) the syntactic categories functioning as heads and the attributive adjective are obviously a double-headed structure with a modifier consisting of two nouns and an adjective whose function is marked by the sequence, i.e. they are in a fixed order while in (II) the syntactic terms of attributive can possibly be rearranged and have the above two possibilities. This is, because the roles of the two dependent elements are both morphologically defined (i.e. adjective) and syntactically they function in the same way (i.e. attributive).

Looking more closely at both types we note that the two items modifying the preceding noun are preceded always by the definite article al-'the' in which the structure is introduced by a proper noun. In Set (I) the second noun is more general than the first and serves to identify more definitively the proper noun filling the first head position, being modified by the following adjective. The whole structure, again, is modifying the first head noun whereas in set (II) the presence of two adjectives severally qualifying the head noun makes the reference to the noun more specific.

It is now necessary to recall the earlier structures which show that the class of nouns known as occupational
and common nouns occur after the head noun, and adjectives at M follow their head. However, nouns of occupation or personal titles when occurring with proper names commonly precede in the structure although they are in fact the modifier al-faqīd, al-marhum, al-magfūru lah 'the late' al-madhūwu 'the so-called' al-sarīf 'title of the descendants of Muhammad' al-sahīd 'the martyr', al-ḥājj 'the Muslim who has done the pilgrimage', al-mahrūs 'the protected (by God)' etc. precede the head noun, which are heavily used recently (see Chapter VI on apposition). For the sake of representation, we give the following examples:

a) /al-faqīdu hasan/
   'the late, Hasan'

b) /al-marhumu ʿabbū al-ḥānī/
   'the late, ʿAbdu-ʾAllāh'

c) /al-ḥājju ʿutmān/
   'the Muslim (who has done the pilgrimage), ʿOsman'

d) /al-mahrūsu ʿādīl/ (for a child)
   'the protected, ʿĀdīl'

In contrast with what precedes for focus reasons, as in:

e) /jāʾa al-darīfu zayd/
   'The nice man, Zayd came'

It is obvious that with the above examples only the latter is marked structure, since the elements al-darīfu zayd 'The nice man, Zayd', provide an illustration of the fact that the element (al-darīf) is transposed of the unmarked structure (zaydun al-darīf) for focus reasons. Hence this type of structure will be interpreted as Mh.
Relational adjectives functioning as attributives are characterized by termination -iyy, -iyyah. For example, the elements ḥāsimiyy in fatan ḥāsimiyy 'a Hashemite boy' and Ṣarabiyyah 'Arab', in ʿimra?atun Ṣarabiyyah 'an Arab woman', are given the denominal endings (-iyy and -iyyah) which put them into the regular fixed adjectival form. These two markers also classify denominal adjectives into either masculine or feminine, the feminine being marked by (yt) which is realized phonologically (iyyah). However, this type of adjective, which has the relation as an aspect, follows its governing noun and agrees with it in gender, number and case. Adjectives of this kind as well as others are completely influenced by the preceding head noun in an attributive relation. The denominal adjectives in attributive relation take the definite article al- 'the', if the preceding head noun is defined and vice versa. However, the adjective involved will mean lexically 'relating to', and it may be followed by postmodifying items, as it is shown below. For instance, a sequence of two definite elements such as a noun followed by a denominal adjective, will constitute a structure that has a definitional status. This syntactic feature (i.e. the presence of the article) is a definite sign that the relational adjective which modifies the governing noun functions semantically as identifier at a structural level. In other words, the meaning, identification, here, is possible but only with an added condition that the two
elements be marked (+ def) whereas in a sequence of two indefinite elements the relational adjective functions as classifier, such a structure is met with these considerations. It was found that the definite article role which al- plays in marking semantic structures here is thereby producing an identifying relation. Thus, the main function of this type of nominal phrase is to attribute a certain identity or state to the head noun.

Consider the following two sets of examples

Set I

a) /yādkuru al-sayxa al-?arabiyya bayn hīnin wa hīn/
'He remembers the Arabian sheikh from time to time'

b) /kānat dimagqu markaza al-xīlāfati fī Sahdi al-dawlati al-?umawiyyah/
'Damascus was the centre of caliphate during the time of the Ommiad nation'

c) /hādihi al-xāSSatu fī al-Qālī al-?arabiyyy/
'This property is in the Arab mind'

d) /al-harakatu al-falsafiyyah/
'the philosophical movement'

Set II

a) /wa kādalika ?awhaynā ?ilayka qurānān ?arabiyyyā/
'(Thou art but entrusted with our message:) and so we have revealed unto thee a discourse in the Arabic tongue'(1)

b) /kāna fī al-ZuSūri al-Ḏūlā lil-?islāmi nazaẓātun jāhiliyyatun wa nazaẓātun ?islāmiyyah/
'There were pre-Islamic and Islamic attitudes during the first periods of Islam'

c) /bilisānin Ṣarabiyyin mubīn/
'in the clear Arabic tongue'(1)

d) /hayātun Zaqliyyatun maDharuha al-lugatu wa al-sīr/
'An intellectual life is manifested in language and poetry'

e) /rajulun tamīmiyy/
'a Tamimite man'

As can be seen from these two sets of examples, the relational adjective (RA) in (1) is kept distinct from that of (2) in two ways:

(i) First and foremost the (RA) is always definite following the modified noun status, as in (1), while the (RA) is indefinite, thus showing a concord with the head noun as in (2).

(ii) Though both sets show that the function of the (RA) is syntactically similar (i.e. attributive), it is semantically different (i.e. identification vs. classification). In Set (I) the function of (RA) is identification, since the function of the article is to characterise the (RA) as being confined to the semantic meaning that identifies the modified noun, while in (II) the function of (RA) is

(1) Asad, ibid., p.572, verse 195.
classification in the sense that it classifies the head noun as being a member of the class of modifier (RA). In other words, the semantic interpretation which (I) is given is different from that of (II). The simple explanation of (I) is that the writer is giving identification to the head noun by expressing its identity. In this case, the head noun is identified by the (IRA). As for (II), the head noun is being classified by its association with the (CRA).

This difference between (I) and (II) is shown as follows:

Type I: Identification

Identified        Identifier
al-xuSumātu       al-siyāsiyyah (+RA,)
H                 M

'political controversies'

Type II: Classification

Classified        Classifier
xuSumātun         siyāsiyyah (+RA,)
H                 M

'political controversies'

Utilising such an explanation, the relationship obtaining between the two elements in a structure embracing central adjective and the other involving relational adjective shows that if we substitute one for another, i.e. central for relational and vice versa, morphological
and semantic differences (central/qualitative and relational/identified or classified interpretations) would result. Since each of them has its own form and function. Compare, for instance, the following two examples:

a) /...xaSSatan fi al-siZri al-qadIm/
   'especially in the old poetry'

b) /...xaSSatan fi al-siZri al-jahiliyy/
   'especially in the pre-Islamic poetry'

The distinction, however, between the two types is unambiguously indicated above. The implication here is that the central adjective occurring with relational adjectives in a structure of modification comes immediately after them. That is to say, central adjectives like jalil 'venerable' in sayxun qurasiyyun jalil 'a venerable and Qurashian sheikh', follows the relational adjective qurasiyy qurashian, as it should be, since one is semantically classificatory and the other qualitative; this has also been seen when an adjective occurs with occupational nouns and the like, such as al-Zadilu 'the just' in Zaliyyun al-qadD al-Zadil 'Ali, the just judge' one is semantically determinative and the other qualitative. This view may be expressed in the following quotation:

"The semantic hypothesis holds that the order of adjectives is explicable on semantic rather than grammatical grounds."(1)

Thus the structure of relational nominal phrase followed by an attributive adjective is fairly fixed:

1a) /la tamassu al-tafkira al-zaqliyya al-xalis/
   'It does not touch pure intellectual thinking'

but not

1b) /la tamassu al-tafkira al-xalisSa al-Zaqliyy/

1c) /babun xasabiyyun jamil/
   'a beautiful wooden door'

but not

1d) /babun jamilun xasabiyy/

while the sequence of two relational adjectives following a head noun can be reversed.

2a) /tataqqa fa bi al-taqafati al-ajnabiyyati al-urubbiyyah/
   'He was educated according to the European (foreign) culture'

2b) /tataqqa fa bi al-taqafati al-urubbiyyati al-ajnabiyyah/
   'He was educated according to the foreign European culture'

3a) /al-Ealamu al-asayawiyyu al-afriqiyy/
   'the Afro-Asian world'

3b) /al-Ealamu al-afriqiyyu al-asayawiyy/
   'the Asian-African world'

As the representations of 1(a) and (c) show, the order of the elements involved cannot be transposed when the relational adjective is followed by a central adjective. The sequence is thus conditioned by the concomittance of two different adjective-classes. The order, therefore,
of 1(b) and (d) violates the normal sequence of the nominal phrase. Such violations would result in unusual sequences.

A noticeable feature of type (2) is that the more common sequence appears when one (RA) is general and the other particular: i.e. the particular follows the general one and only specifies the general adjective. In this way, Arabic has what can be called 'focal adjectives'; they are mostly implied in a previous attributive adjective and their semantic function is to express an afterthought. They are often characterized as being semantically specified adjectives and their main syntactic feature is their occurrence immediately after a semantically general adjective, as in 2(a). For focus reasons this focal adjective can be moved backward so as to precede the general adjective where it would carry contrastive stress, as in 2(b). Generally speaking, this idea of narrowing the semantic range of a general element may be represented by these two quotations:

"Elements as they are added one by one to form a sentence, progressively limit the semantic range of all that has preceded. This causes beginning elements to have a wider semantic range than elements towards the end." (1)

"When the first word appears, the possibilities are vastly reduced, but that first word has, in communicative value for the hearer, its fullest possible semantic range. The second word follows, narrowing the range, the third comes to narrow it still further..." (2)

As to the order of (3), the sequence is not subject to syntactical rules as the order of these adjectives, and the like can be reordered in any sequence, the resulting difference being one of stylistic representation (see order of adjectives below). The essential characteristics of order are given here in order to show this subclass of adjectives in various modification patterns, the essential characteristic of which depend on the realizations of order. Thus we establish the following patterns of modification.

1 - \( N + RA + A \)

/kāna limadīnatay al-ḥijāzi sa?nun Ẓilmīyyun kabīr/

:The two cities of al-ḥijāz played an important scientific role:

2 - \( N + RA + RA \)

a) /Tawru al-badāwati Tawrun ijtima?īyyun ḥatmiyy/

:The nomadic time is an inevitable social time:

b) /al-ʔumamū al-ʔāsyawīyyatu al-ʔafriqiyyah/

:'the Asian and African nations'

As has already been analyzed, in (1) the attributive adjective, which occurs in strict grammatical sequence,
semantically modifies the whole of the preceding NP. The same thing could be said about 2(a) being the whole NP modified by the last (RA) in a string of relational adjectives. In 2(b), the two relational adjectives individually modify the head noun, since they can be reordered without breaking rules.

These different grammatical functions and modification patterns may be due to the fact that these structures fall into two main types: Broken and unbroken: where the former can be assigned by comma or a coordinator or unfixed order as in Tawru al-badawati Tawrun ijtima'iyyun wa hatmiyy, or al-?umamu al-?asyawiyyatu wa al-?afriqiyyah or al-?umamu al-?afriqiyyatu al-?asyawiyyah, and the latter is represented by fixed order without any connective, as in (1) above. This may be suggested by being in a sequence of relational adjectives similar to that of attributive adjectives which can be broken, such as Zâlimun zariyyun waDÎṣ 'a miserable and humble scholar', to Zâlimun zariyyun, waDÎṣ or Zâlimun zariyyun wa waDÎṣ or Zâlimun waDÎṣun zariyy. (1)

---

Footnote: It should be mentioned that our treatment of relational adjectives like 2(a) above which has two structural representations of modification as breakable may come under argument as to whether this sequence is breakable or not since the break in this representation of relational adjectives is sometimes unlikely to occur, and would seem, on the basis of investigation, to differ from informant to informant.
On this point Sussex says:

"The distinction between broken and unbroken strings (also called 'stacks') is not commonly made, and yet it involves some important syntactic and semantic differences." (1)

This statement in general is applicable to a string of adjectives in CA.

However, we must distinguish between those relational adjectives, which act with personal head nouns, and those relational adjectives, which act with non-personal nouns. The former can replace the head noun, the latter cannot; with few exceptions e.g. relational adjectives which are derived from nationality words or those with generic reference. This syntactic criterion is based on the fact that relational adjectives are either independent or dependent according to whether or not their use as a head noun is syntactically permissible. The one which can function as a head noun is said to be independent, as it can stand on its own, the other is dependent on the head noun. Thus, the following three pairs of examples can therefore be representatives:

1a) /istirābū al-jugrāfiyyu al-kabīr/
   'the distinguished, geographer Strab'

1b) /al-jugrāfiyyu al-kabīr/
   'the distinguished geographer'

(1) Sussex, The Deep Structure..., op.cit., p.112.
2a) /al-manTiqu al-?arisTiyu al-qiyāsiyy/
   'the analogous Aristotelian logic'

but not

2b) */al-?arisTiyu al-qiyāsiyy/

3a) /darasa al-lugata al-miSriyyata al-qadīmah/
   'He learnt the old, Egyptian language'

3b) /darasa al-miSriyyata al-qadīmah/
   'He learnt the old Egyptian (language)

The relational adjectives (al-jugrāfiyy) and (al-miSriyyah) representing the syntactic functions of the head noun are called independent, since they could syntactically replace their head nouns (istirābū) and (al-lugah), as in 1(b) and 3(b) (but not in all semantic interpretations by the presence of (istirābū) and (al-lugah)). The relational adjective (al-?arisTiyy) in (2) is dependent in character, (since it could not fulfill the noun-headed function) and this is a sign of the justification for operating only in M position, but not as the head, because of the definite non-personal head noun.

Keeping these characteristics in mind, we shall see under the following subheading that such structures are transposed for focus reasons. This focus type is set out from an unmarked order in a particular way of structural realization. Focus, therefore, is (a result of syntactic/semantic structure) of reordering an unmarked structure.
D) The Focus basis

Attributive adjectives in general (in NP) can be focussed by being transposed, the phonological effect of which is to assign considerable stress to the transposed item. This is the typical way of focussing an element. However, the focussed component has the feature of identifying the 'head noun as semantically the "recipient" of the quality being expressed. The following types of structures are witness of this point:

1a) /istushida sulaymānu al-halabiyyu al-jasūr/ 'Solaiman the bold Aleppine was martyred'
1b) /istushida al-jasūru sulaymānu al-halabiyy/ 'The bold man, Solaiman the Aleppine was martyred...
1c) /istushida al-halabiyyu al-jasūru sulayman/ 'The bold Aleppine, Solaiman was martyred'

2a) /wa al-mashūru ?annahu ?imāmu al-falsafati al-?urubbiyyati al-hadīthah/ 'It was known about Descartes that he was the leader of modern European philosophy'
2b) */wa al-mashūru ?annahu ?imāmu al-?urubbiyyati al-falsafati al-hadīthah/
2c) */wa al-mashūru ?annahu ?imāmu al-hadītati al-falsafati al-?urubbiyyah/

3a) /wa intaSarat al-lugatu al-?arabiyyatu al-?āzīrah/ 'and the perceptive Arabic language won the battle'
3b) /wa intaSarat al-?arabiyyatu al-lugatu al-?āzīrah/ 'and Arabic, the perceptive language won the battle'
3c) */wa intaSaratī al-?āzīratu al-?arabiyyatu al-lugah/
What is of immediate concern to us here is that the above transposition, which is an aspect of the study of focus, takes place in definite nominal phrase types. This kind of structuring which is realized by the transposition of one or more elements, is dependent on what has been illustrated above: the focus therefore is assigned to the transposed definite adjective and thus represents the possibility of a definite element being transposed. All the above examples conform to this fact. This consideration will consequently rule out the possibility of an indefinite adjective being focussed, since the transposition of an indefinite element would produce an ungrammatical structure (as the situation with a generic definite noun) (see pp.292-294). Again consider:

a) /wa lam yakūnā min sulālatin ʿarabiyyah/  
   'and they were not descended from an Arab race'

b) */wa lam yakūnā min ʿarabiyyatin sulālah/

c) /yūnusu baṣriyy/  
   'Yūnus is Baṣriyy'

   *baṣriyyun yūnus

The transposition, in general, of this example and the previous examples which are marked by the asterisks are syntactically impossible on the grounds that the adjective involved is not transposable, since it is not of free-will order.
Another general point to be mentioned here is that a relational type of modification that requires careful ordering when the modifying item follows the modified noun avoids discontinuity: put differently, a constraint on relational adjectives exists, that is, when it does not tolerate discontinuity. Thus, the insertion of any element between a relational adjective and the head noun which it modifies is not permissible. Consider:

/wa jā?ati al-ḥurriyyatu al-siyāsiyyatu baţda al-?islāh/  
'Political freedom came after the remedying'
*/wa jā?at al-ḥurriyyatu al-muTlaqatu al-siyāsiyyatu baţda al-?islāh/  
/turatun Earabiyyun kabīr/  
'An Arab inheritance is large'
*/turātun Edīmun Earabiyyun kabīr/  
/gadbatun Earabiyyatun qurašiyyah/  
'a qurashian and Arab anger'
*/gadbatun sadīdatun Earabiyyatun qurašiyyah/  

Having shown different types of positive adjectives and their relatable syntactic/semantic sub-classifications, i.e. attributive/qualitative, attributive/determinative and attributive/identified or classified, it is important at this point to realise that attributive adjectives are subject to further subclassification, i.e. they can be subclassified semantically into intensive and non-intensive groups in accordance with their mode of functioning namely intensively or non-intensively.
E) **Intensive type**

Under the previous heading of attributive adjectives, we dealt with two associated functions: attributive and qualitative, or attributive and determinative or attributive and identified or classified. Under this heading, another function is described, i.e. intensive versus non-intensive. The term intensive rests upon the assumption that adjectives, which have intensive form or rather show an intensive type of attribution on the head noun they modify, are related to transitive or intransitive intensive verbs (with few exceptions). In other words, the attributive adjective can be formed and assigned an intensive feature by patterns and relation.

Atab grammarians\(^1\) in CA assume that adjectives operating in intensive forms\(^2\) are of certain patterns, most of them being derived from transitive plain verbs. But I would say nowadays that intensive adjectives are in fact relatable to intensive verbs\(^3\) (be it transitive or intransitive). For this feature, a semantic subclass of attributive adjectives can be distinguished: i.e. "intensifiers" as illustrated by the following examples:

a) /rajulun hayyābah/

'a very fearful man'

---


\(^2\) For more information about the intensive forms of adjectives see Wright, *op.cit.*, vol.I, pp.137-140.

\(^3\) Note that the intensity of a verb can be realized by form or by an adverb such as katīran and dimatan and da?iman.
The elements underlined above bear evidence to the fact that the adjectives involved are related to transitive intensive verbs as in (a), (b), (c) and (e) and to intransitive intensive verbs as in (d) and (f–j). (2)

---

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.327, verse 77.

(2) Footnote: Note the verbs which the intensive adjectives are relatable to tahayyab 'to be afraid', Dayyafa 'to take in a guest', sa22ara 'to start a war', taTawwa 'to go round much', ḥaTTamat 'to destroy', tasakkara 'to be drunk', یساسا 'to be grassy', tasakkar 'to thank', tabaSSāra 'to discern' and یسار 'to be tight hand'
This marks the difference between intensive and non-intensive types below.

In spite of the formal considerations that contribute to the setting up of an intensive type; it can be taken as features shared by all words of the patterns: those of intensifying adjectives, nouns and general adjectives. The distinction is made between them, by lexical interpretation, not by morphological shape, so it is possible when extracting a word from a structured context to assign it to one or the other, this decision being determined by the form of the lexical item and its class membership. Thus, for instance, the word makkār out of the example ?innahu rajulun makkār 'surely he is a (very) cunning man', is an intensive adjective, hammad out of hādā rajulun hammad 'This is a porter (man)', and majjān out of hādā say?an laka majjān 'This is a free thing for you', are occupational noun and general adjective respectively. Further, the decision to use one rather than another may depend on the functional opposition that each type would reflect in the NP.

Being intensive terms, forms must contain highly specialized meaning and function in the NP as intensifier that serve syntactically in all the ways that any noun or general adjective does (i.e. modifier) such as gaDūb in imra?atun gaDūb 'a very irritable woman' and hādir in rajulun hādir 'a very careful man', are intensive representation in every sense, for they show in exactly
the same characteristics as are described above. They are, however, in contrast with nouns and general adjectives of the same patterns, which have no intensity. That is to say, there are a large number of nouns and general adjectives in which the same patterns are applied, but the intensity is precluded. To take for example, sammāk in (lahu) ibnun sammāk 'He has a fisherman (son)' can be analyzed as a combination of morphological pattern faZēāl: and the plain noun, and mayyās in guSnun mayyās 'a swinging branch' is analyzable as holding pattern faZēāl and plain adjective. The following table presents our point, detailing what has been assumed:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ex.</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>faZēāl</td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>...fatan maTTāl</td>
<td>intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a very deferring boy'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noun</td>
<td>...rajulun farrā?</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a furrier man'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>kalāmun jaddāb</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'an attractive speech'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>bigulāmin Sālīm</td>
<td>intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a son who would be endowed with deep knowledge'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noun</td>
<td>imra?atun Sādīq</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a friend woman'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>...rasūlun karīm</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a noble apostle'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...Continued...
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pattern</th>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Ex.</th>
<th>Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>‏faduul‏</td>
<td>adj</td>
<td>...imra?atun na?ûm</td>
<td>intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a very sleepy woman'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noun</td>
<td>...malakan rasûlû</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'...an angel out of heaven as our apostle'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>...rajulun haSûr</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'utterly chaste man'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‏faduul‏</td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>...qawmun xaSimûn</td>
<td>intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'contentious folk'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noun</td>
<td>...malikin malikin ëaDûm</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a great king'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>tawbun najis</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a dirty dress'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‏faduul‏</td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>rajulun nayyiq</td>
<td>intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a very fastidious man'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>noun</td>
<td>...gulûman sayyidû</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'a master boy'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>adj.</td>
<td>...?ilû baladin mayyit</td>
<td>non-intensive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'towards dead land'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The examples furnished above illustrate that intensive adjectives are identified by having forms which refer to a quality thought of as having special semantic value, i.e. the value of intensity is made certain through
using forms perceived in terms of an ordinal scale. Therefore, these adjectives can be graded semantically: intensive adjectives occupy a very high point on the intensity scale.

Moreover, as it will be illustrated below a word class of adjectives can be established in CA, syntactic and morphological grounds are given to substantiate this claim; as the adjective being modified by the adverbs jidd or jiddan 'very' and haqq or haqqan 'really', can be used markedly with the plain non-intensive in question (see also Chapter 4 on quantifiers), where jidd 'very'... and haqq 'very great', are pre-posed in elegant style, and indeed they show an absolute type of intensity.

Considering this criterion, an important distinction is drawn between adjectives of intensive form and those of plain form, when using these adverbs as a marking device of intensity. That is to say, after an accurate investigation into the combination of these adverbs with an adjective, we arrive at this criterion. Such intensive forms of the adjective, which exhibit the intensive morphological form are in syntactical contrast with plain adjective modified by adverbs, although semantically equivalent. Thus, the phrase karīmun jiddan in rajulun karīmun jiddan 'a very generous man', is recognizable as a plain adjective + intensive. Compare, for example, the following two groups:
1 - Intensive form:
   a) /?inna hāda lasayun Žujāb/
      'Truly, this is a very amazing thing'
      but not
   b) */?inna hāda lasayun Žujābun jiđdan*
   a) /?innahu rajulun Duḥakah/
      'Surely, he is a man who laughs a lot'
      but not
   b) */?innahu rajulun(jiddu) Duḥakah*
      (haqqu)

2 - Plain form:
   a) /hāda sayun Žajīb/
      'This is an amazing thing'
   b) /hāda sayun Žajībun (jiddan)/
      (haqqan)
      'This is (a very) amazing thing'
      (really)
   a) /samilna kalāman balīqā/
      'We heard an eloquent speech'
   b) /samilna kalāman (jidda) balīg/
      (haqqqa)
      'We heard (a very ) eloquent speech'
      (very great)

These examples, which reflect the accepted usage of
the intensive adjectives, occur typically in what is
labelled here the 'intensive type'. The first group
represents intensive types having various forms of internal
marking, in lieu of, the presence of an external
intensifying term. (However, there is a limited number
of words which have lexically intensive meaning with no
external intensifying marker, such as ?uDhūkatun 'object of ridicule', ṭawiyyatun 'relates', lā‘īj 'ardent', 'love', mubarqaṭ 'multicoloured', bāhiyy 'excessive', hiblaṣ 'gluttonous' etc.). The second shows intensified adjectives which are marked by the presence of an intensifying adverb. Both types are in contrast with the non-intensive type.

Finally, referring back to the way of intensifying a plain adjective in 2(b), there is another further way of intensifying a plain adjective in which, again, the intensity is made, in surface structure terms, by the combination of the plain adjective involved and one of the overt markers of intensity: jidd, haqq, ṭayy and kull followed by the same adjective repeated in the genitive; the two adjectives figuring in the structural configuration of the intensive structure must be referentially identical so that the marker takes place to designate this type, e.g.

a) /?akramtu Zālīman taqiyyan (jidda) taqiyy/ (haqqa) (?ayya)
   'I honoured a scholar who is really pious'

b) /?anta ( ) al-?amīnu kullu al-?amīn/ .
   'You are the extremely honest man'

However, it is our concern to express here (by way of contrast) that some adjectives of the non-intensive type indicate stative meaning as Tawīl 'tall' in rajulun Tawīl 'a tall man', some connote dynamic meaning as xaṣin 'coarse' in Sawtun xaṣin 'a coarse voice', some show physical features such as sakrān 'drunk', in rajulun sakrān
'a drunk man', and others represent general adjectives such as al-baxīl 'the greedy', in al-kātību al-baxīl 'the greedy writer'.

Note that all these kinds of adjective come from intransitive tripartite plain verbs, as all occupational nouns are taken from plain verbal nouns. Thus the nominal phrase in which they occur carries no intensive distinction.

The semantic polyvalency of adjectives, namely its effective values, may be related to verbs which denote stative or non-stative, four of which are given above, (in all these cases the semantic term must be carried out by a plain adjective). This statement allows us to introduce a vast bifurcation of adjectives into stative and non-stative. The further explanation of this division will be given in the discussion of active/passive participles.

In using stative/dynamic terms, however, I am following here Quirk's description. He justly argues that stative as well as dynamic adjectives are contrastingly assigned,

"Stative and dynamic adjectives differ in a number of ways. For example, a stative adjective such as "tall" cannot be used with the progressive aspect or with the imperative *He's being tall, *Be tall. In contrast, we can use careful as a dynamic adjective: He is being careful, Be careful." (1)

(1) Quirk, A University Grammar... op.cit., p.124.
Similarly, stative adjectives in CA can be characterized by applying progressive aspect or by introducing the imperative auxiliary kun 'be', but not with the dynamic ones. Such a device can be applied to the language under consideration, the difficulties lie only in the fact that the adjectives in question are derived from verbs. Whatever the case may be, the adjective has a manifest semantic connection with a verbal concept, as is the case with participles (see below). What is meant by this will be represented by the following exemplifications:

1a) /hāḍīhi al-samakatu al-Tawīlatu al-ẒarīDah/
   'This wide and tall fish' (permanent state)
1b) /baytun wāsiː/
   'a large house'
2a) /waladun nasīT/
   'an active boy'
2b) /al-hārisu al-yaqīD/
   'the alert guard'

The syntactic structure for (1) and (2) is essentially the same. However the semantic opposition which is called stative and dynamic is clearly justifiable, if the adjective cannot be used with either progressive aspect (which is implicitly marked by the adverb al-āna 'now') or the verb kun 'be', it will be appropriately stative, by contrast with the dynamic which is the 'marked' term of this aspectual opposition, by one of the two criteria. Compare, for instance, the following examples:
1a) */hādihi al-samakatu al-Tawīlatu al-Ḍarīdatu (al-ʔan)*/
'This is being the wide and tall fish (now)'
*/kūni al-Tawīlata al-Ḍarīdatu*/
'Be wide and tall'

1b) */baytun wasiṣun (al-ʔan)/
'A house is being large (now)'
*/kun wasiṣun*/
'Be large'

2a) /waladun nasītan (al-ʔan)/
'This boy is being active (now)'
kun nasītan/
'Be active'

2b) //... al-ḥarīsu al-yaqīdu (al-ʔan)/
'The guard who is being alert (now)'
kun yaqīdu/
'Be alert'

Given these examples we conclude:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>stative value</th>
<th>dynamic value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-auxiliary kun</td>
<td>+auxiliary kun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-progressive aspect</td>
<td>+progressive aspect</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, unmarked and marked considerations determine the appropriate aspeical values: stative or dynamic, these being the most general characteristics of these two types.

Further, stative adjectives can be given a dynamic use on occasion in order to create conditions of structure. That is to say, in order to convert a stative adjective to dynamic, the adjective must be in a structure of predication and be introduced by the auxiliary Sāra
'to become'. Thus, a change into a new status has its reference. The following quotation from Beeston may shed light on this,

"More important than time is a factor which can be called 'aspectual': this depends on whether the predicate is envisaged dynamically as depicting a change from one situation to another, or statically as depicting a single, ideally 'frozen', 'situation'." (1)

However, in some cases a "stative" adjective can be used in an essentially "dynamic" predicate by using Sāra 'to become'; i.e.

1a) /saSruhu ?abyaD/ 2a) /al-ma?u ʕaḏb/
   'His hair is white'  
   'The water is fresh'
1b) /Sāra saSruhu ?abyaD/2b) /Sāra al-ma?u ʕaḏbā/ 
   'His hair became white' 
   'The water became fresh'

However, here in 1(b) and 2(b) the feature of 'dynamicness' is assigned exclusively to the verb Sāra. The adjectives ?abyaD and ʕaḏb remain "stative" in nature.

At another level of classification some adjectives connote a physical condition or state. They are designated to indicate a physical aspect and desirable or undesirable defective characteristics, in contrast with the general adjectives. Since this type of adjective has a special sign relating it to the head noun. Consider:

1a) /Tiflun jawʕān/ physical adjective
   'a hungry child'

(1) Beeston, op.cit., p.76.
In these, also, formal patterns distinguish the physical adjectives from the others. That is to say, there are distinctive patterns associated with physical adjectives: faZlan, faZla, ?afZal and faZla?. However, these patterns are limited to number of words (see below).

More illustrations on this point:

1a) /rajulun ?aZraj/ 2a) /Tālibun ?aZmā/
'a lame man' 'a blind student'
1b) /imraZatun Zaynā?/ 2b) /fatātun Zamyā?/
'a woman who has beautiful and large eyes.' 'a blind girl'
1c) /Tīflun ZaTsan/ 2c) /Σūdun ?aΣwaj/
'a thirsty child' 'a curved cane'
1d) /Tīflatun ZaTsa/ 2d) /naxlatun Zawjā?/
'a thirsty child' 'a curved palm tree'

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.787, verse 16.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.327, verse 78.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.786, verse 12.
Because the performance of intensive and non-intensive is morphologically and semantically indicated, that is, the intensive is expressed by patterns which are derived from intensive transitive/intransitive verbs, whilst the non-intensive is expressed by patterns which are derived from non-transitive verbs, therefore both types can be recognized by the form of the verb to which it is relatable without the risk of misleading.

It is of our concern at this stage to illustrate that adjectives are treated according to their function and form. This point again is made on the basis that some adjectives show by form and function a high degree of intensity, as in rajulun sakkīr 'a very heavy drinker', and others have a plain form implying only quality, as in rajulun sakrān 'a drunk man'. The same treatment holds true when considering the former as amplifier (1) and the latter as 'declarative'. In other words, if the element is denoting the upper extreme of the scale of intensity, the adjective will be assigned to the function 'amplifier', but if the element implies a medial quality, the adjective

(1) This term is borrowed from Quirk, op.cit., p.216.
will be clearly defined to the function 'declarative'; these two semantic subclasses of adjectives are quoted here for purposes of explanation only.

However, though these types are semantically marked off by the above characteristics, they nevertheless have something in common, their attributive function, irrespective of the differences between them in form and semantic value. Still the essential properties of the types outlined above can be summarized in the following:

a) The element involved appears in the adjectival form whether it be with or without an intensive feature.

b) The relationship obtaining between the two elements in the two types of structure differs in such a way that it creates the amplifying value and the corresponding declaration.

c) The nomenclature 'Amplifier' rests upon the assumption that the adjective is formally assigned the feature "intensive" and is more dependent than the other.

d) The declarative type in the plain form serves to show a declarative implication and it is less dependent than the amplifying type.

Further illustrations of this can be given: contrast the following examples in which (a) represents the intensive/amplifier and (b) displays the plain/declarative function:

a) /jaddun Sātur/
   'umbling luck'
Another feature of intensity may arise when a noun and adjective being combined, both of which are relatable to the same root; the adjective indicates distinctive property. A semantic interpretation is assigned, when the two elements are used in a correlative construction; the adjective associated with the noun will denote its emphatic character by virtue of the shared radical.

Consider:

a) /laylun laʔil/
'a very dark night'

b) /laylatun laylāʔ/
'a very dark night'

c) /Eajabun Sājīb/
'a very admirable wonder'

(1) Asad, op. cit., p. 688, verse 101.
In the above illustration we attempted to give a brief description of intensity by the representation of syntagmatic and semantic relations. That is to say, an intensive feature is a representation based on syntagmatic relations such as sequence of classes (abstract noun followed by an adjective) giving a structure of modification and semantic considerations such as intensified noun-intensifier relations. The aim of illustrating this point is to prove
in structural terms that the aspect of intensity which rests on syntagmatic/semantic relations can be achieved by the process other than the formal one. Here the recognition of a semantically intensive type is quite easy, although the intensive features are not formally designated. The specification of this type of intensity is in terms of semantic-syntagmatic features.

F) The morpho-syntactic features

In CA, it is necessary when dealing with the modifications outlined above to set up the four grammatical categories. These are the morpho-syntactic features which mark concord between the head noun and its modifiers. Thus, the primary characteristics of positive adjectives is their ability to modify and agree in concordial relations (gender, number, case and definiteness) with the head noun they modify. Each one of these grammatical categories has contrasting subcategories which are kept distinct by specific features e.g. masculine and feminine features and so on. The choice of one rather than another in terms of the 'agreement' of the adjective is determined by the head noun (see below). Having said that, we can consider the following quotation,

"How then are such categories defined? The answer lies in treating them as 'morpho-syntactic' categories. By this I mean that they are all marked both morphologically (in the form of the word) and syntactically, by relations to other words in the sentence." (1)

(1) Palmer, F., Grammar, op. cit., 1971, p.84.
What is important here is that although there are difficulties in using this complex grammatical system, this system works formally in CA and units consisting of positive adjective with the noun are in a fairly fixed order and are regulated by these grammatical features. Since the concord-government is imposed on the adjective by the head noun, the involvement of these grammatical categories in establishing the structure of modification is necessary. Here we differ slightly from Palmer, where he says:

"Thus, in languages where there is a fairly fixed order of words, and where that order indicates the grammatical relations between the words, concord and government would appear to be unnecessary luxuries (or difficulties)." (1)

To illustrate our discussion, the examples are given below as representatives:

(1) /hamalat hamlan xafīfan/ (masc. sing. indef.accus.)
'She conceives (what at first is) a light burden' (2)

(2) /min maDāhiri haDaratihim madīnatānī gādīmatān/
(fem. dual indef. nom.)

'Among the manifestation of their culture are two ancient cities'

(3) /marartu birijālin kirāmin/ (masc. pl. indef. gen.)
'I passed by noble men'

Yet although these examples show that positive adjectives have four-fold concordial relations, we may

---

(1) Ibid., p.105.
(2) Asad, op.cit., p.233, verse 189.
have an adjective of two or three-fold concordial relations. These are represented as follows:

(4) /iqtanā al-kutuba al-nafisatā/ (-masc. -pl. + def. accus)

'He has got the valuable books'

(5) /iqtanā al-kutuba al-nafīsātī/ (-masc. +pl. + def. + accus. in gen. marker)

'He has got the valuable books' in gen. marker

The peculiar thing here is that if we compare the concordial relations in these examples with their counterparts in the above we see that the adjective in (4) and (5), which is morpho-syntactically controlled by the head noun, shows the features of concord rather loosely, i.e. it has two out of four concordial relations, as in (4) and three out of four, as in (5).

In languages which have gender distinction and where the masculine/singular are unmarked but feminine and plural are marked morphologically i.e. involve a definite affix, you may sometimes find that the modifier does not show concord with feminine or plural (with certain modifiers) i.e. īmraḥatun ḥāmil 'a pregnant woman' but you would never find the reverse i.e. non-concord shows a morphologically unmarked head, with marking on the modifier i.e. *rajulun ʕādīmah. (1)

---

(1) Footnote: In Arabic the unmarked terms are masculine/singular and third person faḥala (unmarked morphologically) e.g. dāhāba 'went' = third, masc., sing. (only in the past tense).
Further, a much more striking point is the possibilities of condition. For instance, although each applied category is carried out morphologically at word-level it turns out that the grammatical category is used only for the restricted correlation that is manifested in syntactic relation, i.e. in marking concordial relationship between the head noun and its modifiers.

Note that, in discussing the grammatical categories we do not intend to go much further than presenting their specific implications for NP structures. This is not intended as a detailed description of their complex system and the concordial relationships which provide a future thesis for dealing with concord. It is meant here solely to treat them in connection with the subject under study. However, for the categories of number and gender concord that is obtained between the two elements in a structure of modification, we have the following explanation.

G) Number/Gender

As we have mentioned briefly above, number/gender concord are formal features of a structure of modification; with the proviso that the elements concerned are a head noun with a positive adjective. These two categories are an essential part of marking the syntactic relationship between the two terms involved. In other words, they strengthen through formal agreement, the relation between the two constituents of modification: the head noun and the modifier.
Looking into examples of noun-positive adjective phrases in these two categories, some examples will be fully representative of number and gender but others less so, and if we look at the less representative we shall find that they have to be represented in rather unexpected ways. For example:

1 - Fully representative number/gender

a) /sāfara al-murāslīnī al-ajnabiyyānī ?ilā bayrūt/
   'The two foreign correspondents travelled to Beirut'

b) /fīhimā Zaynānī na-DDāxatān/
   'In (each of) these two (gardens) will two springs gush forth';(1)

c) /al-mu?allimūnā al-muxlisūna mahbūbūn/
   'The devoted teachers are lovable'

d) /al-mu?allimātu al-muxlisātu mahbūbat/
   'The devoted teachers are lovable'

e) /wa ?arsala ?alayhim Tayran ?abābīl/
   'Thus, He let loose upon them great swarms of flying creatures';(2)

2 - Less representative of number/gender

a) /?ashābu al-qulūbī al-jākiyyah/
   'those of intelligent minds'

b) /al-rijālu al-qawiyyah/
   'the strong men'

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.828, verse 66.
(2) Asad, op.cit., p.976, verse 3.
3 - Non-representative of Number
a) /al-nufusu al-?abiyyah/
   'lofty-minded'
b) /al-fatayatu al-fagīrah/
   'the poor girls'

4 - Misrepresentative of Gender
a) /hadihi ṭatātun Sābur/.
   'This is a patient girl'
b) /hadihi imra?atun mīndār/
   'This is a prattling woman'

Because of this the divisive distribution of concordial relations, the two elements of which are number and gender concord, will be referred to as equal types and those two elements, in which the modifier shows contradictive status to the head noun, are called loose types.

However, for the sake of justification, we speak from observation, these grammatical categories are regarded as syntactic requirements, though to a varying degree they are associated with the structure of modification. In other words, the two categories: number and gender, though a very widespread one in the majority of languages, are by no means syntactic requirements. To quote:

"Nevertheless, in the majority of languages, and to varying degrees, just as paradigm differences in word forms parallel and supplement syntactic differences in the establishment of word classes, so syntactic relationships between members of word classes are accompanied by
specific morphological forms in some or all of the variable words involved. Such syntactic requirements are the basis of the splitting up of the total set of forms of variable words into several different categories (exemplified by the traditional categories of number, gender, tense, person, case, etc.)." (1)

Again, as we have said, the modifier is in an equal agreement with the head noun if the adjective matches the modified noun in number and gender realizations, whereas the agreement in one of number or gender or none will produce loose concord. This may best be illustrated by considering the following examples:

1a) /sami?a kalim?tin (rag?g) (rig?g) equal concord
   'He heard delicate words'
1b) /qara?tu al-kutuba al-judud/ equal concord
   'I read the new books'
1c) /wa h?run ?in/ equal concord
   'And (with them will be their) companions pure, most beautiful of eye' (2)
2a) /sami?a kalim?tin raqi?gah/ loose concord
   'He heard delicate words'
2b) /iqtanaytu al-kutuba (al-galiy?h) (al-galiy?h) loose concord
   'I have got the expensive books'

Contrasting the examples marked (1) with (2) we note that:

(2) Asad, op.cit., p.837, verse 22.
a) In both types (1) and (2) the underlined elements are the exponents of the head noun and modifier.

b) The distinctive feature of the nominal phrases under (1) is such that their head nouns and modifiers show an entire concord, that is, the modifier has the same status as the head noun in regard to number and gender while the nominal phrases under (2) are in a loose concord since the modifier involved is contradicted by the head noun in number and gender or in one of them.

c) The striking point here is that in nominal phrases marked (2a) and (2b), though the modifiers differ formally with the head noun, they are well formed; since their difference is a matter of morphological contradiction that does not affect the structural relations. In fact, these represent an unexpected combination. So the term loose concord is applied.

Again, we do not propose, in discussing gender and number, to give them full treatment. Our purpose is rather to demonstrate the syntactic context where each might occur.

However, it is convenient here to refer to the fact that a missing relationship of modification is made in the following constructions, because the gender-concord is misrepresented in the adjective form. This constitutes a violation of the concordial rule which says: adjectives agree (in gender, number, case and definiteness) with the noun they modify. Thus, an adjective which modifies a
noun must be marked by grammatical categories corresponding to the status of the modified noun. So, the unacceptability of the structures:

a) */?innahu waladun qawiyyatun/ (sing.masc + sing.fem.)
b) */?innahā bintun qawiyy/ (sing.fem. + sing.masc.)

is due to the non-grammatically-variable realization of the adjective in a structure which must have the appropriate configuration of marking in the function of modification in the nominal phrases, on account of the parity of status between the two terms. In other words, the above structures are unacceptable: they break the grammatical stipulation of gender concord; the violation of this rule is correlated with the misrepresentation of the two adjectives in (a) and (b).

For the sake of giving support to our discussion we give more illustrations, the category of gender, although an intricate system, is introduced to show an identical relation between two members of nominal phrase. To put it differently, grammatical gender reveals itself in morphological forms introduced to represent an identical relation, or as Foder says,

"Genus therefore is a grammatical category that manifests itself in morphological divisions brought about on the members of syntagmatic units standing in identical relation to each other (chiefly subject-predicate or Attributive - qualified word)... Genus is a syntactic phenomenon exhibiting morphological features."(1)

In this, the morphological feature is a requisite representation of a syntactic phenomenon, namely there is an incorporated performance between the syntactic terms and the morphological forms in giving a structural configuration.

On the other hand, the same constraint is applied to number concord, as was stated above, adjective in the "positive structure" require another category with respect to syntactic association usually called number. It accounts for the forms exhibited by singular, dual and plural. The contrast in such cases is only between unmarked singular and marked dual and plural. In this manner number represents the control over the forms of noun and adjective that stand for head and modifier in concordial relation with one another, i.e. /al-rajulu al-Tawīl/ 'the tall man', /al-rajulānī al-Tawīlān/ 'the two tall men', and /al-rijālu al-Tīwāl/ 'the tall men', show concord of number between the two syntactic counterparts in each example, as well as gender.

And since this numerical status in CA is a linguistic characteristic of the concordial relation between the head noun and the modifier; the absence of numerical marker-concord will produce unacceptable nominal phrases. Consider for example

a) */al-waladānī al-nabīg/ (masc. dual + masc. sing.)
b) */al-bintānī al-nābigah/ (fem. dual + fem. sing.)
In (a) and (b) the two elements are numerically varied, i.e., in each one the head noun is dual and the modifier is singular, and as such produce unacceptable structures of modification.

To recapitulate, the foregoing discussion shows that either gender or number, by its role as a mark of syntactic feature of relationship, plays an important role in the structure of noun + adjective.

With respect to number-concord, the Arabic language is similar to Spanish and French (if we ignore the dual form). In this connection we may refer to Hockett whose definition of concord is based upon the manifestation of the category of number on the elements accounting for identical relations:

"Concord (often called agreement) is found in endocentric constructions, and in a tie that cuts across hierarchical structure to link certain predicate attributes to subjects. In Spanish, both nouns and adjectives are inflected for number. When an adjective is used as attribute to a noun, the noun and the adjective agree, or are in concord, as to number." (1)

Or as Robins puts it:

"..., but in addition adjectives and the article le/l'/the (singular) and les/le/ the (plural), show variations in number according to the number of the noun with which they are syntactically associated." (2)

(2) Robins, op.cit., p.232.
The following examples will substantiate this point.

**Arabic:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) (/...gulāman zakiyyā/) (masc.sing. + masc.sing.)</td>
<td>/...a son endowed with purity/(1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) (/...kalimatin xabītatin/) (fem.sing. + fem.sing.)</td>
<td>/...a corrupt word/(2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) (/...ligulāmayni yatīmayn/) (masc.dual + masc.dual)</td>
<td>/...to two orphan boys/(3)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) (/...raḥatayki al-Sagīratayn/) (fem.dual + fem.dual)</td>
<td>/...your two small hands/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) (/...tiyāban xuDrā/) (masc.pl. + masc.pl.)</td>
<td>/...green garments/(4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) (/fatayātun faqīrāt/) (fem.pl. + fem.pl.)</td>
<td>/...poor girls/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Spanish:** \(5\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Meaning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) (/muchacho bueno/) (masc.sing. + masc.sing.)</td>
<td>/...good boy/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) (/muchacha buena/) (fem.sing. + fem.sing.)</td>
<td>/...good girl/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a) (/muchachos buenos/) (masc.pl. + masc.pl.)</td>
<td>/...good boys/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) (/muchachas buenas/) (fem.pl. + fem.pl.)</td>
<td>/...good girls/</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(1\) Asad, op.cit., p.459, verse 19.
\(2\) Asad, ibid., p.376, verse 26.
\(3\) Asad, ibid., p.451, verse 82.
\(4\) Asad, ibid., p.444, verse 31.
\(5\) For such information on this, see Stieham, B.G., Spanish Word Order in Non-sentence Constructions. Language, vol.51, Number 1 (1975).
French:

a) /un livre bleu/ (masc.sing. + masc.sing.)
   'a blue book'

b) /une fenêtre bleue/ (fem.sing. + fem.sing.)
   'a blue window'

a) /des crayons bleus/ (masc.pl. + masc.pl.)
   'blue pencils'

b) /des fenêtres bleues/ (fem.pl. + fem.pl.)
   'blue windows'

The above examples are taken from Spanish and French, for the sake of clarification. These exemplifications show that concord, in a sequence of different coordinate nouns and an adjective which modifies them, is determined by the syntactic context, namely the adjective, according to the dominant of the masculine rule, must be in agreement with the masculine noun, e.g. al-fata 'the boy' and al-fatatu al-qasîrân 'the short boy and girl'. The adjective al-qasîran 'the two short...s' is masculine, in concord with the initial masculine noun al-fata 'the boy', and dual form in agreement with the preceding two coordinate nouns altogether as one unit (i.e. al-fatâ wa al-fatâh 'the boy and the girl'. This consideration applies also to a structure including more than two coordinal nouns, whether their forms are singular or dual or plural.
The same rule applies in French,\(^{(1)}\) i.e. the adjective qualifying several nouns should be in the plural and masculine form. In French, an adjective qualifying several nouns should be in the plural and in the masculine if the nouns differ in gender.\(^{(2)}\) Consider:

le garçon et la fille qui sont courts
'\(\text{the short boy and girl}'\)

However, in keeping with the scope of this study, we will explore, according to the formal features and syntactic function, all adjective forms.

To start with, the first and most common form of the adjective is the one that occurs with the pattern "fa\(\tilde{a}\)l\(\tilde{i}\)l". This can be marked by the morpheme (-t) as a differentiating marker of the feminine form, and further displays the usual characteristics of adjectives. Some adjectives of the pattern fa\(\tilde{a}\)l\(\tilde{i}\)l do not show gender variation and have only one form for the singular and dual. In the plural however, gender concord operates and masculine and feminine forms are distinguished. Consider the forms given in Table I.


\(^{(2)}\) This view is quoted by El-Sheikh, S.M. in *A Linguistic Analysis of some Syntactic Problems of English-Arabic Translation*, Ph.D., University of London, 1977, pp.222-23.
TABLE I: Modifier:adjective:pattern "fa'il"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>marked (by morph. (-t) characterization</th>
<th>unmarked characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a) /sanatun hamīdah/  modifier = marked</td>
<td>1c) /?amrun hamīd/  modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a praiseworthy year' adj = fem.sing</td>
<td>'a praiseworthy thing' = masc. sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b) /xaSlatun damīmah/  modifier = marked</td>
<td>1d) /say?un damīm/  modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a dispraised habit' adj = fem.sing.</td>
<td>'a dispraised thing' adj. = masc.sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2a) /dārāni kabīratān/  modifier = marked</td>
<td>2c) /baytāni kabīran/  modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two big houses' adj. = fem. dual</td>
<td>'two big houses' adj = masc.dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b) /bintāni safīhatān/  modifier = marked</td>
<td>2d) /waladāni safīhan/  modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two silly girls' adj. = fem.dual</td>
<td>'two silly boys' adj. = masc. dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 - Unmarked: feminine</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a) /sābbatun jarīh/  modifier = unmarked</td>
<td>3c) /sabbun jarīh/  modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a wounded girl' adj = fem.sing.</td>
<td>'a wounded boy' adj. = masc.sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b) /Tīflatun qatīl/  modifier = unmarked</td>
<td>3d) /Tīlun qatīl/  modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a murdered child' adj.=fem.sing.</td>
<td>'a murdered child adj. = masc.sing.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

...continued ...
TABLE I ... CONTINUED ...

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4a) /naʃjatāni dabīhān/ modifier = unmarked</th>
<th>4c) /kabsāni dabīhān/ modifier = unmarked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'two slaughtered sheep' adj. = fem. dual</td>
<td>'two slaughtered sheep' adj. = masc. dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4b) /ʕaynāni kahīlān/ modifier = unmarked</td>
<td>4d) /jaflānī kahīlān/ modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two dyed black eyes' adj. = fem. dual</td>
<td>'two dyed black eyelids' adj. = masc. dual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar to (3) and (4), contrast the above with the following nominal phrases which contain adjectives which do not show gender differentiation.

TABLE 2: Modifier: adjective: pattern "faʕūl"

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2a) /ʔummun Sabūr/ modifier = unmarked</th>
<th>2c) /ʔabun Sabūr/ modifier = unmarked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'a very patient mother' adj. = fem. sing.</td>
<td>'a very patient father' adj. = masc. sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b) /imraʔatān ḥarūn/ modifier = unmarked</td>
<td>2d) /rajulun ḥarūn/ modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'a (very) stubborn woman' adj. = fem. sing.</td>
<td>'a (very) stubborn man' adj. = masc. sing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3a) /imraʔatānī ʕajūzān/ modifier = unmarked</td>
<td>3c) /sayxānī ʕajūzān/ modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two (very) old women' adj. = fem. dual</td>
<td>'two (very) old sheikhs' adj. = masc. dual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3b) /hamātānī wasūlānī.../ modifier = unmarked</td>
<td>3d) /hamawānī wasūlānī.../ modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two inseparable mothers-in-law' adj. = fem. dual</td>
<td>'two inseparable fathers-in-law' adj. = masc. dual</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In the following patterns, we try, for the sake of simplicity, to avoid repeating with each and every pattern of the illustrations given above. The adjectives formed on the previous pattern (Table 1) have different shapes. Generally speaking, they appear in two word-features, as in (1) and (2), and one word-feature as in (3) and (4); whereas the others shown in Table 2 have only invariable figure. In order to set out the formal scheme, these adjectives can be classified as follows:

(i) These show a restricted range of two variable forms which typically occur in what is called "variable adjectives", i.e. morphological variations of an adjective.

(ii) These show invariable word-forms and collocate equally with both feminine and masculine nouns.

(iii) In both types, the ending of marked and unmarked feminine adjective-stems, which serves as a stem base to which the external dual morphemes are added, does not show alteration when attaching these number markers, thus contrasting with the patterns fušla and fašla? which have internal signs of femininity where the feminine final elements ā and ă? are replaced by y- and w immediately before the dual morpheme, as in ḥubla 'a pregnant woman' showing in the marked dual form ḥublayān 'two pregnant women' and as in hamrā? 'red' with hamrāwān 'two red...'

However, the procedure adopted in the preceding examples (Tables 1 and 2) is still applied to the adjective words on the following patterns.
Patterns of variable adjective:

3 - faZal: as in jabbārah 'very tyrannical' and jabbār 'very tyrannical'

4 - faZil: as in jasiZZah 'very greedy' and jasiZZ 'very greedy'

5 - faZlān: as in Damā 'thirsty' and Damān 'thirsty'

6 - faZl: as in Daxmāh 'bulky' and Daxm 'bulky'

7 - faZal: as in hasanah 'good' and hasan 'good'

8 - fuZal: as in sujāZah 'brave' and sujāZ 'brave'

9 - faZil: as in Tahirah 'pure' and Tahir 'pure'

10 - faZil: as in jayyidah 'good' and jayyid 'good'

11 - faZil: as in Darīfah 'nice' and Darīf 'nice'


Patterns of invariable adjectives

13 - faZāl as in jabān 'coward' and hasān 'pure'

14 - mifZal as in miZZaZ 'very liberal' and miZZām 'very learned'

15 - mifZil as in miskīn 'very poor' and mīnTīq 'very eloquent'

16 - mifZal as in migZam 'very brave' and migZal 'very talkative'

17 - verbal abstract as in Žadl '(very) just' and sidq '(very) truthful'

Taking into consideration the examples given in the above tables with their characterization, and those in the listed patterns, the following points can be drawn.

(i) Adjectives are of two types: variable and invariable. Variable adjectives have two forms: marked for feminine gender (+t) and unmarked for masculine gender (-t).
Thus in nominal phrases 1(a) and (b), and 2(a) and (b) (Table 1), the underlined elements are the exponents of the feminine adjective, whereas in those marked 1(c) and (d) and 2(c) and (d) (Table 1), the underlined are exponents of masculine adjectives. This contradictory feature may be extended to some cases where we have an adjective which shows gender variation having feminine and masculine forms as in the examples under (a) and (b) (patterns 3-12).

Invariable adjectives have only one form as regards gender, though they have been grouped, for reasons of morphology and ease of recognition into various patterns; they collocate with both feminine and masculine head nouns. They are distinguishable by syntactic context, as in 3/4(a), (b), (c) and (d) (Table 1), 2/3(a), (b), (c) and (d) (Table 2), and examples of the listed patterns (13-17).

In this way, these underlined pairs of invariable elements, though one of them is in an unpredictable word-form, represent adjective forms which have an internal binary opposition (i.e., masculine and feminine). The crucial factor in deciding one interpretation rather than the other lies in the linguistic context in which the adjective is used; if the preceding noun is masculine the adjective will be masculine and vice versa (i.e. feminine). Here we do well to quote Firth's proposal which alludes to this point and others given below;
"like all those we have reviewed, I propose to split up meaning or function into a series of component functions. Each function will be defined as the use of some language form or element in relation to some context. Meaning, that is to say, is to be regarded as a complex of contextual relations, and phonetics, grammar, lexicography, and semantics each handles its own components of the complex in its appropriate context."(1)

(ii) Adjectives included in the above examples are highly productive as a derived class. They reveal conventional irregular formations that follow morphological rules. That is to say, they signify that these specific patterns subsume, as indeed they do, adjective forms which have morphological correlation with other elements, these making an adjective which accounts for one specific semantic interpretation rather than another.(2)

(iii) Whatever their difference, all the above underlined elements are adjectives and have one syntactic feature in common: they can serve as a positive adjective in a structure of modification.

(2) Footnote: The case being so, according to traditional grammar, it follows that these adjectives appear in forms with an active or passive correlate depending on the active/passive distinction which is realized in the verbal piece or the participle form which is relevant to them, i.e., for the language user in CA, the adjective which appears, for instance, in form jabān 'coward' is correlated with the verb jabunā 'to be a coward', whereas Sabur 'very patient' is correlated with the active participle Sabīr 'long-suffering', and damīn 'ugly' is related to the passive participle madmum 'is deformed'.
It should be remembered that items belonging to this class of adjective were distinguished earlier (Chapter IV) as identified class. This chapter aims to argue this identificatory criterion of the adjective again.

H) Word-class of adjectives

It has already been said that adjectives establish an individual class. This is seen through morphological and semantic/syntactic characteristics:

a) They show the characteristics outlined on p. 218 irrespective of the different morphological form these adjectives may show.

b) These element types share the feature of having comparative and superlative forms, which means that the element in question belongs to class II. That is to say, for elements, formation by comparative and superlative clearly indicates that these forms are adjectives, or as Leech points out: "most adjectives can take comparative and superlative forms." (1)

c) They appear in the structural representation of predication as a predicate preceded by the subject; and indeed their morphological figure would account them for adjectives; in contrast with nouns which may not be predicative adjective as given below, and in fact their morphological shape would stand for nouns belonging to class I (see Chapter IV). This may be seen by making

a comparison between the examples below where (1) represents the adjective in predicative function and (2) shows that its counterpart (i.e. noun) is non-grammatical in predicative function; but it is a head noun of the preceding modifier.

1a) /zaydun faqir/  
   'Zayd is a poor man'

1b) /zaydun sujaζ/  
   'Zayd is a brave man'

2a) /al-faqiru Zayd/  
   '*'The poor one is Zayd'
   'the poor, Zayd...'

2b) /al-sujaζ Zayd/  
   '*'The brave one is Zayd'
   'the brave, Zayd...'

d) The very interesting and exclusive distinction is that adjectives can be modified directly by an adverb like jiddan 'very' while nouns can never be modified by an adverb. Compare:

a) /marIDun jiddan/ 'very ill'
   but not

b) /bintun jiddan/ 'very girl'

It will be seen from the above that CA adjectives belong to an individual class. This class includes those elements which can have comparative and superlative forms, fit the predicative position in the adjective-identifying frame and are followed immediately by the word jiddan (or some other adverbs (see page 337). Although it is an
attempt to set new factors, this procedure followed by the present writer corresponds to that assumed by Tammam Hassan.\(^1\)

With respect to this point, attention is drawn to the fact that in our analysis I did not consider the adjectives and nouns as belonging to the same part of speech as did the traditional grammarians in their classification. The reason we do not follow their view is that, in the light of what has been discussed above, it is not strictly tenable. Therefore we adopt this frame for defining the adjective although it may cause some disquiet to the reader accustomed to the traditional classification.

Further, this distinction of adjectives differs from the view of Beeston mentioned in his distinction. Beeston assumes that adjectives in SA are not a distinctive class. His viewpoint is represented in the following two quotations,

"...the identification of words as adjectives is possible only on a functional basis, since their morphological structure is in no way distinctive."\(^2\)

---

\(^1\) For further information on this point in CA, see Hassan who assumes that adjectives belong to an individual class. Hassan, T. *The Arabic Language (its Form and Meaning)* (al-laugatu al-Zarabiyyatu ma'nahā wa mabnā'ah), *op.cit.*, 1973, pp.98-103.

\(^2\) Beeston, *op.cit.*, p.31.
"I must here stress a terminological point: since substantives and adjectives are distinguishable only by function, not by morphological shape, it may be impossible when quoting a word out of context to assert that it is either one or the other, this being determinable only by the syntactic context."(1)

It is our concern to confirm that adjectives morphologically belong to an individual class (in the light of the facts given in this and the previous chapter). It would have been useful if Beeston had mentioned that adjectives constitute a separate class as he has stated a class for verbs. His criterion of identifying verbs as a class can be seen with regard to adjectives. To quote,

"..., verbs are principally identifiable as such by their morphological shape, since the functions which they embody can be performed by words other than verbs." (2)

The same way of identification can be valid for adjectives being considered as a separate class, since they can be identified as a class (i.e. by morphological shape and functional consideration). In other words, adjectives as a class resemble verbs as to their identification where, generally speaking, I assume that adjectives are identifiable by their morphological shape, since their function can be accomplished by words other than adjectives (i.e. verbs, nouns etc.).

(1) Beeston, ibid., p.34.
(2) Ibid., p.31
Moreover, Beeston, it seems, goes so far as to determine the substantive/adjective distinction in a syntactic context. This is so because, as he says in the above quotation, it may be impossible when quoting a word out of context to identify it as one or the other consistent with his assumption about this distinction being impossible. Beeston suggests this word: Eādīl 'just'. He assumes that it is impossible without a sentence to say whether the word Eādīl is substantive or adjective. (1) This statement, however, is subject to syntactic considerations and excludes morphological shapes as being identificatory criterion of adjectives, while admitting morphological shapes for verbs. To me, this postulation of excluding morphological respects for identifying an adjective can also be considered with verbs. By this I mean that verbs are also subject to Beeston's argument. Admittedly, if we take a word out of context one cannot assert whether it is a verb or a noun.

The following words, for instance, can be interpreted to either verb or noun:

```
verb yazīdu al-māl 'The money is increasing'
1) yazīdu or noun jaʔa yazīdu 'Yazīd came'
```

(1) Ibid., p.34.
Now, I come to a particular phenomenon in CA in which, as illustrated above, some adjectives and verbs belong to a problematic bifurcating class where a word can be either an adjective or noun and verb or noun. This is, because either the adjective and the verb here are used as nouns for conventional reasons. Thus, it can be said on good grounds that these marginal uses must not be taken as a general feature or as a basis to the claim that the adjective cannot morphologically be identified, and this has arisen from a non-morphological distinction.

Nevertheless, I think that the existence of a form which is used in more than one class is related to traditional usage. In that use, tradition and convention will tell us that the adjective, as well as the classes,
can be used as a proper noun. (1) Even in the same class (i.e. noun), traditional and conventional uses of unusual nouns have been chosen for personal names. (2)

The gist of our argument is that in spite of using adjectives as nouns distinguishable by context, the adjectives in CA constitute an independent class.

To return to our initial discussion of gender/number, we have examined the adjective which occurs under the above patterns in gender with singular and dual forms.

To finish off this morphological/syntactic system, the following tables designate the features of forms, according to number, as realized in the numerical examples.

---


(2) For more information about this point, see Abu-manṣūrin al-tālālibiy, fighu al-lugati wa sirru al-Ẓarabīyyah, p.340, ed. by al-Ṭibā'ī et al., 1954.
(1) **Modifier: adjective: singular form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>unmarked</th>
<th>characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a) /yaowered waaned garība/</td>
<td>modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'He is preaching then a remarkable sermon'</td>
<td>adj. = sing. form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b) /...rādiyan ān ḥayātihi al-hādi?ati al-muTma?innah/</td>
<td>modifier = unmarked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'he is satisfied with his quiet and peaceful life'</td>
<td>adj. = sing. form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(2) **Modifier: adjective: dual form**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>marked (-ān) (nom. case) characterization</th>
<th>marked (')-ayn) (oblique case) characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a) /qanātān Tawīlatān/</td>
<td>modifier = marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two long channels'</td>
<td>adj. = dual form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2c) /...Sayḥatayn garībatayn/</td>
<td>modifier = marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two strange shouts'</td>
<td>adj. = dual form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b) /nahrāni Ṣaḍban/</td>
<td>modifier = marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two fresh rivers'</td>
<td>adj. = dual form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2d) /...wālidāyni rahīmayn/</td>
<td>modifier = marked</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'two merciful parents'</td>
<td>adj. = dual form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

... Continued ...
(3) Modifier: adjective

1 - Sound plural masculine form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>marked (un) (nom.case) characterization</th>
<th>marked (-īn) (oblique) characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a) /al-mufakkirūna al-jadīrūna.../</td>
<td>1b) ?inna al-mu zamīlimīna al-miṣriyyina.../</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'the deserving thinkers'</td>
<td>'surely, the Egyptian teachers'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adj. = s.pl.M form</td>
<td>marked adj. = s.pl.M form</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 - Sound plural feminine form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>marked (āt) for all cases</th>
<th>characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2a) /fatayātun naṣīTāt/</td>
<td>modifier = marked adjective = s.pl.F. form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'active girls'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2b) /...fatayātīn rasīdāt/</td>
<td>modifier = marked adjective = s.pl.F. form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'mature girls'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 - Modifier: adjective: broken plural form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>marked by internal vocalic change</th>
<th>characterization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>/Ṣulamāqun ?ajillāq/</td>
<td>modifier = marked adj. = broken pl. form</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'splendid scholars'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The adjectives formed by the use of the above system of marking have different word forms, according to the external morphemes as in Tables (1-3) or internal word variations as in (4) which classify them in grouped forms. These adjectives match the head noun which they modify by showing the same morphological/syntactic marker as they should be, since they are dependent on the head noun with regard to numerical status. In other words, an accompanying adjective has the numerical marker which is appropriated to that of the head noun in a nominal phrase, on account of fulfilling the resemblance between the two terms; this being dominated by the head noun. It may happen that the shape of the adjective form is different, as stated above with loose concord. However, generally speaking, violating the concordial relationships between the modifier and the head here will produce a syntactically unacceptable structure, and will miss the phonological function which is related to the syntactic status of the two elements concerned.

(II) Participles and adjectives

We have so far been concerned with the adjective form, and noun, as expressing the attributive function - explicit in the modifier with the head noun. This is, however, a type of attribution which calls for attention and to which we shall give the term "attributive participle". The common denominator of these types lies in the operation in each of a form of relations between the elements of NP. More particularly, participles as well as
participial adjectives\(^{(1)}\) indicate correspondingly the active and passive implications.

In general, if we take the analysis mentioned above (see pages 366 and 368) a bit further, I note that:
(i) Items are designated to represent a permanent or habitual characteristic and others show a momentary decisive state, since, as said above, they follow in meaning suppletive items.\(^{(2)}\) This counter-argument may be suggested to signify that there is a relation between the suppletive items and the adjective-participle-patterning, which is perceived in both types by indicating the imperfective and perfective features which are attributable to aspectual functions. To make this point clear, the identification of these patterns as participial adjectives which are based upon rules of word derivation is similar to that of participles. This is because all the rules which apply to the participles also apply to these adjectives, and there are no rules which apply to these patterns of adjective and not to participles.

Yet, semantically speaking, both types are in fact a minor of the basic difference between plain and intensive forms which are relatable to aspects. Clearly, there is a sharp distinction, on the basis of form and meaning, between

\(^{(1)}\) Footnote: The participial meaning is specific to particular adjectives.
\(^{(2)}\) Footnote: It should be mentioned here that the suppletive items are active and passive in type and meaning. Thus, adjectives and participles have the semantic value of expressing an active sense with elements whose aspects are relatable to continuity or repetition of action and a passive sense with those elements refer to the completion of action.
participial adjectives where they represent an intensive morpho-semantic functional group and the verb-inflection called adjectives or participiles where they exhibit plain morpho-semantic functions.

Therefore, two lexical classes can be given to them. These two semantic classes may be discernible in a system as follows:

(i) Plain (active/Sābir/ 'patient'

   (passive/majrūh/ 'wounded'

(ii) Intensive (active/Sābur/ 'long suffering'

   (passive/jarīh/ 'deeply wounded'

The interesting point to note here is that adjectives of the form faζāl, faζūl, mifζāl, faζīl, faζīl and plain adjectives of idiomatic use, though they are active in meaning, involve finer distinction in meaning according to the concept of intensity. That is to say, the adjective patterns have an inherent intensity in type and meaning by the very nature of the form, whereas the collocational adjectives are different in that they have an intensified meaning by their collocation with cognate head nouns (see pp. 346 - 348).

(ii) Participial concepts are seen in two ways:

   a) word-patterns: where the patterns are morphologically predictable devices in relation to verbs of relatable types, and they have a classified use of adjective vs. substantive, in which the adjective involved is depicting its referent as an inevitable consequence
of semantic configuration designated by the underlying verb. However, I am interested here in these types of participle as attributive or rather modifier. 

b) Word-patterns: where the patterns that are morphologically unpredictable devices for coding the participle category, they in fact are of participial implication which is inferred from interplay between a participle form and its counterpart adjective form, e.g. the adjective Zajīl 'hasty' is a paraphrase of the active participle Zājil 'urgent', and the adjective salīb 'taken' is a paraphrase of the passive pattern maslūb 'taken'.

These points mentioned so far are schematically disposed as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{participle} & \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{active} \\
\text{passive}
\end{array} \right. \\
\text{adjectives} & \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\text{active} \\
\text{passive}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

- exhibiting
- external prefix
- feature & vowel
- changes
- by internal
- pattern
- implication
- sa??ār 'always leaving something'
- dābih 'slaughtering'
- sajjīd 'prostrating'
- mujāhīd 'diligent'
- maksūr 'broken'
- mursāl 'sent'

In this way of identifying participles, there is however one remarkable dimension of the participle where aspect plays a central role in displaying a considerable semantic extension and in which the participle contains specialized senses within its semantic spectrum, in addition to its fundamental value, i.e., the term aspect includes the relevant functions of the participles, in addition to the essential values agentive and goal.
Again, I am interested in aspect as a feature of participles in the sense that they can have the function of an adjective in qualifying a noun whilst at the same time having certain characteristics of a verb, showing aspect. However, the devices given for relating the term aspect to participles are three:

(i) inherent-lexical aspect: to which the term aspect is assigned from the very nature of the element root, e.g. إيزون الدائم 'a permanent honour' is durative.

(ii) derivational-thematic aspect: in which the aspect is expressed by inflections or derivations as the following aspects in active or passive participle:

1) Active "progressive" aspect
   Implication of the aspect
   a) Continuous
   /صداق تارة/  
   'a current charity'  
   /والحم صادب الموقم/  
   'and long-lasting suffering awaits them' (1)
   b) Habitual
   /الإي االـمـباكر/  
   'The shepherd who is used to get out early'  
   /صادب المـباذد/  
   'A wastrel (a boy who is used to waste his money)'

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.149, verse 37.
c) Inceptive
/gulāmun nāsi?un fī bani fulān/
'a boy who is brought up from the start at bani fulān'
/lāriḥun nāsi?/
'a beginner' (a player who is beginning to play)'
/fī mā?in sāriḥin fī al-galayān/
'in a water which is starting to boil'

d) Continuous for a limited period
/imrā?atun ḥamil/
'a pregnant woman'
/wajhun mukfahirr/
'a sullen-looking face'

e) Perfective or continuous
/al-hākimu al-Dalim/
'the ruler who has oppressed someone'
'the ruler who is oppressing his people'
/saxSun muṣāgib/
'A person who has been or is being a trouble-maker'

2) Passive Aspect
Implications:

a) Perfective
/bābun maksūr/
'a broken door or a door which has been broken'
/?iļā yawmi al-waqti al-mażlūm/
'till the Day the time whereof is known (to Me alone)' (1)

(1) Ibid., p.386, verse 38.
b) Perfective continuous:

/al-sā'iru al-muhaddad/
'The poet who has been or is being threatened'

/wa al-yawmi al-mawṣūd/
'and (then bethink thyself of) the promised day'(1)

3) Passive use of the Active Aspectual Form.
The participle is used as a modifier for a noun in the structure normally implying that the head noun would be the actor, in these structures however, the actor is in fact another implied entity and the head noun is the receiver of the action.
a) Perfective or Progressive Aspect

/Σišatin rāDiyah/
'in a happy state of life'(2)

/haraman ʔāminā/
'a sanctuary secure'(3)

/xuliqā min mā?in dāfiq/
'He has been created out of a seminal fluid'(4)

(iv) Participial-adverbial aspect: where the aspect is inferred from the interplay between verbs with adverbial phrase and active form.

(1) Asad, ibid., p. 942, verse 2.
(2) Asad, ibid., p. 972, verse 7.
(3) Asad, ibid., p. 616, verse 67.
(4) Asad, ibid., p. 944, verse 6.
a) Iterative aspect
/laylun nāʔim/
'A night for sleeping' (lit. A night which sleeps)
/laylun sahir/
'A night for being up' (lit. A night being up)
/yawmun ṭāṢīf/
'A day of violent wind (lit. A day violent)

However, this system of aspect shows that the establishment of aspect for participles is based on the fact that each aspectual feature must be examined in respect of its semantic interpretation with its grammatical construction. Thus, various aspectual features are presented with participles. In this manner participles are similar to their counterpart verbs.

Thus, this combination may be represented by the following quotation,

"on the one hand, language-particular categories often combine aspect with some other category, most usually tense... The same is true of the so-called perfective in written Arabic, which combines perfective meaning and relative past time reference."(1)

However, this quotation is given just for clarification, since verbs and participles are equally involved with aspectual features. Further, they may share the constant interplay of aspect. Comrie, however, did not give attention to participles in his book "Aspect". That is

why Mitchell has commented on this,

"The Arabic participle is closely involved with aspectual distinctions, but Wright, the traditional Arabists' authority on whom Comrie relied for the Arabic content of his recent valuable book on Aspect, is quite uninformative on the subject and it is therefore not surprising that participles did not engage Comrie's attention and that his account of Arabic facts is correspondingly unfocussed, although it should be said that he has chosen to confine his interest to the written language."(1)

Whatever the distinctions of aspect are, in the present study we speak of semantic aspectual distinctions, such as that between perfective and imperfective meanings, in the light of the grammatical function and meaning of each type in a given structure. However, in our treatment of aspect here, we follow, Ingham in his strict idea of aspectual distinctions given in his recent valuable article on Tense and Aspect in the Arabic and English languages. To quote,

"The basis of this study is "al-zaman" Tense and "al-wijhah" Aspect in the Arabic verb, they differ in some respects with regard to Arabic and English languages. And although both languages indicate "Tense" and "Aspect", the way of indication in each language differs from language to language and we mention in this regard the old linguistic saying 'different languages perform the same functions in different ways.'(2)

---

"And the pointing out of one form to numerous tenses and connecting the syntactical function to the structure are seen in the Arabic language. But in the English language most functions have a special form and the indication to the tense in most examples is necessary. It seems that the system of tense and aspect in the Arabic language is a very economic system because it expresses a great number of tenses and aspects by few forms. The meaning of these forms can be understood by recalling the structure in which they have involved and the kind of verb root which these forms are derived from."(1)

Having said that the participial modification in noun phrase will be interpreted according to contextual considerations, consider now the different versions of the following:

(1) /ḥādā rajulun nāSiḥun lanā/
   'This is a man who (is advising) us (advises) (will advise)

(2) /ḥādā mā?un bārid/
   'This is a cold water'

(3) /fīhā ẓaynun jāriyah/
   'Countless springs will flow therein'(2)

(4) /ka? annahum humurun mustanfirah/
   'as though they were terrified asses'(3)

(5) /?innahu ūdūwun muDillun mubīn/
   'Verily, he is an open foe, leading (man) astray'(4)

(1) Ibid.
(2) Asad, op.cit., p.948, verse 12.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.911, verse 50.
(4) Asad, ibid., p.591, verse 15.
They are people who will be destroyed.

'Consider (God's) revelation, inscribed on wide-open scrolls.'(1)

'Consider the long-enduring house (of worship)! '(2)

Note that the participial form sometimes becomes fully adjectival in function, or rather there are many adjectives which have the same form as participles, as in

'A man who is a dealer came to me'

'Omar, the just Caliph'

'I saw Khalid, the poet'

'I passed by Zayd, the sensible'

However, the line between adjectives and participles of the same form can be seen by the verbal function which is plain in participles where a direct object is present. Furthermore, participles show aspect with regard to their relationship with the head noun, i.e., they qualify the head noun with regard to aspect, but adjectives do not.

(1) Asad, ibid., p.807, verses 2 and 3.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.807, verse 4.
Although participles are of different types and various aspects, they nevertheless have one feature in common: Modifier

a) /fī al-?ayyāmī al-xāliyah/
   'in days gone by'\(^1\)

b) /?illa wa lahā kitābun ma?llum/
   'unless a divine writ had (previously) been made known to it'\(^2\)

a) /qāla al-fata fī Sawtīhi al-sāxir../
   'The boy said in his sarcastic voice'

b) /al-buqāṭā al-mubāraakah/
   'on blessed ground'\(^3\)

a) /...kūnū qiradatan xāsi?īn/
   'Be as apes despicable'\(^4\)

b) /fī kitābin makkūn/
   '(conveyed unto man) in a well-guarded divine writ'\(^5\)

As can be seen from these and earlier examples, participles are capable of a considerable number of semantic and structural functions. Just as the aspects were defined by indicating miscellaneous values in the semantic spectrum of participles, structurally, participles are described in terms of their dependency, greatly depending for their function as a modifier on an associated head noun. The participle is thus characterized

---

\(^1\) Asad, ibid., p.890, verse 24.
\(^2\) Asad, ibid., p.383, verse 4.
\(^3\) Asad, ibid., p.593, verse 30.
\(^4\) Asad, ibid., p.228 verse 166.
\(^5\) Asad, ibid., p.834, verse 78.
by the fact that it modifies the head noun and the grammatical structure is that of modification. However, it seems to me that the semantic and morphosyntactic specifications of participles are in a way interdependent.

Like adjectives, participles can be transposed in word order and exhibit, because of their transposition, a focus in the noun phrase; that is, every transposed participle in a structure of modification is represented by a contrastive nominal phrase. Focus, however, is used here in a sense similar to that defined by Chafe:

"perhaps, then, contrastive sentences should not be thought to contain the specification new at all, but rather some other specification which might be labelled focus. In that case, new and focus would be in complementary distribution, the former occurring only in non-contrastive sentences, the latter only in contrastive ones." (1)

It is the case, then, that a contrastive nominal phrase entails the focus upon the transposed element. The following pairs of examples illustrate this point in which (b) is focal type.

a) /zaydun al-za?iru.../
'Zayd, the visitor.../

b) /al-za?iru zayd/
'the visitor, Zayd'

a) /marartu bi Tiflin Sārix/
'I passed by a crying child'

(1) Chafe, op. cit., p.224 N(3) below.
Nominal phrases like these have been treated by the Arab grammarians. The head noun and the modifier may be either definite or indefinite, but with definite structure the head noun is always a proper noun. However, although the examples marked (b) are of transposed participles, the transposed structure as a syntactic term is called "badal" "Apposition" by the Arab grammarians, which is semantic/syntactic term. Transposition here as a semantic concept is considered in terms of specification. As a syntactic feature it forms a sub-class of "modifier", and is focussed by choosing a marked word order, which is in this case the moving of the participle to the beginning of the nominal phrase.

(See Chapter VI on apposition).

---

(1) This example is taken from Hasan, A., op.cit., part 3, p.482 below N(1).
(2) See Chapter VI on appositions.
Working from the above types of nominal phrases, we notice that these types are virtually a combination of head noun and modifier with regard to the feature "Definiteness" or "Indefiniteness". They are listed in two groups, (a) and (b), and this introduces a distinction of ordering significance. Set (a) represents what are obviously called unmarked structures that constitute "an open nominal phrase". By contrast, set (b) comprises a "closed nominal phrase". That is, the participles which are shifted from their unmarked positions, for focus reasons, create a closed NP in the sense that the use of transposition in a given nominal phrase excludes the possibility of adding other elements. This may be due to the fact that the significance of this transposition is to characterise the given head noun as being of specific relevance to the transposed participle. That is to say, it denotes that the given head noun is the only one that is involved in the modification. This comparison could be shown convincingly in the following examples where (a) represents an open structure and (b) exemplifies a closed nominal phrase:

a) /zaydun al-fätiku.../
   'Zayd who has assassinated someone'

b) /al-fätiku zayd/
   'the killer, Zayd'

a) /marartu bi Tiflin maDrūbin.../
   'I passed by a beaten child'
b) /marartu bimaDrūbin Tifl/
'I passed by a beaten (who is) child'

This contrast between the open and closed nominal phrases may be diagrammed thus:

(open NP)

\[ +\text{Def.} \]
\[ \text{Head} \leftarrow \text{participle} \ldots \]

In these two different systems, the open nominal phrase is shown by the box with an open end, a sign that the nominal phrase can be extended, while a closed nominal phrase, with a participle positioned initially, is represented in a closed box; this means that the nominal phrase is restricted. The direction of modification is indicated by an arrow from the modifier toward the head.

In general, this comparison is applicable to any type corresponding to these structures (see adjectives with head noun above).

Once again, it is worth mentioning that certain participles resemble their counterparts (nouns of occupation
and some adjectives, see above) in a certain syntactic feature; that is, they occur usually before their head noun which is always a proper noun. Indeed these special participle modifiers are frequently placed in the initial position of a nominal phrase; on the basis of structure and meaning, they can always be analyzed in terms of modifier and head. As in the case of their previous counterparts, the system used here will show the two juxtaposed members of the NP in the order in which they appear. It is a syntagmatic representation of structure based on two main principles: (1) A juxtaposition of two definite elements in which the modifier is defined by the article al- 'the' and the head is definite by nature (i.e. proper noun), occurs in a fixed pattern, (2) a participle modifier precedes the head noun by itself, in contrast with the one which precedes it by transposition. Contrast:

(1) al-ḥājju Zumar/
    'the pilgrim 'Omar'
/al-maṛḥūmu Σumar/
    'the late 'Omar'
/al-faqīdu al-rāḥīlu Σumar/
    'the deceased 'Omar'
(2) (a)/al-mutafaqqihatu sukaynah/
    'the well versed, Sukayna'
b) /sukaynata al-mutafaqqihat.../
    'the well-versed Sukayna'
a) /al-maDrūbu Ṣayd/
    'the beaten, Ṣayd'
b) /Zaydun al-maDrūbu.../
‘the beaten Zayd’
Thus two possible structures can be seen in a non-obligatory transposition. (Note that the non-transposed structure would often indicate a correspondingly unfocussed modifier, whereas the modifier in the transposed structure would be in focus.

However, the resulting pattern of both types (i.e. (1) and 2(a)), which has been called a "close structure", may bring the two elements involved into a potentially ambiguous syntactic relationship.

For instance, informants well-versed in classical Arabic, regarded the illustrations listed below as ambiguous, in spite of the stress which is assigned to the elements involved. This was on the basis of the principle that in CA such nominal phrases tolerate two interpretations (i.e. apposition or predication). They emphasize that the only means to disambiguate these constructions is to insert the so-called pronoun of separation. Whatever the grammarians whom the informants relied on may say, these constructions are nominal phrases (see also Chapter II and page 305 above with reference to this point). It appears, in fact, to be neither an apposition nor a predication since the appositional structure is made up of a noun modifying a head noun, as in wa xaTaba bintahu al-rabāb 'and he got engaged to his daughter, al-Rabāb'.
and the predication, as in al-maqtūlu huwa sayyid 'The murdered man is Sayyid'.

Keeping this distinction in mind, we note at this point that such structures as this are of one interpretation. This is based on syntactic and semantic relations, or rather syntagmatic and structural configuration. Thus, a participle followed by noun represents a structural configuration of modifier and head in which the semantic function is attribution in contrast to the structure of apposition which consists of head noun and noun-modifier with determinative relation. This contrast appears in the following illustrations:

Structure of attribution  Structure of apposition
(Participle modifier + noun) (Noun + modifier - noun)
/al-mahību walīd/ /al-masīhu Īsā/
'the venerable Walīd' 'the Messiah, Jesus (peace be upon him)
/wa minhum al-mutaxayyaru ?ahmad/ /al-ḥusaynu ibnu Zaliyy/
'and one of them is the chosen Ahmad' 'al-Ḥusain, the son of ʿAlī'
/xāSamtu al-bāqiya zaydā/ /?axūka zayd/
'I disputed with the oppressor Zayd' 'Your brother Zayd'
/jā?a al-mawḥūbu ʿamr/ /?abū ḥafṣīn ʿumār/
'The talented ʿAmr came' 'Abu Ḥafṣ ʿomār'
The charitable Zayd came'

'and the son of his uncle 'Ali' tyrannized Zayd'

However, the features specifying each type are semantico-syntactic features. Furthermore, it is observable that the semantic value of the participle, which is adjectivally carried, is that of describing, but not identifying or determining, the head in which the participle is employed to mark the feature "event depicting a temporary situation" or a static aspectual value. (So, participles here are showing attribution on the basis of their function and their morphological shape).

The following two quotations from Beeston bear evidence to this fact:

"The fundamental semantic value of a participle is that of describing an entity about which the verb can be predicated and nothing more..."(1)

"Thirdly, the form depicting a temporary situation coexisting with the moment of utterance, as in 'I am sitting in the garden'; this can be represented in SA either by a prefix set verb, or by a non-verbal theme + participle structure, 'ajlis' or 'anajalis.'(2)

What is of immediate concern to us here is that these nominal phrases with a pre-posed participle require

(1) and (2) See Beeston, op.cit., pp.35 and 78-79 respectively.
a phonological marker, otherwise ambiguities may arise; as to which one of the elements is the modifier? However, this potential ambiguity can be resolved by stress, and the modifier is usually marked by a stronger stress than the head.

However, these structures of modification have engaged my attention because they show high frequency nowadays in spoken and written language. Further illustrations:

a) /al-muttahamu fargalI/  
   'the accused farghali'  
   'Farghali who has been accused'

b) /al-mad2uwu hasan/  
   'the called Hasan'  
   'Hasan who has been called by this name'

c) /al-muddal2i Asim/  
   'the claimed 'Asim'  
   'Asim who is being claimed'

d) /al-mudnibu s4d/  
   'the guilty Sa4d'  
   'Sa4d is being guilty'

e) /al-magfuru lahu sayyid/  
   'the forgiven Sayyid'  
   'Sayyid who has been forgiven'

Summarizing this section on the morphology of participles and their position, we should notice that in Arabic there is a certain degree of congruence between semantic and morphological criteria, and syntactic and adjectival considerations (i.e. attributive).
(III) **Comparative and superlative**

In this section we are concerned with the treatment of what is labelled *preeminence*: comparative and superlative adjectival types in consideration with the syntactic function in which they occur as 'noun headed' modifiers. By this is meant that they are syntactically subordinated to the head noun of a nominal phrase which assigns to them the case ending, as with comparative types, and all grammatical features, as with superlative types.

Morphologically, comparative types have one common pattern PafSal which has been referred to as a comparative adjective pattern and is invariable: Thus, it never adopts any morphological change to indicate gender or number e.g. marartu bi rajulin ?akbara min Zayd 'I passed by a man who is older than Zayid' ja?atni imra?atun ?akbaru min hind 'A woman who is older than Hind came to me'. This fact, however, is due to the absence of the article al-'the'. Moreover, all comparatives of this pattern are often distinguishable and describable in terms of the "form" + preposition (min 'than') which signals its comparative significance; that is, the comparative form in Arabic can be followed by a periphrastic form in conjunction with a compared noun, as illustrated above. The following quotation from Quirk illuminates this fact:

"Most adjectives inflected for comparison seem to be able to take periphrastic forms more easily when they are predicative and are followed by the basis of comparison."(1)

---

In a way, the same applies in CA. On the other hand, periphrastic forms are, however, abnormal with the superlative patterns: al-?af?al and al-?u?lā (i.e. the preposition min 'than', never follows the superlative form). Consider:

'I heard a preacher who is more eloquent than ?ahbān'

b) /istamaltu ?ila al-?ulbin al-?af?ah/
'I heard the preacher who is the most eloquent'

but not

/istamaltu ?ila al-?ulbin al-?af?ah min ?ahbān/

If we examine the above illustrations, we note that the comparative-element in (a), where it is assigned by the absence of the article, is followed by the preposition 'min', superlative-element in (b) which is prefixed by the article cannot be followed by this preposition; since this preposition does not figure idiomatically in the structural representation of superlative phrase.

Again, the presence of the definite article has the morpho-syntactic effect of contrasting the superlative with comparative forms as regards gender and number. This is attested by the fact that the morpho-syntactic al- 'the', which may figure in the surface syntax of the basic pattern (?af?al), brings to the form involved varieties of two distinguishable forms (i.e. masculine and feminine). In other words, with the article, one must distinguish between two varieties of these superlative adjectives: masculine and feminine forms to which the external
markers of gender and number are affixed, but not with those of the comparative which is a stable pattern. Thus, with the prefixed article al-?afdal is a masculine singular and al-fudda is a feminine singular pattern.

Examples:
Masculine /al-?akbar//al-?aSgar//al-?afDal/
   'the oldest' 'the youngest' 'the most outstanding'
Feminine /al-kubra//al-sugra//al-fudda/
   'the oldest' 'the youngest' 'the most outstanding'

In summary, the superlative degree of comparison is expressed by prefixing the definite article al- to the basic comparative form in which the article differentiates between the stable and the gender and number differentiated forms; this however is not always the case; some exceptions do occur, as in yantaqilu al-badawiyyu ?ila al-amakini al-awsal 'The Bedouin usually moves to the widest places', and yuhibbu al-?arabiyyu al-hayata al-?akram 'The Arabian likes the most honorable life'. These examples represent an exceptional kind of the stipulated morphological variation which figures with the 'superlative'. In this manner, they are similar to 'comparative' as regards gender and number.

The following two quotations from Beeston and al-?azhariyy bear evidence to this fact:

"While the differentiation between the stable and the gender-and-number-differentiated varieties can be overall presented as conditioned by the absence
or presence of the article, this is not the whole of the story; some exceptions do occur." (1)

"We rely here on "established usage" for realizing the plural and feminine representations, i.e. in al-?asraf, al-?arraf, the plurals al-?asrīf, al-?arīf and the feminines al-?urfā, al-Durfā are not recorded while the adjectives al-?afDal and al-?atwāl do have attested plural and feminine forms of that type (?afDal fuDlā, ?atwāl, Tūlā)." (2)

However, these comparative and superlative patterns have the semantic value of denoting a special degree of intensity, accordingly their forms have an intensifying function on the nouns they modify. In contrast with their counterpart of other patterns, although all belong to the same consonantal root which do not have this special intensity. For example, the intensive forms: ?afDal 'more outstanding', al-?afDal and al-FuDlā the 'most outstanding', contrast with the participial unmarked (intensity) form: fāDil 'outstanding'. This contrast can be summarized thus:

```
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Root</th>
<th>(plain forms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fāDil</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fāDilah</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fDl</th>
<th>(intensive forms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>?afDal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-?afDal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>al-FuDlā</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
```

(1) See Beeston, op.cit., pp.57-58.
The intensive forms are also in contrast with a form of the same pattern which is neither elative nor intensive in a sense that it does not show comparison; therefore it does not possess this special intensity of comparison. The following two lists give some of the preeminently elements which typically represent this type and their corresponding primary words:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>Arabic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>easier</td>
<td>?ashal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more advantageous</td>
<td>?ajdā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more suitable</td>
<td>?ajdar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearer</td>
<td>?aqrab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>farther</td>
<td>?abZād</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older</td>
<td>kubrā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smaller</td>
<td>sugrā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more outstanding</td>
<td>fuDaš</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>older</td>
<td>kubrā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taller</td>
<td>Tulā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the highest</td>
<td>al-?ulyā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the taller</td>
<td>al-Tulā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the lowest</td>
<td>al-suflā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the oldest</td>
<td>al-kubrā</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the firmer</td>
<td>al-wutgā</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3) /imra?atun ?ublā/ unmarked
'a pregnant woman'

1) /hādā _tawbun ?aglā _tamanā/ marked
'This is a dress which is more expensive' intensity

2) /fa yuladdibuhu allāhu al-?aqābā . al-?akbar/ marked
'his will God cause to suffer the greatest intensity suffering (in the life to come)'(1)

3) /fa?arāhu al-?ayata al-kubrā/ marked
'And thereupon he (went to Pharaoh and) intensity made him aware of the great wonder (of God's grace)'(2)

After this brief investigation of the main types of 'comparison', and the applicability of comparative and superlative systems to the appropriate adjective types in CA, it is proposed to discuss the phrasal characteristics of the classes of phrases which appear in comparative and superlative constructions. Next, an attempt will be made to classify these phrasal constructions into two types; each will be dealt with separately:

(i) In the majority of cases, the structural occurrence of the phrasal construction is its use as an annexed comparative form to a noun, by which the phrase will be equal to superlative. So, such phrases are formally and grammatically equivalent to the superlative-element; since syntactically both types, the superlative at the

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.949, verse 24.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.927, verse 20.
element level and phrasal level behave similarly, i.e. their role is identical; semantically they are also equal; since their common denominator is the superlative feature and semantic feature of describing an entity.

Consider the following illustrative examples where the superlative is a defined adjective - comparison in (a) and phrasal construction - comparison in (b) which has an implied head.

a) /wa ?aḥsastu ?anna al-naba?a al-?aĚDama qarīb/
   'and I felt that the greatest news was coming soon'

b) /wa ?aḥsastu ?anna ?aĚDama al-?anba?i qarīb/
   'and I felt the greatest news (of the news) was coming soon'

a) /inSarafat al-za?iratu al-FuDla/
   'The most outstanding visitor has left'

b) /inSarafat fuDla al-za?irat/
   'The visitor (who is) the most outstanding visitor has left'

a) /yawma nabTisu al-baTsata al-kubrā/
   'On the Day when We shall seize (all sinners) with a most mighty onslaught' (1)

b) /ja?a ?aFdalu al-qawm/
   'The most excellent (man or men) of the tribe'

(ii) In the more usually accepted style, the comparative type may be realized by phrasal constructions in the structural configuration of that class of nominal phrases

(1) Asad, ibid., p. 761, verse 16.
which involves phrasal comparative modifiers. However, the phrasal construction here is represented by a prefixed comparative form used as an auxiliary followed by a "corresponding"(1) verbal noun; this, however, is for reasons of specification, such as ?asaddu xuDratan 'greener', ?aqbahu xawaran 'uglier (as to one blind eye)', ?akbaru taZawunan 'more helpful' ?asrazu inTiläqan 'more rapid' (as to outbreak) ... etc. This type of construction arises usually from the fact that items denoting colours or undesirable characteristics are not themselves capable of being compared by themselves; since the positive adjective from those terms are themselves of the pattern ?afal as ?axDar 'green', ?arwar 'one blind eye'. And this construction can also be used with all other elements which cannot take the form ?afZal i.e. taZawun cooperative, inTiläq 'rapid'. Consider:

a) /tawbun ?asaddu bayāDā/
   'a more white robe'

b) /hādā rajulun ?aktaru māla/
   'This is a man who has more money'

c) /fī al-dāri rajulun ?awDahu zarajā/
   'A man who is more obviously lame is in the house'

d) /istārā baytan ?awsaZa misahah/
   'He bought a house which is wider in area'

e) /wa yaTlubūna ?ilayhā tamarātin ?ahlā madaqā/
   'and they asked from it profits which are sweeter in taste'

(1) See Wright, op.cit., vol.2, p.141.
The above construction is identical in surface syntax to the construction where a "tamyīz" phrase is made comparative. So we also have phrases of the type ?awDahu Zarajan 'more obviously lame', ?awsaZu misāḥatan 'wider in area' ?ahlā madāğan 'sweeter in taste' from waDihun Zarajan 'obviously lame', wasiZun misāḥatan 'wide in area' and hulwun madāğan 'sweeter in taste'.

In the examples (a), (b), (c), (d) and (e) however, the elements ?aktar and ?asādād are purely syntactic auxiliary, while in the other examples the ?afzal forms ?awDah, ?awsaZ, etc. are central semantic components of the modifying phrase. We still can add that there are phrasal constructs which contain a comparative auxiliary and derived element from the same root of a given element in the context; in more concrete terms the element that is used as the head and the corresponding comparative element that is used as the modifier are related etymologically, as in wakāna hāda al-fatā Dayyiqan bi ḫayātih ?asadda al-Dīq 'This boy was extremely annoyed with his life'. However, such comparative phrases are presented for adjectives which refer to a quality that is considered as having values on a scale, and for participles which refer to an aspect that is expressed in terms of a scale. Hence they achieve an intensifying function on the head noun:

a) /faTāfa bi al-bayti Zajilan ?asadda al-Zajalah/ 'and he ran extremely fast around the house'
b) /wa kāna baxīlan ?aṣadda al-buxīl/ 'and he was extremely greedy'

c) /wa lākin hādihi al-hinātu muṣāqqadātun ?aṣadda al-taḡīd/ 'and these flaws are extremely intricate'

d) /wa kāna al-fatā munkiran liḥayātihī ?aṣadda al-?inkār/ 'and this boy was denying his way of life in the extreme'


An examination of the above illustrations shows that:

1) phrasal comparatives here are an extension of the relating element realized by an adjective or participle,

2) they are syntactically optional, and hence they are deletable without affecting the grammaticality of the structure,

3) they are used to emphasize the quality or the aspect introduced by the preceding correlated element.

To further illustrate this point, consider:

a) /wa kānat lugatuhāmuxtalifatan ?aṣadda al-ixtilāf/ 'and its language was different; extremely different'

b) /yujību bi?al-fāḍin gāmīdatin ?aṣadda al-gumūd/ 'He is replying in ambiguous words; extremely ambiguous'
c) /fa?innaka bila? raybin mu?minun ?ablaga al-?Iman /
'Surely, you are, without any doubt, a believer; deeply believing'
d) /wa kana mugtazzan bihi ?a?Dama al-?itizaz /
'and he was proud of him, extremely proud'
e) /wa lakinnahum kanu hiraSan ?ablaga al-?hirS/
'But they were careful, extremely careful'

A) Other semantic implications of comparison
The aim of such a configuration in comparison, generally speaking, is semantically related to functional roles such as the comparative, which comprises subclasses of relations: explanation and a certain degree of quality with specification, and the superlative which involves partitive or entire meanings. These are uniquely characterized by intensity and quality. Typically, therefore, they operate in the syntax, i.e. the criterion for a form-class to be a comparative or superlative is that it should be a form (other than a central adjective) capable of filling the attributive position in the structure of an NP. However, the form-classes representing those roles are:
(i) Invariable indefinite comparative forms (be they element or phrase), e.g.
a) /tafsu fihî al-xurafatu bi saklin ?awsa?/
'In this place, superstition spreads in a wider scale'
b) /wa yasmaemploy ?aSwātan ?aΣdaba min Sawti naTsān/ 'and he will be listening to more pleasant voices than NaTsān's voice'

c) /hādihi mas?alatun ?aktaru taΞqīdā/ 'This is a more complicated case'

(ii) Invariable superlative forms, e.g.
a) /istamaltu ?ila xaTibin ?afSahi xaTib/ 'I have listened to the best preacher' (I have listened to a preacher who is the best preacher)
b) /ra?aytu fatātan ?ajmala fatāh/ 'I saw the most beautiful girl (I saw a girl who is the most beautiful girl), and

(iii) Variable definite superlative forms (be they element or phrase) e.g.
a) /iqra? wa rabбуka al-?akram/ 'Read - for thy Sustainer is the Most Bountiful' (1)
b) /bi al-Σurwati al-wutqā/ 'a support most unfailing' (2)
c) /fatabāraka allāhu ?ahsanu al-xāliqīn/ 'hallowed, therefore, is God, the best of artisans' (3)
d) /jā?at al-walīdatu ĥusnayātu al-nisā?/ 'The best women (of women) came'

Thus, the features defining these roles are semantico-
morpho-syntactic features.

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.963, verse 3.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.630, verse 22.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.520, verse 14.
The semantic roles in general relate to comparison. References will define each one in a given structure. We shall, however, refer to them as sub-components in accordance with Anderson's following definition:

"I shall therefore prefer here the term semantic sub-component (or semantics). These underlying semantic representations form the input to a 'transformational sub-component' (what were called 'rules of realization' in Anderson, 1968a, 1969c) whose function is to correlate these representations with appropriate surface structure." (1)

The distinction between these roles made plain by semantic reference assigned. Thus, the reference tells us which belongs in a given frame, or as Strang puts it,

"The variation is for comparison, and the terms are, as with adjectives, positive, comparative, superlative; the distribution is similar to that of the three terms in adjectives - there are situations where any of the terms may be used, and only referential considerations will tell us which belongs in a given frame, and there are "than-constructions" which require a comparative, and "of-all-constructions" which require a superlative." (2)

The structures illustrating these semantic roles appear in nominal phrases. Next, an attempt will be made to classify these semantic roles into four sub-components: each being represented separately.

(2) See Strang, op.cit., p.182.
(i) Explicative: Comparative forms

a) /wa huwa min ?usratin Lazizatin min ?aqwā ?usari
tamīmin wa ?aqnāhā/
'and he came from a powerful family which is the
strongest and richest family (of families) (or he
came from the greatest and richest family) of Tamīm.'

b) /jismun ?adaggu min masTarah/
'a body thinner than a ruler'

c) /hādā ?uslūbun ?aqwā wa ?awDah/
'This is a stronger and clearer style'

(ii) Specificative: auxiliatory comparative + specificative complement

a) /?innahu lafatan ?afDalu qawmihi murū?atan wa /ʔahsanuhum
xuluqā/
'Surely, he is a young man who is the best of his
people with regard to chivalry and nature'

b) /wa kullama kanu ?ababan ?anDaja Zuqūlan wa /ʔawfara
taqāfatan.../
'and the more broad-minded and scholarly young men
were...'

c) /sarābun ?amarru maqāgan mina al-ʔalqam/
'a drink more bitter in taste than colocynt'

(iii) partative: superlative forms (phrasal construction)

a) /faqad kān ʕumaru ibnu al-ʔaTTābi fatan /ʔarwaʔa
min fityāni qurays/
'and 'Omar ibn al-Khattāb was the most charming of
the men of Quraish'
b) /salaka bihi Tarig an ?aTwala Tarig/
   'He took him along the longest way'

c) /usturDiSa fî banî sa`dîn ?aFali al-qabā`ili lisānā/
   'He was nursed in the best tribe (bani Sa‘d) among
   the tribes with regard to CA language'

d) /ja`at al-hindātu ?aḥsanu al-nisa`?
   'The Hindāts who are the best women came'

(iv) Absolute:superlative forms

   a) /sabbih isma rabbika al-?aFlā/
      'EXTOL the limitless glory of thy Sustainer's name:
      (the glory of) the All-Highest'(1)

   b) /al-yadu al-`ulā xayrun mina al-yad al-suflā/
      'The highest hand is better than the lowest hand'

   c) ?antum wa ?ābā`ukum al-?aqdamūn/
      'You and those ancient forebears of yours?'

So far the object of our description, generally,
has been to identify the morphological patterns of the
comparative and superlative which are overtly marked by
inflectional indications, and the semantic interpretations
they reflect, but they may group themselves into semantic
sub-sets corresponding to the different representation with
appropriate surface structures.

The description will be undertaken in terms of the
structural relationship 'modification' in the nominal phrase.

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.946, verse 1.
(2) Asad, Ibid., p.565, verse 76.
B) Concord in the comparative and superlative adjectival modifiers

This section undertakes to examine the structure of modification with regard to this type of inflectional comparative adjectival, which is derived from active participial adjectivals, represented by the pattern ?afzal followed by min 'than', and of phrasal comparatives which consist of an auxiliary comparative (e.g. ?aktaru ḥawalan) followed by a noun. Both devices were designated as being of this type of construction having the function of modifier with a noun as head. In this behaviour, the two constituents present in the structural configuration the relationship of modification i.e. head and modifier. However, in the following examples the inflexional comparative constructions are:

a) /lindi gulāmun ?ajladu minhu/ comp. + min

'I have a more patient servant than him'

b) /baladun ?aktaru taqaddumā/ aux. + noun

' a more advanced country'

c) /rajulun ?akbaru talāwunā/ aux. + noun

'a more helpful man'

Again, it is of immediate concern to us to mention that comparatives do not show concord with the head noun they modify in gender and number, i.e. the construction shows a morphologically unmarked modifier with a morphologically marked head noun but the situation is different with superlative forms, since they have gender
and number indications in accord with the head noun.

Thus, structures containing comparative adjectives contrast with those with superlative adjectives:

a) /Tara?at muskilatun ?ahwanu min gayrihā.../ (non-agreeing)
'A problem easier than any other has occurred suddenly...'
(f.sing.) (comp.M)

b) /tumma Saḥibtuhu ?ilā rihlatihi al-kubrā/ (agreeing)
'and I went with him in his biggest journey'
(f.sing.) (sup.M)

a) /yamliku hadlqatayni ?ajmala min gayrihimā/ (non-agreeing)
'He owns two gardens which are more beautiful than any others'
(f.dual) (comp.M)

b) /al-gaqīqatāni al-fuDlayāni.../ (agreeing)
'the best two full sisters'
(f.dual) (sup.M)

a) /marartu bi fatayātīn ?afDala min gayrihinn/ (non-agreeing)
'I passed by some girls who are better than any others'
(f.plural) (comp.M)

b) /marartu bial-hindāti al-fuDlayāt/ (agreeing)
'I passed by the best Hinds'
(f.plural) (sup.M)

The underlined elements presented above, though structurally modifying a feminine head, are classified with regard to concord into agreeing and non-agreeing since the former is carried out by a superlative form and the latter by a comparative form. The same holds true for the superlative and comparative forms with a
masculine head noun; except with a singular head, the comparative is similar to the superlative in having a full concord with the head noun involved.

C) Syntactic features of comparatives as modifiers

As was noted at the beginning of this section, comparatives are inflectional adjectives. That is to say, they differ from ordinary adjectives in that they are aspectually marked. However, all comparatives follow a fixed sequence, always following the noun they modify; they never precede it. In terms of structural classification, they are of one class: postmodifier. These are found in four different types of sequence, which are not of equal frequency of occurrence in texts. In order of frequency they are the following:

a) The most common, comparative word + (compared item) + noun in the accusative

b) The quite common, comparative word only

c) The least common, comparative word + compared item. (1)

These can be briefly illustrated by comparing the examples presented below:

a) postmodifier (aux. comp. + prep. phrase + adjective)

/intaSaru Žalā ?ummatin ?aĒdama sultaNā/

'They conquered the greater nation as to power'

(1) Regardless the comparative forms which are related to God since they function with relation to Allah as superlative.
"But it was between us and a power which is greater as to strength, more penetration and more effect in people's life than this man"

b) postmodifier (comparative form only) e.g.

"and he took the language into more wonderful and better way"

"They should go up in their researches to the level of a higher congregation and a more serene world"

c) postmodifier (comparative + preposition + noun)

"It gives (the language) a range wider than its (original) range and an area wider than its (original) area"

"He began to fight them with the stick more sturdily than with the weapons"

In the previous examples, one notices that the underlined constructions, though different in the syntagmatic representations and frequency of occurrence, serve as modifiers.
D) **Syntactic subclassifications of comparative function**

Comparatives can be subclassified according to whether they can function under the general label modifier, attributive or contrastive; the former is given for the attribution of a quality and the latter is acquired through the use of a prepositional phrase introduced by min. As we have already mentioned above, the comparatives are grammatically invariable in gender and number and are undefined, i.e. they are not prefixed by the definite article al- 'the', or by a following element in the genitive. Thus:

a) An attributive is expressed by a basic comparative only or by a phrasal comparative with an expressed or ellipted prepositional phrase which is introduced by min 'than'.

Examples:

1. `/?inna al-?umama tatasābaqu nahwa ḥayātin ?akrama wa ?argad/
   'Surely, the nations compete for a more pleasant and better life'

2. `/marartu birajulin ?afDala min ?axīh/
   'I passed by a man who is better than his brother'

3. `/ηindī gulāmun ?aswadu ?ajladu minhu wa ?aqwā/
   'I have a black boy stronger and more patient than him'

4. `/marartu birajulin ?akbara sinna/
   'I passed by a man who is older'

5. `/?aΣrifu rajulan ?aktara minka jadalā/
   'I knew a more argumentative man than you'`
b) The contrastive is seen through a characterizing (comparative) phrasal structure which, when the two compared entities are expressed, show that the quality in question is greater in the head noun than in the participant. In more precise terms, a sequence of a comparative form and a prepositional phrase, including the participant in a given structure of modification, should be treated as a phrasal structure consisting of the comparative form modified by the prepositional phrase, and serving as a modifier in a larger syntactic unit. For this, the syntactic sub-component of the whole phrase is what one can refer to as contrastive, its distinctive feature is established by the presence of the preposition min, which functions in comparative constructions, and must have the second term of the comparison expressed; on the other hand it functions also in comparative correlatives. (1)

Examples:

/ساَیْسُن ّ۝َاۡذِعَاۡقُ ۢۡوَمُۡسِمٰ ۢۢاۡل-ۢۡنِیۡیَاۡت/ 'a narrower life than the eye of a needle'

/سَرَابُن ّ۝َاۡسَدِذُعَاۡدَان مِنَۡاۡل-ۢۢحِیۡبَر/ 'a drink more black than ink'

In these examples, ّ۝َاۡذِعَاۡقُ 'narrower', and ّ۝َاۡسَدِذُعَا 'more black', are a form-comparative, modified by the prepositional phrases min sammi al-xiyaT 'than the whole of a needle' and mina al-hibr 'than ink', are the second term, functioning respectively as a modifier with distinctive feature.

Keeping in mind the above illustration, we notice that the classifications of 'attributive' and 'contrastive' share either a higher or a lower quantity of the feature expressed by the lexical meaning of a given comparative, which may be quite significant. Such types are linked to the lexical meanings: superior or inferior e.g.

a) /hāda rajulun Sāmitun ʔaktara mimmā yanbagī/  
   'This man is more silent than is necessary'

b) /lā tarDa bihāyātin ʔaqall/  
   'Do not accept a lower life'

c) /ʔinnahā ħayātun ʔaDnaku ʔaysā/  
   'Surely, it is a harder life as to living'

E) **The superlative adjectival modifiers**

As already pointed out in the introduction to the section on comparison, the superlative is kept distinct from the comparative by being syntactically marked as definite. In this case, the superlative is made definite by:

1) the article al- 'the', prefixed to the basic comparative form,

2) the annexation of a comparative form to a definite or indefinite element.

Accordingly, the superlatives have the following characteristics:

(1) With the definite article, the superlative is variable in gender and number, in agreement with the governed head noun e.g. huwa al-ʔafthu al-ʔaʔDm 'It is the greatest
conquest); al-sama?a al-dunyā 'the nearest sky (f.),
al-zaydānī al-?afDālān 'the best two Zayds, al-hindānī
al-fuDālayān 'the best two Hinds (dual F.), al-zaydūnā
al-?afDālūn 'the best Zayds', and al-hindātu al-FuDālayāt
'the best Hinds 'plural F.').

2) With an annexed definite element, the superlative
construction may be seen in diverse shapes which are both
acceptable and grammatically correct, although these are
semantically equivalent. These show a kind of superlative
which has structurally two possibilities, and these are
set out here to test the hypothesis that such possibilities
indicate the phenomena of mental images corresponding to
the syntactic realization of the element involved. If the
superlative shows the morpho-syntactic status of gender and
number, it would be variable; otherwise the form is
invariable. We can examine the use of variable and
invariable constructions, finding the latter somewhat
commoner among users, e.g.

1) /marartu birajulin ?afDali al-qawm/
   'I passed by a man who is the most excellent of the
   tribe'

   'I admired Shawqi (who is) the most famous poet
   (of poets) in this century'

3) /jā?at fatātun (husnā ) al-fatayāt/ (?ahsanu)
   (The girl (who was) the best of the girls) came'
   (The best girl
4) /hādāni rajulān (ʔaḥsanā) al-qawm/  
(ʔaḥsanu)  
'(These are the two men (who are)) the best of people'  
'(These are the best two men)'

3) With an annexed indefinite element, the form of the superlative thus is unchangeable in terms of gender and number e.g.

1) qābaltu (rajulan) ḥakrama rajul/  
'I met (a man (who was) the most generous of men),  
(the most generous man)

2) /...Zan (muˈzjizātin ) aʔDami muˈzjizāt/  
'... of miracles (which were) the greatest miracles'

3) /qābaltu (rajulāyni) ḥakrama rajulāyn/  
'I met (two men (who were) the most generous of men),  
(the two most generous men)

4) /qābaltu (rijālan) ḥakrama rijāl/  
'I met (men (who were) the most generous of men)  
(the most generous men)

Furthermore, there are a number of constructions in which three elements are brought into combination as characteristics of a superlative phrase. This is when the superlative constructions under (2) and (3) occur after the preposition min 'from', or fi 'in', or bi 'by', 'in'. To take the underlined examples, rajulūn min ʔaˈraqi ʔusrah 'a man from the most deep-rooted family', ʕalimün min ʔaḥsani al-ʕulāmā? 'a scholar from the best scholars', ḥaqad laqqanahum al-faˈdilata fī ʔasmā Suwarīḥā 'He has taught them moral excellence in its highest manner', and ʔinnahu ṭālibūn nājiḥun bi ʔaˈlā al-darajāt 'He is a student who has passed the examination with the highest honours' are
analyzable as a superlative combination, and the constructional sequence preposition + comparative form + noun in genitive, i.e. they constitute a phrasal superlative. Moreover, a phrasal superlative may be made up of a preposition + comparative form + noun and nominal phrase in the genitive, as in hādā kitābun rāʾiʾun mumtiʾun biʾaʿmaqi maḏanī hāṭayni al-kalimatayn 'This is a wonderful and enjoyable book in the deepest senses of these (two) words (i.e. rāʾiʾun and mumtiʾ). The whole structure, however, is a representative of superlative functioning as a modifier to the two first modifiers (rāʾiʾun and mumtiʾ). So superlative constructions such as this example and the one before it are similarly modifiers to an initial modifier and the relationship is established in terms of the adjective modifier, which can be itself modified, i.e. having the same syntactic operation. This type of modification can be diagrammed as follows:

```
NP
  / \  
A   PP.sup.
  /   /
N M1 M2

kitābun (rāʾiʾun mumtiʾun)
```

Mod. Head

```
  / \  
  \  / 
  prep comp N dem N

(biʾaʿmaqi maḏanī hāṭayni al-kalimatayn)

sup. modifier
```
F) **Syntactic types of superlative as modifiers**

Being superlative terms, the representative constructions may function in the syntactic structure in all the ways open to any other free element. That is to say, contrary to the comparative (although superlatives are considered here as dependent) a superlative may show the syntactic feature of independent status (i.e. be the Head). Yet it is very common for a superlative to function as a modifier to the head noun.

Compare:

a) /huwa al-matalu al-?allā/
   'He is the highest ideal'

b) /al-?afDalū an tusāfir/
   'The best thing is for you to travel'

c) /?innahu al-?akbaru sinā/
   'Surely, he is the oldest one as regards age'

The points to be mentioned here are that:

1. In (a) the superlative representative retains its syntactic dependent status appropriate to a modifier. To put it in structural terms, the construction representing the superlative uniformly (with the article) shows the syntactic and semantic configuration of dependent status by its use as an optional element and its position as modifier in relation to the head noun.

2. In (b) and (c) superlative constructions resemble (a) in that they are formally expressed in the same way, and differ in that they are structurally considered
as heads when they occupy the position of head rather than modifier.

(3) They have a semantic interpretation of 'superior comparison' in the sense that the noun with which the superlative adjective is used is in contrast with inferiors. Thus, the semantic relationship (be it explicit as in (a) and (c) or implicit as in (b)) is the superior relationship marked by the article al- 'the'.

Keeping these points in mind, for the corresponding types, it is worth mentioning in this respect, by way of comparison, that the argument given above is valid for the superlative of genitive construction, and furthermore the syntactic and semantic relationships are not as easily analysable as it seems at first sight. On closer examination, the types of structures included in the examples below illustrate that superlative constructions, which are represented by a uniform comparative form and a noun in the genitive, may occur syntactically either as a modifier or as a head depending on its position; a deeper analysis shows that there is a semantico syntactic sub-component whose output is the input to the relationship which holds between the structural elements in superlative-genitive within a given structure.

Compare:

1a) /kānū ʿāminīna ḥaḍīma al-ʔamn/
   'They were secure (in) the greatest security'

1b) /quraysun ṣafDalu al-nāsi ṣislāmā/
   'The people of Quraish are the best as regards Islam'
If we examine the nominal phrases in the above illustrations, we note that the modification by superlative construction may be designated on syntactic and semantic features as follows:

(i) In (a), they involve a three-element modification, by which is meant a two-element noun employed as head and one-element comparative adjective modifier. This type, however, increases by one-element, namely the head, the number of the constituents serving in the modification involved. The syntactic effect of this is that the structural elements will be a representation of two nominal phrases in which case they constitute one NP, by their structural relationships. So structurally this type may be marked off by the following characteristics:

(ia) Superlative constructions here occupy the position of modifier in a nominal phrase, and further they essentially appear in association with an obligatory sequential element.

(ib) Syntactically, in terms of participant roles, the structural elements: (?āminīn) 'predicate' and (Sawt)
'object' are head in the primary NP, and the comparative adjectives (?aΣDama) and (?ajmali) with their coterminous head are modifier.

(ic) Semantically the structure consists of a primary head ?ăaminīn followed by a modifying phrase ?aΣDama al-?amn in which ?aΣDam is premodifier to al-?amn.

In the analyses (1b) and (1c), we clearly have two different considerations, and - as would be expected - they give rise to different syntactic and semantic representations.

The above features are given briefly in these two diagrams:

**Figure (1) syntactic structure**

```
NP
  Head  modifier
  ?ăaminīn
  sawtīn
  ?aΣDama al-?amn
  ?ajmali sawt
```

**Figure (2) semantic structure**

```
NP
  H
  M
  Head
  ?ăaminīn
  Sawtīn
  modifier + head
  ?aΣDama al-?amn
  ?ajmali sawt
```
(ii) In (b), again the nominal phrases include a three element modification in which a two-element comparative adjective and noun are modifier and a one-element noun is the head. From the point of view of the relationship of modification holding between the structural elements of this type, we note that the items which occur in the predicate position (modifier + head), are primarily grouped together to realise the Head of that element of structure which may follow it: this is called optional modifier. Therefore examples like (?afDalu al-nāsi islāmā) and (?a£Damu al-quwwādi xibrah) may be analysed on syntactic and semantic grounds in two ways, and so differ from the types of (a). Since the elements modifier (islāmā and xibrah) syntactically modify the preceding structure together, and semantically, as might appear from the segmentation of these two nominal phrases, they modify the element at modifier position (i.e. ?afDal and ?a£Dam). The mechanism of this type may be diagrammed as follows:

Figure (1) Syntactic structure

\[
\begin{align*}
H & \quad M \\
\{ & \quad \{ ?afDalu al-nāsi \} \\
& \quad H \quad \text{modifier} + M \quad \text{Head} \\
\} & \quad ?islāmā
\end{align*}
\]

Figure (2) Semantic structure

\[
\begin{align*}
M & \quad H & \quad M \\
?afDalu & \quad al-nāsi & \quad ?islāmā \\
M \quad \text{Head} & \quad H \quad \text{modifier}
\end{align*}
\]
(iii) In (c) the superlative construction which occurs in the subject may, as was established before, be analysed semantically as modifier + head followed by predicate as in (?afDalū al-?awqāti šarxu al-šābāb) or by qualifier as in (?ajmalu al-ḥaḍārāti fī al-qurūnī al-wusTā).

Finally, the superlative constructions in (b) and (c) throughout are similar in that they have semantic functions appropriate to modifier; directly as in (b) or indirectly as in (c), since the annexing plural element denotes a category within which the entity described by the intensified pattern constitutes one item.\(^{(1)}\) But they contrast with those marked (a) which occupy the position of modifier in that, here, they occupy the position of head, and function as modifier in terms of the sub-syntactic component.

At this point, it is worth pointing out that although the above illustrations represent separately the syntactic and semantic functions; they nevertheless reveal their function quite clearly; in contrast with constructions which have the same pattern, but are proper nouns or physical adjectives. Each type can easily be recognized from the context, and it is this which will determine the distinction between the two contrasting syntactic usages below which however have an identical string. Compare for instance the following examples in the two lists below.

\(^{(1)}\) See Beeston, op.cit., p.58.
(1) /Sāhibu al-fitnati al-ṢuDmā/ 'He is of the greatest civil strife'
/al-bintu al-kubrā/ 'the oldest girl'
/al-makānu al-ʔaqSā/ 'the farthest place'
/hādā ʔamrūn ?aṣaru al-ʔumūrī ʔallā/ 'This is a matter (which is) most difficult as regards solution'
/?innahu rajulun ʔamradu al-ʔnās/ 'Surely he is the hardest of men'

In many of these examples such as al-masjidu al-ʔaqSā and al-duwalu al-kubrā, the total construction has become a proper name and therefore no comparison is implied. In the case of ʔaṣar and ʔamrad the adjectives enter into the class of physical defect adjectives.

A further point should be made about the syntactic ambiguity of a special superlative construction in which the annexing entity term is plural. In other words, when the pattern is annexed to a defined plural entity term, the construction may give rise to ambiguity. Constructions
like the following type of structure are syntactically ambiguous.

(1) /jaʔa ?aʔDamu al-rijāl/
(2) /ḥaraba ?aʔjaʔu al-junūd/

Although in nominal interpretations (the two underlined constructions in (1) and (2)) will be interpreted as 'The greatest man came', and 'The most brave soldier fought', they can also be interpreted 'The greatest men came', and 'The most brave soldiers fought'. The ambiguity results from the fact that the elements ?aʔDam and ?aʔjaʔ admit grammatically a deleted head noun, i.e. underlying in (1) and (2) their normal interpretations, are the appropriate singular head noun of the superlative phrasal construction as in jaʔa al-rajulu ?aʔDamu al-rijāl 'The man (who is) the greatest man among men came', and ḥaraba al-jundiyyu ?aʔjaʔu al-junūd 'The soldier (who is) the most brave soldier among soldiers fought'. On the other hand, the annexed plurals al-rijāl and al-junūd, in the surface structure may suggest that a deleted plural noun may be considered, giving in (1) and (2) the other potential interpretations i.e. jaʔa al-rajālu ?aʔDamu al-rajāl 'The men (who are) the greatest men came', and ḥaraba al-junūdu ?aʔjaʔu al-junūd 'The soldiers (who are) the most brave soldiers fought'. The ambiguity of these instances, however, as we stated above, can be resolved by inserting the appropriate noun, or by being in annexation with an indefinite plural, such as jaʔa ?aʔDamu rijāl 'The greatest men came', and ḥaraba ?aʔjaʔu junūd 'The most brave soldiers fought'.
Furthermore, the surface structure of superlative phrasal construction, as pointed out earlier, may also suggest that the annexed plural behaves like the underlying head noun under the operation of modification in so far as the intensified pattern is premodifier and the plural element is head. This assumption is based upon the fact that the latter but not the former can stand syntactically as a free form. Thus, in the examples quoted earlier, we can say:

(1) /jaʔa al-rijāl/ 'The men came'
but not
*jaʔa aʔDam

(2) /hāraba al-junūd/ 'The soldiers fought'
but not
*hārab asjaʔ

G) Syntactic subclassification of superlative function

Like comparatives, superlatives are also subject to subclassifications according to their function as modifier, or rather to their syntactic relationship with the head noun involved. In order to get the picture clear and to render syntactic analysis exact we advocate a linguistic description based exclusively upon the morphological characteristics of the superlative. It is thus that such relationships are seen subsyntactically, and that the recognition of each relation is related to the formal properties correlating with the demonstrable syntactic properties.
As illustrated above, syntactically all superlative constructions are attribute whatever their constructural realization, since they are descriptively attributed to the head noun they modify. Further, there are three notable sub-functions associated with the attributive function in which they can be perceived. These are:

(i) **Singularity**, which is shared by all superlatives, where the superlative is formally singularizing the head noun e.g.

a) /lā ?asukku fī ?anna lil-qur?ānī al-?atara al-?akbara fī fasāhatihā/
   'I have no doubt that the Holy Qur'ān has the greatest effect on the purity of language'

b) /kataba risālata al-?ajmala risālata al-?akbara/
   'He wrote a letter (which is) the most beautiful as to writing style'.

In these two examples, the head elements al-?atarah 'the effect', and risālata 'a letter', are being singularized by the modificatory elements al-?akbara 'the greatest', and ?ajmala risālata 'the most beautiful letter', which are superlative marked by the article al- and annexation respectively; they have singularizing function upon the head noun. So structurally, there is one element that is singularized and another which serves to singularize.

(ii) **Identificatory**, which is represented by a superlative that is marked by the article al- e.g.

a) /fayu?addibuhu allāhu al-?adāba al-?akbar/
   'him will God cause to suffer the greatest suffering (in the life to come)' (1)

---

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.949, verse 24.
b) \(fī\) al-\(?arD\) al-suflā

'in the lowest earth'

In this feature (i.e. with \(al-\)), the elements al-\(\xi\)adāb 'the suffering', and al-\(\?arD\) 'the earth', as head are identified by the elements al-\(?akbār\) 'the greatest' and al-suflā 'the lowest' respectively which, in semantic terms, are equal to a relative clause. That is, the head is linguistically identified through the modification that has been supplied for identification. The two elements figuring in the structural representation of the superlative NP are semantically variable in which the second element (i.e. the superlative) is referentially identifying what is given in the first so that the identification takes place.

(iii) Equative, where the superlative constructions are seen in annexation or in a phrase which is stated to be in one form, as in:

a) /fatabāraka allāhu ?ahsanu al-\(\xi\)aliqīn/

'Hallowed, therefore, is God, the best of artisans' (1)

b) /nazala al-qurān\(\nu\) al-karīmū bilugāti qurāyī\(n\)īn: \(\xi\)afSahi lugātī al-\(\xi\)arabī lāf\(D\)ān wa ?arqāḥā ?uslū\(b\)an wa ?ak\(\mathfrak{t}\)arihā \(\mathfrak{d}\)uyū\(\mathfrak{b}\)ā/

'The Holy Qur'ān was revealed in the language of Quraish (which is considered to be) the most eloquent and frequent among the Arab languages as regard word, style and use'

(1) Asad, ibid., p.520, verse 14.
c) /yantamī ?ila ?usratin min ?agrafi ?usarihā/

'He is related to a family (that is descended) from
the most distinguished families of it (the village)'

To summarize, the structural features exhibited by
the above examples show that the function 'singularity' is
performed by the simple and complex superlatives, whereas
'identificatory' is performed by the simple superlative
and 'equative' is seen through the complex since the two
NPs involved have unique reference so that they are
replaceable. In this way, equative is another interpretation
of the appositive relation, which can be replaced by a
corresponding non-restrictive relative clause.
CHAPTER VI
POSTPOSITIONAL NOUN MODIFIERS IN APPOSITION
FUNCTION AND FOCUS

Introduction

In the previous chapter our treatment of adjectives involved the so-called 'attributive function of nouns'. This chapter, generally speaking, is devoted to dealing with the appositive and determinative functions of nouns, that are involved in appositional and genitive structures respectively. The nomenclature of each function rests upon the assumption that nouns which occur in the post-posed noun head of NN structures express 'apposition' or 'determination' which is, by its structural configuration, assigned and which is confined to modify the preceding head noun in which the former may have restrictive or non-restrictive function, and the latter is a qualitative. This analysis lends credit to what Cantarino and Wright suggest about the functions of apposition and the genitive. The following two quotations may illustrate this credit:

"The nouns in apposition, or appositives, are usually considered either as restrictive or as non-restrictive (parenthetical). In general, a restrictive apposition specifies or identifies the meaning of a noun and is therefore necessary for a correct understanding of the sentence. A non-restrictive apposition merely adds information about, or new aspects to, a noun already identified."(1)

"The determined noun is called by the Arab grammarians al-muadoop the annexed; the determining noun, al-muadoop 'ilayh that to which annexation is made or to which another word is annexed; and the relation subsisting between them is known as al-?Idafatu the annexation. European grammarians are accustomed to say that the determined or governing word is in the status constructus."(1)

Another distinctive characteristic of this determinative function is that the term determination, in genitive cases, refers to a quality designated by the modifying word as is the case with Safa?u al-ma? 'the limpidness of the water' and tawbu harîrin 'a dress of silk', for instance, contrasting to the determination by a definite article, which is based on the demonstrative. To quote:

"Determination by a genitive is on a qualitative basis, contrary to determination by a definite article, which is demonstrative"(2)

and

"By the genitive is indicated: (a) the person to whom (or the thing to which) the quality designated by the governing word belongs, as hikmatu allâhi the wisdom of God;..."(3)

Further discussions and more functions, in this connection, are given by the present writer. That is to say, a close scrutiny of both structures with their various representations of relations showed that such structures have certain functions. Rather, an idea could be said regarding these assumed structures. That is to say, references will be made when the structure is marked

(3) See Wright, op.cit., vol.2, p.199.
for focus. In other words, the user of the language may resort to reordering the normal sequence of a nominal phase of some syntactic structures to indicate that a certain element is being put in focus in the structural configuration.

However, in terms of constructs, the most striking characteristic that appositional and genitive structures have in common is that they are noun constructs. That is to say, in the appositional phrase, a noun construct is a combination of two nouns; both with the same syntactical function, and in a genitive phrase, the noun construct is a combination made of two nouns syntactically united.

The Grammatical Types of Appositional Phrases

It is illustrated in the above chapter on adjectives how nouns appear in attributive function. Here in appositional phrases, however, the procedure is somewhat different since the possible structural configurations of nouns are considerably several because of the syntactical reasons that will be adduced in the description of these types.

These types of appositional phrase are represented according to the possible combinations of the head and modifier with regard to the feature (definiteness) or (indefiniteness). Each type will be discussed under a general title that shows its distinguishable function on semantic and syntactic grounds.
Type I: Apposition of identical items:

In a construction of this type, both terms of apposition are either definite or indefinite nouns.

Set I: Definite

a) /fī al-xaSa?iSi li?abī al-fathi ibni jinnī/
   'in the KhaSa'iS by Abi alfath, the son of jinni'

b) /wa wahabnā lahu min rahmatinā 'axāhu hārūna nabiyyā/
   'and (how), out of our grace, we granted unto him
   brother Aaron, to be a prophet (by his side)'(1)

c) /xud al-nabla al-mudā/
   'take the arrows, but no knives'

d) /qutila ?aShābu al-?uxdūdi al-nāri dāti al-waqūd/
   'THEY DESTROY (but) themselves, they who would ready
   a pit of fire fiercely burning (for all who have
   attained to faith)'(2)

e) /?inna al-kitābata al-fanniyyata Dahrat ?awwala
   mā Dahrat Šalā yadi sālimin mawlā hisām/
   'surely, the scientific writing was started first of
   all by Šālim'

f) /baharani al-Σilmu taqaddumuh/
   'I was dazzled by science - its progress'

g) /xaTāba bintahu suľād/
   'He got engaged to his daughter, Suľād'

h) /...al-rasūli muhammadin Šalayhi al-salām/
   'the messenger, Mohammad (peace be upon him)'

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.463, verse 53.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.942, verses 4 and 5.
i) /wa laqad ḥarsalnā ʾilā ʾtamūda ʾaxāhum Sālihan.../
'AND (likewise), indeed, we sent unto (the tribe of) Thamūd their brother Sālih.'(1)

Set II: Indefinite

a) /wa sarawhu bitamanin baxsin darāhima maʾzdūdah/
'and they sold him for a partly price - a mere few silver coins.'(2)

b) /ʾinna lilmuttaqīna mafāzan ḥadaʾiqa wa ʾaʾnābā/
'(But,) verily, for the God-conscious there is supreme fulfilment in store: luxuriant gardens and vineyards.'(3)

c) /wa laqad ḥaṣgaytu ʾilā kalimatin xūTbah/
'and I have listened to speech, public address'

d) /wa yusqa min māʾin ʾadīd/
'he shall be given to drink water, watery humour (or matter).'(4)

e) /laqad kāna lisabāʾin fī maskanihim ḥāyarūn jannātān/
'INDEED, in (the luxuriant beauty of) their homeland, the people of Sheba had an evidence (of God's grace) - two (vast expanses of) gardens.'(5)

f) /ʾaw kaffāratun Taʾāmu masākīn/
'or else he may atone for his sin by feeding the needy.'(6)

---

(1) Asad, ibid., p.582, verse 45.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.339, verse 20.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.924, verses 31 and 32.
(5) See Asad, op.cit., p.657-58, verse 15.
(6) See Asad, ibid., p.163, verse 95.
g) /fī hādā al-ḥadītī ʔaddāʔun tamṭīlun yaxlubu al-ʔalbāb/
'in this speech there is a performance, act that enchants the minds'

h) /Darabtu wa Darabanī nāsun: banū fulān/
'I beat someone and I have been beaten by Banū fulān'

We notice that these two sets include the appositional constructions; each construction is a representation of modification,\(^{(1)}\) although syntactically the relationship is between equals. However, they have the syntactic feature 'appositive' which shows usually coreference and grammatical similarity with the substituted word (Head). But they differ in that in set (I) the appositives are definite which is identical to the element A.H. (Appositive Head), whereas in (II) they are indefinite. In this way Arabic behaves like English, with few exceptions. To quote:

"Apposition resembles coordination in linking units having grammatical affinity. But, in addition, for units to be appositives, they must normally be identical in reference or else the reference of one must be included in the reference of the other"\(^{(2)}\)

Working from this similarity, the idea of equality between the two elements involved is based on the fact that they have the same referent and grammatical feature so that the omission of either appositional elements in a given sentence would not affect the sentence which would be acceptable and synonymous sentence. As Quirk puts it,

---

\(^{(1)}\) For more information about using the term modifier for appositive, see Francis, W.N., The Structure of American English, p.301.

\(^{(2)}\) See Quirk et al., op.cit., p.276.
"In many cases the co-reference and grammatical similarity will permit the omission of either appositive unit with a resultant acceptable and synonymous sentence." (1)

This precise syntactic criterion of equality shows that either of the appositional elements can be deleted without affecting the sentence syntax. To illustrate this the following examples are given as representative:

1a) /wa ?aslama ?axūhū bujyār/
   'and Bujair, his brother became a muslim'
1b) /?aslama bujyār/
   'Bujair became a muslim'
1c) /?aslama ?axūh/
   'His brother became a muslim'

2a) /fataḥa mišra 杉run ibnu al-?āS/
   'Amr, the son of El-?āS has conquered Egypt'
2b) /fataḥa mišra ibnu al-?āS/
   'the son of El-?āS has conquered Egypt'
2c) /fataḥa mišra 杉m/
   'Amr has conquered Egypt'

3a) /kallamtu al-rajula zaydā/
   'I spoke to the man, Zayd'
3b) /kallamtu zaydā/
   'I spoke to Zayd'
3c) /kallamtu al-rajul/
   'I spoke to the man'

(1) Quirk, et al., ibid., p.276.
In terms of appositional relationships, the underlined elements show that the primary element fulfills the roles of substituted word + head, so the primary element, in nominal phrase, is the head of the appositive + modifier, fulfilled by the presence of the second element, as in (a) along the above examples. The analysis is so because the appositive elements which fulfill the appositional structure do figure in the structural representation of these types. Thus, the absence of either appositives produces a grammatical and acceptable sentence, which according to its structural configuration involves no apposition; since it does not meet the condition, as in (b) and (c) along the above examples.

Type II: Apposition of variable items

In this type, apposition is the product of a syntactic relationship between a definite and indefinite noun and vice versa. The indefiniteness of one element in a given sequence of appositional structure is a distinctive characteristic of the variable type, which is a characteristic feature of unequal apposition, and marks the syntactic status of the two elements concerned. In such cases no appositive replaces the other in the surface syntax of the structure, contrary to the situation in the preceding two sets of type I, though structurally and logically the replacement is possible. As an illustration, consider:
The structural patterns of apposition

As we illustrated in the above section, it is possible to designate various types defined in terms of the grammatical features of the appositional nominal phrase. In this section, the structural patterns are also shown to be of various configurations according to the constitutional combinations that are present in the two constituent nominal phrases.

As was the case with adjectives in the previous chapter, these are patterns of nominal phrase, and are virtually representing all the possible combinations of units with regard to the structure of appositives. Each pattern will be discussed under a comparable heading that shows its syntactic function.

(2) Asad, op.cit., p.748, verses 52 and 53.
As already pointed out, the two units appositive head and appositive modifier are constituents of simple structures and also of nominal phrases within sentences. Concentrating on this pattern of elements which are normally obligatory for realizing simple apposition, we can distinguish two simple patterns: that is, patterns which occur as Appositive NP constructions in surface structures under the following conditions:

a) They represent an immediate constituent of appositives.

b) They have meaning, in the sense that an appositive modifier denotes imputed characteristics of the appositive head to which an associated noun refers.

c) The reference of both terms is normally identical or at least the reference of one is included in the reference of the other, such as Zaliyyun ibnu ?abī Tālib 'Ali, the son of Abu Talib', and ja?a ?axī marawan 'my brother Marawan came'. Nevertheless, in some cases, the appositives may show a non-coreferent structure.

d) The syntactic structure is fulfilled by the presence of the appositive modifier, i.e., the ANP constructions have appositive relationship by virtue of the noun phrase being followed by a second noun phrase immediately with no intervening major constituent element.

(1) In using the terms unit and appositive for both head and modifier, we follow Quirk, see op. cit., pp. 276-77.
The two structures can be expressed thus:

(1) Coreferent structure

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{NP}^1 + \text{NP}^2
\end{array} \]

where \( \text{NP}^1 = \text{NP}^2 \)

a) /?aqsam bialsāh ?abūhafsin ūmar/

'Abū Ḥafs 'Omar swore by God'

b) /wa ?id qāla ?ibrāhimu li?abīhi ?āzara.../

'AND LO, (this) spoke Abraham unto his father Azar'\(^{(1)}\)

c) /jā?at fāTimatu bintuhi al-kubrā/ 

'Fatima, his oldest daughter came'

(2) Non-coreferent structure:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{NP}^1 + \text{NP}^2 + \text{pro suffix}
\end{array} \]

where the pro suffix = \( \text{NP}^1 \)

a) /?aljabani zaydun ūlμuh/

'I admired Zayd, his knowledge'

b) /dafala al-tamana nisfah/

'he paid the price - half of it'

c) /fālaja al-Tabību al-walada yadah/

'the doctor treated the boy, his hand'

(3) Distributional structure:

\[ \begin{array}{c}
\text{NP} \\
\text{NP}^1 + \text{NP}^2 + \text{NP}^3
\end{array} \]

a) /yarjiūna ?ilā ?usūlin talātatin; rabīṭata wa muDara wa al-yaman/

'they are related to three roots; Rabī‘ah, Mudar and alyaman'

\(^{(1)}\) Asad, op.cit., p.183, verse 74.
Structures like these have been studied syntactically under different syntactic labels; /ZaTfu al-bayan and al-bada/ (1) as used by the Arab grammarians, and which are syntactic/semantic terms; as is the case in this study. In such structures, we not only seek to make plain that there is a syntactic and semantic parallelism (generally speaking appositive and explicative) between the two terms involved, but also to show that the two exponents mark off the syntactic structure of the NP (i.e. head and modifier) that is considered on the basis of the structural relationship of the simple structure. What is of immediate concern here is that such a semantic interpretation is possible, depending on the kind of appositional relationship between the two terms, such as 'restrictive' and 'non-restrictive'. Furthermore, the most striking feature here is that some of the above examples contain a suffixed pronoun which is attached to the appositive modifier, and coterminous with the appositive head as 2(a), (b) and (c).

(ii) **Structures showing indicators of apposition**

There are a relatively small class of appositions which show specialised syntactic markers. The majority of the markers can be inserted between the appositives, and their occurrence explicitly may indicate apposition. The following examples illustrate briefly how these indicators

(1) These terms represent "explanatory" and "substitutional" types of apposition respectively.
operate in the designation of the indicative appositive types.

The nominal elements below represent the appositives which are seen in association with an indicator. Consider:

1) /mā ḥaDāra al-gawmu ?ūlla waḥīd/  
   'none of the tribe came, but one'

2) /mā fī al-bayti ?ūlla rajūl/  
   'there is no-one in the house, but a man'

3) /mā qāma ḥāḍadun gayrū Zaliyy/  
   'there was no one who stood up, except 'Ali'

4) /mā qāma gayrū Zaliyy/  
   'there was no one who stood up, except 'Ali'

5) /mā qāma ?ūlla zaydūn ḥāḍad/  
   'there was no one who stood up, except Zayd'

   'there was one except Zayd, who stood up'

In all of these examples (1),(2),(3) and (4) the markers ?ūlla or gayr separate AP\(^1\) and AP\(^2\) either actually or potentially. In sentences like (2) and (4) AP\(^1\) is omitted and the sentences stand for something like ma fī al-bayti (?äḥadun) ?ūlla rajūl and mā qāma (?āḥadun or al-jalīsūnā) gayrū Zaliyy respectively. In example (5), a transposition occurs from a sentence like type (3) and the particle ?ūlla still separates the two members in the underlying structure. Certain other sentences occur of the type:

6) /mā ḥaDāra ?ūlla waḥīdun, al-suZāra?/  
   'only one (group) came, the poets'
7) /ma fī hādīhi al-baldati ?illa rajulun, ?axūk/
'there is not a man of distinction in this village, but one, your brother'

Here we have first of all an apposition of a type already seen by (6) and (7) i.e. mā ḥaDara (lafīfun min al-nāsi) ?illa wāḥid and mā fī hādīhi al-baldati (rajulun) ?illa rajul with an implied Appositive as seen in brackets, and then secondly a further apposition of the explicative type, i.e., rajulun - ?axūk, wāḥidun - al-ṣuZara?*. Accordingly, these two structures, for instance, can be explained by giving what is conceived as being the schema that accounts for this type of structure with the first appositive of the higher level apposition omitted:

1) mā fī al-baldati A ?illa rajulun ?axūk

   AP¹ A

   AP² B

2) mā ḥaDara A ?illa wāḥidun al-ṣuZara?

   AP¹ A

   AP² B

In (1) and (2) A is an apposition separated by ?illa with AP¹ omitted, B is a second apposition where AP² of the A now acts as AP¹ and is followed by AP².

Rather, it seems convenient to bring here similar cases of ellipsis, except those discussed above, where the initial appositive head, which is disjoined by particles
like ?illa, is ellipted for contextual reason in a way that an appropriate element can be ellipted in, and the second appositive modifier is associated with an attributive element (see Chapter V) e.g. mā bi al-dāri (dayyarun) ?illa al-xādimu bīsr 'there is not anyone at home, except the servant (Bishr)'. Ellipsis is intended for the following syntactic and semantic considerations:

a) The initial appositive here has undergone omission; and occurs in a structure where the focus is given to the elements after ?illa. This contrasts with an alternative expression, which does not ellipt the initial appositive in surface structure, and where it is in focus. In other words, the main reason for ellipsis here is that by omitting an initial appositive attention is focussed on the appositive modifier (i.e. al-xādimu bīsr) and vice versa.

b) Ellipsis, however, is used to avoid repetition, in a structure given in response to a direct question being asked by the hearer. Thus, the above sentence is understood as a possible answer to a question of the following form hal bial-dāri dayyār? 'is there anyone at home?'

Again, the omitted element can simply be realised at its initial position. That is, when the speaker wants to introduce the idea that the initial appositive (head) is the element that he wishes to give focus on. Hereby, the implicit appositive can be expressed overtly at the surface structure, and it implies an extension of scope.
to the element subsequence to ?illā and apposed to the first element.

Let us adduce some examples in support of the above analysis. Compare the following sentences in which a) throughout has forms marked by stress on the element following ?illā and b) has forms marked by stress on the element preceding ?illā which is in this case not deleted.

a) /mā ḥā?anī illsā al-nābigu Zāliyy/
   'none came to me, except the brilliant 'Ali'

b) /mā ḥā?anī min ?ahadin illsā al-nābigu Zāliyy/
   'none came to me, except the brilliant 'Ali'

a) /mā daḥabtu illsā lil-Sādiqī muṣṭār/
   'I have not gone to anyone, except (my friend Mukhtār'

b) /mā daḥabtu li?ahadin illsā lil-Sādiqī muṣṭār/
   'I have not gone to anyone, except (my friend Mukhtār'

a) /mā ḥaxTa?ā illsā rajulun mutaṣarriḍ/
   'None made a mistake, except a hasty man'

b) /mā ḥaxTa?ā al-mutakallimūn illsā rajulun mutaṣarriḍ/
   'None of the speakers made a mistake, except a hasty man'

Continuing our series of structures showing indicators of apposition on p.447 the following seven sentences are given:

8) /mā ḥā?a hasanun bal mahmūd/
   'Hasan did not come, but rather Mahmóud'

9) /wa lā taḥsabanna alladīnā qutilū fī sabūlī allāh
   ?amwāṭan bal ?ahyā?un.../
'but do not think of those that have been slain in God's cause as dead. Nay, they are alive!' (1)

10) /sāʾid al-ganiyya ibal al-faqīr/
'do not help the rich man, but rather the poor'

11) /kāna min ʾawwali ʾamrīhi TulaʾZatan, ʾay katīru al-taTalluʾ/
'he was from his beginning curious, i.e. of great curiosity'

12) /qad taZawwada mata daxala al-kutta al-kuttāba ?an yaxla?a ʾabāʔatahu, ʾaw bi-ʾZibāratin ḍaqqā ḍiFFīyyatah/ 
'he was accustomed to taking off his woollen wrap when he enters(ed) the Qurān school, or in more accurate terms his loose woollen cloak'

13) /faʔahdāfu al-tarbiyati - ʾaw bi al-ʔahra al-tarbiya ti al-ʔislāmiyyati - wāḥidah/ 
'and the aims of the education, or rather the Islamic education is unique'

14) /ya gulāmu ʾisr/
'O boy, Bīsr'

So far, three points must be stressed here: (a) These indicators of apposition, as was put above, occur to mark appositional phrases, and express, further, certain semantic relationships between the appositives by appearing in cases of apposition (see below), although they have been traditionally dealt with under various headings other

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.94, verse 169.
than indicators. The nomenclature indicator\(^{(1)}\) is used by the present writer for this study; (b) Most of these indicators are inserted between the two appositives whether the initial appositive is explicit as in (1), (3), (8), (9), (10), (11), (12) and (13) or implicit as in (2), (4), (5), (6) and (7) and others may precede both appositives as in (14). In (14) the structure of appositives implies the occurrence of the same particle before the second appositive, as is suggested by the one before the first. Thus, in examples like (14), the implied particle can be realised, i.e. 
\[\text{\textit{ya waladu ya sayyid}}\] as is the situation in colloquial speech e.g. \textit{ya wad ya sayyid}.

Furthermore, the present analysis takes rather a similar view to certain TG approaches to syntax, which would perhaps derive the phrase following such particles as \textit{bal} or \textit{gayr} or \textit{?illa} from a complete sentence, i.e. 
"...\textit{?illa ?anna wahidan minhum ḥadhar}"
"...\textit{except that one of them came}"

The discussion of this approach, however, lies beyond the scope of this thesis. We touch upon it only in order to illustrate possible syntactic criteria for our assumption. That is that a transformational operation has been done in order to derive the phrase involved from a sentence. So with these particles the following phrase is developed from a transformation which has deleted the elements in surface structure. This may be diagrammed as follows:

\(1\) Footnote: we use 'indicator' in the sense explained in Quirk, \textit{op.cit.}, p.277.
Here however we follow the traditional Arabic treatment which sees these noun phrases as essentially modifiers of the preceding Noun phrase.

However, the point should be noted in this connection that in order for the particle َِّۢۡۡۢۡۡ َلۢۡلَا to mark an appositional
structure, the particle mā and the like must introduce the
major sentence. In more accurate terms, the emphatic
negative particle mā (as well as lā or lam or lan) is presented
with the associative affirmative particle ?illā or gayr
following in the same constituent to signal that there is
apposition involved in a given structure. The syntactic
implication of this systematized contradiction is that the
former particle excludes a certain object from the whole
activity; explicitly as in (1) and (3) or implicitly as in
(2-7) above, while the latter two confirm the participation
of the object involved in the action.

Similarly, the appositional structure may be indicated
also by two particles which have contradictory force and
function in the same way; these are of the set mā, lā,
lam, lan and bal. Under this indication we shall consider
the actual ellipsis of mā, lā, lam, lan which have been
omitted as in lā tusāzid al-ganiyya bal al-faqīr 'do not
help the rich man, but rather the poor' and sāzid al-ganiyya
bal al-faqīr 'do not help the rich man, but rather the
poor'. The following figures may represent this system:

Figure 1

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Deep structure} & \quad \{ \\
& + \text{mā} \\
& + \text{lā} \\
& + \text{lam} \\
& + \text{lan}
\end{align*}
\]
In this way, the type of structure in which they may be involved permits a two-fold configuration: the first is realized with the occurrence of the marks as in (mā... and bal...) in a given sequence, the second is represented by (-mā... +bal...) in surface structure.

There is further another type of structure known as the "badalu al-galaT'' 'apposition of mistake' which may be identical to this in structure in surface form, in which the particle bal may introduce a word which corrects a mistake in performance in the structure which preceded i.e., qara?tu al-kitāba... bali al-Sahīfah(1) which could be translated 'I read the book... No, the newspaper'. Here the intonation differs from the example (10) above in that the particle bal is given strong stress and marked intonation and may follow a pause. This is attested by the fact that

(1) Footnote: In such structures, the particle /bal/ is called connective particle by the Arab grammarians. We do not adopt this view since /bal/ in these constructions is not a coordinator, but rather an indicator. This nomenclature is based on the fact that the particle bal here does not fulfil the conjoined function as the given examples may suggest; it is in fact functioning as an indicator of apposition. This is attested by the fact that bal is an indicative marker of appositional relation since the element head is being substituted, but not coordinated, by means of a virtual indicator. Thus, the element M following bal is in lieu of the head and not in coordination with it.
the particle /lā/ 'no', may figure in the surface syntax of the nominal phrase e.g. ṣāfir fī al-qiṭārī, lā bal al-sayyārah 'travel in the train, No, the car'. Such implication of intonation is normally produced in two ways:

a) The speaker may use the particle /bal/ in a given sequence, with a rising intonation in speech (or perhaps a comma in writing), to indicate that the head noun is uttered merely by mistake, and a substituted word (i.e. a modifier) immediately follows in rectification. Moreover, intonation as well as comma serves to distinguish different types of utterance. For instance the employment of a different intonation in (1) and (2) serve to distinguish the different types.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{plain appositive with omission of negative particle.} \\
\text{plain appositive with omission of negative particle.}
\end{align*}
\]

(1) /Fāwin ?axāka bal ?uxtak/ plain appositive
'do not help your brother, but rather your sister'

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{appositive of mistake} \\
\text{appositive of mistake}
\end{align*}
\]

(2) /ra?aytu ḥimāran bal farasa/ rectification
'I saw a donkey, No, a horse'

b) The other option open to the user, when he wants to emphasise the means of correction, is to realize the particle lā precisely before bal with a high intonation e.g. ḥafīḍtu kitāban lā bal qaṣīdah 'I kept by heart a book, No, a poem'.
With both of these features marked intonation, the types of apposition are distinguishable, in a manner that has already been treated syntactically as a type of mistake. However, it is worth mentioning at this point that the above illustrations so far have been dealt with in a way, far more realistic than those imposed by the traditionalists. That is to say, for instance, the term apposition of mistake is chosen as a syntactic term from the terms of traditional grammar, badalu al-?iDrāb the permutative of retractation and badalu al-galaT wa al-nisyan the permutative of error and forgetfulness, which are in fact semantic terms. The traditional treatment, on the other hand, has neglected intonation, which has been used here. Apparently, the apposition of mistake alone would be a sufficiently distinct term, since it is used here for structural and phonological reasons. Thus, it seems worthwhile to retain the term distinctive mistake, to prevent confusions arising from such terms and to emphasize the structural relation of nominal phrases of this sort whether the particle bal presents or not.

iii) **Multiple appositive**

In terms of constructions, appositional NP may be seen in more than two units. Stylistically, they may appear with or without conjunctive(s) giving various types, by which the multiple apposition is represented. Their appositive modifiers can be rearranged in such a way that

the sequence of the elements concerned can be reordered without producing unacceptable appositions or at least changing the relationships of the appositives. The case is so because the constituents involved in both types are syntagmatically assigned in a consecutive aspect within a linear framework and are functionally appointed in apposition, indicated by a structural configuration.

To illustrate this point of identification, the following four examples are given:

1a) /lahu silāḥāni ?anyābun wa ?aḏfar/
   'it has two weapons: fangs and claws'
1b) /lahu silāḥāni ?aḏfarun wa ?anyāb/
   'it has two weapons: claws and fangs'

2a) /zāra al-wālī al-magriba al-Ẓarabiyya: tūnis, al-jazā‘ira, al-magrib/
   'the ruler visited the arab west: Tunis, Algeria and Maghrib'

or

   'the ruler visited the Arab west: Maghrib, Algeria and Tunis'

As mentioned above, the elements which occur in appositive (modifier) position are interchangeable without changing the meaning, the technical term, or the appositive functions (i.e. AP^1 and AP^2), whether they are associated with a conjunctive or not, the only change - if there is
one at a very delicate level - is that the reordered element has its function according to its new position.

At first sight, the two ways of representation given above seem to be indistinguishable from those of coordination. Since both coordination and apposition here involve the linking of units, and show syndetic and asyndetic\(^1\) structures; the latter being when conjunctions are absent but could be present. But a closer look at both types shows that apposition is kept distinct from coordination in that: (a) The elements of AP\(^2\) are linked in apposition to an appositive head. Thus, the function of the conjunctions lies in bringing together dependent elements that are understood as a necessary compound in a complete NP of a complex apposition, but not linking independent elements as is the situation with coordination. (b) The structural analysis of apposition exhibits that the appositives are represented by nouns, functioning as follows: appositive head and appositive modifiers. The syntactic effect of this multiple appositive is that it increases by one or more the number of the modifying entities in the structure. So the appositive head normally appears in association with one modifying appositive, when aggregated, it requires one or more elements to share in the apposition.

\(^{(1)}\) Note that occasionally the omission of a coordinator may occur in a specific context that is known to the hearer and speaker.
Compare the following examples where (a) represents coordination within an apposition and (b) represents a pure coordination:

1a) /qaSama Dahrī rajulāni: rajulun mutanassikun wa Zālīmun mutahattik/
   'two types of man broke my back: an ascetic man and dishonorable scholar'

1b) /wa ?innamā kāna yattaxidu al-jiyāda wa al-bīgāla wa al-hāmīr/
   'and surely he was accustomed to ride the horses, mules and donkeys'

1a) /qulnā ?inna al-qurāna ?attara fī al-lugati min Tariqayni: Tariqin mubāsirin wa ?āxara gayrī mubāsir/
   'we said that the Holy Qurān has affected the Arabic language in two ways: direct and indirect'

1b) /yanzilūna wa yarhalūna fī ?ubbahatin wa Daxāmah/
   'they stay and depart in a splendour and largeness'

2a) /wa u?tubira dālika fī al-kalimāti: dawlatin, wazīrin, jarīdatin, majallatin,.../
   'and that has been considered in the words: a state, minister, newspaper and magazine'

2b) /min dālika al-kūzu, al-jarratu, al-?ibrīqu, al-Tastu.../
   'the mug, jar, jug and washbasin are from that'

2a) /lāmanī ?aqāribī al-Sammu, al-Sammatu, al-xālu.../
   'my relatives blamed me: the paternal uncle, maternal aunt, maternal uncle...'

2b) /zurtu min ?aqāribī al-Samma, al-Sammata, al-xāl/
   'I visited the paternal uncle, paternal aunt and maternal uncle from my relatives'
'I visited from my relatives: the paternal uncle, paternal aunt and maternal uncle'

The above pairs of examples show that:
1) In common they involve noun phrases which are marked by the coordinator wa as in (1) representing a hypotactic structure, and by commas as in (2) representing a paratactic structure. In (a) the coordinated element is not deletable, whereas in (b) it is deletable without any syntactic effect. However, in (a) and (b) the coordinated elements are noun phrases where in (a) the relationship is one of apposition and in (b) of coordination. Note that wa is a coordinator in these structures and therefore one might expect that it could be deleted under specific conditions.

In sentences like (1a) the wa cannot in fact be deleted or changed to /?aw/ and therefore its presence acts as a partial marker of the appositional function in the total macro phrase (the Apposition), even though it is still a coordinator within the micro phrase, i.e. AP². This is represented diagrammatically as follows:
Furthermore, in sentences such as 2(a) the coordinator /wa/ can be deleted when the second appositive (dawlatin, wazīrin, jarīdatin, majallatān) is listed to modify the first appositive (al-kalimātī), in enumeration, and when the group (?aqāribī) and its individual members (al-Ṣamma, al-Ṣammatū, al-xālu) are familiar to both speaker and hearer. Nevertheless the structure (in both cases) is still one of an Apposition including a coordinator within AP$^2$, i.e.

```
Apposition

AP$^1$

?qāribī

AP$^2$

Coordination

al-Ṣamma + al-Ṣammatū + al-xālu
```

This however cannot be done with a sentence like /wāDihun ?anna al-malakata al-lugawīyya mina al-nāḥiyatayni: al-?i Irrābiyyati wa al-balāgiyyati xaDażatun lIl-Sina2ati.../

'It is clear that the linguistic property is subjected in two ways to the art: inflection and style'

It is worth mentioning however that it is not easy to delineate exactly at point familiarity or expectedness is sufficient to allow the coordinator to be deleted. Nevertheless the above examples do represent a fairly clear type.
2) Although the multiple appositive resembles the coordinate counterpart in (b), in being marked by wa 'and', or commas, and in showing usually non-restrictive relationship, the key feature of type (a) is that three elements at least are required to fulfil this structure; whereas two elements are sufficient in the coordinate structure. In this manner, the appositive modifiers are combined together to carry the information value to the appositive head; in contrast to the coordinate structure where each element individually is carrying a piece of information in a given phrasal coordination. Therefore, as we mentioned above, if we delete one of the constituents apposed the result would be unacceptable structure, whereas this is not so with the coordinate.

What is to be noted as a decisive criterion in this connection is that, as we said before, unlike coordinate conjunction, in the appositive, the wa cannot be replaced by ?aw. Thus the admittance of a coordinator which is semantically an indicator of the place of the appositive modifiers is a feature of appositional structure, of this type.

(1) In CA, the apposition may be indicated in speech by separate tone or pause for the APM and in writing by commas which for no reason may be neglected, graphically by the users, two dots or dashes or brackets in which case the apposition marked as parenthetic.

(2) Usually ?aw functions semantically as exclusive, expressing the idea that only one of the elements involved can be realized, i.e. it excludes the combination of elements, which is the proviso of the apposition given above.
3) Finally, in the last 2(b) above (page 460), there are two interpretations involved: (1) the structure of the linking units: al-Σamma, al-Σammata and al-xāl is a modifier of ἀqāriβί (of this special sort called appositive); therefore ἀqāriβί has the same referent as al-Σamma, al-Σammata, al-xāl. (2) ἀqāriβί represents a prepositional phrase denoting a group, while al-Σamma, al-Σammata, al-xāl are the direct object representing only part of the whole group, and therefore ἀqāriβί has reference to a larger group than al-Σamma, al-Σammata, al-xāl. Again the intonation keeps them distinct. Consider:

1) zurtu min ἀqāriβί//al-Σamma, al-Σammata, al-xāl
2) //zurtu min ἀqāriβί al-Σamma, al-Σammata, al-xāl/

The aim of this explanation is to show that the setting up of a structure of multiple apposition is based on semantic considerations.

After showing multiple appositive, we proceed to discuss the appositive clauses.

(iv) Appositive clauses

We saw in the previous chapter where relative clauses figure and how they function in the nominal phrases. Appositive clauses are similar to relative clauses in that they are capable of being clausal modifiers in which they occur in what we called 'post-posed position' and in showing restrictive and non-restrictive functions, all of which are aspects of both types.
Appositive clauses, further, have an appositional relation with the appositive head of the same NP similar to that between two noun phrases in apposition. However, this kind of structuring is realized when the appositive head and appositive clause are equivalent, then it is invariably of apposition. To this there is outstanding feature: the equivalence behaviour of constituents yields appositives, though the appositive modifier is represented by a clause (be it nominal or verbal). When this is the case, the components involved have a class-meaning shared by all members of the NP, or as Hockett puts it,

"In some instances we are able to determine that all the members of the domain of some substitute have a feature of meaning in common. When this is the case, then we say that the substitute has, as one feature of its own meaning, this class-meaning shared by all the members of its domain. More often, no such common feature can be discerned."(1)

Moreover, the appositive clause, however, carries the retrievable information which is regarded as recoverable from the appositive head, by virtue of the association of overlapping exponents. In other words, this type of structure (i.e. appositive head and appositive clause) is divided into information units in accordance with the structural distribution of the components of the NP. Through this distribution, the appositive clause will carry the information focus with which it is marked phonologically. This is identified by the fact that in spoken language has a separate tone.

Consider the following illustrations of this:

(i) **Simple appositive clause**

a) /wa lahu kitābun huwa al-?imāmu fī al-nahu/

'and he has written a book which is the best one in grammar'


'although they say that most of the body of poems have been lost, that is to say the Arabic collection'

a) /qāla al-rasūlu (Salla allāhu Zalayhi wa sallam)

'the Messenger (may the blessing and peace of Allāh be upon him)'

b) /?alasnā nafalamu ?annahu sayūladu yatiman yamūtu Zanhu ?abūhu;wa huwa janīn/

'do not we know that he will be born an orphan whose father will die when he is unborn'

(ii) **Coordinate appositive clauses**


'and it was supported by two things: one the civilization of the Arabs and two the Arabization of the non-Arabs'

b) /wa faraDa al-Sabiyyu Zala nafsihi layuSalliyanna al-xamsa fī kulli yawmin marratayni: marratan linafsihi wa marratan li?axīh/

'and the boy decided to say everyday the five prayers twice: once for himself and once for his brother'
a) /wa ḥarāṣa Ẓalāḥ, yataqarrabab Ẓalāḥi bikulli
ʔalwānī al-taqarrubī: bīal-Sadagati hīnan, wa
bīal-Salati hīnan, wa bitilawati al-qurānī fīnān
ṭālitah/
'and he took good care to approach him (God) in
various ways: sometimes by giving a charity,
sometimes in fulfilling the prayers and sometimes
by reciting the Holy Quran'

b) /wa kānat al-munāfāsatū ḥaddatan bayna ḫusrataynī
min ʔashūbī al-Tariqī, liḥdāhums Allāhu, wa
līl-ʔuxrā ʔasfāluh/
'and there was fierce competition between two of
the families who controlled the road to one of whom
belonged the upper part and to the other the lower'

Whatever the differences in grammatical meaning, all the
underlined structures in (1) and (2) are appositions and
have one feature in common: they contain appositive clauses
with the distinction between restrictive and non-
restrictive, as in (a) and (b) respectively.

Taking the analysis a bit further, we note that:

(1) The basic difference between appositive structures
in (a) and (b) throughout (1) and (2) is relatable to the
function of the "appositive clause". That is to say,
appositive clauses can be restrictive or non-restrictive.
Insofar as the head is viewed as a member of a class
which is linguistically identified through the appositive
clause(s) that have been supplied, it is restrictive.
Otherwise the head is viewed as a member of a class that
has been independently identified; any appositive clause given to such a head is additional information which is not essential for identifying the head. This is called non-restrictive, as was established before.

(2) It is noticed that with restrictive appositive clauses the head noun is non-specific as in (a), and with non-restrictive representation it is specific as in (b).

(3) In restrictive representation, the appositive clause is given more prosodic stress than the head; while in non-restrictive, it is unstressed and its parenthetic relation may be represented by a separate intonation feature, or - in writing - by two dashes.

(4) In 2(a and b) when the two coordinated appositive clauses follow a head noun and modify it distributively, the head noun is in the dual form.

(5) It is noticeable that the appositive clause is usually nominal. This may be related to the fact that the appositive modifier in general is a replacement. Lehman describes this process of replacement as follows:

"Substitution is a third syntactic device. Through it replacements, or substitutes, often called pro-forms, stand for the central entities of the basic patterns."

(1)

For this the appositive clauses are often seen in nominals to realise a categorical similarity with the head.

Following up the points of similarity and dissimilarity illustrated by structures involving appositive clauses, the

fact should not be overlooked that the "appositive clause" can be further discussed in contrast with the "relative clause". Nevertheless we have, in the course of our discussion above, touched upon some corresponding features of these two types of clause. Here the description proceeds with the treatment of both types in a close examination to determine whether they show contra-distinctive features.

Examine the following two sets of sentences (1) and (2):

1a) /wa lam tanqaTiį al-Silatu bayna al-?adabi al-?arabiyyi-?aw al-?adabi al-?islãmiyyi ëala al-jumlati - wa bayna al-?adabi al-?urubbiyyati al-?adïtati.../ Appositive

'The relationship between Arabic literature, or the Islamic on the whole, and modern European literatures did not cease'

1b) /yaqulu allãhu - Ėazza wa jalla.../

'God, the glorious and sublime says...'

2a) /wa kãna Šabdu al-hamïdi al-kãtibu istaxraja ?amtilata al-kitãbati - allati rasamahã - mina al-lisãni al-fãrisiyyi.../

'and it was 'Abd el-?amid, the writer who extracted the art of writing - which he puts down - from the Persian language'

2b) /kanat makkatu wa al-madînatu markazayni min ?ahammi al-marãkizi al-?ilmiiyyti, yaqSiduhuma Tullãbu al-?adîti .../
'Mecca and Al-madina were the two most important of the centres of learning which students of prophetic tradition came to.'

In set (1) the underlined clause unit can be said to have performed the function of an "appositive modifier" in contrast with the subordinate type performed by the corresponding clause unit in set (2). What is to be stressed here is that the difference between (1) and (2) is clearly one of structure. Closely related to this feature and of clear significance to our present assumption are the facts given below:

(i) Relative clauses, like quantifiers in modification, are more dependent than appositives, and cannot stand without a head noun irrespective of their gender and number. In other words, the relative clause is a subordinate clause which is introduced by a relative pronoun as in 2(a) if definite and is dependent on the head for its full meaning. These are strictly contrastive with their counterparts (i.e. in 1a and b).

(ii) Following a close investigation in CA, we note that the clauses which make up the structure of appositive are often nominal, whereas those which represent subordinate (relatives) are predominantly verbal. This phenomenon may be related to the fact that each of these clause types has a different functional pattern(1) associated with it. This

---

(1) This term is borrowed from Berry, M., Introduction to Systemic Linguistics, vol.1, p.79.
distinction is between a clause whose function is descriptive and one whose function is to relate an act or event. The distinction referred to here is touched upon in the following quotation,

"The difference between verbal and nominal sentences to which the native grammarians attach no small importance, is properly this, that the former relates an act or event, the latter gives a description of a person or thing, either absolutely, or in the form of a clause descriptive of state."(1)

Thus, the clause which typically occurs in type (1) should be nominal; and the clause which type (2) involves is verbal marked as a relative by allādi if definite.

(iii) Although both types are related to the general function of expressing modification. The difference between (1) and (2) lies in the fact that in (1) the clause has as a structural and meaningful unit a specific role, i.e. it is apposed to the head. This means that the structure and the meaning coincide as regards appositive, whereas in (2) it is not represented as an appositive, but subordinated whether the relative pronoun appears in the surface structure or not, (hence appositive v. subordinate clause).

(iv) These two clause types show two structural relations with the head noun:

(1) Wright, op.cit., vol.II, pp.251-52. Wright is talking here about the main clause. However, this statement is generally applicable to the subordinate clause as well.
a) paratactic where the relationship is apposition, which is expressed by equal units,
b) hypotactic where the relationship is subordination, which is expressed by unequal units.

Further examples on appositives as modifiers:

a) /wa mā nursilu al-mursalīna ?illā mubassirīna wa mundirīna.../

'and we send (our) message-bearers only as heralds of glad tidings and as warners'(2)

b) /tumma ruddū ?ilā allāhi mawlahum al-haqqi.../

'and they (who have died) are thereupon brought before God, their true Lord Supreme'(3)

c) /wa mā yakunu lanā ?an nazūda fīhā ?illā ?an yasa?a allāhu rabbunā.../

'it is not conceivable that we should return to them - unless God, our Sustainer, so wills'(4)

d) /...?an i∂budū allāha rabbī wa rabbakum.../

'worship God, (who is) my sustainer as well as your sustainer'(5)

e) /qālū ?āmanna birabbi al-Σālamīna rabbī musā wa hārūn/

'(and) exclaiming: "We have come to believe in the sustainer of all the worlds, the sustainer of Moses and Aaron"'(6)

(1) Halliday, Cohesion..., op.cit., p.222, and Berry, M., op.cit., pp.96-103.
(2) Asad, op.cit., p.178, verse 48.
(3) Asad, op.cit., p.181, verse 62.
(4) Asad, op.cit., p.217, verse 89.
(5) Asad, op.cit., p.169, verse 117.
f) /?inna hāda lafi al-Suhufi al-?ūlā, Suhufi
?ibrāhīma wa musā/
'verily, (all) this has indeed been (said) in the
earlier revelations - the revelations of Abraham
and Moses' (1)

allāha rabbakum wa rabba ?ābā?ikum al-?awwalīn/
'will you invoke Baal and forsake (God) the best of
artisans - God, your sustainer and the sustainer of
your forebears of old' (2)

So far we have been dealing with the appositional
structure. Next the genitive construction which is seen
through form and meaning is dealt with in its various forms.

The genitive construct

In this section, the description is limited to what
we have labelled here "The genitive construct". This type
of phrase is formally marked off by an element almost
invariably without the article (3) followed by a second
element in the genitive. The former is syntactically
the governing word and the latter is the governed word

(2) Asad, op.cit., p.689, verses 125-26.
(3) Occasionally, a construct in which the first element
is a participle or adjective and the second its
(subject) or object in the genitive. In these
structures the first element may be preceded by al-
if the whole phrase is a modifier to a preceding
noun e.g. al-waladu al-kabīru al-ra?si 'the boy with
big head', al-gurfatu al-maftuhatu al-nawafidi,
'the_room whose windows are opened', and al-Talibu
al-faqidu al-?amali, 'the student who is feeling
hopeless'.
which determines its head on a qualitative basis. As Cantarino sees it,

"European grammarians call the regent - the governing noun - status constructus (construct state), and the following noun in the genitive case - the governed noun - the genitive." (1)

However, a genitive construct is a structure where two elements coincide as a compound noun. They represent the basic construction of genitive and express structurally a relationship between two terms, i.e. head and modifier. In this respect of structural considerations, the genitive relationship of the modifier is one of clarification of what is expressed by the head. To quote also Beeston on this point,

"The link between a noun and an entity term which amplifies it is termed by the Arab grammarians *idāfa 'annexion', and the noun thus amplified is said to be muďāf 'annexed.' In default of any common European technicality connoting 'a noun amplified by an entity term', I have felt obliged to retain the Arabic terminology, though it must be strongly emphasized that the 'annexed' term is the amplified one and not, as a European reader might prima facie suppose, the amplifying one." (2)

However, these syntactic configurations can be seen obviously in one of four types of phrases in linear sequences.

The following examples are typical genitive constructions whose structure is syntagmatically assigned, hence the structural function head and modifier:

(2) Beeston, op. cit., pp. 45-46.
For purposes of description and easy recognition of genitive constructions that belong to the types designated above as having distinctive features, we give in general the following characteristics:

1) **Grammatical analysis**
   a) Frequently, word without article > word with + article
   b) Functional pattern\(^{(1)}\), an appropriate term, annexed, determinant + an entity,\(^{(2)}\) genitive element, determinative word.
   c) Case: the annexed word has a case ending corresponding to its syntactic function in a given structure, this being determinable by the syntactic analysis.

However, it is convenient here to refer cursorily to the fact that an element which takes a tanwin termination will lose the -n of the tanwin and the ending morpheme -n if dual or sound plural; when it is annexed. Whereas the following element which modifies the annexed element is always in the

---

\(^{(1)}\) This term is used in the sense as that explained by Berry, *op.cit.*, vol.I, p.79.

\(^{(2)}\) This term "an entity term" is adopted from Beeston, he uses it to refer to the genitive word, *op.cit.*, p.45.
genitive case (be it explicit as the above examples illustrate or implicit as in Salātu al-Duhā 'the prayer of forenoon') and wālīdū suḻda 'the father of Suḑā (Suḑā's father').

d) Main element + subordinate element, i.e. an independent (free) element is followed by a dependent (bound) element with which it is syntactically linked, the mark of dependent status is in that case genitive.

(2) **Syntagmatic realizations**

a) N > N, the most frequent pattern
b) Adj > N
c) N > Adj
d) partic. > N
e) N > partic. (2)

(3) **Structural configurations**

head + modifier

(4) **Types of phrases**

a) \[
\begin{align*}
N \\
adj \\
partic.
\end{align*}
\] } \rightarrow Nominal phrase

(1) See Berry, *op.cit.*, p.70.
(2) Nouns preceded by an adverb or preposition in Arabic also have the same surface characteristics as a genitive construct. So that a phrase like যীন্দার এবং বাবি is on the surface similar to বাবু এল-বায়তি. However, these are not dealt with here since they are not considered genitive constructs from the semantic point of view. In বাবু এল-বায়ত the structure is head + modifier, whereas in যীন্দার এল-বাবি we do not have a modification structure of the same type (see Chapter II).
b) Adj + N → Adjectival phrase  
c) Partic. + N → participle phrase  

(5) **Semantic implications**  
Various types of semantic implication can be seen through the relationship between the juxtaposed elements of genitive structure, all of which are contextually assigned (see below).  

So far, the aim of such a representation is to set off the areas where the genitive structure occurs and the relationships which are relevant to this type of structure.  

However, two points invite more explanation in the above illustrations:  
(1) The preceding analysis of head + modifier is given generally to genitive structures in terms of relation, according to syntactic and semantic considerations. This is borne out by the fact that the first element (the annexed word) and the second element (the genitive word) are juxtaposed for syntactic and semantic factors, being termed head and modifier in a stereotyped structure. To make this clear, let me cite Beeston's suggestion which may be related to this explanation,  

"In order to comprehend the Arab annexion structure, it is best to regard it as parallel to the English form in which two nouns are juxtaposed, as in 'steam train', 'village doctor', 'orange peel'; the only difference lies in the relative placing of the two terms, for in Arabic the one which actually defines the entity
meant (train, doctor, peel) comes first. The semantic implications of the structure are as open ended in Arabic as in English ('steam train' is one powered by steam, 'village doctor', one who works in a village, 'orange peel' the peel which surrounds an orange); but it also subsumes English 'genitive' structures such as 'a village's doctor', 'the peel of an orange'. (1)

(ii) The second point to be made is that the genitive case is a feature of the Arabic genitive structure, indeed, it is a language which has no other morphemic means for marking this type of structure. Although it is accompanied by an interesting structural signalling feature, as has already been illustrated (pp.475-476) this shows an important role assigned to case-endings in Arabic syntax. That is to say, the role of case endings is to mark syntactic relations in Arabic.

However, in this connection, the linguist Ibrahim Anis assumed, in contrast to the majority of grammarians, that case-endings in Arabic are no more than "Anaptyctic vowels". (2) He goes so far as to accuse the traditional grammarians of misdescribing the data, which they have dealt with, hence their invention of the present ad hoc and superfluous case system. (3)

In an attempt to account for the superfluity of case endings, Beeston points to the view given by Anis when he

(1) Beeston, op.cit., p.46.
(3) Ibid., pp.233-34.
states that case endings are superfluous. His view is put forward in the following quotation:

"The partial or entire elimination of 'i'rab does not in fact entail significant loss of comprehensibility, since the markers are to a large extent redundant. In an obvious example, since a preposition is always immediately followed by the entity term with which it is syntactically linked, the overt mark of dependent status is in that case superfluous. Even when the substantive with dependent status follows an annexed noun, it would be difficult to find any sentence where elimination of the mark of dependent status would lead to ambiguity; for to treat the two terms as not linked by annexion will ordinarily lead to the sentence containing one more entity than can be fitted into any possible structure of it." (1)

It is not strictly true to claim, as Anis and Beeston set out to do, that Arabic case endings are no more than anaptyctic, or Sand hi phenomena, (2) or to a great extent redundant. (3) Since case endings have something to do with marking the syntactic implications of a structure. Irrespective of any attendant phonological functions, they still serve as partial markers of the syntactic function of particular nominal elements, or rather they play roles in assigning the syntactic relationships between the elements involved; especially when the order is reversible.

What is of great interest to be mentioned here is that, in examining the value of case endings, we see that

(1) Beeston, op.cit., p.54.
(2) Anis, op.cit., p.233 below.
(3) Beeston, op.cit., p.54.
genitive structures in CA require case endings for syntactic and semantic reasons where aspect and tense are involved, since otherwise ambiguities may arise. For instance, the examples below would be ambiguous without the so-called case endings; i.e. they tolerate more than one interpretation. Thus, without case endings, two aspectual and tense interpretations are tolerable for (a) and (b).

a) /zątabtu al-Tāliba al-nāqil al-xabar/
   (1) 'I blamed the student who was the reporter of the news'
   (2) 'I blamed the student who has reported the news'

b) /zalīyyun kātib al-risālah/
   (1) 'Ali has written the message'
   (2) '*Ali will write the message'

However, to disambiguate the above constructions, one has to put case endings on the two elements involved (i.e. underlined) which are juxtaposed, by which he will be putting grammatical signs for semantic aspectual and tense distinctions with the so-called participial phrase; and the phrase type with which 'a genitival' or participial structure might be associable. To this end, significantly, the case endings participate in aspect and tense marking (see below), i.e. the need for case modification here is particularly important in considering the aspect and tense implications.
So far, aspect and tense have been introduced, as marked by case endings, without elucidating the difference between the two terms. To differentiate briefly aspect is essentially a semantic term with reference to internal time; whereas tense is a grammatical category with reference to external time. Comrie says,

"Aspect is not concerned with relating the time of the situation to any other time-point, but rather with the internal temporal constituency of the one situation; one could state the difference as one between situation-internal time (aspect) and situation-external time (tense)." (1)

Whether the difference between aspect and tense is related to internal and external times respectively, the distinction of both terms in Arabic is one of form (2) and case ending. (3)

So, markedly, the structures below will be interpreted as perfective with relative past time reference or imperfective with present and future references, according to the state of case endings. This is because the selection of one interpretation rather than another is determined not by syntactic function as much as by its interrelation that is marked by case endings. In other words, grammatical meanings, generally speaking, are determined by their interrelations in the systems set up for that language. (4)

(1) Comrie, op.cit., p.5.
(2) For an interesting and a more detailed account on this point see Comrie, B., Aspect, pp.78-81.
(3) For more information about this point see Mitchell, op.cit., pp.230-33.
Again, the presence of case endings will decide for one than another where the relationship holding between the two elements in a participial (genitival) phrase is one of modification, while that of participial clause is one of sentential function.

To illustrate this point, so far, reconsider the previous examples where each interpretation is marked by case endings:

1a) /Zātabtu al-Tāliba al-naqila al-xabari/
'I blamed the student who was the reporter of the news'

1b) /Zātabtu al-Tāliba al-naqila al-xabara/
'I blamed the student who had reported the news'

2a) /Zaliyyun kātibu al-risālati/
'Ali has written the message' (i.e. 'Ali is the writer of the message)

2b) /Zaliyyun kātibun al-risālata/
'Ali will write the message' 'is writing'

Examining the above examples, we notice that the difference between (a) and (b) is one of aspectual function and tense reference of the participle to which a noun is associated, since the participle here, on its own, is free of any suggestions of aspect or tense. On the basis of this combination, though the participles involved above are verbal in function, the following element appears in the genitive, as in (a) and in the accusative, as in (b). This is due to the fact that the
difference between both usages is attributable to aspectual distinctions and tense references.

Thus the use of the particular case endings in (1) indicates perfective with absolute past time, as in (a), or relative past time, as in (b), both are represented by the participial structure with an element (with the modifying article al-) in appropriate case (i.e. al-nāqilā) and an element in genitive (i.e. al-xabārī), as in (a), or an element in accusative (i.e. al-xabarā), as in (b), and that in (2) it refers to the perfective with relative past time where the participle (without article) again in the appropriate case and the following noun in genitive, as in (a), and imperfective with present and future time where the first element as usual is in appropriate case and the second element in accusative.

It is worth noting that in the genitive structure, we have a sub-modification structure, in which the first element is a head and the second a modifier. This contrasts with similar genitive structures where neither aspect and tense nor sub-modification are applied in which the participle serves as type of occupational noun. This may be exemplified in columns (1) and (2) below:

1 - Sub-modification
X kātibu al-risālati
'X has written the message'

2 - Occupational nouns
X kātibu al-risālati
'X is the writer of the message'
1 - Sub-modification
X kātibu al-rasā?ili
'X has written the messages'
X mu?addinu al-Salāti
'X has announced the prayer'
X mudarribu al-katā?ibi
'X has trained the military units'

2 - Occupational nouns
X kātibu al-rasā?ili
'X is the writer of the messages'
X mu?addinu al-Salāti
'X is the announcer of the prayer'
X mudarribu al-katā?ibi
'X is the trainer of military units'

Furthermore, as mentioned above without case endings the genitive structure can be misinterpreted; especially when the elements involved are separated. Since juxtaposition may be considered as a characteristic sign of the genitive structure, i.e. the constituent elements of the genitive structure are singled out usually by the language user because they are positionally juxtaposed. To illustrate this consider the following Arabic sentence which is given without case endings:

/Fadasahum daws al-ha?Sīd al-dā?is/
'This is capable of the misinterpretation, i.e. 'and he trampled them as the harvest tramples the stepper'

This misinterpretation arises because the elements in question do not carry case endings indicating their syntactic functions, and therefore the reader interprets the sentence on the basis of the expected order of elements i.e. he expects that the element following the
cognate object daws (i.e. al-ḥaṣīd) is the actor of the verb, subsequently the third noun al-dā'is is interpreted as the object which is the only alternative left, i.e. he supplied the vowelling:

fadāsahun dawsa al-ḥaṣīdi al-dā'isa

which is wrong textually and also unlikely semantically. However, if we reconsider the above example with appropriate case endings we have the following two interpretations depending on the case endings supplied.

a) /fadāsahum dawsa al-ḥaṣīda al-dā'isi/ 'and he trampled them as the trampling of a stepper on the harvest'

b) /fadāsahum dawsa al-dā'isi al-ḥaṣīda/ 'and he trampled them as the trampling of a stepper on the harvest'

c) /fadāsahum dawsa al-ḥaṣīdi al-dā'isu/ 'the stepper trampled on them as he would trample the harvest'

The reading (a) which is in fact the textually correct one is in an unusual order since the object of the verb (al-ḥaṣīd) is interposed between the two elements of genitive structure (dawsa - al-dā'isi). The more expected order would be (b)

/fadāsahum dawsa al-dā'isi al-ḥaṣīda/.

(c) on the other hand is a possible reading which is grammatically correct and semantically feasible but textually incorrect, in that however it represents an unusual sequence since the subject of the verb al-dā'isu
is separated from the dasahum by other elements.

In trying to prove this point, again we regard genitive construction as a construction composed of two noun phrases syntactically bound together, marked by case endings. The first element is a noun and the second element may be a noun, or a noun construct. Whatever the case may be, the entire construction which is a head followed by modifier in surface structure can be followed by an adjective. Normally, the adjective modifies the preceding element. Here with genitive construction, functional analysis shows that various types of relations can be seen, the choice of each type being determined by contextual and grammatical considerations (such as case endings). The following examples are given as an illustration of this point. Each example has its interpretation according to whether the adjective is assigned to the noun head of genitive construction or to its modifying genitive element or to each equally:

(1) kitābā al-rasūlī al-karīmān

(+ context + nom. case endings + concord in number)
'the two distinguished letters of the prophet'
i.e. al-kitābāni al-karīmāni li mana al-rasūl

(2) kitābā al-rasūlī al-karīmi

(+ cont. + concord in case and number)
'the two letters of the noble prophet'
i.e. al-kitābāni li mana al-rasūlī al-karīm
(3) /baytu ʿAliyyin al-qadīmu/

(+ context + Nom. case endings)

'Ali's old house'

i.e. equal to

/al-baytu al-qadīmu liʿAliyyin/

but we cannot say:

*/baytu ʿAliyyin al-qadīm/

i.e. *al-baytu liʿAliyyin al-qadīm

(4) /baytu ʿAliyyin al-dākiyyī/

(+ context + genitive case endings)

'(the intelligent) 'Ali's house'

i.e. /al-baytu liʿAliyyin al-dākiyy/ but not:

*/baytu ʿAliyyin al-dākiyyu/

i.e. */al-baytu al-dākiyyu liʿAliyyin/

(5) /risālatu al-bintī al-Tawīlātu

(+ context + nom. case endings)

'the girl's long message'

i.e. /al-risālatu al-Tawīlātu lil-bintī/

/risālatu al-bintī al-Tawīlātī/ (+ context + gen. case endings)

'the tall girl's message'

i.e. /al-risālatu lil-bintī al-Tawīlātī/
The above examples illustrate that genitive constructions which kept distinction by form and function are followed by an adjective, syntactic considerations being the characteristic of the adjective's function. Rather, various syntactic demonstrations, with the adjective, are given by these corresponding structural patterns, based on linguistic context and concordial relationship. That is to say, for the syntactic relationships, it has become clear that the adjective must be marked as gender/number and case endings correspondingly to the grammatical features of the head noun, otherwise ambiguities may arise. For instance, without case endings, it will be ambiguous (in (5)) and to whether the adjective is assigned to the head noun or to its modifying genitive element.

However, my informants, who are well-educated in Classical Arabic, regarded (5) - without case endings as ambiguous.

In this way of description, the genitive construction can be said to represent structurally one element that is modified (head), and another element which serves to modify (modifier). Given the illustrations below:

Consider the major syntactic types:
1 - Single head + single modifier

/wa yāqawmi ?innī ḥaļalaykum yawma al-tanād/

'and, O my people, I fear for you (the coming of)
that Day of (Judgment - the Day when you will be) calling unto one another (in distress);(1)

2 - Single head + multiple modifier

\[\text{mitla da?bi qawmi nuhin wa Zadin wa tamuda...}\]

'the like of what happened to Noah's people, and to (the tribes of) 'Ad and Thamud...'(2)

3 - Multiple head + single modifier

\[\text{sayfu wa rumhu Zayd/}\]

'Zayd's sword and spear'

Note that this type of multiple head is less used than the others, since we have another alternative and frequent one. i.e. sayfu zaydin wa rumhuhu. However, rumhuhu still in genitive relationship with the element zayd across the anaphoric pronoun (hu). Thus, this type can be said also to have multiple head.

Semantic types

It has already been mentioned (page 477) that various semantic types can be established for the genitive structure. However, the semantic polyvalency of this structure is related to the fact that the genitive structure has its semantic interpretation according to the type of relationship involved. So semantically genitive structures can express the following main types:

(1) Descriptive where the annexed element is semantically a descriptive attribute to which the genitive element would

---

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.722, verse 32.
(2) Asad, op.cit., p.722, verse 31.
function as head, and the two elements are bound in a dependent or independent status. The resulting NP can then be used either independently, or dependently to modify a preceding noun such as Safā?u al-mā?i 'the purity of the water' and waladun jamīlu al-wajhi 'a boy who has a good looking face' respectively. However an important structural difference between dependent and independent types here is that the former is reversible while the latter is non-reversible e.g. jamīlu al-wajhi is reversible to al-wajhu jamīl but not Safā?u al-mā?i. Furthermore, these types of structure reflect an associable relationship wherein the first element describes the second and the second is object to the first, e.g.

\[
\text{waladun Tawīlu al-qāmati}
\]

'a boy tall of stature'

Similarly, with different syntagmatic representation, the structural formation of noun + abstract noun, or adverb + verbal clause has a descriptive relationship when the second element describes the first. Thus, the function here is descriptive:

a) /dāru al-qaDa?i/
   'the house of judgement'

b) /hādā Zāmu yugātu al-nās/
   'this is the year of aid for people'

(2) Determinative where the relationship between the two elements involved is one of determination which is
assigned by a structural formation of noun + noun. The second noun determines the first noun. The formation can be paraphrased by noun for noun, e.g.

/katibu al-dīwānī/
'the clerk of account books of the treasury'
/bintu al-jabali/
'the daughter of the mountain'

(3) Objective, where the annexed element is a verbal abstract or participle to which the genitive element would function as object, such as:
/qātlu Sāxrin/
'the murderer of Sākhr'
and
/Dāribu Zamrin/
'the one who has beaten Amr'

(4) Explicative relationship where the genitive element can be introduced by the preposition min, and the genitive element shows the origin of the head (object). Compare:

a) /salāsilu ḍahabin/
'chains of gold'

b) /salāsilun min ḍahabin/
'chains of gold'

Thus, the following underlined elements are explicative of genitive structure

/... mitqāla ḫabbatin min xārdalin...
'the weight of a mustard-seed' (1)

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.629, verse 16.
And can the parable of the paradise which the God-conscious are promised — (a paradise) wherein there are rivers of water which time does not corrupt, and rivers of milk the taste whereof never alters, and rivers of wine delightful to those who drink it, and rivers of honey of all impurity cleansed? (1)

And, indeed, we have bestowed upon thee seven of the oft-repeated (verses), and (have, thus, laid open before thee) this sublime Qur'an (2)

And (one day) there were assembled before Solomon his hosts of invisible beings, and of men, and of birds; (3)

(5) Identification where the relationship between the two elements are being held to identify the first noun. The whole genitive structure is used as a proper noun, e.g.

(1) Asad, op. cit., p. 779, verse 15.
(2) Asad, Ibid., p. 391, verse 87.
(3) Asad, Ibid., p. 578, verse 17.
'the house of holiness (Jerusalem)'

'the mountain of 'arafat'

'NAY! I call to witness the Day of Resurrection' (1)

'the Day of 'arafa'

'the day of Bu‘āth'

'on the Night of Destiny' (2)

(6) Possessive where the relationship is one of ownership:

(1) alienable: (3) /... dāra ?abī sufyān/ 'Abu Sufyān's house' /... ?ūlū al-?albāb/ 'the ones of heart'

(2) inalienable: (3) /bayna dirāzay wa jabhati al-?asad/ 'between the two paws and the forehead of the lion'

(1) /basātīnu zaydin/ 'Zayd's gardens'

(2) /tabbat yadā ?abī lahabin.../ 'DOOMED are the hands of him of the glowing countenance' (4)

(1) Asad, ibid., p.912, verse 1
(2) Asad, ibid., p.966, verse 1.
(3) These two terms "alienable and inalienable" are borrowed from Stockwell; see Stockwell, R.P. et al. (genitive), The Major Syntactic Structures of English, 1973, p.676.
(4) Asad, ibid., p.983, verse 1.
(1) /...qala yāqawmi ?alaysa lī mulku miSra.../
'O my people! Does not the dominion over Egypt belong to me'?\(^{(1)}\)

(2) /tawbu ḥarīrin/
'a silk dress'

(7) Partitive genitive where the relationship is made by a combination of two elements in annexation in which the first represents part of the second (i.e. the genitive noun) which is a divided object whether this partitive relation is marked off by the partitive particle min 'of, from' or not. However, the first element may be a comparative numeral element (like ?awwal, ?āxir), or numeral (talātatun min, ṭalātul al-rijāl etc.) or a noun (see partitive relationships, Chapter IV).

\[\text{e.g.}\]
\[
/\text{wa ?annahu kāna rijālun mina al-?insi ya?ūdūna birijālin mina al-jinni...}/
\]
'Yet (it has always happened) that certain kinds of humans would seek refuge with certain kinds of (such) invisible forces...';\(^{(2)}\)

\[
/\text{ra?aytu nāsan mina al-jinn}/
\]
'I saw people of the invisible forces'

\[
/\text{lā sarīka lahu wa bidālika ?umirtu wa ?anā ?awwalu al-muslimīn}/
\]
'in whose divinity none has a share: for thus have I been bidden - and I shall (always) be foremost among those who surrender themselves unto Him';\(^{(3)}\)

\(^{(1)}\) Asad, ibid., p.755, verse 51.
\(^{(2)}\) Asad, ibid., pp.899-900, verse 6.
\(^{(3)}\) Asad, ibid., pp.200-201, verse 163.
'its carrying will remain to the end of winter'
'the three (of the) men came'
'and three (of the) believers returned'

Note that in the last example another interpretation can be obtained in terms of explicative relationship since the element min is seen also as explicative particle.

Fractions

The concept of Fraction is treated here as essentially one of modification in CA, and it has identification referring to partial status in a genitival structure. This section will start with defining the idea of 'Fraction' as expounded by Leech in his book "A Communicative Grammar of English" then we will proceed to describe its features and functions in CA, and the type of nominal phrase in which it occurs. Leech defines partition and fraction in the following two quotations:

"Parts of objects can be referred to by PART NOUNS like part (contrasted with whole), half, a quarter, two-thirds, etc.; also by UNIT NOUNS like piece, slice."(1)

"The fractions one-third, two-fifths, three-quarters, etc. can also be followed by central determiners, and have the alternative of construction."(2)

(1) and (2) See Leech et al., op.cit., pp.44 and 228 respectively.
The fractions are dealt with below under the two main headings (i) Numeral fractions and (ii) Unit nouns.

(i) **Numeral Fractions**

Similarly, we may define the simple fraction in CA in that, morphologically speaking, they have the characteristic form `fuʃl` from the numeral root for 3-10 i.e. the fractions and cardinals 3-10 are related etymologically e.g. `tult` 'third', `rubʃ` 'fourth' `xums 'fifth' etc., by the form `fuʃl` from the corresponding cardinal numeral `talātah 'three', ṭarbaʔah 'four', xamsah 'five' supported by lexical interpretation. The word `niʃf 'half' is relatable to root meaning 'to divide'.

The fractions here are grammatically masculine forms and can appear in singular or dual or plural(1) form according to the proportion involved. All fractions, however, may occur with definite or indefinite nouns, in a genitival status. They operate in sequence, producing a partitive relationship in a natural way, as a marked fractional structure. Thus, this structure can be classified as part element followed by whole element. The significance of this lies in the fact that this type of structure is regarded as a part + whole relationship performed through the combination of two contrasted elements.

(1) The plural of these fractions is of the form ?aʃal i.e. talātatu ṭarbaʔ 'three quarters'.
Furthermore in the fractional structure a partitive preposition is implied, i.e. the underlying structure implies the preposition min 'of', 'from', in surface structure, or simply the fractional structure shows syntagmatically a partitive relationship which can be marked in deep structure by the preposition min between the two elements involved. However, the use of /min/ in surface structure gives other representations in terms of structure, as follows:

a) /...?innahā lataḍilu ṭulutatu al-qurān/ 'it (Al-IkhlaS) is equal to the third of the Holy Qurān'

b) /...?innahā lataḍilu ṭulutatu(n)(mina) al-qurān/ 'it (Al-IkhlaS) is equal to a third of the Holy Qurān'

a) /?axadā xumsa ?amwalihim/ 'he took the fifth of their property'

b) /?axadā xumsa(n)(min) ?amwalihim/ 'he took a fifth of their property'

What is of immediate concern to us here is that interestingly, like quantifiers, fractions are a class of dependent elements, which have definite syntactic and semantic characteristics. As has been noticed earlier, fractions semantically are a class of elements showing partitive relationship. Syntactically, they represent a sub-class of 'modifier' and show 'focus' in the noun phrase if they follow the head noun, in which the fraction element should have a suffixed anaphoric pronoun. This is
what is called by Arabic traditional grammar: badalu al-baṣdi mina al-kull 'the substitution of the part for the whole'.

However, again I am discussing the 'fractional items' as functioning as a modifier not head or appositive in a noun phrase.

Compare the following examples where in (a) the fraction is premodifier and in (b) it is postmodifier with focus.

a) /akaltu tuluta al-ragif/
   'I ate the third of the loaf'
b) /akaltu al-ragifa tulutah/
   'I ate the loaf, the third of it'

a) /jamaSa 2usra Pamwali al-harbiyyin/
   'He collected the tenth of belligerent's properties'
b) /jamaSa Pamwala al-harbiyyina Suṣrahā/
   'He collected the belligerent's properties, the tenth of it'

The pairs of examples furnished above testify to the fact that the fractional element, which normally precedes the fractionalized element as in (a) is transposed for focus reasons as in (b). We have therefore a concomitant pronoun which shows concordial relationship with the preceding noun. At this level of structure, contrary to the case of ordinary modification, the fraction is mainly considered as the pivot of the numeral concord in the noun phrase which is formed as a single unit.
with any further modifier. That is why, as was pointed out earlier, if an adjective follows, the fractional structure may be seen either as a modifier of the fractional element or as a modifier to the genitive fractionalized noun. Which of these is true will, in the majority of cases, be obvious either from concord or via the context. Consider the following examples:

1a) /tulutu ʔahli al-madīnati al-muḥāSar/  
   'the besieged third of the city's people'

1b) /tulutu ʔahli al-madīnati al-muḥāSarīn/  
   'the third of the besieged people of the city'

1c) /tulutu ʔahli al-madīnati al-muḥāSarūn/  
   'the third besieged people of the city'

1d) tulutu ʔahli al-madīnati al-muḥāSarah/  
   'the third of the people of the besieged city'

This is not the situation with examples where the modifier tolerates two concordial relations (i.e. with the fraction or the fractionalized noun), the case ending will assign the concord or rather the modificatory relation. Consider:

2a) /tulutu al-sahri al-ʔāxiru/  
   'the last third of the month'

2b) /tulutu al-sahri al-ʔāxiri.../  
   'the third of the last month'

"Fractional elements" constitute a somewhat marginal class of modifier in that, unlike the case quantifiers kilā, tullah, etc., they can occur in isolation in surface structure. However the view taken here is that they
always have reference to an implied head and therefore function as modifiers. Although sentences like laka al-niSf 'you have a half (of something)' occur, the word niSf must be regarded as a modifier of something known to the speaker and hearer, so that we say dirhamun wa niSfu dirham 'dirham and half dirham', although the head noun (i.e. dirham) is previously mentioned. Furthermore they share the property, common to other modifiers, of constituting a closed system in \( \left( \frac{1}{2} - \frac{1}{10} \right) \) and having specific morphological characteristics and occurring in a limited number of syntactic environments i.e.

Genitive construct

\[
\text{Fraction + noun = fraction + min + noun}
\]

To finish off the discussion of fractions, it is important to notice that although fractions as a whole indicate quantity and occur in genitive structure as has been illustrated they contrast to some extent with the quantifiers in that:

(1) Morphologically speaking, the fraction as functioning in the genitive structure is related to the same lexical verb. In other words, the genitivalization of the two elements involved is related to a verb in the underlying structure, while quantifiers are not etymologically related to corresponding verbal forms essentially.

Stockwell points to this criteria when he states that the genitive structure is basically related to an underlying verb (if it is relatable to this point).
"There is a large class of nouns... where it is fairly clear that specific cases underlie the genitive. Most are related in some rather direct way in the lexicon to verbs, and exhibit relations between the head and the dependent case (some of which form genitives) which are extremely close to the relationship between the related verb and its cases."(1)

In this way, fractions belong to the genitive structure. Consider, for instance, the fractions with their relatable verbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>verb-related</th>
<th>fraction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>talaT 'to triple'</td>
<td><em>tult</em> 'third'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rabaD 'to quadrature'</td>
<td>rubD 'fourth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>xamasa 'to quintuple'</td>
<td>xums 'fifth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qaTaD 'to cut'</td>
<td>qiTaDah 'piece'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>natafa 'to pull out'</td>
<td>nutfaD 'little of'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kasara 'to break'</td>
<td>kisraD 'chunk'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The two columns suggest the possibility of relating fractions to corresponding verbs which themselves lexically indicate fraction. This is not so with quantifiers which have almost no verbal relation, such as those listed below:

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>kull 'all'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baD 'some'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biD 'few'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kilA 'both'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kam 'how (many, much), amount'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>kaD 'so many'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>tullah</em> 'group'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(1) Stockwell, op.cit., p.683.
Therefore since fractions are relatable to verbs they are a class of adjective, whereas the corresponding quantifiers, as we have mentioned above, are a class of noun. Similarly a further defining characteristic of the fractions as a class is that unlike other quantifiers, they can occur with the possessive object pronouns -ī 'my', -ka 'your' -hu 'his' etc. i.e. tasallamtu xumsī 'I took my fifth' etc. The quantifiers kull etc. can never be followed by the pronouns with the same function i.e. *kullī 'the whole belonging to me' is not possible.

(2) Syntactically, the fractions may be more relatable to genitive structure than their counterparts (quantifiers) on the grounds that they include genitivalization in both surface and underlying structure, whereas quantifiers have only genitive in surface structure. On the other hand, fractions are syntactically less dependent than the other counterparts. Moreover, they may be expressed in the form of singular or dual or plural, but not the others.

For these reasons given above, fractions have been dealt with separately here, and considered as modifiers of divisible head noun. For more illustration, consider:

a) /inxazala Ṣanḥu Ṣabdu allāhi ibnu ?ubayyin bitulūti al-nās/

'Abdu allahi ibn ?ubayy held back from him in the third of the people'
b) /fa?aΣTahumā tuluta timārī al-madinah/
'and he gave them the third of the city's fruit'

c) /maΣī rubΣū dirham/
'I have a fourth of Dirham'

d) /Σusru ?amwāli ?ahlī al-dimmātī fī al-tijārah/
'The tenth of the non-Muslim's property is in the commerce'

e) /?inna rabbaka yaΣlamu ?annaka taqūmu ?adnā min tulutay al-layl/
'BEHOLD, (O prophet), thy sustainer knows that thou keepest awake (in prayer) nearly two-thirds of the night'(1)

Note that the fraction may modify a fraction head noun such as /wa fi al-riqqatī rubΣū al-Σusr/ 'and in the gold and silver we should pay the fourth of the tenth'.

(ii) Unit Nouns

Finally, the other division of fractions, which are involved in genitive structure, is the class of unit nouns. These may be associated with nouns as a structure of sub-modification, and have the alternative min. The syntactic characteristics of the units are exactly the same as the numeral fractions dealt with above. We list below some of these unit nouns:

luqmah 'bite'
qiTZah 'little piece'
kisrah 'chunk'

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.905, verse 20.
sarihah 'slice'
nutfah 'a little of s.th'
juz? 'part'
hiSSah 'portion'
sahm 'share of s.th'
Taraf
zulafah 'minimum amount'
niSāb
baDїah 'little piece'

The above list contains elements which represent fractions, i.e. they have different forms. However, these elements occur with singular and common divisible nouns; or mass nouns, denoting parts of objects. Thus:

If we consider, for instance, the following example:

a) "...sarїhatan
...baDїatan
...qiїatan"
'mina al-lahm
'a piece of meat'
b) "...al-sarїhatu
...al-baDїatu
...al-qiїatu"
'the piece of the meat'
a) "...hiSSatan)
...naSїban )
'mina al-Taїam
'a part of the food'
b) "...al-hiSSata)
...al-naSїba )
'mina al-Taїam
'the part of the food'
We notice that the fractional relation is performed by unit noun (be it with or without al-) + min + noun. The syntagmatic representation thus is the characteristic feature of fractional structure. That is to say, this kind of structure is realized by the sequence of elements which are syntagmatically marked as unit noun followed by element(s).

The point to be made in this connection is that the difference between unit nouns and the numerals of fraction lies in the fact that unit nouns are a class of nouns, while the others are a class of numeral fraction. The majority of these unit nouns function as a premodifier to a definite head noun. They are all related to their heads in a partitive relationship.

However, following a group which designate the basic features of fraction as realized in the examples of unit nouns:

1a) /kāna lilnabiyyi Salla allāhu ūlayhi wa sallama
   sahmun mina al-ganimati sahida ?aw gāb/
   'there was a share from the profit for the prophet
   (blessing and peace be upon him) whether he was
   present or absent'

St. premodifier + head

Classes fraction + prep. + noun

State def. NP
of def. M H

1b) /qara? juz?ahu mina al-layl/
   'he read his part of the night'
In this way (1c-e) are analysable.

1c) /faʔasqiT Lālaynā kisafan mina al-samāʔ/  
'cause, then, fragments of the sky to fall down upon us';(1)

1d) /kāna yusrifu fī taṣgīri luqmatī al-ṣubz/  
'He was cutting extremely small pieces of bread'

1e) /waʔaqīm al-Salāta Tarafay al-nahāri wa zulafan mina al-layl/  
'And be constant in praying at the beginning and the end of the day, as well as during the early watches of the night';(2)

(1) Asad, ibid., p.572, verse 187.  
(2) Asad, ibid., p.333, verse 114.
CHAPTER VII
NUMERAL PHRASE STRUCTURES

Introduction

In Chapter IV 'Quantifiers' an attempt was made to distinguish quantifiers from numerals. The distinction was attributed to characteristics as advanced in (pp.194-198). Here we will attempt to give a full treatment of numerals as they appear, and function in the NP, which will take this chapter to cover.

Numerals are dealt with within the framework of modification. The treatment is based on syntactic and semantic relationships obtaining between the elements which appear in the structural configuration of numeral phrases. Various types of structure are involved in numeral phrases and these are dealt with separately.

In our description of the numeral function in an NP, the discussion falls under these main headings:
I) Morphological class
II) Form and structure
III) Semantic implications

(I) Morphologically, numerals fall into two main classes. a) A class of noun where the numeral is one of the cardinal forms. This class can further be divided into four groups on the basis of the forms to which the term
'numeral' is applicable. These four class types are exemplified by the following: (a) talātah 'three', (b) talāmata ʕasar 'thirteen', (c) talātūn 'thirty', and (d) talātun wa talātūn 'thirty three' (i.e. (a) individual, (b) compound, (c) tens, (d) coordinate). A full explanation of the classification follows below (pp. 510-513).

b) A class of adjectives where the numeral is one of ordinals that are marked by the form fāzīl from the cardinals 1-10 e.g. al-rajulu al-ḥādī ṣasar 'the eleventh man'. The ordinals from 2-10 may be used in the following three uses: (i) in isolation, (ii) as compounds, and (iii) coordinated with cardinals e.g. (i) al-waladu al-tālit 'the third boy', (ii) al-waladu al-tālita ṣasar 'the thirteenth boy', and (iii) al-waladu al-tālītu wa al-talātūn 'the thirty third boy'.

This class embraces some further words (not of the form fāzīl) which denote numeral as listed below:

- ?awwal
- ?ūla
- fard
- fardah
- ?āxar
- ?uxrā
- ?āxir
- ?āxiraḥ
- ?axīr
- ?axīraḥ

'first'
'a single one'
'another, other'
'last one'
Following up this identificatory classification, numerals are significantly divided into two types: 'cardinals' and 'ordinals' which are distinguishable by form and structural configuration.

(II) **Form and Structure:**

Certain differences of form are important in the description of the numerals dividing them into separate groups. Also the syntactic structure of cardinal numeral phrases and ordinal numeral phrases is different. These are dealt with below:

A) **Form of the Numeral**

(i) **Group A**

The ordinals (1) 1-10 differ in the form from the corresponding cardinals whether they are used in isolation or as a member of a compound or coordinate like 3, 11, 25 to which each type is assigned by form.

(ii) **Group B**

The numerals 20-30-40 etc. do not differ in form, and they function as both cardinal and ordinal. Their function in this respect is revealed by the syntactic structure in which they occur and by whether the article al- 'the', is present or not.

---

(1) Footnote: Related to the numeral wahid 'one' is also a form ?aḥad /fem. ?iḥda 'one' which is also a numeral, but is also used to indicate indefiniteness. This is dealt with under quantifiers.
These two types of numeral, however, occur as simple or compound units which are formed according to the numerical category involved.

To further illustrate this, consider the following tables given below which show both types with simple unit as in (1) and (3), with compound units as in (3) and with coordinate units as in (4).

Group A

Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Cardinals (+ al)</th>
<th>Ordinals (+al)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>wahid 'one'</td>
<td>al-?awwal 'first'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;</td>
<td>ithnā 'two'</td>
<td>al-tāni 'second, other'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tālah 'three'</td>
<td>al-tālit 'third'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>?arba?ah 'four'</td>
<td>al-rābi? 'fourth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>xamsah 'five'</td>
<td>al-xāmis 'fifth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>sittah 'six'</td>
<td>al-sādis 'sixth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>sabEah 'seven'</td>
<td>al-sābi? 'seventh'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>tāmainah 'eight'</td>
<td>al-tāmin 'eighth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>tisEah 'nine'</td>
<td>al-tāsi? 'ninth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Easarah 'ten'</td>
<td>al-Easir 'tenth'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Referring to Table I, for the majority of cases the ordinals from (2-10) occur with al- 'the' if following the head, i.e., al-ta?ammulu al-xāmis 'the fifth consideration'. Such examples as ta?ammulu xāmis
'a fifth consideration', are possible, but very rarely used. According to an investigation of three texts carried out by the writer, 90.48% of all occurrences of the ordinal included the article, 9.52% occurred without the article. The actual figures found are shown below.

**TABLE II**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Number of Examples</th>
<th>(+al)</th>
<th>(-al)</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TanTawi M.</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15:1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Saqqād A.</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17:0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al-Baqūrī A.</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3:1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Examples:

1. /fī ḥāwaṣīrī al-qarni al-tālīti al-hijriy/
   'at the end of the third century A.H.'

2. /tumma daxala ṣalayhim fī al-yawmi al-rābi‘i rajul/
   'and then a man entered on them in the fourth day'

3. /tumma ḥajjā Salawātu allāhi ṣalayhi fī al-sanati al-ṣādirah/
   'and the messenger (may the blessings of Allah be upon him) has done the pilgrimage at the tenth year'

The above illustrations reveal a preponderance of occurrence of the ordinals (2-10) with the article. A number of contrary examples are however given below:

1. /wā zaṣama baṣDun minhum ra?yan tālītā/
   'and some of them claimed a third opinion'
(2) /fī ḥālati nusūbī ḥarbin maṣa farīqin tālit/  
'in case of outbreak war with a third troop'

(3) /istahdatati al-?andalusu maḏhaban rābi?ā/  
'Al-?andalus created a fourth view'

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Compound Card. (+al-)</th>
<th>Compound ordin.(+al-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>?ahada ?azar 'eleven'</td>
<td>al-ḥādiya ?azar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'the eleventh'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1&lt;</td>
<td>itnā ?azar 'twelve'</td>
<td>al-ṭāniya ?azar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'the twelfth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1γ</td>
<td>talātata ?azar 'thirteen'</td>
<td>al-ṭālita ?azar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'the thirteenth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'the fourteenth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>xamsata ?azar 'fifteen'</td>
<td>al-xāmisa ?azar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>'the fifteenth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Coordinate Card. (+al-)</th>
<th>Coordinate ordin.(+al-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>wāhidun wa ?isrūn</td>
<td>al-ḥādi wa al-?isrūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'twenty one'</td>
<td>'twenty-first'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;&lt;</td>
<td>itnāni wa ?isrūn</td>
<td>al-ṭāni wa al-?isrūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'twenty two'</td>
<td>'twenty-second'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continued
### TABLE IV (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Coordinate Card. (+al-)</th>
<th>Coordinate Ordin (+al-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;ρ</td>
<td>ṭalātatu n wa ʾṣiṣrūn</td>
<td>al-ṭālītu wa al-ʾṣiṣrūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'twenty three'</td>
<td>'twenty-third'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Σ</td>
<td>ʾarbaʾatun wa ʾṣiṣrūn</td>
<td>al-ʾrābiʾu wa al-ʾṣiṣrūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'twenty four'</td>
<td>'twenty-fourth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;Ω</td>
<td>ʾxaṃsatun wa ʾṣiṣrūn</td>
<td>al-ʾxāmisu wa al-ʾṣiṣrūn</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>'twenty five'</td>
<td>'twenty-fifth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>etc.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Group B**

### TABLE V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Cardinals (+al-)</th>
<th>Ordinals (+al-)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;א</td>
<td>ʾṣiṣrūn 'twenty'</td>
<td>al-ʾṣiṣrūn 'the twentieth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Β</td>
<td>ṭalātūn 'thirty'</td>
<td>al-ṭalātūn 'the thirtieth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Σ</td>
<td>ʾarbaʾūn 'forty'</td>
<td>al-ʾarbaʾūn 'the fortieth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ω</td>
<td>ʾxaṃṣūn 'fifty'</td>
<td>al-ʾxaṃṣūn 'the fiftieth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Γ</td>
<td>sittūn 'sixty'</td>
<td>al-sittūn 'the sixtieth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ψ</td>
<td>ʾabāʾūn 'seventy'</td>
<td>al-ʾabāʾūn 'the seventieth'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Δ</td>
<td>ṭamānūn 'eighty'</td>
<td>al-ṭamānūn 'the eightieth'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To recapitulate, we give a summary of the main characteristics of numeral forms put forward in the preceding tables:

a) As simple units, cardinals and ordinals of tens, also the units 1,00, 1,000, 1,000,000,\(^{(1)}\) in contrast to those termed complex units from 11-99, are invariable in form.

b) As complex units, the numeral falls into compound and coordinate units. In both types, only the first element will have the ordinal form while the second retains its cardinal figure, as in Tables (3) and (4).

c) In terms of prefixation, the cardinals and ordinals differ in that the former may or may not have the article al-, whereas the latter appear always with al-, i.e. it is permanently prefixed to the ordinals: tens in unit, the first element in compound units and both elements in coordinate units, as in Tables (3), (4) and (5) above.

Thus:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Numerals</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cardinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+al-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp. units</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+al-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit + unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unit + coord. + unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Footnote: In old classical mi?ah and ?alf are common. In modern usage the term malyun is also used.
Such an analysis is based on structural combinations since numerals enter the nominal group structure in association with another element which they modify. Therefore they take their form according to the total structural configuration (see below).

B) The structure

The structure in which a cardinal occurs may or may not show the article. And the phrase will be singular or plural depending on the meaning. In structure with an ordinal, the phrase always shows the article and is singular in meaning. Thus:

(i) Cardinals:

\[
\begin{align*}
(a) & \quad [^+\text{article}] \text{Head} [^+\text{article}] \text{Mod.} \\
(b) & \quad [^+\text{article}] \text{Mod.} [^-\text{article}] \text{Head} \\
(c) & \quad [^-\text{article}] \text{Mod.} [^+\text{article}] \text{Head}
\end{align*}
\]

(ii) Ordinals: \( al + \text{Head(sing.)} al + \text{Mod.} \)

The above structures are exemplified as follows:

(1) (a) \( qara?a \text{ al-}\text{?ay\=ati al-tis\£ah} \)

'He read the nine verses'

\( qara?a \text{ ?ay\=atin tis\£ah} \)

'He read the nine verses'

(b) \( qara?a \text{ al-tis\£a ?ay\=at} \)

'He read the nine verses'

\( qara?a \text{ tis\£a ?ay\=at} \)

'He read nine verses'
(c) \textit{/qara\?a tis\Sigma a al-\?-ay\=at/}\textsuperscript{(1)}

'He read the nine verses'

(2) \textit{/qara\?a al-\?-\=ay\=at\=i al-t\=asi\=Eah/}

'He read the ninth verse'

Note that cardinals occupy first or second position.
Ordinals occupy second position as in the example given above. But see also (p. 533 below) (i.e. ...t\=asi\=Ea ?ayah)

At this point it should be made clear that as far as numerals are concerned the elements in the structure of the numeral phrases are quite free to occupy any order. In such combinations the position of each type is assigned in accordance with the normal rules, as illustrated above. In ordinal structure the article almost invariably occurs as illustrated below. However although the classical grammarians did not mention it, there is a commonly occurring structure where the Head and modifier are transposed. This is parallel to structures of the comparative type ?akbaru xal\=ifah 'the oldest Caliph'.

\textsuperscript{(1)} Footnote: Note that the traditional CA grammarians Al-Ba\=Sriyy\=un and Al-kufiyy\=un (early Arab scholars at Ba\=Srah and K\=ufah in Iraq) differ with regard to where the article should be prefixed in a nominal phrase with two elements: numeral element and noun. The Ba\=Srah school stated that the article should be prefixed only to the noun, as in 1(c), while the K\=ufah school stated that both elements have the prefix, i.e. al-tis\=Ea al-\?-ay\=at. Nowadays the most common usage is to have the article preceding the numeral only i.e. al-tis\=Ea ?ay\=at. This was rarely used in classical except in certain pronouncements of the prophet (peace be upon him) i.e. wa ?at\=a bi al-\?-al\=i fi din\=ar 'and he gave the one thousand Dinar' and \=umma qara\?a al-\=az\=ara ?ay\=at 'and he read the ten verses' (see Hasan, A., vol.1, p.438).
In this structure although the article is not present, nevertheless the phrase is semantically and grammatically definite since there is no choice of prefixing or not prefixing the article. It is therefore definite by structure. This may be glossed as follows:

(1) The ordinary structure
\[
\mathcal{A} + \text{Head } \mathcal{S} \mathcal{S} + \text{Mod. } \mathcal{S} \mathcal{S} \text{(num.)}
\]

\[
e.g.
\text{al-xalīfatu al-ṭālit}
\]

'the third Caliph'

(2) The transposed structure
\[
\mathcal{S} \mathcal{S} + \text{Head } \mathcal{A} + \text{Mod. } \mathcal{S} \mathcal{S} \text{(num.)}
\]

\[
e.g.
\text{ṭālitu xalīfah}^{(1)}
\]

'the third Caliph'

The foregoing discussion shows that numerals are classifiable in terms of form and structure. In conclusion we may reiterate that cardinal numerals as a class are dependent nouns since they occur only in structure with a

---

Footnote: It is perhaps appropriate here to mention that the transposed structure occurs only in today's language. In CA, the ordinals occur always after the head noun they modify, as in (1), they never precede the head, as in (2). So, traditional grammarians stated that ordinals precede only the corresponding cardinal or the cardinal one below or over (in the annexation structure) e.g. ṭalītu talatah 'the third of three', or talītu itnayn (i.e. 'the third following two') or raḥīmu xamsah 'the fourth of five'. (See Hasan, A. vol.4, pp.554 - 558). However, the cardinals here are used in a pronominal function.
head explicitly or implicitly. Examples:

a) /qara?a sittata·ajzā?/
   'He read six parts'

b) /qara?a sittah/
   'He read six (parts)'

a) /haDara Talibun wāhid/
   'One student attended'

b) /haDara wāhid/
   'One (student) attended'

The sentences qara?a sittah and haDara wāhid cannot occur without a preceding context which supplies the implied head. This is also true of the ordinal class which forms a class of dependent adjectives and equally only occurs with an explicit or implied head. (1)

Examples:

a) /istashada marratan tāniyatan bi hādihi al-abyāti fī al-bābi al-țāmin/
   'He cited once again these verses in the eighth part.'

b) /istashada ( ) taniyatan bi hādihi al-abyāti fī al-bābi al-țāmin/
   'He cited ( ) again these verses in the eighth part.'

---

Footnote: However the words al-?awwal 'the First', al-wāhid 'the One', al-?axir 'the Last' especially when used in a theological context in reference to Allah 'God' may be said to be abstracts and not stand in reference to an implied head, since no class of element is present to members of which these could apply.
a) /al-Tawru al-țālitu Tawru al-nuDūji wa al-kamāl/
'The third stage is the stage of maturity and perfection'
b) /( ) al-țālitu Tawru al-nuDūji wa al-kamāl/
'The third (stage) is the stage of maturity and perfection'

Contextual restrictions on numerals

So far as the primary framework of the numeral is concerned, we have, in the appropriate places, assigned 'Numerals' in linguistic description to various classes. Certain other features of the numeral word type depending on the context of the numeral phrase are dealt with below.

(i) The first concerns the grammatical features of numerals in concordial relationships with the head, the area where numerals in context exhibit:

a) gender polarity with the head which they precede and twofold gender (i.e. optional concord), with the head which they follow; according to the constituent-structure of numeral phrases.
b) case ending status where numerals have independent case with regard to the head which they precede and case endings dependent on the head which they follow.

Taking into account the following quotation,

"One of the most obvious of the phenomena in language falling within the scope of the notion of 'context-sensitivity' is concord (or 'agreement')... In many languages, the constituents of a particular syntactic construction are said to 'agree', or be 'in concord', with respect to such features as 'gender', 'number', 'case', 'person', etc."(1)

(1) Lyons, Introduction... op.cit., p.239.
Numerals in CA occur in various patterns and with various case endings.

A) **Gender and Number concord with the different Numeral patterns**

(1) Numeral patterns from (3-10) show gender/number polarity with the head which they modify. Thus:

a) \( \text{num. + fem. marker} \ \text{sing.} + \text{noun masc.} \ \text{plu.} \)
   e.g. ... tamāniyatā ?ayyāmin
   'eight days'

b) \( \text{num. - fem. marker} \ \text{sing.} + \text{noun fem.} \ \text{plu.} \)
   e.g. ... sabāla layālin
   'seven nights'

(2) Numeral patterns of 11-12 show gender identity with the head in both elements of the compound. Both the head and the numeral are singular in form. Thus:

a) \( \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{sing.} + \text{noun masc.} \ \text{sing.} \\
\text{fem.} \ \text{marker} \ - \ \text{fem.} \ \text{marker}
\end{array} \right\} \)
   e.g. ?ahada ḳasarā kitāban
   'eleven books'

b) \( \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{sing.} + \text{noun fem.} \ \text{sing.} \\
+ \text{fem.} \ \text{marker} \ + \ \text{fem.} \ \text{marker}
\end{array} \right\} \)
   e.g. ?iḥda ḳasarāta risālātan
   'eleven messages'
(3) Numeral patterns from (13-19) show gender polarity with the head in the first element and gender identity in the second element and again both the head and the modifier are singular in form.

Thus:

a) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Numeral pattern} & \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{sing}. \quad + \quad \text{noun masc} . \quad \text{sing} . \\
(1) & (2)
\end{array} \right. \\
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
+\text{fem} . \quad - \quad \text{fem} . \\
\text{marker} & \text{marker}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{e.g. talātata ūagara rajūā} \]

'thirteenth men'

b) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Numeral pattern} & \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{sing}. \quad + \quad \text{noun fem} . \quad \text{sing} . \\
(1) & (2)
\end{array} \right. \\
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
-\text{fem} . \quad + \quad \text{fem} . \\
\text{marker} & \text{marker}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{e.g. talātata ūasarāta imra?ah} \]

'thirteenth women'

The same is applied to coordinate numerals from (23-99) where the first element shows polarity with the head and the second is not marked for gender (i.e. invariable).

Thus:

a) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Numeral pattern} & \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{sing}. \quad + \quad \text{noun masc} . \quad \text{sing} . \\
(1) & (2)
\end{array} \right. \\
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
+\text{fem} . \quad - \quad \text{fem} . \\
\text{marker} & \text{marker}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{e.g. talātātun wa ūisrūna maḍhabā} \]

'twenty three views'

b) \[
\begin{align*}
\text{Numeral pattern} & \quad \left\{ \begin{array}{c}
\text{sing}. \quad + \quad \text{noun fem} . \quad \text{sing} . \\
(1) & (2)
\end{array} \right. \\
\left\{ \begin{array}{c}
-\text{fem} . \quad - \quad \text{fem} . \\
\text{marker} & \text{marker}
\end{array} \right.
\end{align*}
\]

\[\text{e.g. talātun wa ūisrūna mas?alah} \]

'twenty three cases'
4) Numeral patterns of tens are not marked for gender (i.e. invariable), however both the head and numeral are singular in form except mi?ah and ?alf as given in p514. Thus:

a) \[\text{num.-fem. marker} \] [\text{sing.}] + [\text{noun masc.}] [\text{sing.}]

  e.g. Unsafe rajula
  'twenty men'
  /mi?atu dīnār/
  'one hundred Dinar'
  /?alfu dirham/
  'one thousand Dirham'

b) \[\text{num.-fem. marker} \] [\text{sing.}] + [\text{noun fem.}] [\text{sing.}]

  e.g. Unsafe imra?ah
  'twenty women'
  /...mi?ata jaldah/
  'a hundred stripes'
  /...?alfa sanah/
  'a thousand years'
  /fī kulli sunbulatin mi?atu ḥabbah/
  'in every ear a hundred grains'\(^{(1)}\)
  /wa ?inna yawman Linda rabbika ka?alfi sanatin
  minmā taḥudūn/
  '- and, behold, in thy Sustainer's sight a
day is like a thousand years of your reckoning'\(^{(2)}\)

5) Numeral patterns which follow the head show twofold gender representations, i.e. they may show identity or polarity with the head. Thus:

---

\(^{(1)}\) Asad, \textit{op.cit.}, p.59, verse 261  
\(^{(2)}\) Asad, \textit{ibid.}, p.513, verse 47.
a)  $\text{noun masc} \text{plu} + \text{noun fplu} \quad \text{fem. marker} \text{sing}$

   e.g. ...bihādihi al-da'arāhimi \{al-xamsah
   \quad \text{al-xams}

   'by these five dirhams'

b) $\text{noun fem} \text{plu} + \text{num. fem. marker} \text{sing}$

   e.g. wa tuqīmu fīhī bańātun \{sabā\ah
   \quad \text{sa}β\ah

   'and seven girls are living in this house'

B) **Case endings**

As a grammatical feature, the case ending of the numeral shows two distinct types of status with respect to the head noun.

(i) **Independent Status**

When the numeral precedes the head its case is dependent upon general syntactic feature of its place in the sentence. Its relationship to the following noun may be of the following four types: (a) Numerals 3-10 annexation in which the numeral and noun stands as a construct,$(1)$ (b) Numerals 11-19 combination in which the head noun is in the accusation and the numeral is in the accusative without nunation, (c) Numerals 21-99 in which the head noun is in the accusative and the numeral is in an appropriate case, and (d) Numerals of the series 20, 30, 40 in which the head noun is in the accusative and the numeral is in an appropriate case.

---

$(1)$ For the syntactic features of the construct, see pp-515-519
a) (i) /xaraja talātatu rijālin ?ila makkah/
'Three men went to Mecca'
(ii) /ra?aytu talātata rijālin/
'I saw three men'
(iii) /mararatu bi?talātati rijālin/
'I passed by three men'

b) /wa dālika ba?da ?an ba?atabahu allāhu Sazza wa jalla bitalata Ṣasarata sanatan/
'And that was thirteen years after Allah (powerful and glorified be He) has sent him (Mohammad may the blessings and peace of Allah be upon him)'

(c) (i) /wa fīhā talātūna rajulan min qurays/
'And there were thirty men from Quraish in it'
(ii) /fa?aqāma bihā talātīn yawmā/
'And he stayed thirty days' 
(iii) /wa ba?ata Ḥamzata fī talātīna rākiban mina al-muhājirīn/
'And he sent Ḥamzah with thirty riders from the emigrants'

(d) (i) /wa nahnu talātatun wa sabtūna rajulan/
'We were seventy three men'
(ii) /wa qad gaza rasulu allāhi sab?an wa Eigriña gazwatan/
'And the Messenger of Allah has himself carried out twenty seven military campaigns'
(iii) /wa ba?ata ?aShābahu fī sab?in wa ?arbaEtna sariyyatan/
'And he sent his companions in forty seven military detachments'
2) Dependent status.

When the numeral follows the head it shows complete concordial relationship in case.

e.g.

(i) /faDallat al-nazaEatu al-talatatu.../
'and the three indications remained...'

(ii) /Zala hini ?anna al-Twara al-talatata.../
'while the three stages...'

(iii) /... bi hādihi al-Sifāti al-xamsi,.../
'by these five qualities'

To conclude the actual morphological form of the numeral regarding presence or absence of the feminine marker and the case endings depends upon the particular structure in which it occurs and the numeral series to which it belongs. It is obvious from the above examples that numerals form a distinct sub-class of adjective and follow particular concord rules. Again the distinction between feminine and masculine patterns is purely contextual: since, regardless of the value of the gender marker, the head noun always determines the gender of the numeral, although the numeral may show the feminine marker, but refer to a masculine entity and vice versa.

The sequential relationship of Numeral and Noun

The numerals occur in various positions to form the modifier-head relation. Here, we undertake to examine the operation of the numerals in an NP with regard to their linear relationship and structural function as
modifier and head. This is dealt with under four types:

Type I : head noun + postmodifier
Type II : premodifier + head noun
Type III : head noun + post-posed premodifier
Type IV : pre-posed postmodifier + head noun

In dealing with these four, syntactic and semantic references will be made to establish each type. In clearer terms, the position of the numeral with regard to the noun is a characteristic of numeral phrases as opposed to other noun phrases whether the numeral is behaving as a substantive (pre-noun position) or as an adjectival (post-noun position). We therefore have four structures to consider with regard to the position of the numeral involved. In order to illustrate this mechanism of variable order and representation, consider the following four representative examples:

(1) /... gayra nawZin wāhidin min ?anwāzi al-siZr/
    'except one type from the various types of poetry'

(2) /?inna Ziddata al-suhūri Zinda allāhi itnā Zasara sahrā/
    'BEHOLD, the number of months, in the sight of God is twelve months.'(1)

(3) /fī mudunin talātah/
    'in three towns'

(4) /rābiZu mas?alah/
    'fourth case'

(1) See Asad, op.cit., p.264, verse 36.
The examples presented above are four types; each type represents a numeral phrase which will be treated below with regard to:

(i) the form of the numeral involved in each type
(ii) how the order is dependent on the form of the numeral
(iii) the possibilities of transposition within an NP.

**Type I: Head Noun + Post Modifier**

In this type occurs both (A) numerals placed constantly after the head noun and (B) those which occur more usually after the noun.

(A) The first group includes the following items which show masculine and feminine forms:

- wahid, wāhidah 'one'
- inna, innatān 'two'
- ?axar, ?uxrā 'other, another'
- ?axīr, ?axīrah 'last (one)'
- ?awwaliyy, ?awwaliyyah 'primary'
- fardiyy, fardiyyah 'single'
- tunā?iyy, tunā?iyyah 'twofold'
- wahdahu, wahdahā 'alone'
- wahīd, wahīdah 'alone'

All the above items are assigned to the class of Numeral since they have the semantic features of numerality, this is based on grammatical and semantic grounds. This point can more or less be demonstrated by the following quotation,
"In addition to the ordinals which have a one-for-one relation with the cardinals (fourth-four; twentieth-twenty), we consider here items like next, last, (an)other, additional, which resemble them grammatically and semantically." (1)

Thus: the forms listed above are all words of the class numeral and fall into the group of postmodifiers. They may appear with or without a head noun. In other words, the head noun to which the postmodifier refers may be omitted when it has already been mentioned before or can be extracted from the context. In this way, we have two types of representation: of one and the same structure. These are as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>(A)</th>
<th>(B)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explicit H + post M</td>
<td>Implied H + post M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/daxalū fī waqtin wāhid/</td>
<td>/laysa fīhā ( ) wāhid/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'They entered at the same time'</td>
<td>'There was not anyone in it'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/wa qāla allāhu lātatta'ixidū</td>
<td>/faqatalū ( ) wahidan wa ista?sarū ( ) itnayn/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?ilāhaynī itnaynī, ?innamā huwa ?ilāhun wāhind/</td>
<td>'And God has said: 'Do not take to worshipping two (or more) deities. He is the one and only God,' (2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'And God has said: 'Do not take to worshipping two (or more) deities. He is the one and only God,' (2)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/qābalahu marratun wāhidah/</td>
<td>/wa mā ?amruna ?illā (3) ( ) wāhidah 'and our ordaining (a thing and its coming into being) is but one (act)' (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'He met him once'</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

(1) See Quirk, op.cit., p.65.
(2) Asad, op.cit., p.401, verse 51.
(3) Al-ta'ālibiy stated that in the above verse there is an element head (i.e. ?amratun 'command' or marratun 'once') has been omitted for the sake of brevity, see Al-ta'ālibiy, op.cit., p.318.
(4) Asad, op.cit., p.822, verse 50.
As we see in the above examples, numeral elements are noticeably to be interpreted (and always can only be interpreted) in terms of their function as a modifier. It is to be taken for granted that this type of modification is constrained to post-head position, and it emphasizes the meaning of the head noun which is supplied in surface structure, as in column (A), or which has been omitted as understandable from the context, as in column (B).

Items placed in postmodifier position are regarded as having the linguistic status of emphasis and constitute

(1) and (2) Asad, op.cit., p.176, verse 32, p. 4, verse 4 respectively.
a nominal phrase, in combination with the implied head.

The point to be stressed here is that in many cases, indeed, omission of the head noun occurs commonly within a nominal phrase structure, when the omission is based on linguistic knowledge, thereby avoiding repetition of the head and focusing attention on what is new, i.e. the numeral modifier.

1. When the identical head noun has already been mentioned in a question e.g. kam rajulan jā?a? 'how many (man) men came? jā?a wāhid 'one (man) came'

2. If the head noun has been made in a statement (in a phrasal coordination), the head of the second nominal phrase can be ellipted e.g. tumma kutubun fī al-wa?Di wa al-?iršādi, wa ?uxrā fī al-muḥāDarāt 'and books in moral and spiritual guidance, and others (books) in lectures'

3. When a noun occurs in the sentence either previously or subsequently to the numeral phrase which is related to the omitted noun. This referring noun can be plural or generic and is introduced by the preposition min, and functions as a head of the whole phrase which may premodify or postmodify it, according to its position, with partitive relationship, as in, Eindamā jā?a wāhidun min al-xadam 'when one (servant) of the servants came' and istushida mina al-quwwādi wāhid 'one (leader) of the leaders has been martyred'

It is useful to note in this connection that there are certain phrases of an adverbial type in which a numeral
occurs repeated and is seen to be a modifier of the action of the verb. However when seen as a noun phrase it consists of a modifier with a head, the head being a personal pronoun or a noun. These numeral items form idiomatic expressions of two or more words; and again these reduplicated noun sequences act as a single unit.

Note that the personal pronoun here is considered as a head in terms of structure, as Halliday says:

"Each of these personal forms enters into the structure in one of two guises: either as participant in some process, or as possessor of some entity. If the former, it falls into the class NOUN, subclass PRONOUN, and functions as Head - and sole element - in the nominal group; it then has one form when that nominal group is the subject..." (1)

Thus, we may have the following expressions within nominal phrases:

(1) /hattā yūqīDahum wahīdan wahīda/
'Until he awakes them one by one'
(2) /udxulu al-gurfata, iṭnayni iṭnayn/
'Enter the room two after two'
(3) /rahalu al-wahīdu ba‘da al-‘axar/
'They moved away one after the other'
(4) /ji‘na al-wahīdatu tilwa al-‘uxrā/
'They came, one after the other'
(5) /iltaqaTahum wahidatan warā‘a wahīda/
'He picked them, one after another'
(6) /ja‘a al-nāsu zurāfatīn wa wahdānā/
'people came in groups and alone'

(1) Halliday, et al., Cohesion..., op.cit., p.45.
Considering the above examples, we notice that the constructions of numeral referred to as 'adverbial-descriptive' share the following characteristics:

1. They involve a 'two-place descriptive' numeral with adverbial meaning.

2. They are used with a syndetic or asyndetic 'subordinator', or rather subordinating adverb or coordinator in surface structure.

3. They occur as post modifier in compound feature.

Moreover, the adverbial meaning can also be represented by a single word where the relationship between the numeral and the preceding head which it modifies is circumstantial.

To represent this point, the following five structures are given:

a) /rabī lā tadārnī fardan/
   '0 my sustainer: leave me not childless' (1)

b) /wa baqītu ka al-sayfi fardā/
   'and I am left alone as a sword'

c) /wa kulluhum ?atīhi yawma al-qiyāmati fardan/
   'and every one of them will appear before Him on Resurrection Day in a lonely state' (2)

d) /wa laqad ji?tumūnā furādā.../
   '(and God shall say) "and now, indeed, you have come unto us in a lonely state"' (3)

(1) Asad, ibid., p.499, verse 89.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.469, verse 95.
(3) Asad, ibid., p.186, verse 94.
e) /jaʔa zaydun wahdah/
   'Zayd came alone'

B) The second division of type I is the ordinals. Normally ordinals occur in the post-head position; but there are some ordinals (1-10) which allow transposition to the pre-head position, as we have seen above. Certain syntactic features are general to ordinals:

(1) They occur within the structure of nominal phrase
   e.g. /taʔallafa minha Ziqdu al-Tabaqati al-raibiyah/
       'it (they) constitute the fourth-rate'

(2) They represent a class of modifier
   e.g. /wa Taʔifatun talitatu wadaqath/
       'and a third group was gentle with him'

(3) They can be modified by the adverb faqat only
   e.g. /fi al-madinati al-talitat faqat/
       'in the third city only'

(4) They are definite by form (i.e. with al-), and by meaning when they are transposed.
   e.g. /tasiZu risalat al-risatu al-tasiZah/
       'the ninth message' 'the ninth message'

Thus, we distinguish two positions of ordinals for the structural configuration of the nominal phrase

a) variable position (i.e. before and after the head noun)
   when the ordinal is one of the numerals (2-10), as illustrated above.

b) Second position (i.e. after the head noun when the ordinal is one of the numerals (11-99)
e.g. /al-?usratu al-?a diyata Ǧasarah/  

' the eleventh family'

but not

*al-hadiyata Ǧasarat (al-?usrah

?usrah

\(/fi al-bayti al-xamsIn/  

'in the fiftieth verse'

but not

*/fī al-xamsīna al-bayt/  

\(/rājiḍ al-majlisa al-tāsi?a wa al-?arba?In/  

'check the fortieth and ninth lesson'

5) When they are used for counting they appear often

with an implied head noun (i.e. ellipted head).

The semantic effect of such ellipsis is to

indicate that there is a combined process connecting

the nominal group.

e.g.

Tabaqatu al-baSriyyīna al-?ulā

al-tāniyatu al-tālitatu etc.

6) Virtually, when the numeral phrase is introduced

by the emphatic particle ?amma 'but' the head noun

is rarely. ellipted in surface structure e.g.

/?amma al-Tabaqatu al-tāniyatu.../

'As for the third-rate...'

The ordinals, however, constitute a class of adjectives

which follow the head noun. The grammatical effect of

this position is that ordinals match the head noun they
modify in gender and number concord and in having the article al-. Accordingly, they function as qualitative adjectives in a formal structure whereas if they precede the head they would function as determinative in an informal structure as illustrated above, except two items, i.e. ?awwal 'first' and ?axir 'last', which function as superlative and inferior respectively whether they precede or follow the head noun. However, with regard to the cardinal relationships, compare:

1a) /al-Tawru al-nnahwiyyu al-?awwal/ 'the first syntactical stage'
1b) /al-Tabaqatu al-?ula al-kūfiyyah/ 'the first Kufah (school of grammarians) group'
1c) /wa kānat risālatu bāta fī al-masā?ili al-Tabībiyyati awwalā(1) mu?allafin Eilmiyy/ 'and pat's treatise was the first scientific work in physical issues'
1d) /dālika li?annaha ?awwalu gazwatin fī al-?islām/ 'That is because it was the first campaign in Islam'

2a) /wa takāsa fa bihāda al-Dīqi fī al-yawmi al-tālit/ 'and they told each other about this annoyance in the third day'
2b) /wa huwa yuqri?uni al-qur?āna lil-marrati al-tālitah/ 'and he is making me read the Holy Qurān for the third time'

(1) Note that the numeral (2-10) and also ?awwal and ?axir can be used in a partitive construction with a following noun in the genitive. In these structures the following noun is definite. These occur equivalent to such structures are dealt with more fully under the Genitive (Chapter VI, p. 494 ).
In 1 and 2 (a,b,c) above, each of the underlined numerals shows gender status in accordance with the head noun it modifies. What is peculiar about the ordinals in 1 and 2(d) is that, though they modify a feminine head noun, they do not have corresponding gender status (i.e. feminine marker) with the head they precede. They are always masculine in this position with a head in singular form. (1)

Type II premodifier + head noun

As already pointed out in the previous section on Type I, certain numeral items are seen to have preferred postmodification position. Some of these cardinal and some ordinal. This section undertakes to examine the features of numerals which are seen to have preferred premodification position, i.e. the preferred position for numerals is pre-head position, although they can be transposed. These contrast with ordinals which prefer post-positioning, but can be transposed to premodification position as exemplified above. We see thus that the

(1) Note that if the head noun is a plural or generic we would have gender concord i.e. ?awwal and ?ul̄a first in ?awwalu al-?awl̄ad 'the first of the boys' and ?ul̄a al-banat 'the first of the girls', again the structure will be one of genitive constructions.
The mechanism of transposition differs from cardinals to ordinals where the transposition of cardinals is forward producing the post-posed type and that of ordinals is backward producing the pre-posed type. Therefore, the cardinals from (3-99) and the numeral items: mi?ah and ?alf are treated as premodifiers.

The following are examples of this structure:

1. /famakatat quraysun Zala ḏālika ?arba?a layālin/
   'and Quraišh stayed on this situation four nights'

2. /fanfajarat minhu itnataā Ṣasrata Ṣaynan/
   'where upon twelve springs gushed forth from it'

3. /wa wāzadnā musā talātīna laylatan.../
   'and (then) we appointed for Moses thirty nights'

4. /faqad malaka sittan wa talātīna sanatan/
   'and he ruled thirty six years'

5. /faqsama rasūlu allāhi fī ?aShābihi fī kulli mi?atī rajulin jazūra/
   'and the messenger of God asked every one hundred men of his companion to share a camel'

6. /wa hum ?alfu rajulin/
   'and they were one hundred men'

As the above examples show, the underlined two elements in sequence are: one functioning as premodifier, the other as head.

What is very important to the linguistic description we are making here is that syntactically cardinals are

---

(1) Asad, op.cit., p.13, verse 60.
(2) Asad, ibid., p.223, verse 142.
dependent, and show a distinctive syntagmatic feature of being elements (with or without the article) followed by a noun in an indefinite status in surface structure. The whole phrase will be definite if the article is prefixed to the numeral. Below we give examples of definite and indefinite structures:

(a) /wa kānū sittata nafarin mina al-xazraj/
   'and they were six men from al-Khazrag (tribe)'

(b) /wa kānū al-sittata nafarin mina al-xazraj/
   'and they were the six men from al-Khazrag (tribe)'

(a) /tumma qaraʔa ʕaʃra ʔāyāt/
   'then he read the ten verses'

(b) /tumma qaraʔa al-ʕaʃra ʔāyāt/
   'then he read the ten verses'

(a) /wa ?atā bi ʔalfi dīnār/
   'and he brought one thousand dinars'

(b) /wa ?atā bial-ʔalfi dīnār/
   'and he brought the one thousand dinars'

The cardinal above, which are confined to the pre-head position, used with an explicit head noun, and appear with or without the article as in (a) and (b) respectively. The semantic effect of this is that the meaning of cardinals in (a) is inclusive; and in (b) is exclusive. Since the article is prefixed to cardinals for focus, in which prefixed cardinals indicate that what is being enumerated is limited to a number that is focused on (exclusive).
Nevertheless, the head noun occurring with a cardinal can be ellipted, such ellipted heads are implied and can be referred to by an identical element involved in the context. So the types of formal ellipsis are dependent on the linguistic context. The ellipsis of the head however has no more effect than to suggest a closer connection between the content of given clauses. Or as Quirk says:

"often the effect of ellipsis is no more than to suggest a closer connection between the content of the clauses, but sometimes the effect is to indicate that there is a combined process rather than two separate processes."(1)

Thus, the head nouns of cardinals can be ellipted:

1 - If an identical noun has been mentioned earlier
a) /wa al-?abyātu al-mazīdatu balagat ?ahāda ?aṣara (baytan)
'and the extra verses reached eleven (verses)
b) /wa ?alā hāda fa al-?abyātu al-majhūlatu fī kitābi sībawāhi tisqatun wa ?arbaṣūna (baytan), wa al-?abyātu al-majhūlatu allatī ?adkurhā ?ahādun wa talātūna (baytan)
'and according to this investigation, the abanded verses which are in Sibawaih's book are forty nine, and the abanded verses which I mention are thirty one'

2 - If the identical noun will be mentioned later.
'over it are nineteen (powers). For we have caused none but angelic powers to lord over the fire (of hell)'(2)

(1) Quirk, op.cit., p.267
(2) Asad, ibid., p.906, verses 30 and 31.
b) /?arba?un, man kunna fīhi kāna munāfiqan xāliSan
wa man kānat fīhi xaslatun minhunna kāna fīhi
xāna. wa ?idā ḥaddata kadaba. wa ?idā ?āhada
gadara. wa ?ida xāSama fajara/ (prophet's say)
'Four (things) which if anybody possesses them (all)
he will be a pure hypocrite and if anybody possesses
one such quality, he will have a hypocritical trait
unless he abandons it. (These four qualities are that):
if he is trusted he will deceive; if he talks, he
will lie; if he makes a promise, he will break; and
if he quarrels with someone, he will be abused'

So far, cardinals have been dealt with as a premodifier.
We have touched upon the post-posed modifier in which the
cardinals are transposed for syntactic and semantic
reasons (see below).

Type III. Headnoun + post-posed premodifier

Cardinals can be transposed from pre-posed to post-
posed position for reasons of focus. That is to say,
cardinals functioning syntactically as premodifier are
semantically determinative, a transposition of the cardinal
to the post-posed position would result:

(i) a post-posed modifier in which cardinals are
adjectivally used (be it with or without the article
as seen below).

(ii) Focus and emphasis in the nominal phrase with which
the cardinal is suffixed by a coterminal pronoun.
(iii) a structure involving a plural head in surface syntax.

Compare the following examples where (a) represents the regular structure and the rest shows the possibilities of (a) transposition:

1a) /qara?tu talātata kutub/
   'I read three books'

1b) /qara?tu kutuban talātah/
   'I read three books'

1c) /qara?tu al-kutuba al-talātah/
   'I read the three books'

1d) /qara?tu al-kutuba talātatahā/
   'I read the books, three of them'

2a) /jā?a xamsata Ēasarajula/
   'Fifteen men came'

2b) /jā?a al-rijālu al-xamsata Ṣasar/
   'The fifteen men came'

2c) /jā?a al-rijālu xamsata Ṣasarahum/
   'The men came, fifteen of them'

The underlined cardinals which act as descriptive adjectives, as in 1(b and c) and 2(b), determinative, as in 1 and 2 (a), emphasiser with coterminous pronoun, as in 1(d) and 2(c), are post-posed modifiers which transposed for focus. Also cardinals here have the same grammatical status of the head noun involved with regard to structural form and case ending.

It is worth mentioning here that the transposition of
Cardinals (11-99) to the post head position is fairly idiomatic; since it is rarely used.

Type IV. Pre-posed postmodifier + Head noun

As we have said before, this type of pre-posed modifier is performed by transposing the ordinals ?awwal 'first' and those of (2-10) to the pre-posed position in the NP. They premodify a singular head noun in the genitive case. Our reason for regarding this as a pre-posed modifier is that the more normal classical usage would be Head + Modifier, i.e. al-qarnu al-xāmis 'the fifth century', while xāmisu qarn 'the fifth century' is the less usual occurrence. It is however not easy to demonstrate that there is any element of focus in this usage. It is however true that the usage xāmisu qarn implies 'the fifth' of a series which may include more than five (i.e. xāmisu al-qurūn 'the fifth of the centuries') while al-qarnu al-xāmis does not imply any suggestion of following centuries. Bearing this in mind, consider the following examples as pre-posed modifier:

a) /wa kāna ?awwala rajulin ?āmana bial-nabiyy/
   'and he was the first man who believed in the prophet'

b) /tālitu Tabītah/
   'the third edition

c) /kama sayajī?u al-kalamu Zalayhi fī rābi‘ī fāsīl/
   'as we will talk about him in the fourth chapter'

d) /fī xāmisī yawm/
   'on the fifth day'
The above examples show the ordinals occurring in the pre-head position, by means of transposition (see p. 517).

**Cardinals followed by 1,000 or 1,000 in compound structure**

When cardinals are followed by mi?ah 'one hundred' or 1,000 'one thousand', we have various types. Each type is analyzable according to the operation of each item in a complex nominal phrase. That is to say, nominal phrases such as:

1) /... hattā balāqū _talāta_ mi?ati rajul/  
   'until they reached three hundred men'

2) /wa tā?abba?at quraysun wa hum _talātatu_ ?alāfi rajulin wa ma?ahum mi?atā faras/  
   'and Quraish has mobilized in three thousand men and two hundred horses'

3) /...aḥada Ṣasara mi?ata kitāb/  
   'eleven hundred books'

4) /... xamsa Ṣasarata ?alfa nasamah/  
   'fifteen thousand persons'

show that the cardinal numeral modifies the numeral mi?ah, as in (1) and (3), or ?alf as in (2) and (4), and the whole phrase in each one is modifying the following basic head noun in a complex structure. It is to be noted that the basic head noun is always in the genitive case.
III. The semantic implications

The semantic area is the one with which we are principally concerned in justifying our analysis, since numerals here are considered modifiers on the semantic and structural basis. To put it in clear terms we may quote Wunderlich,

"Mathematically oriented linguistics often deals with formal languages emptied of all possibilities of interpretation; these can be called syntactic languages. But here it is inappropriate to speak of 'languages' in the literal sense, because we cannot communicate with formal languages alone; a means of communication must always have both form and meaning (content, sense)." (1)

However, both structure and semantics are related to the grammatical system through two different axes; one defines the relationship in 'syntagmatic terms' with regard to the structural elements with which the numerals combine, the other defines the relationship in 'semantic terms' with respect to the meanings which the numerals convey, i.e. numerals (3 and upward) in a given structure refer to a specific meaning of the head noun, or as Hudson states for English,

"one might expect the meaning of ten students to be a simple combination of the meanings of ten and of students, paralleling good students, but this is not so. Students on its own is generic, referring either to students in general (students are necessary) or to the property of being a student (they are students) whereas ten students normally refers to a specific group of "ten students (Ten students came to the lecture),..." (2)

Also, as it has been said before, with regard to the presence and absence of al-, numerals fall into two semantic groups. It is however useful to illustrate them here as follows:

1 - Form: -al + numeral  
   Function: modifier  
   Meaning: inclusive

2 - Form: +al + numeral  
   Function: modifier  
   Meaning: exclusive.

Numerals may also have an adverbial function when they are repeated after a definite head noun, as exemplified above (pp.532-533).

In this way, numerals are assigned their function, as has been illustrated throughout this chapter.

Summary

To conclude this chapter, a summary of the main points is given:

1) Numerals belong to two morphological classes: noun and adjective.

2) They occur in the syntactic structure of an NP characterized by:
   a) the occurrence with a noun without separation, constituting the syntactic structure of modification: head and modifier.
   b) transposability, in which the post-posed numeral is seen with or without the article al- 'the' or with al-Damīru al-Sājīd 'returning pronoun',
according to the number status of the head noun which must be always definite.

3) Numerals are dependent, since they depend in a structure of modification on a combined head noun (be it explicit or implied).

4) They fall into four structural classes: Postmodifier, premodifier, post-posed modifier and pre-posed modifier.

5) Numerals have inclusive meaning when not preceded by the article al- and exclusive meaning when they are preceded by al-

6) They may have adverbial function as shown in pp.531-533.

7) They change the meaning of the head noun from generic to specific, though it may be indefinite specific.

8) Gender concord of numerals:
   a) Cardinals show gender polarity with the head when they precede, and are one of the series (3-99) whether the numeral is in singular or compound or coordinate form. This may or may not have gender concord when they follow.
   b) Ordinals show invariable gender (provided that the head noun is singular) when they precede the head, and gender concord when they follow.
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